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Celebrating Martin Luther King's legacy

The JJC community gathered to celebrate Martin Luther King's birthday with a Freedom March on caniyus ,a»ua,, u.

Decades later. Dr. King's methods still undergoing change
BY ANDREW HANTON

Staffwriter

"1963 is not an end but a

beginning."

Those words rang out of

Dr. Martin Luther King Jr’s “I

Have a Dream" speech on Aug.

28. 1963. Powerful words that

display an awareness of the

present and a hope for the future.

However, words were not

enough in the struggle for equal

rights for African-Americans.

The movement needed strategy

in the struggle to wake America

up to the plight of a large part of

its children.

Dr. King was not only the

face of the Civil Rights era, he

was also a pioneering tactician

who brought African-American

issues to the forefront of

American thought. To meet his

goals. Dr. King initiated a three-

prong strategy that was found

to be the most effective way of

gaining attention.

“Others were advocating

for freedom by “any means

necessary," including violence."

reads the overview of Dr. King’s

bio at kingcenter.org. “Martin

Luther King. Jr. used the power

of words and ucLs of nonviolent

resistance, such os protests,

grassroots organizing. and

civil disobedience to achieve

sccmingiy-impossiblc goals.

”

Dr. King observed “six

principles of nonviolence" in

his philosophy. He also put forth

“six steps of nonviolent social

change" in order to fight racism.

poverty, und militarism; what

he called the “triple evils" or

“violence that exists in a vicious

cycle".

Dr. King’s resolve with these

ideals led to some of the most

famous acts of the Civil Rights

Movement. Everything from

See MLK

page 4

Club Spotlight: GLOW continues to effect social change
by Shanielle Fulton

Staffwriter

Safe havens, for years, have

come few and far between for

lesbians, gays, bisexuals, and

transgender citizens. Thankfully.

Joliet Junior College stands as

one of the few to offer one.

The Gay Lesbian or

Whatever club, better known by

its acronym GLOW, is up and

running for another semester.

GLOW has been forever

changing and evolving since it

began years ago.

Melvin Whitehead. JJC

faculty member, is the adviser of

the club.

“Our mission is to provide a

social outlet for LGBT students

and participate in educational

efforts," said Whitehead.

Providing a social outlet for

their student-members is exactly

what the club has been doing.

Last fall. GLOW set up a

table in opposition to the anti-

homosexual group H.O.M.E.

(Heterosexuals Organized

for a Moral Environment)

whose purpose was to spread

awareness about the dangers of

the lifestyles of homosexuals.

GLOW’S table was a bake sale

that raised a good amount of

money with the support of other

students* contributions.

Every year they hold a

National Day of Silence, which

falls on April 16 this year, in

remembrance of those killed due

to intolerance to LGBT people

“The group changes from

year to year." Whitehead said.

He went on to talk about

last year, when they brought a

gay African-Amencan poet to

do Spoken Word, along with

performers. Last semester, they

were able to bring different

speakers to the campus.

“I believe the biggest event is

Gay Prom." he said, which lands

on April 10. Tickets go on sale

March 30.

Besides the prom, there are

other events to look forward

to this semester from GLOW.
There will be a Transgender Day

of remembrance held.

“It's an event where we

moralize those who have

lost their lives to transgrnder

violence." Whitehead said. “We
also have a partnership with

OSA. There’s a speaker's bureau

where we send LGBT and

straight students who are allies

into classrooms and student

groups to tell their stories."

“Our goals in the long run arc

to keep educating the campus

community on LGBT issues.”

Whitehead said.

Whitehead also explained

that he feels the club will create

an even larger safe place for

people of the LGBT community

who arc often ostracized and

mistreated.

Whitehead additionally

believes that the group will

continue to grow and expand

their advocacy for Gay Rights

The club itself has been

growing and expanding recently.

See Glow page 5



Opinion

...And Free Community College For All?

By Jof.1. Roza

Editor In chelf

On Jan. 20, President

Barack Obama delivered

a rousing State of the

Union speech, declaring,

among other things, that

“the shadow of crisis has

passed, and the State of the

Union is strong.”

Obama’s bold statement

docs not come without

merit.

Job growth is on the

rise, the housing market

is recovering, prices at

the pump have sagged to

numbers for which we

haven’t seen in ages, and

international relations

between the U.S. and the

rest of the world have

improved dramatically

since the doldrums of the

Bush administration.

With two years

remaining in his term, and

the constraints of a sagging

economy, a seemingly

endless war and upcoming

elections now behind him,

Ohiinw declared himself

free to push important

initiatives that have long

taken a backseat to the

aforementioned hot button

issues.

Among those many

issues stood the one of

most interest to those

reading this publication

free community college

for "all willing to work for

it"; a slightly vague way of

saying, "keep your grades

up and Uncle Sam’s got

your back."

“Understand,”

Obama said. “You’ve

got to earn it you’ve

got to keep your gnides

up and graduate on time.

Tennessee, a state with

Republican leadership,

and Chicago, a city with

Democratic leadership,

are showing that free

community college is

possible.”

Dubbed

"America’s

College

Promise"

Obama’s

methods for

pushing these

initiatives to nationwide

fruition will be, in large

part, the result of $320

billion in tax increases over

the next decade on the one

percenters of earners in

the U.S. A fee will also be

placed on large financial

institutions.

The tax plan would raise

the top capital gains tax

rate 4.2 percent, from 23.8

percent to 28 percent.

Those hits to the wallets

of top earners would fund

the community college

initiative, which would

cost $60 billion over a

decade. According to

the Huffing’tun Post, an

additional $20 billion

would come from states

that opt-in.

A slew of new tax

credits intended for the

middle class would also be

created as a result of these

increases.

According to the New
York Times, “those would

include a new $500 credit

for families with two

working spouses, a subsidy

of up to $2,500 annually

to pay for college; and the

tripling, up to $3,000, of an

existing

tax

break

to

pay

for

college.”

So what’s the other side

of this? Where’s the other

foot? Is this an exercise

in political posturing

by a president trying to

curry some cool points on

the way out, or is this a

legitimate initiative with a

legitimate shot at coming

to fruition?

“This doesn’t have a

prayer of getting passed

in this Congress, and

(Obama) knows it,” writes

Ed Morrissey at Hot Air.

There’s a lot of truth

to that sentiment. With

the House and the Senate

controlled by the GOP,

there’s little to no chance

this gets through.

In spite of the apparent

opposition, is it viable?

“That’s a tough

(question) to answer,"

said Kelly Rohder, JJC’s

communications and

media specialist. “I say

that because there’s a lot of

unknown variables.”

A day after the

president's announcement,

Rohder explained that she

sat in on a conference call

which was led by

a White House

information

aide, who

told those / ^ J

on the call

' that Obama’s

proposal ^

really

his

“attempt to

start a national

t

dialogue about

this issue."

The aide also

explained

in the

conference

call that

financial questions and

viability questions would

be better answered after

(Obama’s) Feb. 2 budget

plan address.”

The reality is that anyone

currently enrolled in a

community college, or

about to be, is likely going

to be unaffected by this

proposal. As I said above,

the House and the Senate

are in the hands of the

GOP, and there’s currently

a better chance of the U.S.

getting an apology letter

from the Taliban than there

is of the GOP pushing

forward this proposal.

But it’s a conversation

the country will continue to

have.

Senators and

congressmen will come

and go, and authority

will shift from one party

to the next on an endless

cycle. The beauty of our

democracy is that the

power is with the people. If

the people force the issue,

educate themselves and use

their bom right to vote the

proper people into office,

proposals such as this can

reach legislation.

What we need in

place is an educated

electorate, not just

people in it for the

here and the now.

Maybe it doesn’t

help you now,

but it may help

you down the

road when it

saves you from

having to fund

your children's college

education, saving you and

your family tons of money

down the road.

Educate yourselves

now, know who and

what you are

voting for,

and always

exercise

i

any

forward-

thinking.

The world isn’t

changed overnight.

It takes years of

discussion and slow

change.

The discussion for

free community college

is happening now. It is

possible ifyou w ant it to

be.
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Commentary
Global view

Falling oil prices creating
a worldwide domino effect
BY ANDREW HanTON

Staffwriter

You may have noticed recently

that prices at the pump have been

far from the wallet busting levels

of the past few years. In fact, oil

prices began to fall and kept

falling; from Sept. 25 to Jan. 5. a

span of 102 consecutive days.

This is due to Brent Crude oil

prices decreasing below $50 per

barrel. Brent Crude is a type of oil

that is used to set other oil prices.

There are actually 161 types

of oil produced globally but the

types, like Brent Crude, that

are known for being "light and

sweet" or “easily refined” are

most common. According to

Investopedia, the price of oil

is usually set based on supply,

demand and oil futures.

According to the same source,

oil then affects gas prices by its

availability from nations that

control the bulk of oil, the quality

and ease of refining oil and

fluctuations from oil supply in the

world market.

The financial effects of the oil

reduction have been far reaching,

with some countries experiencing

a sort of renaissance while others

are being brought out to the

economic woodshed.

As of 2012, -the Energy

Information Administration

website puts the U.S. as the world

leader in oil imports at 7,372

barrels per day, as well as number

two in world production at 11,119

barrels per day, trailing only

Saudi Arabia.

It may not come as much of

a shock that the U.S. is also the

world leader in oil consumption

with an insane 18,490 barrels

per day. Being at the top of

these charts has cushioned the

U.S. well against the fallout being

felt in several countries from the

oil deflation.

Hard times in Russia

and Venezuela
Russia is one such country

having financial problems. The

EIA puts Russia os the 3rd largest

global producer of oil. As such,

Russia’s economy is extremely

dependent on countries importing

its oil. A BBC report shows

that Russia loses S2 billion in

revenue for every dollar that falls

on oil prices and with Russia

already suffering from economic

sanctions from the west due to

the Ukraine incident and a 17%
interest rate hike, its economy is

slated to shrink 0.7% this year.

Venezuela is faring no better

in this struggle. According to

Forbes, Venezuela now has a large

foreign exchange gap because it

needs oil prices to be set at $100

per barrel. Venezuela has tried to

convince the Organization of the

Petroleum Exporting Countries to

reduce oil production, a move that

would support their oil price and

help fight the country’s recession,

but their pleas have fallen on deaf

IMF Managing Director

Christine Lagarde says that "the

strong U.S. economy will not be

enough to brighten the outlook

for global economic growth."

Lagarde continued, "the euro

zone and Japan risk suffering

a long period of weak growth

and dangerously low inflation,

with the specter of a nightmarish

deflationary spiral of falling

prices and wages already looming

over Europe."

With the U.S. focusing more

on the hydraulic fracturing of

shale to get its oil, it is practically

ready to separate from foreign oil

dependency altogether. In fact,

Seth Kleinman, head of energy

strategy at Citi, says "Shale has

essentially severed the linkage

between geopolitical turmoil in

the Middle East, and oil price and

equities."

Fracking the future?

Hydraulic fracturing, also

known as fracking, is the process

of drilling and injecting fluid into

the ground at high pressures in

order to fracture shale rocks into

releasing the natural gas inside.

Whether fracking is a herald of

economic prosperity for America

or an ecological harbinger

of doom remains to be seen.

America’s explosion of growth

is taking a lot of financial weight

off of consumers, allowing them

to spend their savings on other

goods and services that will help

the economy.

However, not all citizens are

experiencing this comfort Many
tied to the oil industry itself arc

having their lives negatively

impuctcd. CNNMoney states that

Texas, for instance, is facing the

very real possibility of a recession

because of low oil prices Still, ns

the BBC reports, oil prices are

here to stay for at leust the next

three year*.
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NEWS
MLKfrom page 1 —

the Montgomery Hus Boycott to

the March on Washington to the

Selma to Montgomery marches

utilized Dr. King’s unique

methods.

The potency and effectiveness

of these strategies arc still

recognized today. "I believe it

spoke to the ‘human’ side of

people," said Antionc lidwards,

the Multicultural Outreach and

Retention Specialist at JJC.

lie continued, “no matter what

color or creed, the average person

cannot agree with (the) torture

of innocent people. Especially

clergy, or the elderly and young

children. It's just something that

I believe we are bom with. No

matter what our beliefs arc or what

our upbringing is like; we can’t

deny tho sense of compassion we

arc born with.’’

Civil Rights Future

The African-American Civil

Rights Movement, in the capacity

that history remembers, lusted

from 1954 until 1968. Muny

rights were hard-won in thut

time, hut there arc issues that

still plague African-American

communities today.

In un effort to continue the

light for equal rights. Dr. King's

strategies have continued to be

utilized into the present, but they

have had to evolve to fit modem
times.

Just us there were several

school* of thought on how to

boat fight lor equal light* In the

1960’s, there has always been the

question of whether it is best to

use Dr. King’s approach.

The current relevancy of Dr.

King’s strategy is disputed.

When asked about the modem

efficacy of Dr. King’s tactics,

Edwards opined, "It will always

work, but I don't feel we could

endure how long it would take.

It would take longer today. Back

then (the movement) seemed to

(have) a sense of unity. Unity to

the level where if it would cost

your life, or your freedom, people

were committed to the end."

Edwurds continued, 'Today we

seem to focus on the individual,

and that is the complete opposite

of what it takes to bring change.

Each individual finger must be

tightly closed together to muke a

list which ultimately cun lond u

mightier blow to opposition.”

There huve been some changes

to the contemporary civil rights

movement in recent times. Sherri

Morrow, u counselor ut JJC and

adviser to the Black Student

Union, weighed in on this reality.

‘‘(African-Americans) have

mude monumental strides in

terms of education, equal access

und accessibility to many more

things than African-Americans

were allowed in previous times,”

Morrow suid. “So, I think thut the

tuctics certainly hud to change in

regards to certain things bccuusc

certain issues hud changed.”

When usked what issues have

changed, Morrow brought up

the slmilarltlc* between events

such us the Ferguson protests

und protests of old. “When you

take a look at the issues now,

they’ve changed in the sense that

individuals have more access to

some of the more overt things that

were happening there.”

“But you’ve brought in several

new elements that include apathy

and access to narcotics in a greater

capacity. So our society has been

lulled to sleep, in my opinion, to a

lot of the strides that were made.”

“You still, in education, don’t

get a true sense of history,"

Morrow continued. “So you

have o lot of younger people

who don’t really understand

what this is all about. The only

person they may know about is

Martin Luther King, “we know

the name Malcolm X or we know

about Rosa Parks," but they

(don’t) understand the extent of

the movement...! wouldn’t call

this generation lost but they have

certainly lost some things."

It's not clear what the future

holds for the Civil Rights

Movement or if Dr. King’s master

plan will still be used. The one

thing for certain is there will

always be people fighting to

make a change and Dr. King’s

legacy will live on. Just as those

powerful words of awareness and

hope continued:

“And those who hope that the

Negro needed to blow off steam

and will now be content will have

a rude awakening if the nation

returns to business as usual. And

there will be neither rest nor

tranquility in America until the

Negro is granted his citizenship

rights. The whirlwinds of revolt

will continue to shake the

foundations ofour nation until the

bright day ofjustice emerges."

Numerous faculty and staff march to support Dr. Martin Luther King’s legacy. Photo by Josh Fowler
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News
Odd? Rod entertains

and educates
Glow from page 1

BY ANDREW' HANTON

Staffwriter

Students were treated to a

special performance on the JJC

bridge on Wednesday. Following

the annual Martin Luther King

Jr. Day Freedom March, guest

speaker Odd?Rod enthralled the

audience with u unique blend of

witty observations, off the cuff

remarks, and relatable stories.

Rod, bom Roderick Borisade, a

Jacksonville, FL native, spun tales

of an unfortunately stereotypical

upbringing foryoung black males.

He was poor, his mother was

addicted to drugs and his father

was not around. Depressingly

enough, he told the audience that

the first poem he wrote was "a

suicide poem”. Despite the odds

being stacked against him, he

managed to pull himself out of a

black hole that has swallowed so

many others.

Rod reminisced a quote

he heard at a young age that

“education can take you as far as

you want to go." This spurred him

to take his future into his hands

and make himself the person he

thought he should be. "It may
sound cliche, but I always knew I

was special... that I had something

to give" he said.

Rod studied hard and got A’s

in school. Through his hard work

he managed to receive a full

scholarship to the University of

North Florida. While in college,

he found the transformative

power of poetry and the spoken

word and started his own open-

mic show.

Rod captured the audience’s

attention through his very unique

spoken word style. He asked for

questions from the audience and.

instead of a direct answer, he

would recite a poem that he had

written. Fascinatingly, the content

of the poem itself was in relation

to the question he was asked.

He gathered further appreciation

through funny observations of

students walking past the stage

and hysterical quips in his own
stories.

According to Rod’s own
website, he has been touring

colleges since 201 1 covering over

1 00 college campuses. He has also

been voted as the Association of

Promotional Campus Activities

2014 Spoken Word Artist of the

Year and Entertainer of the Year.

Rod’s inspirational story wasn’t

the only feel-good part of the

speech. He informed audiences

that his mother has been clean

and oft'of drugs for eight y ears.

When asked what he felt he

wanted audiences to take away

from his performances. Rod

said “our losses carry wings...

everything that you lose. > ou huve

to find what you’re winning in

that loss. It’s your business to turn

your negatives into positives." He
continued, "everything that I’ve

ever lost in life. 1 found a win in it

and I won a better life."

Anyone looking to find out

more about Rod can follow him

on Twitter und Instagram @odd
rod. You can also sec some of

his performances on Youtube or

follow him on Facebook.

Lost year. GLOW received

several newcomers in the tall,

many ot whom I had the pleasure

to sit down with to find out their

thoughts on the club. Below

is a Q&A with those student-

members.

How did you make the decision

to join GLOW?
Robert Jones: “My new friends

came here and I just wanted to be

with people that understood my
differences and my input."

Tiffany Delrosc: "I’d heard of

a violent incident that happened

to u friend of mine who was a pari

of the club."

Emily Morrison: “I saw them

doing the protest." (The H O M E

protest lost October)

Iun Girard: "I needed more

people to understand about me
being transgender."

How has GLOW benefitted

you personally?

Jones: “It allowed me to

express myself in a more open

manner and gain more friends

thun I ever expected."

Delrosc: "A lot because I gel to

see the world in a new perspective

you know? I was raised around

Catholics and get to be around

people that I could never be

around before."

Crista Confiliuno (president):

"It’s u safe place. It connects with

everyone."

Morrison: "I’ve mude friends

(that) made me a bit more

confident about my sexuality and

all that."

Girard: “Mndc me a heck of a

lot happier; people gendered me
correctly."

How do you believe GLOW
has benefited the school?

Jones: "It allows people to not

be judged for who they are und

not what they believe in. it’s like

another family You feel safe in

and out of the school."

Delrosc: “It’s like people come
to JJC’ and they find out about

GLOW and they ’re like "finally. I

can be somewhere where 1 won’t

be judged."

Confiliono: “It allows a safe

place for everyone. LGBT or

not. Its formed many, many

friendships."

Morrison: “We go out. take

care of our own; we’re very

accepting of people
"

Girard: "By creuling a sufe

place for people of all genders,

sexualities und identities."

Ilovv do you sec GLOW
growing over the next few years?

Jones: "I think we’re going to

have a lot more members than we
have now. I believe in n couple

more years or so we’ll have a lot

more thun we expected
"

Delrosc: "I seeGLOW growing

a lot. especially with gay rights."

Confiliono: "I think more and

more people will become aware

of the issues surrounding LGU I

people"

Morrison: "I hope it gets more

members. I think it will gel more

members. It will become a bigger,

(more) active club than it already

is.

Collectively, the club’s

members pointed out the

opposition against the individuals

involved with IIOM.I- as their

favorite moment with the club.

Glow is a truly special

club in everything that it has

accomplished and everything that

it will continue to accomplish.

If unyonc wants to join, just

uttend three meeting sessions a

semester, every Monday at 2 p.m.

in room J0006.

Odd? Rod Inspires JJC community.
Pho,° ** >ami

Commentary

Weird
By Blazer Staff

Every year, on the third

Monday of February, we observe

President’s Day (it’s on Feb.

16 this year). It’s a wonderful

opportunity to reflect on the

many men who have served

as Commandcr-in-Chief since

independence was declared in

1776.

Here at the Blazer, we thought

we’d go a little further and

have our writers bring to you

the funniest anecdotes about

president’s you may not know
much about, and none of you
remember (because you weren’t

bom, unless you’re 100 or older).

So get in your delorean. gun

it to 88 mph and let’s head to

the past and laugh at our former

fearless leaders.

Andrew Hanlon’s favorites:

- Every so often. President

Calvin Coolidgc would press all

President's Day fun facts
the buttons on the President’s

desk and hide and watch his staff

run in. He would then pop out

from behind the door and say that

he was just seeing if everyone

was working.

- President James Garfield

could write Latin with one hand

and Greek with the other hand

simultaneously.

Olivia Bergagna’v favorites:

- The first attempt to assassinate

a president was on Andrew

Jackson by Richard Lawrence, a

house painter. Both of his guns

misfired, however—an event that

statisticians say could occur only

once in 125,000 times. Andrew

Jackson then chased Lawrence

with his walking stick.

- President Andrew Jackson

was reportedly involved in over

100 duels, most to defend the

honor of his wife, Rachel. He had

a bullet in his chest from an 1 806

duel and another bullet in his arm

from a barroom fight in 181 3 w ith

Missouri senator Thomas Hart

Benton.

Elias Albert's favorites:

- President Gerald Ford passed

up offers to play in the NFL by

the Detroit Lions and Green Bay

Packers.

Jami Shawmeker’s favorites:

- At 325 pounds, William

Howard Taft, who was dubbed

"Big Bill," was the largest

president in American history

and often got stuck in the White

House bathtub. His advison had

to sometimes pull him out.

Joel Ro/a’t favorites:

- President Calvin Coolidgc

liked to have his head rubbed

with petroleum jelly while eating

his breakfast in bed

- When President Martin Van

Buren wrote his autobiography

after serving as president from

1837-1841. he didn’t mention his

wife of 12 years. Not even once.

From public domain

Dashing young CaMn Coolidgc, 30th president of the United States.



From left, MLK Squares Is played on Jan. 20; students utilize total fitness center on campus; the chess club welcomes new members during Main Street



From left, artwork outside of T-Bulldlng; the cafeteria bustles with students during lunch hour the hallways swell with students during Main Street.

BECAUSE RECYCLING MAKES YOUw ATTRACTIVE*

ARE WE COOL?
I know that recycling makes you more

attractive, because a recent study says

so. That’s why I get all nervous when
you come around, and start showering

you with rewards. So come see me

'According to an actual study
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Musica Viva review

Manners Matter with profs Ford and Goodwin
BY JAM I SHAWM F.KER

Staff writer

huge difference hut the mezzo-

soprano tend* to have a heavier

and darker lone than the average

soprano, letting Ford really steal

the show.

Theiirst concert ofIheMuaica
'n 'c “uPle

Viva scricH of the ftpring scmclur Pcrfomlc<l b* lwo “‘J'""-''

was a vocal recital kicked off by Prof«*0,» h.lanoua. Ilurrc

Tracy Ford (soprano) and Ellen «*» d“,n Phra,<:' of

Goodwin (mczztnsoprano) with «dwce from Came Jacota-Dond s

aecompani.1 Laura KuUchcr. rags-lo-nche. slory performed as

While Ford and Goodwin are
advice by Ford and Goodwin,

hr, 111 vocal professors here at JJ( .

<i""dw"1 jested on stage,

they both have very dllTerent
who '* 10 Pu'»u<:

backgrounds.
“ “*« in thc "lu,ic inclurslry will

Dr. Ford performs regularly “"'k aPP'rciate these bin find

throughout the Chicago area in
validity in the advice she [Carrie

recitals, oratorios, and opera.
Jacobs-Dond] holds for us 100

She was a featured soloist in Tcar* ,lllcr

Ifrahm’s Requiem at the college l’*~ ibl >' «* mM< P**k» part

and performed roles in Gianni
oflhe show come nflcr die advice.

Sclticclli. Die Verschworenen, b,,lh I'",d ""d (i"odw "' d«™d

and Die l.ttstigc Wilsve. She was “ P1"' of black can ,,nd

also a Soloist at the Intemationnl
P'“«cded to ploy out the 'duetto

lienjttmin Britten Symposium at ip; 1
"' or lh0 Com,c

Illinois Stole University.
Duct for T\vo Cuts. It shows th«l

Goodwin is u singer, piuriist,

mid church musiciun. She

even two hundred years ago it

wasn't uncommon to sec two

an adjunct professor here and divas gel involved in a cat fight,

holds her own private studio in
Tllc *«"* and performance

Mlnooka. She has sung with the
°" lllls du“' is wbal “ ld “ ll'“

Grant Park Chorus and Music of “"d'ence. They then closed the

the Baroque. She "believes that
,lu,w wldl ''Burcartrlle" and “On

music is cssenlial to a full and Music", performed as ducts and .

happy life, and especially enjoys returning the concert to a more

helping young people." no-nonsense filled atmosphere.

fhe recital featured tt rather
Tlic performances by both Ford

Interesting theme: Manners “nd Goodwin were marvelous.

M, l((l
.

r
Separately, their voices were

To accomplish this theme, n",,nlcd fo' ll,c bcuut> dK >'

Goodwin dug deep inlo the
beheld. Together, Ford rose ubovc

archives of Miss Manncc'i *» I** ofOoodwiii.

ett! lections mid provided, not overtaking the delicate dud.

only spoken, but sung uccounls
While there is a dilYeroncc

of rendora sending their questions
‘"ld soprano, either an

and Miss Manner's replies.
instrument or another vocal with

Some of the vocally
n lowcr dynamic, nuiyhc some

performed Idlers included type of bass might have rounded

Manners n( a concert, Manners " l11 *1'° performance und really lei

fur Contemporary tnusic, and *bc audience sec the complexities

Manners ut n church recital. Die each vocal performer laid to oiler,

teal it took to pull dtis portion Overall, il was an astounding

of the show oil wits brillinnl,
w">' 10 »P«’nd “ cold und snowy

comcdlc, and fiuwlcss. It was Sunday afiemoon.

the iH’rfect opening to this vocal ["

recital.

fhe second purt of the show

.showcased the talent of Ford

with a set of lour art songs, all

inspired by a four movement

symphonic form, meaning each

song represented a specific tempo
and character of its particular

movement.

These four pieces “Where the

Music Comes From", “The Bird",

“To my Neighbor at the Concert”,

anil "I am in need of music" all

seintillatingly showcased Ford's

operatic voice.

Part three of the concert

included duets, both dueling and

harmonizing in style. The first

two songs of this portion were

performed as a complementing
duet and were both composed
by Giovanni Carlo Maria
Carli, these Italian songs Kith

showcased and spotlighted the

voice of Ford.

fhe difference in dynamic
between a soprano and mezzo-
soprano might not seem like a

Photos by Jami Shmomeker

Dr. Tracy Ford, loft, and adjunct professor Ellen Goodwin sing together at the Musica

Viva recital held on campus on Jan. 25. The two vocal Instructors
, Ford a soprano and

and Goodwin a mezzo soprano, performed In a show built around the philosophy of

Miss Manners.
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Entertainment
Annie remake fails

to capture magic

of original film
ByShanielle Fulton

Staffwriter

Catchy songs, cute kids,

and a likable plot line is what

made Annie a success nearly 40

years ago when it debuted as a

Broadway Musical. Fast-forward

to the present, and its terrible

songs, awkward choreography

and a horrible script that ruined

the 2014 film remake.

Late last year, it was reported

that Annie would be gening

another reboot. This time

however, Annie herself would be

gening a makeover too.

For years, Annie was known
for being a red headed, pale,

poorly dressed Caucasian actress.

But no longer would that be the

case. She would be trading in

her orphanage rags for trendy

modem clothes, her red hair for

brown and her Caucasian descent

for an African-American one.

The new lead was the spunky,

charismatic Quvcnzhane Wallis,

who currently holds the current

record for youngest actress

to ever be nominated for an

Academy Award. Alongside her

was Golden Globe and Oscar

winner Jamie Foxx as Mr. Stacks

(the new Warbucks). For comic

relief, Cameron Diaz - who holds

five awards for humor related

performances - stepped in to play

the foster mother.

The cast alone was enough to

draw anyone in. Diversity with

an American classic was surely a

step in the right direction.

Sadly, however, the only

people that had a Hard Knock life

were the crew that produced this

movie.

The point of a remake, of

course, is not to copy the previous

movie verbatim. However, the

point is to give the previous

movie a breath of fresh air and

bring it up to date. The new Anrue

did not receive this memo.
Instead of giving a breath of

fresh air. they kicked the entire

door open. What I’m referring

to is the movie’s very sloppy

transition to the Modem era. I’m

getting a migraine just thinking

about how they could take the

setting ofon orphanage during the

Great Depression in the I930’s

and change it to an apartment in

the middle of New York in 2014.

My head also hurts thinking about

who approved an illiteracy angle

for a cheery child movie.

Another thing that Annie also

fails to keep in touch with is the

one thing that the franchise is

most famous for - the music.

The song lyrics are changed,

given a hip-hop spin and the

actors/aclresses give stiff,

awkward performances to

accompany the bad musical

numbers. And speaking of the

actors and actresses, the movie

failed to tap the potential of

its amazing cast. Jamie Foxx’s

starchy performance was easily

one of the worst of his career,

especially compared to his Oscar-

winning role in Ray. Quvcnzhane

Wallis' performance failed

to cam the attention that her

charismatic role in Beasts of the

Southern Wild brought her (and

earned her an Academy Award

nomination). Not to mention the

failed, disappointing “comedic"

performance from Cameron Diaz,

whose career has certainly seen

better days.

Annie was a flat, cliche movie

that will go down as another

unnecessary remake. I wouldn’t

recommend it to anyone but

children who will be happy to

see a group of kids dancing

around. Other than that, if you’re

old enough to recognize a good

movie or an Annie fan - stay far

away.

Selma captures essence of King
and Civil Rights Movement
BY SHAN1ELLE FULTON

Staff wri

If you’re looking for a

groundbreaking, stunning movie,

then look no further than Selma.

This movie surprised me in so

many ways that not even 1 can

fathom.

For starters, it was not entirely

centered on Martin Luther King

Jr. Living up to its name, the

movie revolved around the town

of Selma and the racial-based

tragedies that occurred inside of

it. Numerous characters, or real

crusade to truly make his call to

action and begin marching.

Now. may I just say that David

Oyelovvo as Martin Luther King

Jr. was easily one of the best

portrayals of a movie of this

kind? Because it was.

From the moment Oyelovvo

shows his face on screen and

utters his first lines, it’s obvious

that he was clearly the right

choice for the role There was not

even a shadow of a doubt.

Although, he does not hold an

uncanny resemblance to King,

he sure did capture his character

in the way that I’ve never seen

anyone do before.

life key figures rather, are given

their equal amount of time to be

explored which is a great history

lesson for everyone who never

knew the full story.

The story of Selma begins

shortly after Dr. King is awarded

the Nobel Peace Prize, when a

church bombing results in the

horrific deaths of four African

American girls.

From thut act of intolerance,

spreads another in the form of

African Americans not being

allowed to vote, and eventually

grows into the senseless murder

of a young African American

male.

The death motivated Dr. King’s

Photo courtesy offMDB.com

From his voice to his portrayal

of his attitude to his preacher

esque speaking style during his

speeches, Oyclowo deserves

an Oscar. The man clearly

deserves an Oscur. His work wus

phenomenal. But he is not ulonc in

giving an amazing performance

Alongside Oyclowo, were

several other talented individuals,

but the three that stood out lire

most were: Oprah Winfrey, Cuba
Gooding Jr., and Tom Wilkinson.

All three have held very notorious

award winning roles in the past.

Oprah Winfrey is fumous for

being in the Color Purple - a film

that acquired a record breaking 1

1

Academy Awurd nominations.

Cuba Gooding Jr. is most

fiunous tor his role in Jem
Maguire that earned him four

awards, including an Academy
Award.

Tom Wilkinson earned both a

Golden Globe and Kmmy for his

role in John Adams.

All of them give nothing short

of a great performance that fit

their characters well, lire film

crew did not fail to tap their

potential and that’s always a good

thing.

Another thing about the film

that I really liked is that they did

not “overpower" Dr. King

When I use the term

“overpower". I am referring to

making u character have zero

flaws and seem so perfect. The

movie docs not create an image

of perfection for King but it also

doesn’t trash him either

There are a few small things

thrown in to rattle the image

but none quite like a serious

indication of infidelity. That's

right. Dr. King and infidelity

were involved in the same

sentence It was shocking but

interesting to watch unfold

along with the very powerful

marching scenes.

Powerful sounds so generic at

this point, bccuusc it's inadequate

when it comes to describing those

marching scenes I could try to

sum it up better with word such

as “intense,” but that still doesn't

really do it justice.

The final murvh of the movie

is edited together with footage

of the original march, which was

a very good move on the crew’s

behalf.

Overall, the portrayals of the

characters are splendid, the script

is amazing, the movie itself is an

intense, work of art that should

be seen by everyone I give this

movie a solid five out of five

This is the movie people should

be lining up to see

TRANSFORM
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Deep cuts

Rival Sons are here to save rock and roll
BY JOEL ROZA

Editor In chief

Rock und roll ia reaching a

critical crossroads as wc urrivc

to the midpoint of this century’s

second decode.

Original pioneers such os

Chuck Berry, Little Richard,

Bob Dylan. The Who, The

Rolling Stones, Ixd Zeppelin,

The Kinks, und The Beatles ore

either still playing, have active

surviving members, or ure ul

least still good for u show or two

unnually.

Many of those musicians,

renegades buck in the 1950s

and 60s, are in their seventh or

eighth dccudc of life and won't

be ublc to be counted on ten

years from now.

As rock radio in America

continues to miss the murk,

and classic rock rudio keeps us

hcrmcticully sealed in the pust,

the question needs to be usked;

Where do wc go from here?

What current bund or urtist

out there can cupturc our

attention, our imagination, and

our cars long enough to become

worthy of mention when they

themselves reach 40 or 50 years

of age?

FORMATION* THE LONG
BEACH SCENE

In order to cupturc the essence

of pure rock and roll, you don't

just need distortion und volume.

You need the blues, you need

folk music, you need country,

you need uttitude und you need

integrity.

Enter: Rival Sons

Thoy'rr a quarto! from Long

Beach, CA led by wailing,

BOUlftil frontman Jny Buchunun,

guitarist Scot llolidny, Michael

Mlloy on drums, und Dave Beito

on buss.

Bestc is u fuirly new member
of the group, having replaced

original bassist Robin Everhart

in August 2013.

The bund rose front the

ashes of Holiday's previous

band, Black Summer Crush,

which also featured Mlloy and

Everhart. Milcy had previously

been drummer for Buchanan

in his solo uct, simply named

Buchanan.

Holiday would find his new

frontman on Myspacc, the

social networking giant that

was undergoing u shift from

public diaries to an interactive

musician's haven in 2009.

The fit was an odd one for

Buchanan, as Rival Sons would be

the first rock bund he'd ever sung

for. Asked in u recent interview

with the Phoenix New Times

about his initial skepticism ubout

joining u rock bund, Buchunun

suid it wus “all ubout tastes. I was

correct in my assessment in some

ways that when it comes to rock

und roll everyone’s just like, “Oh
yeuh, it’s ull in the '60s und '70s.'

I just felt like, who wants to get

into that?"

He continued, “I could care

less ubout ull that stuff. But whut

I didn't understand wus what

a void this bund would fill for

people. I didn’t realize that there

wus such u huge demand to hear

slruight up rock 'n'roll."

The blues-based singer would

become un ideal fit for what is

quickly becoming the country’s

premier rode group.

THE SOUND
Blues-bused rock has been

muking u comeback for some
time. The Black Keys und Jack

White ure major mainstream

contributors to the cause and have

rcleuscd groundbreaking ulbums

that liuve managed to find rudio

play throughout the past 10 ycurs,

though not nearly enough to

classify the genre safe and secure.

What Rival Sons do so well

that maybe those urtists only

touch upon, but don’t specialize

in, is melding all of the great

attributes of rock and roll’s initiul

Big Bung.

Buchanan's lyrics tell stories

und tales, paint pictures and

feature plenty of swagger and

confidence. He can be soulful and

soil, loud und strained, und he

features one of the more effective

banshee wuils that rock has ever

heard.

Holiday’s guitar playing

feels like a natural progression

from rock’s halcyon days, when

solos bled and rifTs were never

recycled. Not many players today

use a slide as effectively as he

docs, and not many modem guitar

players arc as lyrical as he is.

Miley's drumming is always

filling space, whether it's with

sparse efficiency or with frenetic

notes that ramp up the tension,

sounding like a modem-day Gene

Krupa or un understudy of Keith

Moon and John Bonham.

Everhart's bass playing on the

first three records was inventive

und clever, never yielding to the

conventional role of modem rock

bass players, who spend a lot of

time just slicking with the beat, or

playing ’dum-dum-dum-dc-dum’.

Bestc seems a worthy

replacement in his one ulbum

of duty, forming a tight rhythm

section with Milcy; reminiscent

of what you would heur from John

Paul Jones und Bonham.

ITTE MUSIC
The bund has released four

full-length albums and one EP
since forming in 2009. Their

first ulbum, Before the Eire, was

rcleuscd in 2009 ut the band’s

cost. It's us confident and littered

with bravado us any debut album

you'll ever hear.

No song exhibits their lock of
inhibition better thun "Memphis
Sun", the third track on the ulbum.

Holiday’s chops und Buchanan’s

strained and soulful wuils make
for u perfectly combustible

combination that leaves the song

so embedded in the front of your

skull that you have to piny it

over und over just to relieve the

pressure.

The lend track. "Tell Me
Something", is so relentless in its

groove and rhythm and serves as

the perfect opener for this bund.

The first time I heard the part when
Buchanan hits that wail at the

2:31 murk of the song, I literally

shook my head and chuckled to

myself. How could anyone not get

hooked right there? I felt home.

Every song after that was just a

continuation of that moment.

WTiile the album, self-released

by the band, failed to make

moves on the charts anywhere,

the music reached the right ears.

They would soon take to the

road in support ofmajor acts such

as AC/DC, Alice Cooper. KISS

and Kid Rock. The HufTmgton

Post named them "The Rock

Band to Watch in 2009", and the

verbal accolades from inside the

industry began to grow.

On their debut album. Rival

Sons proved that they 'got it*.

What makes their progression

from Before the Fire to their

recent release. Great Western

Valkyrie so smooth, is the steady

tightening of their sound through

an onslaught of incredible music.

The self-titled EP that netted

them a record deal with Earache

Records in 2010 was a brief

glimpse into where the band

was going when they eventually

convened und put out 201 l's

Pressure & Time, a rollicking,

ball-busting album that features

statement tracks like "Bum
Down Los Angeles", “Young
Love", "Save Me", and “Pressure

and Time".

Those arc a lot of statements

and I’m just cherry-picking, man.

2013’s release. Head Down,
was the first album I ever listened

to und purchased and it had me
after the opening two tracks,

"Keep on Swinging" and "Wild

Animal". This is a crucial ulbum

for Rival Sons as their sound

begins to expand to include more

than just basic call-und-responsc

blues form numbers.

Their 2014 release. Great

Western Valkyrie, is us perfect a

rock release as the genre has seen

in years. All the things that make
Rivul Sons great ore featured

on this record. In the metal

community, it may be referred to

as the bund's Moster of Puppets

or Reign in Blood. It doesn’t

feel like the grandest statement

they'll make, but goodness is it

profound.

In ull of the music that they’ve

produced in such a short amount

of time. Rival Sons have munaged

to cupturc the essence and soul of

Con rfesy ofriwlson*.com

rock and roll. Because their label

is a UK-based company known

largely for death metal acts,

the band has been paired into

interesting tandems on tours over

the years.

Metal fans have responded

favorably because, as Buchanan

told the Phoenix New Times,

"The records company said they

looked at the lineage of heavy

metal music and that wc play the

kind of music that they think is

a direct lineage to heavy metal.

They said wc directly predate the

music of heavy metal with our

brand of rock ‘n’ roll."

THE LIVE SHOW
I’ve yet to see Rival Sons live,

but I cannot wait until 1 finally

do.

This band drips with

authenticity. There’s nothing

contrived about the way they

play, about the way Buchanan

owns the stage, or about the

way the band remains so tight

despite numerous moments of

spontaneity.

Their performances are daring

and brave. Like early Aerosmith

or Zeppelin in their heyday.

You know how you know a

band is on fire? When the crowd

chants their name after the set.

Like they did when the band

opened at 10 u.m. at Rock AM
Ring in Germany this year.

RIVAL SONS AND THE
FUTURE OF ROCK
Rock needs a band to take up

the torch und keep the masses

entertained, but most importantly,

to keep them connected to rock

and roll’s basic blueprint.

Some people might love Five

Finger Death Punch. I can’t

imagine why, but some people

- a lot of people - really love

Five Finger Death Punch. That’s

totally fine. But I can’t hear Led
Zeppelin, Cream, The Yardbirds,

The Clash, Black Sabbath, The

Beatles, the vestiges of garage

rock, or psychidclia in any

of their music.

Same goes for massive stadium

rock acts like Nickelback. I

don’t hear the blues, and I don’t

hear the expert musicianship in

anything Nickelback docs. They

write radio singles, and they

sometimes 'pay homage* to metal

bands by including a D-tuned

song, but they sound like what

a lot of bands sound like these

days - rehushes. Second und third

versions of bands we heard in

the 90s. They're watered-down

danger.

We need Rival Sons to succeed

We need the people to buy their

music, go to the shows and show
people what we all bellyache

about wanting - real rock and roll.

Real music and real danger.

Rival Sons are rock and roll's

most important band as we sit

here in February 2015, and if you
haven't heard of them yet, get

with it. man.

Rival Sons' entire discogniphv

is available on iTuncs via Earache

Records.



Sports
Outdoor report

Thick ice equals good times for anglers
by Elias albert

Sports editor

Winter is currently in full-

force. and so is the fascination of

local anglers to make their way

onto the ice.

Spans of below-freezing

temperatures have made for

ice as thick os five inches in

certain bodies of water, which

is more than ideal for ice

fishing. Typically, according to

the Minnesota Department of

Natural Resources, three to four

inches of ice is considered "safe"

for ice fishing.

Fish ore very much active

throughout the freezing months,

active fish also means hungry

fish. During this time of year,

traditional baits and lures aren't

necessarily the item of choice.

Specialized, and usually smaller,

lures arc recommend for anglers

looking to take more of an

initiative approach.

Even traditional bait users

often make a switch to synthetic

items, such as jigs. Techniques

such os chumming, which

consists of dropping bait into

an augured hole, bring live bait

into play and con improve an ice

fisherman's experience.

Fishermen can also make their

ice fishing adv entures even better,

with the expectation of additional

cost.

Large-scale outdoor supply

stores, such as (,'abcla’v have

power augers in the range of$350

and up. These power augers can

vastly decrease the time it takes

to open up u patch of ice.

Modem technology really

mokes its presence known with

fish (lashers Ihese dashers use

a sort of radar technology to

provide images of fish swimming

nearby, giving u fisherman a

chance to prepare and make a

solid catch. These are available

online for prices of about $400

For those vvho’d like to escape

from the. at time, harsh elements

of the Illinois winter, ice shelters

may be a way to go. These

shelters ore put together like tents

and can entrap heat. These ore

available, in certain stores, for os

low os $100.

William Albert, a rcvrrationul

fisherman from Joliet, sees ice

fishing as another way to express

angling skill.

"It’s just a didcrcnt way to

go fishing.” said Albert. "Some
people ore just hearty enough to

go out there nnd do it.”

“If you don’t use a boat, there

are certain places (on the water)

that you just can’t get to. When

it’s frozen, you can just walk to

those spots and catch fish that you

wouldn’t have been able to from

shore."

As far as his idea of preferable

conditions, Albert said that

“ideally, you want nice, thick tee,

and a random 45-dcgrrc day
"

One tip that Albert gives for

new ice fishermen, is to dress

warm “If you’re cold, you’re not

going to enjoy it."

When asked to supply a

memorable occasion of ice

fishing, Albert smiled and gave a

fond example

“It was the first time I went ice

fishing with my son When it’s

cold out and the w ind is blowing,

the ice cracks, m order to form

new ice. With my son standing

next to me, a crack literally came

nglit under to lie grabbed onto

me like 1 wax going to save him

Mokes me laugh every time
"

So. the only question

remaining lx, why aren’t you on

the ice yet?

Photo a ureen cajsturr from Yaulutv

rDo you

fish or

hunt?

"\

Send us your

pictures and
stories to jjc.

blazermail.

edu

You can also

find us on

Facebook!

J

It's a simple transfer to ...

Concordia University Chicago

4
I

One ofthe reasons / transferred to CUCis the University's excellent

reputation in thefield ofteacher education, livery one ojmy education

and theology professors always made sure they were available outside of

class time—this is extremely importantfor someone who is in or entering

the education profession. And the smaller campus size provides afriendly,

family atmosphere where students are able togrow andprosper.

-Alison VaWnzorvo II, atomontory ©dueation (LTE) major.

I©ocher at Zion Lutheran School in B©ooh#f Illinois 99

Lead. Serve. Succeed.

At Concordia-Chicago, w© understand the importance of

your college search as a transfer student. From the timeyou inquire

about our university to the time thatyou enroll, you will have a personal admission

counselor toguideyou through every step ofthe transfer process.

CUC offers high -quality education chars affordable. Foe the 2015-2016 academic

rear, every admitted transfer student receives a merit scholarship or admission award

up to SI 4.000, and Phi Theta Kappa transfer students can com on additional $2,000

scholarship. With more chan 70 undergraduate programs and an array of internship

and service possibilities in the Chicago area, wc equip you with the tools you need to be

effective in your fururc career.

See for yourself.

Schedule your personal campus visit or join us for one

of tAjr Spring Visit Days

Monday, February 16

Saturday. April 1 1 (Admitted Students only)

Saturday. April 25

Take advantage of Walk-in Wednesdays ai CUC. out

convenient instant admission option available just for

transfer students between the hours of I p.m. and 6 p.rn

every Wednesday in April and June

Concordia University Chicago
1 ”‘y

) 7400 Aogulla Sum*
|

for*,! 1 60308-1499
|
*77-CUO»-.ogo (877 2*2 4422) |

AdmnvooOCUChacogo
|
CUChicogo •du/admlnlon

CUC ttfmity surtdiud Fy flkr Htgker Lurmmf Css $fd* Strth CrntrglA,~na/iM tfC^Lfa «sJ VW;



Sports
Wolves struggling, but still show promise

Photos by Josh Fowler

At loft, Darius Wells hoists a shot

IVY 1 1 IAS At lit It I

Sports editor

It has been t|uitc un interesting

journey thus fur for the 2014-

15 Wolves. The xcuson has

been one of numerous trials and

challenges and yet. despite that,

they’re still in the championship

conversation.

"It's been a little bit up and

down." said head coach Joe

Kuhn.

Fhe Wolves are currently 16-

7, and just 2-5 within conference

play.

"We started off great." said

Kuhn. "We’ve been struggling us

of late though filings huve just

been tough lately."

these difficulties can likely

be attributed to the enormous

strength of the N4C conference.

Triton. Rock Valles. Milwaukee

Tech. Madison und College of

DuPngc are each placed ahead of

the Wolves in conference play

"The conference lias gotten

»ver a Milwaukee Tech defender. Al

much stronger this season. We
haven't been too successful with

conference play so far," said

Kuhn.

In addition to the power in

the conference, the Wolves ore

struggling will) turnovers, bud

shot selection, and inconsistency

throughout games which leads to

errors at inopportune times.

"We make way too many

critical mistakes," said Kuhn.

"We have to work on our

rebounding. If we don’t rebound

well, we’re going to have a

hard time winning any game.

Especially when you can't gel

defensive rebounds. That gives

the other teuin another chance on

offense, we can’t afford that.”

Since the beginning of

conference play, the Wolves have

averaged just 19.3 defensive

rebounds per game, which places

them *>4* in the nation in that

span Ihcir -13.7 rebound margin

is also 94* in the nation, during

that same span.

ght, Dartous Randolph looks for £

The Wolves numbers,

especially when considering

rebounding, have gone south

since the first-halfof the season.

Prior to conference play, the

Wolves averaged 41.3 rebounds

per game. So for. in conference

play specifically, that average

has dropped to 33.7 per gome.

However, there are still plenty

of positives for the Wolv es.

Freshman guard Duymcann
Stewart lias been a revelation

this season. His 17.1 points per

game leads the team. He’s also

been an ironman for the Wolves

this season, posting 29.5 minutes

per gome while starting in every

single gome this season.

“Daymeann is having u great

year," said Kuhn. “He shoots the

ball extremely well, gels to the

line a lot and he sort of directs

the offense.”

Kuhn also gave mention to

Matt llund. the tcuni’s human-

highlight freshman forward.

“A lot of players have had their

open teammate. The Wolves fell 7

moments, but Mutt llund hus

been great for us. gamc-in and

game-out.”

llund has averaged 8.3

points per game along with 9.1

rebounds per game this season.

He has also caused plenty of

crowd excitement with nearly

three dunks per game and

put-back dunks on numerous

occasions. His thrilling play

makes him a difficult matchup

for any opponent.

Sophomore forward Darious

Randolph has also been a nice

addition this season. He has

av eraged 1 7 points per game, as

well as 6.4 rebounds per gome.

“They all have their bright

spots, but they also have their

deficiencies,” said Kuhn. "We’ll

just keep w orking on things.”

The Wolves have a defined

task ahead of them. They will

play six gomes in the month of

February; all against conference

opponents who each average

about 13 wins to date this

1-71 to Milwaukee.

season.

With the postseason right

around the comer, the Wolves

can definitely turn things around.

If they can find the energy and

momentum that they had early-

on the season, they can moke this

season one to remember.

To moke it simple, with a

new energy, rather than strategy,

the rebounding effort can be

revamped. The Wolves have

plenty of size; their forwards

average a height of6’ 5”. Forwards

like Hund and Randolph can use

their long, athletic frames to turn

the tides of the recent rebounding

struggle.

Also, if the Wolves can pull-off

a string of wins, their confidence

and demeanor can explode, which

will also be a huge help in their

pursuit.

With a new strength on

rebounding and confidence, the

Wolves can finish the season off

strong and make an impact this

postseason.

MALE ATHLETE -TISSUE FEMALE ATH LETE ISSUE

Freshman forward Matt

“Hunder Games" Hund, out

of Plainfield East High School,

has been a key piece for the

Wolves. He stands at 6'7 and
180. He's recorded impressive

numbers of 8.6 points and 9.5

rebounds per game. His 66
blocks are good for fifth

in the nation.

Sophomore and Oswego East

graduate Brittany McWaine has

been on a tear recently. The
S' 10 forward has recorded an

average of 8.5 rebound per

game. Her 165 total defensive

rebounds, as of Jan. 27,

ranked her in the top 25 in

the country. She has been
efficient at the free-throw

line, too, hitting 73.6 percent

at the stripe.



Red Cross

Denies

Gay
Donors
By Olivia Bergagna

StaffWriter

The Red Cross is in dire need

of blood donations. Established

in 1940, the blood donation

program helps to supply 40%
of the nation's blood supply.

According to the Red Cross’

oflicial website, someone

needs blood every two seconds

in the U.S.

This being said, many gay

and bisexual men are being

denied for life from donating

because of their sexuality.

For Kyle Vogel, a 1 9-ycar-

old openly gay male, giving

blood has recently become

impossible because he has been

denied for life Kyle tried to

donate a previous time in May

2014 and was rejected, but for a

different reason.

“Wcll the first lime I tried to

donate bock in May, I did the

questionnaire and I was honest

about my sexuality and they

told me I could not donate that

day because of my tattoos being

too new." said Vogel. “But this

time they pulled up my profile

and I saw that the screen said

'possibility for HIV not able to

donate until the year 2248.'"

This poses a unique problem

for Vogel because he is

considered a universal donor,

which can be extremely helpful

to the Red Crow. Universal

donors’ blood con go to anyone

and help every kind of blood

type

When looking at blood

donations, everything revolves

around the risk factors

surrounding HIV and AIDt

Beginning in the early I9K0»,

the U.S. has had o history

of being cautious, and often

overly cautious, when dealing

with HIV and AIDS

It it statistically proven from

theCDC that when this new and

scary disease was discovered,

men os a whole hod a higher

percentage of people who had

HIV/AIDS From I9HI when

See Blood page 5

Wolves baseball looking forward to spring

BY ADAM Tumino

Staff Writer

After a solid 2014 campaign,

the JJC baseball team is looking

to take the next step in 2015

The 2014 team finished the

regular season 39-19. but loot to

WabaunseeXC in the Regional

Championship

10 sophomores will return to

the team, which will hopefully

set the foundation foe a

successful season

“We have a good amount of

returners coming back." said

coach Wayne King

These sophomores should be

LU
Q
CO

Blazer Exclusive!

Interview nith one

of country music’*

biggest stars, Keith

Anderson.

able to provide experience and

help the freshmen adapt to a new

team at a new level of play

Two of these sophomores,

calcters I J Condon and Coltcn

Tragrr. are coming off of very

successful 2014 campaigns

Condon received firs* team All-

American honors, as well as a

(mid Glove behind the plate

I rsgrr was named the first team

All-District designated hitler

It is a luxury to have two

successful catchers on the rooter

After all. the catching position

is arguably the most important

position on diamond Iking

able to manage the pitching

staff os well as the opponent's

hose running can prove U> be

invaluable assets Condon and

I rngcr's strong hilling and

defensive play should olso odd

See baseball

page 13

Stop the presses!
The Blazer is now Online!

jjcblazer.comPage 10



Opinionm
EDITORIAL

Does America have an identity crisis?
by Joel Roza

Edttor-ln-Chlef

What is it to be American?

Docs one need to be bom
in the U.S. to be American?

Docs o person need to

pay taxes and gain their

education in the U.S. in order

to be American? What if a

person docs all that and tops

it of]' with u valid voting

registration curd and speaks

pitch-perfect English?

If a person holds all those

attributes und then some, that

would be pretty American,

right? Except, that could be

anyone.

As the battle rages on

between the left and the

right on whut to do with

immigration reform und

the security of our borders,

those that have found legal

refuge within the U.S. are

still searching for their own
identity. Many have opted

not to 'go with the flow'

and accept the government's

umbrella designation for

them.

In a study conducted by the

Pew Research Center in April

2012, 1,220 Lutinos were

surveyed on. among many
things, their viewpoint on the

labels given to them by our

government und culture. "It

has been nearly four decades

since the United States

government mandated the

use by federal agencies of the

terms "Hispanlo” or “Latino"

to categorize Americans who
trace their roots to Spanish-

speaking countries, but the

labels still haven’t been

lolly embraced by the group

to which they have been

affixed," the study read.

Only 24° o of the surv eyed

Latinos were comfortable

with the labels given to them
by the U.S., with 5l°o opting

to identify themselves by their

country of origin Cuban.
Puerto Rican, Dominican, etc

Among the slew of stats

uncovered in the study

came the reveal that 47%
of the surv eyed L atinos

thought of themselves as just

Americans. A typical, every

day American. Another 47%
thought ofthemselves as

very different from typical

Americans, the other 6% was
undecided

In short, calling a

Dominican-born citizen

of taterica .i "i llspank

American" probably isn’t

going to go over all that well.

The argument that

multiculturulism, the use of

‘(native country)-American’,

is a problem is a discussion

that many Americans have

engaged in in recent years;

unfortunately the talk often

runs into backwards ethnic

rhetoric.

f rosty Wooldridge, a

’’journalist, speaker, teacher,

and naturalist” according to

his official website, claimed

in a blog entry from March

2008 that “our leaders, with

their open-borders approach

to life, dismantle the fabric of

a successful nation.”

Obviously, that dismantling

has nothing to do with

economic crises, multiple

wars, corrupt politicians and

the rise of Russia, Europe and

Asia from their post- World

War II malaise. Nope. It’s all

on people with hyphens.

Me went on to claim

that being African/Asian/

Mcxicon/ctc-Amcrican was
destructive not just because

of the confusion that could

cause, hut because it calls into

question one’s allegiance to

America.

That’s right, folks.

According to this self-

proclaimed journalist and

teacher, if you have a

hyphenated nationality, the

threat level just went up.

Wooldridge’s post that day

was to raise concern about the

destruction multiculturalism

is causing America. But in

attacking the issue with a

strong dose ofovert racism,

bigotry mid ignorance, he

tailed to hit the mark on what

could have been a compelling

discussion.

Multiculturalism is a

unify ing term, like llomclund

Security or Joint Task force,

but where it hits the right

percussive tone, it fails in the

matter of national identity.

The demand for cultural

recognition is a direct result

of what America used to be.

A place where, ifyou weren't

white, you fought for every

right. Every nationality had
to fight a di Herein fight for

the same result - validation,

acceptance and equality.

rhe primary use for

multiculturalism is to show
that America is a place

where many different

cultures co-exist and thrive.

The secondary, and largely

div isiv c. use is to attach

peopled primary identity

to their racial or ethnic

groups. These labels become
important to some people

because they, in a sense.

corrected historical wrongs.

An African-American,

Asian-American, Hispanic-

American, Muslim-American.

and any thing else-American

could now stand on the same-

high ground as Americans.

See how that doesn’t make
any sense? “You’re equal,

but here’s a special title.”

An American should just be

that - American. People in

franee (not to pick on the

french) don’t stop make-

fun ofAmerican tourists by

saying “heh, stupid African-

American.” They just call you
a stupid American and leave

it at that. Insulting, but it

gets to the point. Our cultural

history, globally, is of little-

significance.

Education serves as

the battleground

Our education system has

been under fire for decades;

the battleground for our

political and social unrest.

In particular, public schools

hav e never solely endeared

themselves to granting willing

minds the information they

need to become productive

adults, hut rather the

necessary information to

make them into Americans.

lucre’s nothing inherently

wrong with that Every

country gives their youth a

national education. But for a

country such as the U.S. - the

country founded and built

by immigrants - u higher

standard of learning should

not be out of the question.

History is taught in a way
that colors America as a world

power the second the ink

dried on the Declaration of

Independence. Hie greatest

world achievements arc

America’s, and the largest

portion of history is American

history. White American

history.

It’s simple, easy to digest,

and its primary function - to

assimilate immigrants into

American culture - is largely

successful.

It’s also largely fraught

with inaccuracy and creates

endless confusion and unrest

as those children become

adults, many of whom go on

their entire lives believing

only the sliv er of truth their

education brought them.

To teach history as “all-

inclusive”, meaning to

include the contributions

of all nationalities in the

construction of America,

would be a titanic, and

ultimately inflammatory,

effort.

History, much like reality,

is not fair and balanced. It

has winners and losers. The
U.S. has always used its

strength and a healthy dose of

deception to get what it wants.

It has won a lot.

Try teaching that to a

newly-minted American from

Mexico.

Same goes for the Mexican-

American War. Glorious

adv ancc of the American

West or imperialistic atrocity ?

Depends - you American?

Right-wingers loathe

the ev olution of education

because it suddenly paints

America in a more objective,

harsher light. It’s not clean

and simple anymore. It never

really was.

That complex keeps

U.S. citizens nationally

segregated, even in the face of

unparalleled change.
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tion from readers

through letters.
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sender. All letters

should be kept to

300 words or less.
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for space and con-

tent. You may send
letters through in-

teroffice or regular

mail, email, or by
dropping them off

at the Blazer office

af F-1009.
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Commentary
World View

Obama determined to crush ISIS
BY ANDREW HANTON

Staff Writer

President Barack Obama
announced in February that he

was seeking formal authorisation

of military force against ISIL

This request comes at a time

when public opinion on the threat

of ISIL is high, but questions of

limits on presidential power ure

still abound.

ISIL, ulso known os ISIS or

Islamic State by its members,

have had many defeats in recent

weeks.

“We’ve seen reports of sinking

morale among ISIL fighters as

they realize the futility of their

cause,” said Obama on Feb. 1

1

“Our coalition is on the offensive.

ISIL is on the defensive, and ISIL

is going to lose.”

In response to the dcuth of pilot

Mouth al-Kasasbeh in January.

Jordan stepped up air strike

attacks against ISIL in Syria. In

addition. Kurdish fighters were

able to drive ISIL members out of

the Syrian town of Kobani after a

four-month struggle.

ISIL seeks to be recognized

as a legitimate state and power

in the Middle East by declaring

itself a caliphate, or “on Islamic

Government... led by a person1

considered a political and

religious successor to the prophet

Muhammad and a leader of the

entire Muslim community."

The last caliphate “came to

an end in the 20th century, when

Mustafa Kemal Ataturk declared

Turkey to be a secular state in

1924 and abolished the Ottoman

Empire." staled a Huflinglon

Post article.

“By announcing the

“restoration of the caliphate.”

ISIS hopes to place itself as a

successor in the line of Islamic

rulers ofempire." the article went

on to say.

ISIL’s claim has been

denounced by many. The

International Union of Muslim

Scholars stated that “the

declaration of the Islamic

Caliphate at the hands of the

(Islamic) State in Iraq lacks any

factual or Shar'ia basis."

"(A) mere group declaring

the Caliphate is insufficient

to establish a Caliph.” the

union added.

If history is any indication.

ISIL will not be sustainable Ihi\

can be seen no better than w ith the

group's ancient

analogues.

K harij ites

were a radical

group in the late

600’s that held a lot of

the same rhetoric as

ISIS. They held

themselves to

be the true

Islam and „

although

they

state they did

hold certain

areas.” said Philip Kled/.ik.

a history instructor at JJC

ISIS is very similar to this

group in that they want to return

to early Islam and reject modem
developments within the religion

“In theory, they want to go back

to the Umayyad Dynasty and

beyond." Kled/ik posited, noting

that ultimately the Rhorujities

were not sustainable

“They would take territory or a

city and hold onto it for a while

but the greater Islamic empire

would come in and re-establish

control." Kled/ik said.

When asked about the

possibility of ISIL taking over a

larger swath of territory. Klcdzik

responded. “I don't see ISIS

lasting I can't foresee all of the

well-established countries around

it falling
"

Presidential Powers

Obama's February

announcement sparked debate

over the scope of the

president’s

options m lighting ISIl after

Obama leaves alike This move
was explained by the Council

on Foreign Relations President

Richard llnn.sx in an interview

with the Wall Street

Journal

“I think (Obama)

wanted to give his

successor and successor

congress a year to work

this through,” I laass said

“Traditionally,

one of the

reasons
presidents

have taken

issues like this

to congress it

to tome way

t p r c a d

around the

plan set out details that would

authorize force against ISIl but

only for the next three yean lie

has stated that it is not a call to

“The resolution we've

submitted today does not call lor

tlic deployment of U.S ground

combat forces to Iraq or Syria. It

is not the authorization of another

ground war. like Afghanistan or

Iraq," Obama said in his speech

The president has said that he

docs not need the authorization

of congress to use force with

ISIS, lie has underlined a 2001

authorization against Al-Oacda,

as well as a 2002 authorization

for the wax in Iraq as highlights

of his ability to sidestep congress

However. Ohama's new

resolution would repeal die

authorization of force in 2002.

while setting the three-year limit

to this new authorization

The new limit would leave a

new president and congress with

responsibility,

and take away the

argument that it's

simply the executive

branch taking flhc

U.S.
)
into combat.” *

According to a Chicago

tribune article, several leading

Democratic lawmakers want

more specific restrictions on
the use of U N forces These

lawmakers have expressed doubt

that the measures wouldn't he

used to start another ground war

or move in that direction

Ihc tact (lust the repeal of the

2002 authorization would still

leave the broad 2001 sanction

was also highlighted as a problem

by IVniocrnts

Republicans have their share

of problems with Obama's

proposed sanction* as well, An
Associated Press article specified

that Republicans are unhappy that

Obama has excluded any long-

term commitments nt ground

forces. Additionally, sonic

Republicans are dissatisfied with

die 2002 authorization repeal

Presidential candidate hnpcllil

Sen Marco Rubio. K Flu is more

open to die plan

“|U|ndcr no circumstances

can (ISIl. stay). Wlutl we need

to lie authorizing the president

to do is In destroy them and

to defeat them, and allow

ihc Commander- in •( 'hlef,

both die one wc liavc now

and the one who will follow,

to pul III place the tactics, the

military tactics necessary lo

destroy and defeat ISIl ," Rubio

said in a press release

Wrrie Isr the Blazer!
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NEWS

Criminal

Justice Club

returning to JJC

BY ANDREW HANTON

Staff Writer

Student* intcrciicd in puntuing

truth, justice nnd the American

way will now have a chance to

experience the many facet* of law

and order first-hand with the JJC

Criminal Justice Club.

Hie club lias not been active

at JJC for over a year due to low

attendance. However, it is now

being revived under the guidance

of Police Officer Randall Cinives

nnd Associolc Professor Ken

Krynicki. who will be serving as

adviser*.

OSA recently accepted the

charter for the club, so all that

is needed now are students

enthusiastic about justice.

This will be

an activ

club that

hosts various

group
events
and Hive*

students

chances

to get

h u n d s -

on with

the legal

system.

1 h

purpose of the

club will be to

"advance learning and

practical experience in ull fields

of criminul justice" said Graves

in an interview with the Bla/er.

Hie club will host speakers

from all mens of the criminal

justice system to educate sludenl*

on their respective professions.

“Criminul justice is an umbrella

term for many different fields"

said Graves. “So we will have

lawyer*, police, etc. os guest

speakers."

Students will also be able to

participate in events with JJC

police. At the beginning of each

semester, for u week or so, the

JJC police department conducts

traffic-control in the school

purking lot. Ilie club jnembers

may be able to assist the officers

during these exercises, but that

will “have to be cleared by my
chief Graves said.

fhe Criminal Justice Club

will be open to any and all JJC

students. You don’t have to be a

junior police officer or even be

in any criminal justice

programs to join

this exciting

icw club, you

just have to

want to get

involved.

Flyers
for the

club will be

distributed

around the

school

March; check

your nearest JJC

bulletin board for

more information.

Hie Blazer will update this

story as more details become

available.

Criminal Defacement

A JJC police officer

was approached by

an instructor and a

maintenance worker on

Feb. 6 regarding graffiti

on a desk in J2014.

Police said maintenance

took a picture of the

graffiti and then cleared

it off.

Assist Ambulance

An ambulance was

dispatched by JJC police

on Feb, 9 for a female

student who hud a seizure

on the Main Campus.

According to police, the

student was taken to St.

Joseph Medical Center

for treatment.

Motorist Assist

An JJC police officer

assisted a driver w ith her

disabled vehicle on Feb.

10 on the Main Campus.

The officer pushed the

vehicle with the push

bumper of his squad car

off of Houbolt Road and

onto Forestview Drive.

Disorderly C onduct

JJC police report that

an officer spoke w ith the

supervisor of the Biology

and Natural Sciences lab

who advised him that she

had found a minnow-type

lure with a hook in her

salamander tank.

Security footage

revealed a delivery man

tampering with the tanks,

according to police.

The delivery man's

company was notified

of the incident and the

supervisor stated that he

would speak with the

complainant and would

deal w ith the offender.

Til VNSKOKM

Undergraduate Admission On-the-Spot

Transfer Thursdays. A big step made easy.

At GSU that's the day you start on the road to a bachelor's
degree and bigger opportunities.

In one day you can:

Meet with an admission

counselor and get an on-the-spot

admission decision

Learn what you need to

know about financing your

education

See our campus including

our new 80,000 sq. ft.

Science/Health Professions

Wing

All you have to do is bring your

transcript It's that easy.

Governors State
UNIVERSITY

Big Ideas Live Herew

For dates and information.

www.govst.edu/transferthursday

or 708.534.4490



News

Blood from page 1
the HIV/AIDS epidemic first

started - until 1987. 92 percent of
cases were found in men. whereas

only the remaining 8 percent were
found in women. However, in the

21* century, this may not be as

true as it was 30 years ago.

According to the CDC website,

of the estimated 880.440 persons

living with on HIV diagnosis

at the end of 2012. 451.656 (51

percent) were gay and bisexual

men.

Gay and bisexual men
accounted for 80 percent of
38.160 estimated HIV diagnoses

among all males aged 13 years

and older and 64 percent of
47.989 estimated diagnoses

among all persons receiving an

HIV diagnosis in 2012 in the U.S.

Since the 1980s. prevention

methods have sky-rocketed to

try to reduce the numbers for

this disease. Fart of this is why
gay and bisexual men are denied

from giving blood for life. Their

reasoning starts out simple as

to why they reject their blood

donation.

Gay and bisexual men are at

a higher risk to contract HIV/
AIDS. Even though that risk is

much lower than in the 1980s und

the 1990s. it is statistically still

higher than other subpopulations.

Yet. there’s still more as to why
this group of people are being

rejected.

rhe FDA and Red Cross both

agree that the reason they reject

high risk donors is because yes.

they do test the donation for

multiple diseases HIV included

but HIV AIDS antibodies may
take weeks or months to show
up in the blood stream ofier the

blood is already been through the

Red Cross.

Someone who is infected may
not even know they are infected.

Via the CDC. only 49 percent

of young gay and bisexual men
aged 1 8 to 24 years knew of their

infection, whereas 76 percent

of those aged 40 and older were

aware of their HIV infection Ihe

combination of the high risk and
the fact that it takes so long for

the antibodies to actually show up
is why the American Red Cross

finds it necessary to reject gay and

bisexual donors to try und prevent

this disease from spreading.

On Feb. 2 und 3. the Red Cross

was here at JJC for their bi-annual

blood drive Being the diverse

school that JJC is, this could

have possibly raised the same
issue when they were here After

speaking with GLOW’S advisor.

Melvin Whitehead, it is mude
clear that member* of the LGBT
community at JJC feels ytrongly

about this issue.

“I think it relics on stereotypes.

It doesn't tell you much because

it could be that person's life

partner or husband surd they \e

only had sex with that one person

for years." viid W hitehead when
asked what his reactions were to

how the Red Cross was denying

people because they were gay.

W hitehead mentioned that the

fact still remains (hat the Red
Cross is still in need of blood

and what effects could result

Irom denying a certain group of

people “I think it will ha\e a

negative impact on the increasing

need of blood supply when it’s

really needed because you're

taking potentially healthy gny

blood donors and saying we’re

not going to accept blood from

you," Whitehead said

Many from the I.GBI
community feel the same way and
wish something would be done.

“I think it’s awful because I am
being discriminated based on my
sexual preference.” said Vogel

He believes that if he would

have left out the fact that he

was gay. that they would have

accepted the blood donation

When asked if he'd like to see

changes made. Vugcl responded

"yo .
"i com n [the Rod • n> i

was [initially] very excited dial I

was there to donate blood because

I am a universal donor
’*

HE
Stewart leaving

The Daily Show;

no date

in anukiu l Ian ion

Sttiff Writer

It was announced Feb 10 tlval

Jon Stewart, long time lace and
personality of Ihc Daily Show,
will be leaving the show by Ihe

end of this year

‘Through | Jon's
|
unique voice

and vision. * Ihc Daily Show’ has

become a cultural touchstone for

millions." mml Comedy Central

President Michele (ianeless, who
announced Stewart's departure

live Daily Show lias been a

source of satirical entertainment

since 1996 Ihe show's acerbic

content and irreverent treatment

of issues lias been an unparalleled

source of joy for fans over its 18

year run and 2 hosts

Stewart has been Ihe anchor

of Ihe Daily Show for 15 years

Starting in 1999. Stewart took

over the position Irom comedian
and television personality Craig

Kilboro.

Kilbom's drive on the show was
simitar in concept to Stewart’s,

hut was modi less pojuica) m
style I lie show would open with

a parody of licadlllies from actual

news agencies, and tlien branch

off into goofy comedic segments

and celebrity interview*

Comedian Stephen Colbert

described Hie Daily Show at die

tunc as having "a local news feel

ami involving more character-

driven humor as opposed Ui news-

set

driven humor "Colbert continued

saying dial the locus was more
’’human intercst-y.”

Ihe Daily' Show, under

Stewart's command, swelled in

popularity, which led it to become
Comedy Central’* second longest

running comedy program Ihe

show lias won numerous awards

and reached critical acclaim

through Us lampooning of real

journalism and media

Jon Stewart's role as n

nationally recognized and trusted

personality in U.S. culture was
solidified through the Venn by
Ills decision to not shy away from
asking hard questions and shining

a spotlight on dark arras of the

1 1 S. media

Stewart’s commitment to

excellence even garnered Ihe

Dally Show two Peabody Awards
lor his coverage of dir 2000 and

2004 presidential elections.

Although he is just a Comedian
and host of a satirical "take news"

program, Jon Stewart has easily

become the voice of a generation

Ihrougli insightful observations

ami sliarp ridicule, lie luis shaped

cultural ntllludrs and taken

US news agencies to task Ills

scathing criticisms and sardonic

wit will be hard to replace

We’ll miss you. Jon Good
night and good luck

Be 20% Cooler

Write for the Blazer!

Entertainment

News

Oplnon

and more!

Blazermail@llc.edu



ENTERTAINMENT

PirateFest 2015 invades Mojoe's
Ky Iknnimk Van Vfoien

Staff Writer

Fan# of pirate# and metal

gathered together at Mojoe’# in

Downtown Joliet for PiratcFc#!

m i

Ihc festival began with a bang

with F.ikthymir, the eight-piece

bond complete with n violinist,

flute player und accordion. Fhl»

hidden gem umongsl the Chicago

local metal scene turned head#

away from the bar and toward#

the #tagc.

Hie mixture of folk und power

metal combined with a huge do»c

of ‘epicnc##’ took the crowd by

surprise a# head# began to bang

and jnwi dropped. The powerful

vocals, beautiful lyric# and upbeat

energy luid fan#’ ear# full in love

with metal ull over again.

A# Lord# of the Drunken Finite

Crew cumc on stage, complete in

pirate garb, they began their #cl

with "Yo, Ho. Ilo It’# u Pirate#

l.ife For Me", vetting the mmxhI

for the battle that would take

place in the crowd.

Lead vocalist, James Boodl,

announced that it was now lime

to release the poo! noodle# into

the crowd. Long, bright pool

noodle# were thrown down to

fun#, instructing them to beat

up "the noodle king" who was

protected in armor of noodle

piece# as the 1-ordi played their

songs of hunting for treasure,

fighting troll# at sea. and of

course, grabbing them a beer.

Ihc Lords of the Dmnkcn Pirate

Crew put on an unforgettable

show that engaged the audience

and showed u# the very definition

of pirate metal.

Sawshbuckle. a, familiar name

within Ihc pirate metal genre, are u

comcdic trio with a heavier death

and thrash sound to listeners.

I lowcvcr, it seemed that the last

performance of noodle bashing

one unothcr left the crowd tired;

so tired that Swashbuckle teased

the crowds, usking if they “were

sleepy.”

After some minor technical

difficulties with the sound

equipment and the room filling

up with late comers fresh with

energy, the show came back to

life. Swoshbucklc, however did

still lock in their performance

compared to the first two band#.

They were missing u kind of

uniqueness which made the other

two bunds so fun to watch.

Swashbuckle seemed to hide

behind their pirate theme while

the first two embraced theirs. It

was u good performance but was

easily outshined.

As the show wound down.

the moment everyone had been

waiting for finally arrived.

Alcstorm. one of the biggest

pirate metals bands around, took

center stage proving that they

sound even better live.

Upbeat, fun and led by the

kilt-wearing. keytar playing

Christopcr Bowes, the band's

catchy songs, mixed with Bowes’

heavy Scottish accent, got the

crowd singing and dancing along

immediately.

Alcstorm made sure that they

played their biggest songs such as

“Shipwrecked” and "Old Spice",

but no mutter whut they played,

they left the crowd sweating,

intoxicated and amu/cd.

Pirate! e i 201 5 was a

fantastic show and. although the

convenience of Mojoe's made

parking und accessibility easier

on fans, there just wasn’t enough

room.

I would personally rate the

entire experience of the show a 7

out of 10.

The line-up and the musical

performance was great as well as

the case of parking and getting to

Mojoe's.

However. I did feel thut the

small stage limited the bands’

performances and it should have

taken place in a much larger

music venue.

Courtesy of Ticketramba.com

Tlcketramba's website advertised It’s arrrgh-cltlng lineup for

Mojo's Pirate Fest 2015.

NORTH CENTRAL COLLEGE naperville, il
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Transfer Visit Day
Saturday, April 18, 2015
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» Transfer Admission

» Financial Aid

» Student life

You will also have the opportunity to meet our faculty and

student life staff and take a walking tour of our beautiful
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Book review
Commentary

Ghost Boy takes readers Retrospectiive

on an amazing journey Blazer blastsRv Mcr.iiLi D/ui **BY MEGAN ROM
Staff Writer

Eighteen months after

becoming ill with a mystery

disease that left him without a

voice, appetite, or social skills.

Marlin Pistorius was left mule

and wheelchair-bound.

Doctors didn't know for

sure what caused this extreme

change, but told his parents he

had a degenerative disease that

left him with the mind of an

infant and less than two years to

live.

Pistorius continued to get

worse and was left without

sound mind or the ability to do
anything for himself. For years,

he was considered brain dead.

Miraculously, about four or

five years after his thoughts

disappeared. Pistorius became

aware of conversations

happening around him. Soon,

he became stunned into the

realization that many of those

conversations were about him.

Eventually, he grasped the fact

that he had parents.

However, in coming to these

realizations, Pistorius assumed
no one would believe him
since he really had no way of
communicating to the people

constantly around him that he

was present and aware within his

own mind He chose to stay silent

for 10 more years, until a chance

interaction with an incredible

caregiver chunged his life forever.

Being so ill, Pistorius was
tuken core of in nursing homes
that offered round-the-clock care.

I ’nable to do any thing for himself,

caregivers of these homes were

relied on to feed, bathe, massage,

and provide companionship to

Pistorius.

Alarmingly, he describes times

when he was sexually harassed,

force-fed until he vomited and

then forced to consume his

vomit, insulted by caregivers, and

neglected entirely

However, one caregiver alway s

stood out to Pistorius

Vimn knew, before anybody,

that there was something going on

behind Pistorius’ eyes. She spoke

to him us a person, not an invalid.

She encouraged him to come out

of the shell she suspected he was

hiding in.

Eventually, Pistorius gave in

and gave the slightest of smiles

to Vimu cosuing a whirlwind

of change to come his way that

eventually led him to become a

public speaker and advocate for

people in similar situations all

over the world.

It was a long, hard process

coming to the life Pistorius now
knows.

Even with being able to

communicate with the world

again, he became depressed,

discouraged, and. at limes,

hopeless

HU harrowing account

describes the hard work and

laith that led him to become
the man he is today successful,

highly intelligent, married, and

on international bestseller

I adored this book and will

probably read it again, which

is a rarity for me I've already

recommended it numerous

times to friends and family, and

talked ubout it constantly as I

was reading it

Pistorius’ memoir is not only

heroic, but also terribly human
and gives a face to the type of

condition he suffered

I can honestly say that there

was nothing bad about this

book If you're looking for

inspiration or a story to get you

back into gear, Choai Bov U it.

While reading this book. I

kept dunking to myself that

whatever stresses I thought

I had going on in my life

were nothing compared to the

decades of hardship dux man
hod to endure |ust to become a

functioning member of society

once again

If you’ve been thinking

about reading Ghmt Buy. but

weren't sure what it would be

like. I'll promise you won't be

disappointed.

Iliis book was almost

impossible to set down, even

to go to bed You won't regret

reading Pistonu*' xtory

It's guaranteed to bring you
inspiration and encouragement

from ’da' past:

Changin' times

BY t IAUDIA RO|AS

Staff Writer

As we all know, the limes are

changing faster tlian the blink

of an eye. A few weeks ago.

our newspaper team stumblrd

upon numerous editions ol JJC"x

Blaxer from years past, going

back as far a» 1915, I he HLuer
dates bock to 19?#. when JJt was

only 27 years old

I ooking bock, there were mi

many stones and photos dial

JJt student* back then lound to

be interesting or amusing tlsat

students today probably would

not find interesting ul all

II you werr a JJ( student in

197#, you could flip through the

newspaper ami find a picture ol

a squirrel leading off one of the

headline news stories

Hove you ever been in the area

west of die tray dropoff in die

cafctcna? Hove you ever fell the

sensation to play video games all

n| a sodden while standing in dial

area'.’ If so, dial's because Ihcrr

used to he a game room right

ihmtl

On* ol the big stories in a

1 9# | edition of die llln/er, this

game room was used to provide

recreation for the JJt student*

Would you find it easier to focus

knowing you could lake a break

in the game mom to play some

good ol’ I’av-man? Apparcullv

the game room hit a game over

ami was removed some time lain

t hu minds aic changing every

‘lav and one can say that through

the yean, our motivations

change as well. In many of the

JJt newspapers from the late

|970’b-| 9#(I'«, there were more

commervial ads, such as Coca-

t ola and the I' S Army Reserve,

Ilian college ads In today's

version ul the Mliaer, there are a

lot more college ads. promoting

four-year transfer options to

students, Ilian commcivinl ad*

Hack hi the late 1 970's, it

seemed a* though students were

more focused on being a student

at JJC than looking at the future

Inday, our students seem to be

ninrc lot need mi Irimslrmng from
III to further their education at

a four-year university as well

as being a student at JJC We
create a better balance of these

motivations

In the future, our school will

become even more advanced In

providing students with the latest

news ami information Our mind*

will continue to grow aiul change

as we gel older and wiser

rtrnnk fully. Ilic Blazer is

firre to chronicle tlwt change,

providing us with a way to keep

up witfi current events, and to

look hack at what was, and nl

what used to he

.THE
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PROMISE

affordable and atteinablo

undorgradueto and graduato
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Vet Tech to hold open house for pet adoptions

By Andrew Hanton

Staff Writer

SAVE THE DATE! Saturday,

Mar. 14 at 9am- 12pm, The JJC

Veterinary Medical Technolog}’

Program will be hosting an open

house for those interested in

adopting pets or learning more

about becoming a vet tech. The

event will see a showcase of

several furry friends in need of

loving homes who are ready for

adoption from caring partners.

Walking through the vet tech

offices in the B-building, you

can get a sense of how much the

students care for these dogs and

cats. The toys spread around the

floor, cages around every comer

and food laying in strategic

places make it feel more like a

comfortable home than a medical

center.

Cats can be spotted lazily

napping on desks while facility

managers work, or even perched

• on student’s shoulders while they

take tests. That’s right, vet tech

classrooms allow some of these

furry friends to roam around as

they please.

All animals in the care of the

vet tech program are rescued from

high-kill shelters in Kentucky,

and given to JJC by the TLC
Animal Shelter in Homer Glen,

IL.

Each semester, every student is

assigned one animal to speci fically

care for by preforming such tasks

as drawing blood and monitoring

vitals. The student can even take

said animal home with them.

Vet tech students not only get to

play with and care for the animals

in the facilities; they get first dibs

on all adoptions. However, any

cuddly critter not adopted at the

end of the semester has to go back

to the TLC shelter.

There will be 5 cats and 6 dogs

ready for adoption at the open

house. There will be a fiat fee

of fifty dollars for every animal.

Any adoptees will be able to be

picked up the first week in May.

The adoption process

will not be as stringent

as some shelters, but

there will be a screening

process. Prospective

owners should bring

household information

with them such as: if you

live in an apartment or a

house (lease restrictions),

household members

(children, etc) and if there

are any other pets in the

home.

If you do have other

pets it is asked that you

bring them with to meet

your future fur-ball, and

see how they get along.

All animals in the program

are micro-chipped, have proper

vaccinations, are checked for

heartworms and other illnesses,

and monitored for behavioral

issues.

To show how much of a

turnaround these unimals

experience in the vet tech

program’s care. Facility Manager

Meghan Yucaitis highlighted the

re-birth of the loveable Bruno.

Bruno clearly came from a

rough past in Kentucky. “When
we got him he was terrified’’ said

Yucaitis. "He wouldn’t walk with

a leash and he was just scared of

everybody...he was afraid of his

own shadow.”

After ten days, Bruno hud a

miraculous metumorphosis and

quickly became a stall' favorite.

Yucaitis described Bruno

currently as "outgoing, sweet, and

loves to have his belly rubbed."

“1 love watching the

transformation of these animals

It’s amazing to see what love,

care and affection can do for

them." Yucaitis added.

For more information on

the TLC animal shelter, you

can visit their website at www.
tlconimalshelter.org. They are

always accepting donations.

To read more about the JJC

vet tech program and see some

adorable pictures. "Like" their

Facebook at www.fhcebook.com/

JJCVettech.

Courtesy of the //C Vet Tech fttcebook page

Left: Bruno strikes a couple adorable poses.

Right: Staffers pay no mind to the furry critters freoly roaming.

WORKS-IN-PROGRESS AS WELL AS FINISHED WORKS
ARE WELCOME FOR REVIEW BY OUR FACULTY.

Thursday, March 26
|

6-8pm
Join us and pin up your work for an Open Critique Night, here at

Harrington College of Design. You will have a chance to interact with

our professional faculty and collect feedback on your works-in-progress

and/or finished work.

Aspiring Graphic, Interior Designers, and Photographers welcome.

HARRINGTON
COLLEGE OF DESIGN

RSVP: opencrit326.eventbrite.com

or call 877.939.4975

Harrington College of Design. 200 W. Madison. Chicago. 312.939 4975 Harrington College of Omgn is accredited by the Hyer Learning Commission and >s a member
of the North Central Association, www ncahlc.org Harrington College of Design cannot guarantee employment or salary. Find employment rates financial obligations

and other disclosures at www.harnngton edu disclosures Tins institution is authorized The Indiana Board of Proprietary Education. 101 Wasl Ohio Street Suite 679.

Indianapolis. IN 46204. 317.464.4400x138. 317464.4400x141 0843746 215 AC-0260
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Blazer exclusive

Beneath the strings with Keith Anderson
BY JAMI SHAWMEKI

R

Staff Writer

Keith Andcrion started song-

writing in Nashville in 2001.

lie hat written songs for

country legends such os Garth

Brooks ond George Jones, “Ihc

Bed*' for (irctchcn Wilson, and

"Bom Burner” for Jason Michael

C'oitoI

"I remember wuking up

and hearing "Beer Run" on the

radio (Garth Brooks and (ieorge

Jones). It look me u minute to

rvuli/jc it because I hadn’t heard

the recorded version yet, then it

was like “holy (expletive)”

Another big hit was “Lost in

this Moment", released by Big

and Rich.

“'Lost in this Moment' is

always cool because I wrote

that with John Rich and Rodney

Clausen and it sat there for

almost ten years. We pitched it

to Kenny Chesncy, and l.oncslnr

(the hand John Rich hud just left)

and nobody would cut it."

Ironically enough, after

almost ten yean of w aiting, both

Anderson and Rich cut it tor their

respective next albums, but Rich

heat him to it and it became Big

and Rich's smash hit olT their

third albtun.

"Sure enough it went number
one. so that one has such u

special meaning because I always

believed in it."

Anderson’s musical influences

include artists like Kenny Rogers.

Neil Diamond. James laylor.

Willie Nelson, Billy Joel. John

Mcllcncump, Boston, foreigner.

Journey, and Alabama.

"Die Eagles are my all-time

favorite though because I’m a big

time harmony guy Even though

I’m a solo artist I like to make
sure every body sings."

Anderson's lint album. “Three
Chord Country and American
Rock-n-RoH". was released in

2005 and was certified gold with

two top 10 hits ("Pickin' Wild
I lowers" and “Every lime I

Hear Your Name") two number
oik videos, and two top .to hits

("XXI " and “Podunk**V

"Pickin’ Wild Floweft” is

a song Oval is cleverly hiding

its true meaning behind poetic

phrasing.

When asked what it was like

hearing this song on the radio for

the first time, his answer sort of
surprised me

"I had just heard it so mam
limes that it was almost second

nature that I was listening to it

tte rolled the windows down and
if we weren't on the highway we
probably would hav e stopped and
Martcd yelling out the windows
“that's me!"“

Ihc first album Anderson
released had many hits, but

the final song on the album.
Anderson said, was a song he

wanted to be a single.

Til Know When I Get There"

is still so real to what I’m doing

and what I’m trying to be and no

matter what you do or how big

you get you just never feel like

you’re there.”

Anderson then came back with

his sophomore album “C’Mon!”

in 2008 giving him the biggest

hit of his career, "I Still Miss

You”, which hit number two. und

u top 25 hit. “Sunday Morning in

America”.

“The second record didn’t

really take on like the first but it’s

a better record. I think because

wc [Anderson and his producer)

were both in such an introspective

space that the songs picked to be

on the record were just a little

deeper und darker, but I think

they arc better songs."

One of those songs included

“Closest I’ve ever been", one

of Anderson's favorites on the

album.

After 2008 however, Andcrion

seemed to drop off the country

charts.

It wasn't until 2014 when he

released his single “I'll Bring the

Music" when fans saw him buck

in the limelight and hack on tour.

So what caused the six-year

hiatus?

"A lot of people knew but

didn’t really put the two together,

my mother died of brain cancer in

2008 anti it was real sudden. She

was diagnosed in 2007, rhen Ihc

day after u show in my hometown
she had her first seizure, and u

year later she was gone."

He said the smash hit “I Still

Miss You" was so much about

her.

"We were going for number
one four weeks after she passed

away. I hud to do interviews

every morning und every evening

to get that song more spins and it

was just u hard lime."

He was not able to remove the

song from his set list and. between

having to sing it every night and
talk about it with the world, he
said was just on an “emotional

overload”

“I just iKcdcd to take some
lime off Ihc management and
lahcl told me 'you can't do that,

it's career suicide, you just sold

a million records and have the

biggest hit of your career.

I just wasn't happy and I

told them it's going to be ‘Keith

Suicide' if I don't get off the

road.”

He was drinking more then he
used to. not eating nght and not

staying in shape
“1 was just try ing to cope with it

however I could but it just wasn’t
me. it wasn't who I wanted to

be V> I got off the road and took
some time off.”

Ihmng this time, he maroed
lus longtime girlfriend of ten

year*. Lauren Woodruff, and
welcomed to the world their first

child together in October >011.

“I have a step-daughter that's

been in my life since she was three

and (hat was always awesome,

and it still is. but then you got

these little ones you've seen since

birth und it's just hard to be away,

but when you’re away you know

there is a reason.

"The best feeling is walking

in that door and hearing my kids

screaming “daddy!"*’.

His children, u one-year old son

and now -thrcc-ycar old daughter,

have changed the way he treats

his body.

Drinking less, eating right,

and working out urc all part of

Anderson’s daily routine now
because he has to be dad when he

wulks through the door.

Anderson enjoys watching his

kids discover what he docs for a

living. His son. despite being a

year old. is just now storting to

understand it while his daughter

understands completely.

"She's been up on the last

couple fan fairs and she knows
what I do. She'll grab her little

Doc McStuffins microphone and

sing and she’ll even have my wife

introduce her."

Asked if the birth of his children

had chungcd the way Anderson
would upprouch his music, he said

"not really, I have always written

things that are going to move
people one way or unothcr."

When it’s just Anderson and

a guitar, telling stories is when
he is the most passionate. As the

old adage goes: “country music

only requires three chords and

the truth."

"1 dealt with the sorrow and

talked to a counselor about all

that and I got happy." Anderson

said. “Then all the sudden I

missed music, and there was

a time where I didn’t know if I

would."

Once he had rekindled a spark

for his lifelong dream, he began

to partake in songwriters events.

“It was just me and the guitar

and it brought back the whole

passion for music and why I got

into music to begin with.”

It was during this hiatus that

Anderson began to write more

and even had some songs become

hits for Love and Theft, and had

a song cut on Parmulee’s new

album.

In the last year-and-a-half he

has started to build things back

up.

“I wanted to start fresh; a whole

new band, new management,

new everything.”

Including new sponsors since

then. Anderson has teamed up

with Kicker Speakers und Jack

Daniels.

“I’m having more fun now than

I ever had. There is a purpose and

it’s a different kind of focus."

Anderson spent a lot of time

talking about how the passing of

his mother affected him not only

as a person but as a musician.

He also opened up about what

he considered to he his all-time

favorite show.

A year and a half after his

mother's passing, Anderson still

struggled with the loss. ”1 was

just struggling with die feelings

of not heuring her talk to me.”

he said. "Wc were at this big

cancer benefit and it just started

(raining). When wc started “I

Still Miss You", I wasn't thinking

much about it. I still struggled to

get thavugh that song.

“Right when we got to the

solo high note, I felt this bright

warmth on my face. I looked

up and the rain had stopped, the

clouds opened up. and there was

just a single ray of light coming

through those clouds." Anderson

felt his mother in that moment,

offering a simple "hey mom" in

response.

Anderson currently has a new
LP ready for release, tentatively

in March via iTuncs, but he is

selling deluxe editions of the

album at his shows.

You can check out his band

page for tour dates, music info,

and more.
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Movie review

50 Shades of awful; movie

'whips' reviewer into frenzy
BY SHANIELLE FULTON

Staff Writer

li doesn’t take the cavemen

from the Geico commercials to

predict that a BDSM Iwilighl fun

fiction written by a senior citizen

would totally fail as a movie.

Matter of fact, it hardly takes

anyone with simple common
sense and it especially didn’t take

long for people to jump all over

it. From the moment the books hit

the shelves, it was riddled with

controversy.

IT»e center of the issues

didn’t have anything to do with

the novel being written utterly

horrible (which it was), but it had

every thing to do with the abusive

relationship that was passed ofT as

being BDSM.
Now. what a majority of the

literature lovers would say is:

books are books. In a fictional

world, like Divergent for example,

anything goes. But then again,

that’s somewhat of an ultemate

universe What some people miss

is that books of fiction can tend

to have real life consequences and

influences, especially when set in

the real world.

Fifty Shades of Grey is set

in current day and depicts a

“romance" between u disturbed

billionaire named Christian Grey

and a young, naive Anastasia

Steele ITte dilemma with this

romance is the violence and

manipulation that tangles itself

in iL I refuse to spoil all of the

questionable acts that tukc place

between the two. that’s up for

your judgment.

I also refuse to spoil the plot

line and how it differs from the

terrible trilogy.

But I will go ahead and spoil

the tragic acting, awful script and

other factors that tore down tins

dimmed Valentine’s Day movie

Let me first and foremost

apologize to all of the people,

especially the women, that were

expecting a sexual fantasy that

would have them foaming at the

mouth, fhe only thing that would

gel a remotely -positive reaction

from anyone is when the credits

finally rolled

I he horrendous film that was

already pre-tom apart by the

awful plot, hod one goal: to hack

up all the hype that It'd received

It failed miserably in its task and

two people to pul the blame on

easily are the two leads - Dakota

Johnson und Jamie Doran

I must stnte licit these two

hod the chemistry of long-lost

cousins. It wax painfully obvious

that there was not even a spark to

them in just the first few minutes

of the movie and it became more

visible os it went on.

there was nothing sexy about

the sex scenes - not one out of

eight of them were remotely a

turn on. even to people who had

been lucky enough to not read the

book Ihcy came off os forcible,

acting wise, and underwhelming

in a story sense

It had to tsr a major

disappointment to fans of the book

who were certainly expecting

the Christian Grey that they

knew I he one that's disturbed.

yet sexually appealing, but still

maintains a distinct personality

But that is nyt what they received

Doran was as stiff as a

piece of cardboard covered in

starch and nailed to a piece ol

wood His performance as this

character, who is an abuser and an

interesting man. was tar oil lie

made the persona very dctaclied,

stoic and just hard to watch while

he butchered a role that could’ve

been mastered by someone else

As far as Anastasia, Dakota

Johnson, the verdict to me, is

still out on her acting I think

site did a reasonable job, but

then again, standing opposite

Irorn a buck wall would make

anyone look like Amy Adams

She was convincing In Iter tears

and emotional moments, but

site's also still accountable lor the

dreadful and lack -ot -chemistry

filled sex scene*

I he film took a very

iiiipndrssiunal route in writing

the script, which came of! as if

it was just meant lor everyone

that read tlte hook I he writing

team clearly didn't feel the need

to explain anything or elaborate

hidden plot holes and it left the

alreadv -Itomhlc movie In worse

shape tlun it already was It was

so vague, ambiguous and horribly

hard to follow Ihe dialogue was

weird and random I he cast didn't

perform well

It was |usl Ivul all-around

Another thing dial I'd like to

revisit, before I let you go and 1

pray you heed my warning and

never go see tire movie, is the

message it's sending

I here are Instances (technically

not spoiling it) where Christian

will have »cx with Anastasia

without her consent and sadly I've

seen people actually justifying

this on social media (list because

she enjoyed it.

So os a final recap

Did die movie deliver'’

Absolutely not Would I

recommend this? Not even to my
worst of enemies

Graphic by Tommy Markazovu
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Blues Pills capture magic in psychedelic

bottle: Crossing cultures and generations
By )<>i i Ko/a

Editor-In-Chief

In an effort to *tave off the

reaper, rock and roll teems to be

mining its past with the help of

fresh, new artists with their own
slant on blues rock, psychedelic

music and soul.

To call these bands and arlitLs

copycats would be missing the

mark by a wide margin. When
you combine the grillinctt of the

blues with the storytelling of folk

music, the virtuosity of classical

music or jazz, and the attitude of

early ruck *n roll, you gel u sound

that will always strike the car as

familiar. It’s not the ingredients

that change from artist to artist,

it’s the portion of the ingredients

used.

Tor Blues fills, the Swedish-

American-French quintet

currently touring Europe behind

their debut self-titled LP. it

sound* like they dumped tome
Hendrix and Peter Cireen-eru

Fleetwood Mac into the pot.

mixed it with some Zeppelin, a

dash of Jefferson Airplane und

Cream, and maybe a little Aretha

Fnuiklin on the top.

In other words, it sounds pretty

good.

I.cd by enchanting front-

woman Rlin Larsson. Blues Pills

have set themselves apart by

daring to be radically different

tlum their ruck brethren. Besides

merging three countries into one

quartet, the group’* guitarist.

Dorian Sorriuux, joined the group

two years ago at the tender age of
In

Hie dynamic and wide range

of cultural influences fuue done

nothing but add to the excellent

music contained on the band's

album.

From high-paced track* such as

“High Class Woman” and “Devil

Mon" to mellow numbers such a*

“Little Sun" and “No Hope Left

for Me", their musical prowess is

always on display.

Sorriaux's guitar work is both

slick und frenetic, standing front-

and-ccnter on the psychedelic

“Black Smoke” and the funky

“Jupiter". Hi* solos careen in und

out und around Larssen’s vocals

und the band's instrumentation,

at times mimicking memorable

subtleties of Hendrix or early

Ritchie Blackmorc

The band's American

members, drummer Cory Berry

and bassist Zack Anderson,

play with authority throughout,

proving without a doubt that they

could keep up with their European

comrades.

Shortly after the album's

release. Berry was replaced by

Andrt Kvamstrftm.

Larsson shines

It seems almost unfair to

compare anyone else in the band

to their spellbinding front-woman.

but the truth is Elin Larsson is this

band’s major weapon.

Equipped with one of the most

soulful, built-to-rock voices in the

business today. Larsson can belt

and strain with the best there’s

ever been. Given a long, steady

career, she could stand alongside

the likes of Janis Joplin. Grace

Slick. Ann Wilson, and Stevie

Nicks as female rock royalty.

The album itself is 10 songs

long, consisting mostly of tracks

written between 2012 and 2014.

Ihc entire record is a trip through

the many styles of 60s und 70s

rock without the pretentiousness

of the band trying to pretend that

that’s where they come from.

It’s just a starting point.

Blues Pills arc without a doubt

one of rock's most interesting

new groups, and their album feels

like a journey that is nowhere

near over when the tenth and final

song comes to a close.

Get acquainted now and hop

aboard the ride while it’s early.

Blues Pills' self-titled debut is

available on iTuncs for download

and Spotify for streaming.

Courtesy ofbluespillf.com
From left: Zack Anderson (boss). Andro Kmmstrom (drums). Bln Larsson (meals) and Dorian Sorrious (guitar)

Go to concert/?

Send u/ o review on how much it rocked!
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stability to the team

While the catcher* are a

known commodity the pitchers

are mostly unproven.

Thomas Good)car is the only

returning pitcher from last year’s

team Good) car had a good 2014

season, collecting seven wins

w ith only one loss.

King considers the freshmen

pitching to be a work in progress.

"There’s some new life on the

side of freshman pitching, so we

wont them to get the chance to

get out there and get their feet

wet,” said King. “We’d like them

to get a few games under their

belt in order to get comfortable
”

Once the pitching stall' takes

shape, the Wolves should be a

complete team.

“I think we'll do alright this

year." said King. "I think we’ll

catch and throw the ball well."

Another thing to look forward

to is the versatility of the infield

All of the Wolves’ infieklers can

play defense at second base, third

base, and shortstop. This allows

for flexibility in the lineup and in

the field

The rosier is promising,

but only time will tell how

successful the team will be At

the very least, we can expect a

competitive effort.

A major factor in determining

the team's success will be their

preparation After not plav mg in

competitive games for a while,

the players will likely have to

make adjustments during the (list

few games King knows once his

plavers make these adjustments,

their talent and determination will

carry them

"It's just a matter of getting

them back in the groove ” said

King this should not he loo

difficult, especially when you

consider that the team lias been

practicing frequently since the

end of last season

"We really only stop for a

couple of weeks so it’s not like

they lose a whole lot,” said King

llaschall is a game a repetition

and mcchamcv so taking \liort

breaks is a good thing Ihe

plav cis are levs likely to lose

their rhythm if they practice

it.lllv

Ihcte is one factor that is

out of the coaches and plavers

hands, however I his (actor

is the presence of Old Man
W inter With the baseball llcld

covered in snow, thrie are

no opportunities for outdoor

practices

"I'vr contemplated on going

out and rvmov ing the snow oil

of the dirt,” said King "last

year we had a Itcck ot a lot more

snow and the Icinprratiirrs were

a lot lower I’m hoping that we

could potcntiallv gel out there a

bit earlier this year It helps when
you gel the chance to actually

plav outdoors as compared to

being strictly indoors
"

Come March, we should

have a clear Held lor the team

I lope lulls, the Held will he the

setting lor great baseball

I he Wolves kick oil a new

season on March Cs, with back-

to-back load games at Jcllcrvm

College Ihev then will play

two games each at Volunteer

state Community College ami

Columbia State Community

College On Sunday, March

12. lire Wolves take on Mgin

Community College at 2 p m

TJ. Condon and the Wolves are preparing for the 2015 season.
Photo by I indttv < ontrell

Softball preview

Lady Wolves looking to produce despite obstacles

By Elias albert

Sports Editor

Despite continuous spells of

bitter cold, winter is rsemnng its

end and spring is pulling closer

The Lady W'olses will

make their return to the

diamond on Friday. Feb 27 at

they’ll participate in the N4C
Conference Tournament They’ll

play double-headers each day

through Sunday. Mar I.

“We’re excited to gel back out

there.’ vud coach Emily Manno
"It’ll be nice to get out there and

have a chance lo tec what we’re

made of."

Regular-season play will

begin on Thursday. Mar 12. at

they visit Kankakee Coaunrauty

College

Coming into this season, the

i^d> Wolves will definitely be

tested with just 12 players on the

current rosier

“We lost a couple of players

from the fall, to this’ll be a

smaller learn than what I’d like

lo have." taid Mahno
On lop of the depleted rosier

sue. the team it alto very young.

“I only have two returners, to

tfm’ll he a very young team."

tasd Manno "It'll be something

that we have to (ace head-on

From a positional standpoint,

the Lady Wolves will be taking

an uonman approach

“On the mcaad, we have a

sophomore and a freshman."

said Marmo "1 think they

complement each other well

One’t a nghty and one’s a lefty

Jasmine Frcn/ef just needs a

chance to get out there and get

some game experience, then I

really think that she can be a key

piece for ut
“

llriarma Alien, of Plainfield

South, will be the lone pilchrr

with collegiate experience Iasi

season, A tiro pitched 1 70 innings

in her 32 appearances on the

mound Her overall record was

K-20. with 27 complete games,

and she notched 51 strikeouts

Her high usage resulted in a 7 56

ERA and allowed 317 total hits

Also on the mound. Jasmine

Frrn/el. of ( iVte-Monec. will be

a new piece for the lady Wolves

According to HeRecruited com.

Frrn/el pitched 62 innings in her

tensor year of high school, which

included frve complete games

Another key area of

concentration for the Lady

Wolves will be the team’s

selections of catchers

“Behind the plate I have

three different Options," said

Marino "Ihey arc all very

versatile and have a lot lo offer

us Always a nice option to

have"

these options at catcher

include, Samantha Deal,

I ay lor llolyard and Courtney

Sowa. each of whom also play

additional positions Also, each

of ihexc players are frcsliman

I his season will undoubtedly

be one of challenges and

obstacles for the lady Wolves,

but it appears as if the team

it set and ready to ntc to the

challenge

"With such a young team, we

need lo lake time to mature and

build confidence," said Marino

"I think all of that will work

rtsclf out as (he season proceeds

Hie I ady Wolves will have

their work cut-out for them come

rnid- March, wticn regular season

play begins

I ast season, the I .ady W'olves

went 9*34, with u 4-15 record

within conference play, which

placed them at the bottom of llic

N4( One of their conference

foes. Rock Valley, is ranked first

in (lie nation, thus heightening

some of the l-ady Wolves

competitive difficulty.

It will definitely be a season of

tests for the I .ady Wolves. They’ll

be competing with a young and

small roster, in a conference that

always offers iu challenges

However, if the I .ady Wolves

can mature quickly and avoid

anything loo costly, such as

injuries, than there is no reason

why they can't find some success

and production.
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Plainfield Central connection provides

backbone for JJC men's basketball

BY SHANH1U 1 til ION

Copy Editor

Plainfield Central has become

a key resource for JJC basketball

The local high school i» the

producer of two of JJC's most

talented player*, freshman Matt

I lund and sophomore Darious

Randolph.

Both players tower over their

opponents, at well over six feel

tall Ihey’vc proven to be very

beneficial to the team with their

elite level of scoring, rebounding

and overall leadership.

However it was not always

such n foreseeable thing

"We kind of have the

same story." I lund said, "lie

(Randolph) wasn’t on the team,

and I was only on varsity for my

senior year. I never really got

much playing time at all
”

Ibis season. lluruHiu.* totaled

233 points, good for 9.2 I’l’Ci.

and started in 22 out of 26 games

tluit he’s been in. It’s become

quite difficult to rationalize the

reasoning behind the struggle for

him on his high school rosier

“I didn’t make the basketball

team,” Randolph said. "Actually,

one of the coaches told nic that

I wasn’t good enough to piny

basketball
”

Randolph, so far in the season,

has accumulated 398 points,

leading the team in scoring

with 17.2 PPG, and started in

20 out of the 23 games that he’s

participated in.

Regret’ is n word that conics

to mind, when considering the

feeling that the coaches back

at Plainfield Central must feel

Randolph Im* gone from a high

school snub to a college-level

standout.

together, the pair seem to

make a good duo. and that

chemistry has to do with the

fact that they base become good

friends • on and off the court.

"Ibis is my big homic."

Randolph said, when asked

about their friendship “I got a

great chance to see Malt's game

at L A. Fitness (prior to the

season) and that's where we first

started to click.

“ Ibis team has been the best

mean of helping as grow even

closer though We try to stay

close when it comes to team

activities and practices. Matt has

become oik of my best friends
"

the duo's friendships can also

prose to be a great motivation on

the court as well.

“If Matt comes out and gets

a ferocious dunk, that just gets

my blood pumping, then I want a

ferocious dunk." said Randolph
"1 know it's the sonic way for

him. We've had moments where

I have a big play, and then Matt

gets all pumped up When that

losers in history. You don’t give

recognition to the teams that

'almost made it.' You always

remember the winners. So overall.

I'm not too proud or satisfied w ith

my performance.”

Hund echoed his friend and

teammate's sentiment.

"Me personally. I've never

really had this type of chance. I

never played much, so I'm happy

with where I’m at right now.

“But. on top of that. I’m

nowhere near satisfied and I’m

still hungry for more wins and

improvement. I strive to get

better day-in and day-out. This

is all still kind of new to me

I’m honestly a bit surprised with

where I’m at right now, but like I

said. I’m not satisfied."

There is no doubt that the team

is capable of improving, but it

will take work and belief.

For Randolph and Hund.

adversity- has been a part of their

journey in the past. Adversity

has found its way back into their

path, but there >s no reason why

they can>t conquer this obstacle,

the same way they>ve done it in

the recent past.

happens, wc start playing stronger

defense and produce a bit more

on offense
"

Hund ugreed with his

teammate, adding "(Randolph)

said it perfectly. When he gets

that big dunk. I wunt to get the

big dunk. I almost want to one-

up him Wc definitely feed off of

each other.”

Ibc two have proved that to

be true Both have been pretty

dominant this season, but fell

upon a rough stretch after

suffering their first home defeat

in two yean (Jan. 15 vs. College

of Dul’ugc).

I he team would lose again in

a close game against Rock Valley

just a week Inter. Both Hund and

Randolph feel their struggles in

conference play urc self-inflicted.

“Wc'rc going through

something right now," said Hund.

“I'll say this, wc nrc own biggest

enemy right now. I think tluit

Coach Kuhn is (upsct| ul us right

now and. honestly, he's not us

| upset
|
as he should be W'e know

tluit he knows that it's our fuult.

No team hus beaten US. It sounds

kind of ignorant, but it's nil been

self-inflicted.”

itWc had u cluincc to sit down

with our coaching stuff.** said

Randolph. "They let as all know

that 'wc have to get it together.'

We need to stop playing twenty-

minute halves and start playing

forty-minute games. We started

the season oft" ut 16-2. this tcum

is a lot better tlrnn where wc are

right now."

"It's just a matter of fixing

things." Hund said. "Facing the

adversity and changing things

for the better. Wc just hud a talk

about what our plans ure to try

and repair this. I have the same

confidence in this team that I did

in the beginning of the year.

«d know what we're capable

of,** Hund continued, ««1 know

that this team con do some great

things; I know we will. For the

rest of the season, we’re just

going to give it everything that

we've got and leave everything

out on the floor
“

Ibc boys' comments could

best reflect the season There

have been some low points, but

there have been more highs than

anything.

Tbc team could be better and

there is not a soul to doubt that

I lowever. os Vince Lombardi once

said. '.Individual commitment to

a group effort-lhat is what makes

a team work, a company work,

a society work, a civilization

work.**

When asked about their

performance as individuals, they

proved the saying to be true

“I know I'm capable of a lot

more " Randolph said “I’m not

too happy about what I've done

so far lately, it doesn't manor

how well I do. a loss b a loss.

“1 don't remember too mans

ATIpt.com

Darious Randolph has provided stability and leadership to the Wolves.
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Matt Hund h*s been an exciting and consistent addition to the Wolves lineup.



Sports
Women's Basketball

Lady Wolves upperclassmen loving

time at JJC, look to finish strong
By Elias albert

Sports Editor

The second, and ul(imjtcl)

final, season is winding down for

the Lady Wolves* upperclassmen

Guards Alexis Oglesby and

Bemasia Fox. and forwards

Brittany MeWaine and Le'royia

Campbell are down to their last

semester of eligibility and are

also set to move forward.

“I’m really going to miss it."

said Campbell. "It was fun to be

able to travel with my teammates

and bond with them the way that

we have. We learned a lot about

each other and were involved in

through their time with the team,

the four girls each developed

individual relationships and

when asked to give their thoughts

on each other, they were more

than open and sincere.

Oglesby. originally from

Plainfield East, is referred

to by her teammates as I.ex

and. according to numerous

teammates, has a vertical out of

this world.

"She's really funny." said

Campbell "She can probably

jump out of the gym if she really

tried to She’s a great player,

but she passes up on shots

sometimes"'

“She kind of holds back a bit."

said MeWaine. “We try to push

her to take more shots She’s

going to have that big moment
here soon."

“I don’t know why* she jumps

so high." said Fox. “She’s got

so much talent, but she’s still so

underrated."

Fox. out of Joliet Central,

is a three-point machine and a

consistent piece for the Lady

Wolves

“She can shoot really well."

said Campbell. “I’ve known her

for a really long time
"

“Bemasia’s kind of quiet

sometimes," said MeWaine "I

love playing with her though,

because site has such an

intimidating demeunor It's fun

because you never know what

you’re going to get with her
"

“She’s a great player and a

great teammate." said Oglesby

MeWaine. out of Oswego

Last, is a force down near

the bosket with her strung

rebounding and luyup ability

“I’ve played with her since

seventh grade," said Campbell

"She's really strong and can

make any play that she wants

to."

"Brittany is my dude, man."

said Fox. "She’s one of the

best post-players I've ever met

and can reach over just about

anyone.”

“I look up to Brittany." said

Oglesby. “She always has

something positive to say and

she always gets on other pluycrs

to perform better."

Campbell. McWainc'%

teammate at Oswego Last, is a

versatile force from both within

and outside the point-line on

both olfense and defense

"She's been my Iriend for

a long time," said MeWaine

"She's a great player and I

always try to set her up for a

shot."

"I always knew Le'ruyia was

going to be a good play er." said

Fox. "I saw her play when we
were young and thought, ’oh.

she's alright ' fhen I saw her

play here, and she hod gotten

pretty good I wouldn't want to

play against her
"

“Le'royia, she’s very

talented." said Oftlesbv "Really

athletic and a great player
"

Ihc lour Ladv Wolves will be

leaving in very high spirits, due

to the improvement that the team

has experienced compared to just

last season.

Hie Lady Wolves were 1 2- IV

last season with a 7-7 conference

murk, while finishing fifth in

the N4C last -forward to now.

and the team cunrnllv sits at

IK-8 on the season with a 7*3

conference record In addition,

they still have a shot at first

place in the N41

"Wc (llic sopltomores)

improved a lot from last year."

said I ox “It vs as our |ob to lead

tlsc Ireshmcn as srtemns
"

"It was tough at limes,

hcxrauic everyone Is vut of

gooly," said Campbell “But we
found a way to make It work ami

lead the pack
"

\S ills |tist a few regulai season

games remaining, these lout

shining upperclassmen will try

to leave their last matk oil I ad)

Wolves' history and keep llictr

season going long filler the final

tegular season game ends

Pholo try I lian Albrrl/uraphlt by tommy Markauwti
The backbone of the Lady Wolves

a

D

iscover what matters.
univers ity And build your |jfe around it.

It’s not too late. Still accepting
applications for fall 2015.

- Complete your bachelor's degree

- Receive one-on-one academic advising

* Traditional undergraduate and adult degree

completion feight-week modules) formats

available

O Learn more at aurora.edu/transfer

Office of Admission and Financial Aid

347 S Gladstone Awe Aurora. IL 60506
630*344-5533 i admission aaurora edu

Do you

fish or

hunt?

Send us your

pictures and
stories to jjc

blazermall

edu

You can also

find us on

Facebook!
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Sports
Wolves feel pressure, but still alive
BY ELIAS Ai.BI.R'r

Sportt Editor

With ttic «cason winding

down toward* the playoffs for

the Wolves, a once exciting and

promifing outlook has slowly

become nothing short of a

disappointment.

The once-championship-

culiher router lias gone from tlie

national title diasc and a climb

up the national rankings to its

current heavy limp to the finish

line.

After a strong 14-2 start to the

season, which consisted of the

team's non-conference schedule,

the team lias since gone 4-8

within conference play. Their

current record of 18-10 has them

in eighth place in the N4C.

"Right now we're struggling,”

said conch Joe Kuhn. "It’s no

secret."

"I think that Coach Kuhn

is (angry) at us right now,”

said Wolves forward Danous

Randolph. "Honestly, he’s not

ns (ungry) as he should be. We
know that he known that it's our

fault."

They say the ball don't lie. nnd

the numbers aren't libbing cither.

During the non-conference

schedule, the Wolves shot

44 percent from the floor. In

conference play, the Wolves

have shot just 40 percent from

the floor.

On the boards, the Wolves

have recorded just 35.8 boards

per game since the beginning

of conference play. During their

first 18 games, the Wolves were

bringing down 41.3 rebounds per

contest.

One aspect that has doomed

the Wolves is the tram's tree-

throw percentage. In non*

conference play, the Wolves were

hitting 73% of their free throws.

I hat number has since dropped

to 65% within conference play

In addition, the Wolves free-

throw attempt numbers have also

taken a hit. by almost half an

attempt per game

To put the free-throw struggle

into perspective, the Wolves are

finding less points at the line As

a result of thus, they're finding

it harder and harder to remain

relevant in late-game situations,

when free throws are all-too-

importanl.

What all of these numbers are

representative of is the fact that

the Wolves have been on a steep

decline.

“We need to improve all

around." said Kuhn. “They need

to rebound harder. Offensively,

we need to get back to the level

of play that we had early in the

season."

“I think that our biggest

problem is simply having trust

in each other," said forward Matt

llund. “It's also just know ing that

your guy is going to be there in the

defensive rotation, and not having

to worry about your position and

his position. When that happens,

mistakes happen."

I lowcvcr, there is still optimism

around the Wolves locker room.

"We don't have much time left

here," said Kuhn. "If we're going

to do something worth-while this

season, we need to get it together

right now. Hut, I think these guys

are more than capable of doing

that.”

“It's just a matter of fixing

things,” said llund. “facing the

adversity and changing things

for live better. I have the same

confidence in this team that I did

in the beginning of the year.”

"If we con get it together, a

championship is not a far-fetched

goal.” said Randolph " Ihat's still

our main objective. We're still

aiming for it all."

"Luckily, we're still not out of

it. said Kuhn. “If we con build

some sort of late momentum here,

then I don’t sec any reason why

we can't do some good things

come time for the postseason."

To turns things around, it will

take plenty of improvement, both

on offense nnd defense, from

every player who puts on the

white and purple. According to

Kuhn, he still has yet to see this

enhancement.

“To be honest with you. I’ve

not seen it." said Kuhn “We've

talked uhout it. We’ve worked

on it. Until they decide to do it.

nothing is going to change too

much."

Lurking outside of the struggle

Darius Wells and the Wolves fall to Rock Valley on Feb. 11.

und mandatory need for

improvement with the Wolves,

comes a number of positiv es.

Daymcann Stewart, a

freshman guard out of Sl

Thomas More. WL. has been

spectacular and consistent all

season long for the Wolves.

Stewart has put together a

strong average of 16 points,

2.6 rebounds und 2.4 assists per

game this season.

“(Stewart) definitely has the

ability to score a lot of points."

said Kuhn. “We run a lot of

offense through him. But with

that comes the responsibility of

shot selection. He has been j bit

indecisive. Kith when deciding

when and when to not lake

certain shots, but we feel that he

con grow os we progress on."

“Stewart also needs to

understand that since he's

becoming such an important

piece in our game plan, that's

he becoming a bit of u marked

man." said Kuhn. “It sort of turns

into a thinking of 'the better you

do. the harder it gets.* But. once

again, we know that he is capable

of learning and growing."

In addition to Stewart, guard

Darius WcILs has also become u

pleasant piece. Wells has a per-

gamc average of 8.6 points and

2.8 rcKiunds. In addition, his

high umount energy and passion

is an undeniable assistant for the

Wolves and their efforts.

For the Wolves, it definitely

isn't going to be easy the rest of

the way, and they know that.

"The pressure is definitely on,"

said Kuhn. "They have their work

cut-out for them, and they need to

respond. They need to keep their

heads together and work their

Photo by Jens Schomrturr

way to where they want to go."

The postseason begins for the

Wolves on Wednesday. Feb. 25 as

they’ll take part in the Region IV

tournament.

Last season, the Wolves fell

in the Region IV Championship

game, but fell to the always

strong Rock Valley team.

If the Wolves can manage to

get both their play and heads

together, there is no reason why

they can’t at least be competitive.

They need to get just about every

reKnind that they can, and they

also need to get to the line more

often and convert once they get

there.

If they can manage to do

this, there is without a doubt a

legitimate chance that they make

some noise and make this the

kind of season they were hoping

for back in the fall.

MALE ATHLETE -TISSUE FEMALE ATHLETE ISSUE

Randolph has been electric

as of late. Since Feb. 4, he

has a per-game average of

1 5 points, 4.3 rebounds and

1.5 assists. During this time

span, the forward has shot

43 percent front the field.

McNear has been a force

recently for the Lady

Wolves. Since Feb. 4, she

has averaged 1 1 .3 points

and 4.7 rebounds per game.

At her guard position,

standing at 5
’8, she brings

a versatile game of both

scoring and efficiency

while she’s on the floor.
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(Exploring the controversial rating site

BY JOEL ROZA AND
Andrew Hanton

For the put 16 years,

I RatcMyProfcssors.com

been an awfully

I helpful tool for college

students It has provided a

method of rating, ranking

I and selecting professors

I that students feel best fit

their learning style while

1 passing on to prospective

students a guide for their

|
own future decisions.

With its simplistic set-

p - a green happy face

I for a positive ranking (4 0-

5.0), a yellow sideways

frown for a medium

ranking (3.0-3 9) and a

red sad face for a negative

ranking (2.9 to 00). as

|
well as a chili pepper

rate a professor’s

I “hotness" the site has

I reached widespread cull

I status on campuses across

I the country and around

I ports of the globe.

But the site, and the

I legitimacy of its content,

I is a hot-button issue that

I has largely unknown

I effects on professors.

I (he students they teach

I and the institutions that

I employ them.

With over 7,000

I institutions represented

from around the

world. from mayor

I universities to junior/

I community colleges.

RateMyProfcssors.com is far

and away the largest-known

destination on the web for

professor critiques and judgment

of performance

Since its creation in 1 999.

users have added more than

15 million ratings to over I 4

million professors

It's no secret that students at

JJC ulili/c the site and conduct

their own 'employee reviews' on

their instructors One look at the

JJC portion of the site reveals

thousands of reviews, with a

vast majority lying in the always

teasion-riddlcd subjects of math,

science and humanities

Overall. JJC as an institution

holds a solid 3.6 overall rating

(with a measly 120 total ratings

considering JJC's fall enrollment

in 2014 alone was 15,776)

Representing JJC are 1.021

current and former professors,

with the “Most Rated" tab

giving students the ability to

organi/e professors from the

most rated professors to the

relatively obscure

Not every professor at JJC is

present on the ute. but a vast

majority are. and thecommentary

from their anonymous judges

range from critically reasonable

to laughably mane

But how do professors and

insuuctors. all highly -trained

and expertly qualified in their

fields, view the site? It depends

on who you ask

"In terms of how teachers

look at it. I think there are

teachers who don't even care

that it exists and some teachers

who really look at it.” said John

Dialas. an assistant professor m
the mathematics department

While students provide the

feedback, that feedback is not

always given under honorable

circumstances

Much in the way that a convict

put away for life is not exactly

going to be eager lo give ihe

prosecutor a high performance

rating live some can be said for

adeservingly failed student with

an oxc to grind

While that lurking variable

exists, the fact remains that tlsc

only way to truly know how

effective a professor is at their

job it to ask the pupil

“Rale My Professors is a grrot

tool lo use if you want to stay

away from had professors." said

Ormdan l.yona. a JJC alumni

currently attending Northern

Michigan I nivcrsily “I think

that there is some bus in the

reviews of s lot of teachers, but

if you arc consistently rated in

the red. you might actually he a

bad teacher

"

Lyons’ suggestion of bus is

strongly backed by fine Pitts, a

computer information systems

major at JJC

“’There seems to be a lot of

bias on Rate My Professon I

believe that Rale My Professors

should have a (feature) where a

student should have to submit

their for whatever class

they're reviewing before they

can leave a review
~

The legitimacy of consistent

negative ratings, or patterns in

comments, is one aspect of Rate

M> Professors lliat has fniiiul a

degree of gospel-status among

students, but wlial that degree is

exactly is up for debate

"I think it does become

legitimate alter a cerlain amount

oftimes, now how many7 1 don't

know." said Ptol tUata*

”1 think you fuse lo fuse a

much larger sample sl/e I have

six classes and let's say I avenigr

25 students each class Hut’s

I Ml students a semester I've

been litre five years So you do

that math, that's a lot of students

(Editor's note challenge

accepted! 750 students) And

you're looking at (only) TO of

them
"

Lyons also hit on a familiar

form of bias Out runs rampant

in ratings of Ji( professors

accents

"Ihere it a lot of disdain on

Rate My Professors towards

professors with accents and I

think that it's unfair." Lyons said

“I've seen several comments

that mentioned that they scored

low in the clast and blamed thr

professor's accent

"

Lyons staled that he'd had

professors from Pakistan.

England, (rermany, Irinidad,

South Africa. Cameroon, and

even one horn in the Soviet

Union

“I've nrvrr had that much of

a problem with the professor's

accent and for the handful of

times (hat I did miss something.

I asked for clarification and

not one liod a pmhlrm

explaining further

"

Ihe site's complete

vulnerability to rating

manipulation (for example,

one person rating llte same

leather molliplr times ) and

its complete absence of

accountability on the part

of tlw student or any shred

of irauafMrrric y makes Ha

total authority a dubious

proposition at best

But therein lies die

problem Arc tlicrc

urrparahlr ludcs in Male

My Professors' structure?

Absolutely llul die trickle

down effect of !!s use lias

results both giMid and had,

real and perceived

(-of instance, even if

a teacher doesn't chock

their rating, having die

knowledge th.it it's working

to a professor's advantage

makes it a lord for diem,

even if they aren't driving

die ute of it

“If die ratings are good

dial's great because I guess

students are finding me and

I enjoy having a full class

because then I can do more

things," said llcidi l.ynr,

an assistant professor in die

mathematics department

Prof Lynr doe* not

view die site, nor does she

design tier curriculum off

of what it say*, but plenty

of prnfcvvir* do utilize it

See Rate page 4

JJC
ctUbftw Stop the presses!

The Blazer is now

jjcblazer.co



Opinion

EDITORIAL

Recognizing women and their contributions
Thi» March mark* Women'*

History Month, an annual

declared month designed to

celebrate the contribution*

women have made in the U.S.

throughout it* history nnd within

its contemporary society.

Here at the 01n/rr, our

own Sluniclle Fulton will

be exploring llw inequalities

women in thi* country still

face today. Most notably in

highly visible fields such as

professional athletics, automotive

engineering, nnd other fields

historically dominated by men.

We the staff recognize that

while women have come a long

way to uchicvc levels of equality

unmatched at any lime in the

U.S. long history, there is still a

ways to go.

However, we would like to

recognize some women who
may not have captured the

public Zeitgeist in the way that

women such os Rosa Forks or

Amelin lutrhurt did, but they

nonetheless fought with grit and

determination to give strength to

all women who have followed

in their cultural, political and

scholastic wake.

I.ouixu May Alcolt (1832-

\HHK> avilluuvcl the popular hook

Little Women in 1868, creating

the first-ever literature to be

mass marketed to adolescent

women. While Alcolt is best

known for groundbreaking debut,

she actually published over 270

other works.

Maya Lin (1959- ) may not

be a name many of you know.

Lin is the chief architect of

two ofAmerica’s most popular

monuments the Civil Right*

Memorial in Montgomery, AL
and the Vietnam Memorial

in Washington D.C. These

landmarks have given Lin a

reputation as the country's most

acclaimed site-specific architect.

A stem environmentalist. Lin

uses a wide-range of recycled,

living, and natural materials to

create sustainable structures.

Margaret Sanger ( 1 879-

1966) launched birth control

movement in the U.S. und started

the organization that would

eventually become the Planned

Parenthood ofAmerica.

Ayn Rand (1905-1982)

was a novelist, philosopher,

playwright nnd screenwriter

whose most famous novels.

The Fountainhead nnd Allas

Shrugged, have stood the test of

time nnd still evoke thoughtful

and spirited conversation today.

While bom in Russia, Rand came

to the U.S. in 1925 and soon

launched a career that polarized

her fans und her fanatic critics.

Rand is responsible for creating

the philosophical system of

objectivism and was recently

given her own postage stamp.

Susan B. Anthony ( 1 820-

1906) was a pioneer in social

reform und became the country's

first truly visible feminist,

playing a critical role in the

women’s suffrage movement

after joining it in 1852.

Anthony canvassed the

country, fighting for equality

for women, the abolition of

slavery, the right for women
to own property, and the right

for women to attend certain

universities. Anthony was active

until her death in 1906.

The wheels have been in

motion for gender equality for

over 150 years. But with every

new year, every new decade, und

every new century, the struggle

is rooted in the some tired

perception that men arc simply

better at everything that doesn't

include household duties.

We still dare to use the term

“hits like a girl” with Ronda

Rousey occupying the same

planet as us.

Women have broken

into and excelled in fields

prev iously dominated by men,

reaching the highest levels of

stature in medicine, athletics,

entertainment, politics,

education, industry, government

and the armed forces.

Here at JJC, women feature

prominently in athletics,

automotive, und the medical field

of study, creating a generation

of female professionals in the

process of gaining experience

und honing their skills.

In fact, 54 percent of the

school's total enrollment is

female; a feat unthinkable in the

time of Susan B. Anthony.

In Ms. Fulton's piece, she’ll

highlight our school's female

automotive population and the

Lady Wolves basketball team, as

well as a nationally traded sports

entertainment company that just

underwent its own female-driven

controversy.

Women have come a long

way, but the pursuit of equality

is a never-ending battle and the

Blazer will be there to document

it every step of the way.
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Letter Policy

The Blazer encour-

ages participa-

tion from readers

through letters.

Please sign and
provide a phone

number for all

letters so we can

verify the authenc-

ity of the letter and
sender. All letters

should be kept to

300 words or less.

We reserve the

right to edit letters

for space and con-

tent. You may send

letters through in-

teroffice or regular

mail, email, or by

dropping them off

at the Blazer office

at F-1009.

Contact information:

Blazer

1215 Houbolt Road
Joliet, Illinois 60431

Phone number
815-280-2313

Leah Bavlrsha. left, and Mallon Martinet, students of IJC's award winning automotive program. ^ hr On. i.'krmd

showcase fholr mechanical shills on a lest cat. See pages 8 and 9 tor more photos of women from
carious disciplines and professions at JJC.



Commentary
World view

Exploring Islamophobia in America
By Shanielle Fulton

Copy Editor

Three Muslim students were

murdered in cold blood on Feb

io. 2015. in Chapel Hill. North

Carolina.

The alleged murderer • and

neighbor of the victims - Craig

Hicks, has confessed to the

killings.

Hicks, in the months prior to

the slayings, was reported to have

a volatile relationship with the

three victims.

Hicks, who described himself

as a “militant atheist” on his

Facebook account, was widely

criticized by those on social media

as being motivated by extreme

anti-religious ideals and the crime

has been labeled by most to be on

act driven by Islamophobia

“Islamaphobia is just a reaction

from Americans based on the fear

that was built following 9/11.”

said a sociology professor at JJC.

who chose to not be named

“It just so happened that the

wrongdoers behind 9/11 had a

Muslim background. It sort of

created on idea that Muslims are

wild und dangerous, which is

wrong. It is an unrightfully sort of

profiling. It is an exaggeration.”

Islamophobia is a term, coined

in 1997, used to represent a

discriminatory attitude or fear

of Islam, usually accompanied

by hostility or prejudice towards

Muslims.

Since its creation, the word has

been used frequently but really

saw a spike in usage after the

attacks of SepL 11.2001.

In America, Islamophobia has

not been treated as a true issue

In fact, some may even say that it

does not cxisL

While Islamophobia is on the

rise, it iv based on misinformation

“It’s an invented idea," the

sociology professor said “There

are people in the world today

who claim to be Muslims, (now)

whether they are really Muslims

is another discussion entirely It's

the association that drives the

idea that Muslims ore dangerous

A faulty generalization is made
within a prejudice Some people

go about their lives and then see

a Muslim; they immediately

associate that with violence and

terrorism."

In America, Islamophobia has

not been treated as the true issue

that it is. Instead, the country

continues to push the buttons

that lake the fears and negative

ideals to high levels. Ihe media

plays a big port in the pessimistic

perception of Muslims

Going back to Chapel Hill

once again, the media during licit

troubling event was questionable

in both its coverage and

timeliness.

Ihe American media, led by

cable news networks CNN. Fox

News, and MSNBC, were notably

absent in the coverage of the story

when it first broke at 6:09 p.m.

An uproar occurred on social

media • mostly Twitter and

lumblr - in which user* were

haftlcd by the lock of attention

being paid to the tragedy .

Most of the tweets and posts

were aimed at mainstream

American media in a plea

to present the story to their

combined followers that totaled

nearly 50 million people

CNN was the first to break the

story out of the leading networks

almost ten hours later

Fox News has been on the

receiving end of plenty of

accusations involving acts

of Islamophobia A notable

example included John McCain

challenging the network's blatant

misunderstanding of Ihe phrase

“Allahu Akhar"

Fox News showed a video of

a man screaming “Allohu Akbar”

after a plane struck a building,

which translates to “Thank tied",

and a Fox News anchor proceeded

to say. “I have a hard time feeling

sorry for them after seeing that
"

“I think they could be." the

professor said, when asked

about the media being bias with

Muslims “It’s possible I would

rattier see the other versions like

BBC and see how (Muslims) are

presented, (as well as) people

who are doing all kinds of homi

in the world in the name of Islam

Ihere's a struggle (Extremists)

using certain ideologies to push

their agenda People who are very

hateful People who are working

for a bigger sy stem can come up

with some ideas and say ‘yeah,

we are lighting (or Allah'
"

In other instances. Fox News
have directly olTcndcd Muslim

guests. For example, a young

Muslim man who had a PhD
in the history o! religions • was

writing a book about Jesus Christ

Fox News inters iewed him and

proceeded to criticize him lor not

being qualified to write the book

based on Ihe Iact that his religion

was Islam I he anchor completely

disregarded the man's educational

background and proceeded to say

“that would be like a democrat

writing about Reagan
”

Islamophobia in the media

stems from a misunderstanding of

the religion and people Muslims

arc often painted in negative light

and forced to answer to the acts

of extremists - which has become

the norm with the news and

stones about ISIS that are used as

a base lor how all Muslims are

However, aside from the

extremely negative and violent

side of the news. TV shows

with Muslim characters use

them as comic relicl, furthering

dangerous stereotypes formed

over the years

Bob Moreink. a journalism,

film and English professor at

JJC. doesn't believe any one

factor con be blamed or held

solely responsible for the rise of

Islamophobia

"Many factors contribute to

Islamophobia No one thing

con be held solely responsible
”

Marcmk said

"But llut doesn't mean that thev

(films and IV) don't contribute

to it through their portrayal

of Minimi characters that u
something I think they need to be

more aware of II tlic only images

you see of a particular group are

negative, it is natural (or that to

allcct your opinion ol (hat group

even if it'* only subconsciously
*

In 2010, the carloon South

Park • known for pushing the

envelope with hol-bullon social

issues - landed itself In hot

water after depicting ihe Prophet

Mohammed In a beat costume

Ihe creators incised very serious

warnings from what appeared to

be a Muslim group in New York

who weni as tar a* publishing the

addresses of the shows' writers

so that they could be potential I v

attacked

Hie man responsible. Zachary

Adam l 'liesset. 21. was sentenced

to 25 years In prison

There are also times when the

media lias not been so humorous

in film and television portrayals

American Sniper, which wa* a

box office hit when it premiered,

has been accused by some of

promoting Islamophobia

I hr bashing of American

Sniper lias taken many diltcienl

forms Many Muslim groups and

others have expressed negative

impressions of the movie

Others have responded

positively, saying that it was a

great movie tlial doc umented one

of our many figJiling hcrori

However, others drove home

the point that the movie is creating

a rise in Islamophobia at home

Tweet* about

American Sniper

After American Sniper was

released, twitlrr was inundated

with Islamophohic tweets Some

of them included

At a male if you have

Hatched American Sniper arul

n/u Herrn t impired to kill Irat lal

ilur fur Muthmt) then you might

at well IHe a woman

I

imerican Snifter nuukr HXUlf

hi grub «i beer ihe American

llttg ami putKh a fmcftW star for

Mtallmul in the Ahv"
llthitexer tow think about

•Amcrt,,utSnif*r tow wr got fo

•uimil ihe *i »hhen uft>> ruin/

ihelr llxes to kill (rth'ial i/un

he Muthmt) were prvtu tl*irn

hrme “ (Someoiw rephetl to ihit

tweet, laving *//rn<n ')

"Nice to ire <i twit'll' when
ihe Uabt tire .htiuilh /xwtnpw/

for nihil they millv .ire xermin

tcum intent on >Artinning hi till

W lien asked whv he tell people

responded so strongly to a movie.

Marviuk responded. "Nothing is

lust a movie Every image carries

meaning, vshellict we realize it oi

not No. to say something is just

a movie is u> no! understand that

niOV lev liav c embedded ideologies

even when tlw* filmmakri is not

aware of ll."

In the same way that the claim

ol a "militant atheist" murdering

three Muslim students ovet a

"(Miking dispute" can tic wild as

believable, a movie glamoii/ing

our response to terrorism can

be seen as “heroic " and !*r the

numbei one movie in America

Numerous things liave caused

Ihe rise in Islamophobia. from

the things we are presented in

the media In live 9/| | tragedy tlial

follows us around day to day I hr

lirsl thing wr can do as a society

is to move foiwaid ami learn how

to ml ourselves of the problem

arul v lulencc

As the unnamed sociology

professor «ald. "One of tlic ways

I think dial you can potentially

repair this problem is tlial we

have to understand exactly what

Islam leaches

“Wc have u» define exactly

what a Muslim is Not all Muslims

are Arab and not all Arab* are

Muslims No as people who want

in give judgment to dtexe events,

you need lo prioritize wliai you'd

characterize them a* People need

to hr more open minded "

EXPLORE.
DISCOVER.
CONNECT.
Complete your bachelor's

degree at Aurora University

L

TRANSFER AND ADULT
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University Banouet Had
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News
Rate from page 1

at a tool to compile feedback dial

can. admittedly, be hard to come

by

Margot I Jnderwood. an

associate profaaaor in the

Social and Behavioral Sciences

department. encourages her

tindent* to view lire site for class

information, but believes tliat

the accuracy and intent of the

feedback the site contains must

relied llie true purpose of tlic site

to inform.

“I he problem is that some

people use it as a way of saying I

didn't get tlie grade I wanted and

you get people who are really,

really negative or really, really

positive. So I would prclcr it if it

would he hused on content." said

Underwood.

“My class lor example, it's very

licnvy computers. All ol them I

like you using computers If you

want u person who docs lectures,

I wish you could |hnvc| read Rale

My Professors and saw 'll you

don’t like computers, don't take

her,’ because I think a site like

that can lie a popularity contest, it

should be about helping you guys

gel a good fit."

Icnchcrs have un obligation

to their students to give them

the best path to success in their

clusscs For Underwood, tluit

obligation extends to viewing

all critiques, compliments and

criticisms, no mutter how stunted

and unproductive they arc

'We hnvr nn obligation to rend

them, but they 're really scary

sometimes,*' Underwood said

"I wish it were n little more

constructive. It con be frustrating

I would lutvc to say it depends

It can lx* really crushing, it can

be upltOing. and it can be really

competitive And other people

will be like 'I have a this rating'

and the ratings are wrong and let

me tell you how,"

An argument can be made that

rating a teacher on “Easiness",

one of the sub-ratings available

for students, would be counter-

productive for professors the

higher their 'Easy' score goes

“I don't want to be easy . I don't

want to get that high score in

'Easy ' because I think challenging

should be up and easy should he

at the bottom,” said Underwood.

" Hull’s the one thing about

ratings I don't like Easy is not

good. I am desperately trying to

moke sure (lint you guys have the

best life experiences possible. It’s

not my job to make life easy for

you.”

"I really feci two things."

said David McGuire, a tenured

professor in the mailt department.

“Number one, I can't fool the

world In other wools. 1 don’t

want to fool tlic student and

let them think tluit, when I'm

teaching Calculus and tltcy can't

do those problems, tluit they

know Calculus 1 don’t want to

give them a 90 [percent) when

they don’t know anything."

"Number two, I don't want

to fool their parents, who are

probably paying the bill, tluit

Johnny knows everything when

lie probably doesn’t."

McGuire, who runs the gamut

of math classes he leaches from

094 to Calculus 2 - absolutely

loves to teach A professor must

leach 1 5 credit hours per semester

to be considered full-time,

McGuire troches 30 hours, with

no semesters olT.

A tough and regimented

professor. McGuire models his

classes after what the corporate

world will expect of prospective

employees when they walk

through their door long after their

days in pie-calc.

"Before I bccumc full-time

here I was originally in industry. I

worked in the corporate fields for

some time, longer than most ofthe

students I have have been alive.

I know what the corporations

want**

While McGuire feels the

information on Rate My
Professors is of little to no use to

him personally and professionally,

and lias never visited the site

himself, he believes that younger

professors without tenure, those

breaking into the field and in

scorch and need for feedback,

con be susceptible to negative

comments on the site.

“I guess they would be since

when you haven't reached your

tenured state, then for sure the

information could affect you"

“Of course it also depends

on any of tlic people that get the

feedback. Some professors may

be thinner skinned than others,

so that can affect their whole

approach on teaching os opposed

to being able to say ’okay look,

that's a legitimate comment and if

I cun work those aspects into the

class I definitely would.’ I don't

mind making changes that do

not do anything to go aguinst the

integrity of the class, the course,

and the outcome."

The site’s integrity, or lack

thereof, is what gets under the

skin of many professors, with

some feeling the addition of a

"hotness" rating undermines the

process altogether. What docs u

professor's physical attributes

have anything to do with the

curriculum? Nothing. Zero.

But while holes can be poked

in the site's lack of scientific

integrity, its biggest issue is the

general notion that only students

that feel strongly for or against a

professor use the site. Ultimately,

per capita, it just doesn't reveal

what would be considered a«

usable sample si/e.

“From a statistical point of

view, it’s a poorly designed site

in that it has a lot of something

called voluntary response bias,"

said John Kri/. a business

education and macroeconomics

professor.

“Ihe only people that are

going to go to it arc people that

have strong opinions one way or

another You’re not going to get

what the average student thinks

because they ’re not going to take

the time to do it"

Yet still, the site exists. Its

ratings are used, recycled and

sparsely updated as the semesters

roll on. and while the students

posting fall into the extreme

categories of 'loved it’ or ’hated

it', that notion doesn’t cover the

silent majority that does visit the

site and uses the information with

stealth regularity.

That brings the discussion to

enrollment and employment.

Specifically, what clfcct does this

site have on those aspects, and

do administrators and higher ups

view the site?

“Wc do not use sites such as

Rate My Professors as part of the

faculty evaluation process," said

Dr. Donna Stewart, JJC’s vice

president of academic affairs.

"The information on these types

of open access assessment sites

lacks the reliability and validity

necessary for inclusion in this

process."

Stewart urged students to

participate in the school’s official

course evaluation process to

ensure that their feedback is seen

by faculty, deans, department

chairs and Dr. Stewart herself.

While the institutional opinion

of the site toes the company line,

there are enough whispers and

musings around to suspect thut

the site's content at least holds

some level of influence among

faculty and students.

“I actually think they

(administrators) might (look at

it).” McGuire said. "As u matter

of fact, I was told by one dean

that they do look at them even

though most professors. I think,

would prefer that they do not."

While getting an exact reading

on the site’s influence is like

trying to count to infinity, there

is no debate that the site, its

undoubtablc helpfulness for

students and unquestionable

bias creates an issue that is both

largely unexplored and clearly

impossible to eliminate.



news
JJC program looks to get bystanders aware of abuse
by Olivia bergagna

Copy Editor

Have you ever known someone

or personally been in a situation

where someone is being abused

or harassed? On any college

campus it happens more than one

would expect.

43 percent of college women
reported experiencing violent

and abusive behaviors including

physical, sexual, technological,

verbal, or controlling abuse

from someone they were in a

relationship with.

Over the last three years JJC

has held a program called the

Bystander Prevention Program,

which is run by Amy Sims.

This year’s presentation covered

domestic violence and different

ways to recognize and help

people who are in those kinds of

difficult situations.

What seems to be the main

problem is what people perceive

as violence. Many of the students

during the presentation agreed

that their first thought is men
physically fighting.

While physical fighting is still

included, the real list is comprised

of physical violence, sexual

violence, threats, intimidation,

emotional abuse, and even

economic deprivation. These

all can be considered domestic

violence.

Step UP!, a relationship abuse

program, tries to make people

aware of difficult situations

that might be hard to recognize

such as depression, gambling,

hazing, and even abuse. It is also

what inspired this presentation,

which contains many different

guidelines on how to recognize

and handle these situations.

Sometimes we see these

symptoms, but don’t do anything.

So why is that? Amy pointed out

that people tend to tell themselves

that the situation either isn’t

their place to intervene, or they

don’t have the authority to do

so. Overcoming these types of

feelings is part of not just being a

“bystander.”

This begins a process of what

Step UP! calls the 5 Step Decision

Making Model. The beginning to

helping others or yourself in these

kinds of situations is becoming

aware what kind of “symptoms”

to look for.

In the case ofdomestic ordating

abuse, this could be anything

from the victim becoming less

social, seeming very controlled

by the abuser in the relationship,

or - in extreme case - multiple

reoccurring bruises.

The next step is using that

knowledge to decide whether or

not there is a problem. In order

to make this decision, you have

to overcome the feelings of
ambiguity and conformity.

Step UP! defines these as

indecisiveness and acting like

everyone else would, and so

overcoming these makes it easier

to actually help someone.

Telling yourself that you’re

going to help and committing

is the most essential key to

aiding someone in an abusive

relationship.

Once you’ve committed,

listening, expressing your

concern, and offering your help

to the victim will make them feel

like they are able to get out of the

situation they are in.

This will help in "non-

emergency" situations that occur

over a longer period of time, you
would have to do many of the

same things during emergency

situations that might occur.

You must always stay calm and

make sure you gather as much
information in order to assess

how to help.

In the end. being observant

and making sure you commit
to helping can really help

individuals get out ofdomestic or

dating abuse.

JJC makes many efforts in

order to stop this kind of abuse.

If you or someone you know muy

be going through this, there are

people to contact here.

Here at JJC there is campus
police, the counseling department,

and the Violence against Women

Grant Coordinator, Natalie

Alexander. Any of these options

are always available and are

ready to help.
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Performance so great, it's hypnotizing!

BY CLAUDIA ROJAS

Staff Writer

Fredrick Winters has been

n hypnotist for over 25 years,

going to hundreds of different

universities, hypnotizing people

and making them do crazy things

like pretending to be a monkey or

even thinking they’re 250 years

old.

Winters made an appearance

here at JJC on Wed., March l3,

2015.

The show started off with

Winters pulling up participants

to be "hypnotized", having

them sit in the front of the stage,

captivating the audience with his

fun sense of humor and people-

friendly personality.

Winters is a certified

hypnotherapist, helping people

with insomnia, stress, and much

more. Although stage work is

completely different than that of

actual hypnotherapy, the show

was fun and entertaining.

As one of the people who

was "hypnotized” I thought that

Winters did a very good job

making the audience believe we

were hypnotized. Winters did

not use the traditional “swaying

clock” technique, but rather, direct

suggestions to our subconscious.

He had us close our eyes

and focus on his voice, whilst

entertaining the audience by

suggesting we "sleep" in funny

positions. He then suggested to

us that we were on a warm, sunny

beach eating ice cream.

Although it was a relaxing

thought, some participants were

focusing more on the passing

audience and the way they were Frederick Winters will hypnotize you!
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perceived than actually

being hypnotized. Perhaps

the show should take place

in a quieter environment

next year so that the

participants can focus.

However, one there was

one aspect of the show

where I felt extremely

uncomfortable.

Winters had instructed

hypnotized participants to

dance like we were 250

years old. At one point, he

then instructed us to smack

our neighbor’s butts with

our hands.

One might suggest that

Winters maybe omit that

part of his performance

from now on. In my case,

when Winters instructed

us to smack our neighbor’s

butts, a guy standing next

to me smacked my butt

about five times. I felt

very uncomfortable, and

I’m sure I was not alone

in that feeling. So perhaps

leaving out that scenario in

his performance for next

time would be a great idea.

Winters was a very

good performer overall,

captivating the audience

with his comedic

performance as well as

the mystery of whether or

not the participants were

actually hypnotized. And
that’s what makes him a

great hypnotist.

We were so happy to

have him join us at JJC

this year and we hope to

see him again next year.

Checkout more

stories, photos

and interactive

features on our

new website!

www.jjcblazer.



NEWS
Club Spotlight

'Humans of JJC' look to keep people connected
by Shanielle Fulton

Copy Editor

Living in an era of technology

has made face to face interaction

pretty rare nowadays.

However, a new club has

emerged to break that glass

ceiling. The name given to it is

the Humans of JJC, which has a

name influenced by the famous

blog “Humans of New York.”

Along with a similar name, the

group relates the activity of

finding random people to stop,

photograph and interview in order

to explore their characters.

“You never know whose
walking down the hall,” said Ted

Agbemaple, the president of the

group, during the group’s first

meeting. “We just want to show
how diverse JJC is."

Both Agbemaple and his vice

president, Michael McDonald,

are behind the group. The two of

them met during Main Street and

decided to work together on the

project.

“I was talking with my cousin

about a group that he started on

his campus and it made me more

motivated to start a group at JJC.”

Agbemaple said.

Acting upon an idea,

Agbemaple and McDonald

turned it into a reality, eventually

having their first group meeting

on March 2nd. The meeting

brought out several people to

hear more about the ideals and

future goals. It started off with

a brief introduction, then lead to

icebreaker questions and ended

with future activities the club had

in mind.

These activities include: an

Open Mic Night, which is an

opportunity to show creative

sides of people; The Plunge,

where students would nominate

professors to be thrown in water;

JJC Next Top Chef, a fundraising

collaboration with the Culinary

Arts students.

However, none stood out as

much as the idea of a Music

Festival in the quad, which had

cheap tickets and all proceeds

going to charity.

The charities of the club’s

choice so far are the Children of

the Honduras and the Children

of Bolivia, whom are in need of

chalk and art supplies

With goals to hold events,

raise money and promote social

interaction, the Humans of JJC

looks to be an extremely bright

club in the making. It offers many
benefits to a person’s character.

“I feel more active in JJC."

McDonald said, “I’ve been

meeting more people and 1 feel

more productive in and out of

school.”

“1 feel more connected to the

school community," Agbemaple

said.

He goes on to talk about how
rewarding it is to personally get

to know people and their stories.

“Just hearing how people had

benefittcd from the struggles that

they’ve been through. Hie first

woman \vc actually interviewed

was on Main Street, she’s the

woman on our flyer. She gave us

a great quote, it was *1 was living

in the Devil’s hands and then 1

turned my life to Jesus."’

Since interviewing her,

Agbemaple and McDonnld have

interviewed several others and arc

recruiting new group members to

go out and do it us well.

“In the next few years, I

see this expanding outside of

JJC." Agbemaple said. "1 see us

meeting people outside of Joliet.

The club certainly has a great

outlook to grow and build over

time. On the surface, it appears

to be a rewarding and intelligent

group that should have everyone

considering membership.

Photo by lens Schommer

Ted Agbemaple, left, and Michael McDonald, right
,
outline their mlsson stntomont.
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BY Si IAN 1 1111 I UITON

Copy Editor

If one were lo type in "women

should” in Google, you would get

u copious amount of misogynistic

suggestions to complete the

sentence. “Women should be

slaves, women should be seen

and not heard, women should not

be allowed to vote and women

should not work."

Women defy each of these

suggestions every day. The

women who should “be slaves"

ure the ones who are serving in

our urmed forces, fighting to keep

everyone free and safe.

The women who should “be

seen und not heard" are some of

the world’s biggest activists such

as Biuncu Juggcr, Maggie U and

I.uum David.

The women who should not be

ullowed to vote huve some of the

greatest political influence.

The women who should "not

work" are definitely defying the

standards that were set in place

yeurs ago.

Women huve disregarded being

conventional n long time ago.

Today, all male-bused practices

shurc half if not un equul

amount - of their workforces

with women.

There are women ns police

officers, firefighters, and other

careers that are predominantly

considered to be a “man’s job".

Automotive is one field that

wus certainly made for men,

and the women of Joliet Junior

College are breaking that gluss

ceiling along with other women
around the world.

"I really enjoy it," automotive

student, Leuh Bavirsha, said when

asked about how she felt working

in a field that is considered lo be

male driven. "Definitely has its

ups und downs but it's well worth

the adventure."

It’s safe to say many women
believe defying the standards set

by society arc very rewarding and

challenging; und femulc athletes

nrc no exception to this rule.

World Wrestling l ntertainment

a publicly traded, privately

controlled entertainment

company that deals primarily

with professional wrestling

recently found themselves in the

middle of a controversy over the

treatment of their femule talent.

The controversy occurred on

their weekly show, Monday Night

Raw, when the women were

booked in a match that lasted

thirty seconds on a television

show that runs for three hours.

Fans, apparently sick of the

way the women were being

treated, sparked a social media

movement that demanded
more time and respect for the

female performers. Not only did

this catch the attention of the

compunv’s owners, it also caught

the attention of one of the top

female wrestlers - AJ Lee - who
was rehabbing in Chicago at the

time after a neck injury.

The company’s CEO, Stephanie

McMahon - in the midst of the

social media movement - tweeted

her congratulations to Patricia

Arquette for making a speech

about equal treatment for women.

Lee saw this and proceeded to

send out her own tweets aimed at

the CEO.
"Your female wrestlers have

record selling merchandise &
have starred in the highest rated

segment of the show several

times, and yet they receive a

fraction of the wages & screen

time of the majority of the male

roster. WUseYourVoicc."

The tweets caught notoriety,

especially since the women in

sports are sometimes conditioned

to accept the idea that the men

will get better treatment.

However, while some

companies like WWE are still

stuck on that idea, other huge

sports arc changing for the better.

“I think women’s sports have

come a long way," said Brittany

McWaine, sophomore forward

for the Lady Wolves. “For me.

in high school, the men’s sports

were seen as a lot more important.

People just naturally seem more

interested in men’s sports over

women’s sports. It’s sort of relates

back to the money that it makes

too, especially in pro sports.”

McWaine feels os though girls

now seem more excited to get

involved with athletic programs

and that "there’s a growing

amount of support for them. Even

though things aren’t perfect,

they’ve still come a long way

since the past."

McWaine wus quick to point

out that as the Lady Wolves

improved during this past season,

their support grew.

"As we got better, we become a

lot more popular and even though

we didn’t necessarily end it in

the perfect way, we were pretty

strong the whole year. We saw

a rise in attendance and people

actually begnn to follow us more.

1 just hope it’s the start of a new
trend."

Women stepping out of the

traditional mold hus been a

new trend for decades now and

fortunuicly is growing at a rapid

pace.

In honor ofthe rise in this trend.

Always, the feminine product

supplier, made a commercial

titled: “Like a Girl" that aired

during the Super Bowl.

The commercial was actually

a social experiment about how
the world perceives things to be

when one is told to do something,

"Like a Girl." All adults, men
and women, proceeded to run,

throw and fight in a stereotypical

feminine matter. However, when
children were asked - mainly

young girls - they proceeded to

run, throw and fight in a regular

That is how the women of this

country should be looked at. in a

"regular" way. or a better word
w ould be an equal way.
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Ford and Cadillac steal Auto Show

BY ELIAS ALBERT

Staff Writer

Numerous aulo-makcrs from

around the world represented

themselves at the 2015 Chicago

Auto Show. The event ran

daily, from Feb. 14-22, and is

considered to be the largest of its

kind in the U.S.

Over one million square feet

of floor was consumed for the

show’s many exhibits. 42 car

companies filled the floor with

their latest pieces of production

und concepts.

Companies that seemed to

‘‘stick-out’’ and impress during

the nine-day show, include some

of the more familiar names.

Mercedes-Benz was

particularly “flashy,” as one

would expect.

The 2016 Mercedes-Benz

S-Class Maybach contains a 6.0

liter V- 1 2. Most notably, the car is

214” long, giving the driver and

passengers a comfortable ride.

It has reclining seats in the front

and back, along with a backseat

TV screen and convenience tray.

Toyota also made their

appearance worthy, especially

with the 2016 Avalon.

With eight different options

available, the Avalon gives the

driver a delightful experience.

The interior resembles a luxury

car and the car's sleek and slender

design gives it a fun and sporty

demeanor.

Volkswagen displayed the

2015 Golf, which has made a bit

of a revamp compared to recent

models. It is available with either

a 1.8-litcr, gas-powered, four-

cylinder engine or a 2.0-liter,

turbocharged, diesel engine. In

cither case, it puts out over 1 50

horsepower, yet is still relatively

efficient on fuel.

Dodge gave patrons a chance

to test-out numerous -vehicles on

their test track, giving people a

chance to drive the 2015 Dart,

Journey, Grand Caravan and,

if you were lucky enough, the

Charger.

But what made the show for

Dodge, were the 2015 Challenger

SRT Hellcat and the 2015 Charger

SRT Hellcat. Both of these pack

an American-muscle punch with

over 700 horsepower out of their

6.2-liter, Hellcat-Hemi engines.

Top speed is around the 205 mph

mark for both vehicles.

However, companies such

as Cadillac and Ford were in a

league of their own.

For being generally considered

as a luxury brand, Cadillac

reminded everyone, with their

auto show debuts, that they're still

very capable ofshowing off some

American muscle.

The 2016 Cadillac CTS-V

could be an early candidate for

“Car of the Year.” It has a 6.2 liter,

supercharged V8 under the hood,

which outputs 640 horsepower.

According to Cadillac.com, the

CTS-V can top 200 mph.

“That CTS-V is really

something to see,” said Guy

Katsenes, a spectator at the auto

show. “I’d buy that thing right

now if I could. It’d look really

nice in that off-white."

It also has a solid touch of

luxury. It gives a driver plenty

of leg room and Cadillac CUE
system, making the ride even

more enjoyable.

In addition, the 2016 ATS-V

utilizes a similar engine to the

CTS-V, but tops-out around the

190 mph mark, likely due to

more weight.

For those looking for a

more traditional vehicle out of

Cadillac, the 2015 XTS may be

the answer.

The XTS offers up speed,

with a 410 horsepower, 4.6 liter,

twin-turbo V6. But, it also offers

indulgences.

On the inside, the XTS
contains Cadillac’s signature

wood finish and leather interior.

It also has an appropriate

compliment of other features,

such as a sunroof, lighting

across the interior, including

alongside the doors, and the

typical amount of leg room that

makes for the comfort you’d

expect from a brand like Cadillac.

When it comes the other show-

stealer, Ford, performance is once

again a priority.

The 2016 Ford GT made its

re-launch, following a four-

year hiatus. 2016 marks the 50“'

anniversary for the GT, and Ford

is making this car’s 50* one to

remember.

The car comes equipped with

a twin-turbo V6 engine, which

produces over 600 horsepower,

by far the class of the American-

brand supercars. No official top

speed has been listed, but one

should expect it to be north of200

'

mph.

As far as its looks, the 2016 still

holds that consistent sleek design

that it had in 1966. It was featured

in the in a high-value silver paint

and dual black stripes, with solid

black rims.

The GT attracted a huge

crowed that circled around to

snag a picture, and rightfully so.

The 2016 GT will only be on

showroom-display at a select

number of Ford dealerships,

and, in most cases, can only be

See Auto page 11
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Auto Show continued Tommy takes the stage at JJC
purchased by way of a special

order.

It’s safe to say the 2016 Ford

GT was among the biggest

surprises at the auto show, and

will be among the finalists for

numerous vehicle awards. In

fact, it earned title of the Chicago

Auto Show's "Best All-New

Production Vehicle."

The ‘2015 Shelby
t
GT350

Mustang also attracted some

attention and earned the title of

“Vehicle I*d like to have in my
driveway,” from judges at the

auto show.

It has a 5.2 liter V8 that rolls

out 500 horsepower. It comes

standard with a six-speed manual

transmission, which gives it that

undeniable raceway feeling.

Toning down from the muscle

and performance. Ford’s 2015

Focus is among the top of the

economy vehicles.

Drivers have the option of

a 160-horsepower, 2.0 liter,

four-cylinder engine or a 123

horsepower, 1.0 liter, three-

cylinder engine. As always,

the fiiel mileage is impressive,

ranging typically from 26-36

mpg, depending on the model.

In addition to the standard

models, the Focus Electric is

an all-electric option for those

looking to be more ecologically

efficient. A full charge, of about

3.6 hours, can deliver a 76 mile

trip.

Along with the many
impressive aspects of the show,

were companies that seemed to

be a bit a disappointing.

Chevrolet, a company that

is often a pleasant piece to the

show, didn’t seem to be all that

exciting. They showed-off the

cars you'd usually expect, along

with informative videos and car-

skeleton displays, but it was a lot

of the "same-old-same-old."

Outside of the 2015 Camuro:

Commemorative Edition, which

looked like something Barbie

would drive, Chevy didn't seem

to be all that appealing.

Nissan, a company that has

developed into an automobile

superpower, was nearly

nonexistent.

They staged the 2015 Altima,

Armada und Pathfinder, which

are models that have been made
for years now and haven’t

changed very much. The only

things that were slightly exciting

were the 2016 Nissan Titan XD
and their conceptual racecar, the

2015 Nissan GT-R.

Overall though, the 2015

Chicago Auto Show was a

success, as it always is. It should

be considered amongst the most

valuable traditions in the city of

Chicago.

By Olivia Bergagna

Copy Editor

Tommy by The Who made
its performance debut at the

JJC theatre March 5. playing

on through the weekend, and

made different impressions in

every one’s minds as they left.

Tommy was originally the

fourth album produced by the rock

band The Who. It tells the story of

a boy who becomes "deaf, dumb,

and blind" because of a tragedy

he witnessed as a child. As the

boy gets older, he is abused and

tormented until people realize he

is a “pinball wizard." Years Inter,

he “regains" his senses and is

consumed with being a celebrity.

As with any musical, there are

both pros and cons that affect the

production.

To sturt with the positives, the

band did a fantastic job. After

listening to the actual album und

comparing it to the bund, you

could tell thut their performance

was well-rehearsed.

To add to their performance,

they played for un hour straight

for each uct without a single

minute break.

All of the actors/actresses were

also well-rehearsed and knew

exactly how to play their specific

characters, with some actors

pulling double-duty and playing

multiple characters,

Jordan Willner. who played

Tommy, lived up to everyone’s

expectations since this was his

debut as a lead role at JJC.

On the opposite side though,

with the way the JJC theatre is

set up. the acoustics didn’t work

well with the vocals on sluge.

Many of the vocals were covered

up by the band comprised of

at least a guitarist, bass player,

percussionist, and a pianist

which was situated right next to

the stage.

Fart of the problem though,

is specifically just the way the

theatre is set up. The acoustics

is just one of the issues. Another

main one would be that since the

stage area is so close to the crowd

and the band, it was difficult for

the cost to smoothly transition

stage sets between scenes, and it

took away from the ambiance of

Tommy.
Of course this isn’t anything

that they can control, but they

worked with w luu they had.

All in all, my main issues

with the play itself were all out

of the hands of JJC’s theatre

department, lhere seem to

be many discrepancies in

transferring a rock album into a

musical. For what the cast and

crew had to work with, it wus a

great production

. . . . . . . _ Photo In/ Chris Villarreal
Actors share a tendor momont In Tommy.

Stronger Than Faith Tour rocks fans at Mojoe's

Photo by Brandy Andersen

Heman "Eddie" Hermlda entertains the crowd at Moejoe’s.
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By Brandy Andersen

Staff Writer

The Stronger Than Faith Tour

stopped at Mojocs on Feb. 28.

The acts consisted of Fit For An
Autopsy, Emmure. and Within

The Ruins. The headlining band

was Suicide Silence.

Every band gave epic

performances. Kicking off the

show was Fit For An Autopsy.

Their killer vocals, shredding

instrumentals and driving

backbcats awed everyone.

Singer Greg Wilburn was very

interactive with the crowd. His

antics threw the audience into

a frenzy; people started crowd

surfing to the front to get a taste

of the awesomcncss.

Next up. wc had Within The

Ruins. 'They started strong, riled

up the crowd and mude them go

insane. During their performance

there were some crazy fans that

got kicked out due to excessive

roughness.

The amazing band Emmure
took the stage next. I Jnfortunotely,

lead singer Fmnkic Pulmeri,

was ordered by his doctor to

not perform or lie would have

risked losing his voice for good.

Ilumklully, a close friend of the

band took over his role arid did an

amazing job.

La9t, but ccrtuinly not Icu.st.

wc witnessed the magnificent

Suicide. Silence. Before they

started their set, they mude u

heart-felt dedication of their latest

album to their fullcn bandmute.

Mitch l.uckcr, who died in 2012

Once they started playing they

killed the crowd with new and

old songs, f lic crowd went nuts;

they created mosh pits und started

crowd surfing.

At the end of the show, guest

vocalist Herman "Eddie" Hcrmidu

asked the audience to make the

biggest wall-of-deuth, splitting

the lloor into two massive piles of

bodies before they ran full speed

at each other, creating the most

massive mosh pit.

It was an epic night. If you

weren’t there to witness it and

experience the raw adrenaline,

then maybe next time you should

go!

If you arc interested in any

of the bands mentioned here,

you can find their albums and

merchandise at Hot Topic.

TRANSFER SCHOLARSHIPS AVAILABLE FOR JJC STUDENTS

ILLINOIS INSTITUTE
OF TECHNOLOGY

Courses offered in: Wheaton, Chicago, and online

630 .682.6000 www.iit.edu/sat
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Deep Cuts

Tame Impala get weird in Lonerism
BY JOEL ROM
fuJl/ar-ln-Chlef

To listen to lame Impala, an

Auvtralian trio led by the doit-

all recording brilliance of Kevin

I'arkcr. i» to participate in an

exercise in complete lurrcnder to

the uiundicupe I'arkcr li painting

It** at limev eerie, and at other

time*, il corricv your mind away

to a place un -obstructed by the

four Mail reality you exist in.

Sounds trippy, huh?

lame Impala'* psychedelic

hyprxvgroove melodic rock

music is, at times, doMnright

weird. For the average ruck

listener, the traditional verse*

chorus-verse merry-go-round is

obliterated in a nuclear bomb of

colors and sounds that could catch

unsuspecting can off-guard.

On Lonerism. lame Impala \

second I.P, Parker Mastrs no time

getting weird with “Be Above

II". As Parker's voice fades in,

repeating the track's title over and

over, the sound pallet is widened

with distant, rhythmic drums.

As the song moves forward, the

sound pallet is widened with

synths and drum efTccU.

It's a delightfully wacky track.

Things gel heavy with the

infectious strut of “Elephant", the

album's single and the one song

that serves as a decent intro to the

album for ears not quite ready to

be hit with tracks like “Music to

Walk Home By" or “Lndors Toi"

It's the kind of track that

satisfies everyone and lets you

know, “lley man. it's alright.

Keep listening" In short, it's a

gateway song.

“Mind Mischief* and

“Apocalypse Dreams" are

incredibly infectious songs, each

with their own unique flavor. In

particular, “Apocalypse" sounds

like Parker trapped three different

moods in a bottle and presented

them in a strangely coherent form.

It’s impressive how each

song, even if they' don't catch

immediately, can still alter the

listener's mood, making them

want to move a part of their body.

Parker’s use of technology

is mastrrful throughout this

beautifully bizarre record, giving

listeners flashes of John Lennon

and Pink Floyd, with hints of

Sabbath and /cppclin and strong

doses of King Crimson.

Those are flattering

comparisons, of course, but they

mean nothing if the connection

to the listener isn't made by

the artist. Parker succeeds in

connecting by sounding like a

lot of familiar things, but in truly

being something new and fresh.

As rock and roll continues

to try and find the next wave of

vibrant new stars, the complexity

that drove it to such dizzy ing

heights continues to be found in

the same places it was found 30,

40 and 50 y cars ago.

In the 80s. rock music and

technology waged war on each

other, with neither really coming

out on top in the end. Technology's

synth-heavy glory faded out fast,

but rock bore the brunt of the war.

splitting into sub-genres, which

split into more sub-genres and

more and more. Eventually, rock

and metal were becoming one.

big homogenized mess. Then

Nickrlbock happened.

Sony for that everyone

Among the things that make

Tame Impala great is that

they don't showcase rock and

technology as adversaries, but

rather os star-crossed lovers

looking to play with our

expectations and vense of timing.

Lonerism benefits greatly

from Purkcr and producer Dave

Fridmann’s mixing anarchy,

giving all listeners something

familiar to grasp onto so that

they can experience something

completely foreign.

This is the kind of music that

will remove you from your reality

and transport you somewhere else

entirely.

Isn't that the point of music?

Food Review: Firehouse Subs wows community
by Tim bunce

Stuff Writer

To the best ofmy recollection,

it is hard to beat a good sandwich

There is something about

all the flavors from the bread,

to llie cheeses, to the cold-

cuts, to the veggies, and down
to the conthmrnls there are

alao multiple places to get u

sandwich. Most of these places

are commercial and cither

being endorsed by celcbnlies or

bragging about being "freaky

fast"

I found a place that is also

commercial, hut to a much lesser

extent, and has good reason to

brag

lirahouse Subs is a sandwich

shop dial was uctiuilly founded

by firefighters

Although there are 855 stores

nationwide, there are only four

local to our neck of the woods

There are locations in Naperv ille,

Aurora. Orland Park and now

Joliet.

They have sandwiches, kid’s

meals, award-winning chili and

chopped salads.

Hits joint has many sub options

and classics but also allows the

picky caters the chance to muKc
construct their own.

Among the classics. Firehouse

Nobs ofTrrs the llnlinn. which

comes with ham. salami and

pepperoni,

They also have the club on

u sub. which comes with hum.

turkey and bacon and the turkey

bacon ranch. I'm sure you can

imagine what that involves.

My personal favorite as far

as classics go is the firehouse

meatball. Ifie meatballs are

tender, seasoned and omu/mg. A
zesty mannum sauce with some

provelone really completes this

sandwich I alto recommend that

you ask for it spicy They add a

little kick to it.

Firehouse has iu share of

unique subs as well.

A popular choice in this aspect

is the 1 look and Ladder. The I look

and Ladder has smoked turkey

and honey ham; however what

makes il dilTcrenl is the Monterey

Jack cheese.

They huve a steak and cheese

sub as well. ITiis is more or less a

Philly on a sub.

The Engineer is unique in its

own right. It's not every day you

lind a sub with turkey. Swiss and

sauteed mushrooms.

As if your taste buds aren't

craving enough yet. we are down
to the gold und silver medalists

These final two are so close,

you'll have to try them both und

decide which one wins.

Ihe smokehouse beef and

chcddar brisket starts with a beef

brisket smoked for over I ft hours,

chcddar. mayo and barbecue

sauce.

Ihen there is the New York

Steamer. Ibis starts with a corned

bccfbnsket. topped vs ith pastrami.

pros o lone, deli mustard, mayo
and Italian dressing. It's pretty

delicious.

Firehouse subs, located at

1522 Route 59 in Joliet, is

owned by Christine Vanderbilt.

She also owns the Orland Park

location. However, this new Joliet

location opened up just this past

December.

What makes Firehouse Subs

different? One thing is that they

steam all their meat und toast their

bread. According to Vanderbilt,

they also use a different quality

of meat.

The biggest difference,

boss ever, is they vs ere founded

by firefighters. Two brothers.

Chris and Robin Sorenson, from

Jacksonville. Florida started

Firehouse Subs in I9U4. “They

really loved to cook and cat.

25 yean later, here we are."

Vanderbilt added

What could arguably be the

best port of this place is what

huppens to the tips and donations.

All of the income brought in goes

into the public safety foundation.

From there, the public safety

foundation spreads it back into

the community .

They give it to a variety of

places, such as fint responders

and schools for safety equipment.

General Manager Helena

Schuster also told me about their

community night fundraisers If

you are having a fundraiser for

anything, you can print flyers or

spread the word however you
want and let the restaurant know

"When we have a community

night. 1 5 percent of all sales go to

the cause," said Schuster. “It isn’t

just the profits, it is all sales. This

is another way Firehouse Subs

gives hack."

This is a pretty awesome place

11k food is great and tastes a lot

fresher than Subway or Jimmy
Johns. So if you have a taste for

a sandwich, choose a hero that

helps support America's heroes

TRANSFORM
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Sports
Derrick's future not so

'Rosey' after 3rd knee injury

By |oel Roza and
ELIAS ALBERT

Derrick Rase has once again

found himself on the shelf. This

lime. Rose lore hi* right medial

meniscus during a Bulls practice

in February.

He has since undergone

successful surgery and has not

been completely ruled out for a

(ale-season return.

As fans may recall, this isn’t

the first time that Rose has found

himself missing time due to

injury.

Back in the 2011-12 season,

during a playofT game against the

Philadelphia 76ers. Rose’s right

ACL was tom. He went on to

miss the rest of the playoffs and

all of the 2012-13 season.

After spending mure than

a calendar year away from

competitive basketball. Rose

returned to the floor for the 201 3-

14 season. He played through

u rough start, only to have his

season cut short again, by way of

a tom right meniscus.

Rose has dealt with a number

of lingering injuries, including

complications with his shoulder.

ankle and back But his series

of major knee it\junc% call into

serious question his ability to

ever again dominate on the

basketball court.

What made Rose as dominant

as he was at his peak was the fact

that he plays with a fearless and

reckless style But in the classic

give-and-take scenario. Rose’i

style leaves him susceptible to

injury.

JJC catcher TJ Condon

praised Rose for his style and

commitment to game

“I’ve never seen a player

have so much explosion.” said

Condon “I think hts extreme

play has something to do with

(his injuries).”

Condon also feels, from what

he understands as an athlete that

Rose has to be carvfUI.

“It’s true, you can’t wear

younclf out." said Condon.

“They run miles per game on

the haskethall court It takes a

toll out on you. so he just needs

to understand his limits But I

can completely understand if he

refuses to take plays off."

Le’royb Campbell,

sophomore forward for the l-ody

Wolves, who dealt with a serious

fool injury of her own a season

ago. knows the difficult) of

coming bock (torn an uiiurv

“It’s pretty tough.” Campbell

said “But I made it through with

the help I got from my Incnds and

family
”

Rose has received plenty of

support over the past three, injury -

plagued seasons, along with

plenty of vitriol and impatience

Ihe tact may very well he though

that Rose’s career as a dominant,

go-to scorer is over

I ike I racy McGrady. tirant

Hill and Penny Hardaway before

him. Rose’s peak may base been

prematurely cut down

Ihe question though Is Con

Rose reinvent himtcll and accept

his limitations?

A role pbycr may have little

to no difficulty doing that A star

pbycr however, someone who

is used to being the go- to. first

option on a team, is not going to

nearly as easy a time putting aside

their ego and the memory of their

once-dominant abilities

Rose is tentatively scheduled

to return at the end of Ilie season,

just in time for live Bulls’ playoff

run But what Rose will come

bock, and how helpful can he be?

We'll see

Lady Wolves softball

struggles out of gate

By Euan aibiri

Sports l ,ht\*

Ihe 201 * season is underway

for thr I adv Wolses. starting

with the N4t Dome JainKure

inRos0tDOOt.il I he team has

limped out ol live gate ami are

l)-h. with five of those games

touting against N4t opponent*

I rrshman first baseman

hauls it Sullivan has a

4lN 41N *4$ average She’s

accounted for six run* and

seven Rills ol! ol tune hit*

Sophomore llnanna A tics*

lias once again hren the most

utilized pitcher so far, with

four start* As a result, tier

20 2 innings pticlird accounts

for lull of tlsc tram's iiimiig

distribution She ha* six

strikeout* to this point

Freshman southpaw Jasmine

I ren/rlha* I'* I innings pitched

to this point

She ha» heen elfklcnl on tlie

offrntise side os well, working

up an average of 331/ IM I II

with seven hits, seven rum and

lh i Bl

Defensively, thr catchers of

the I ady Wolves have had their

weak cut-out for them

I rrshman catdiet Samantha

I Vat ha* heen clllcienl with no

error* She ha* been responsible

lor 12 pul -out* and has a |veriest

tickling peiventage and lui*

caught thrown out tlie only runner

v* ho ha* dated to test her arm

In addition. I>eal ha* a

2MI 4S1' Sol average with six

nine she ha* also been walked

five limes

I tie team a* a whole lia* hern

outvoted by an average of six

II the I adv Wolves hope In

improve, lliev'rc either going

have lo sluipcn up thru pitching

elfoii ami get thr hilling In order

II lltc I ady Wolves can manage

lo pick lip ihe run* by alsuil lluee

prr game and hunker (town on

pile lung ami drlcnse with less

errors and lilts, lliere I* no reason

why live I ady Wolves can’t win

ll definitely isn’t impossible,

bni H will lake a Ion of work I or

a leant fhal alrradv ha* a small

rosier, louglines* I* only huill liir

only way up

lh* I adv Wolves will Iry to

turn thing* around on luesday,

March I 7 at I prn as they visit

Kankakee < nnumuiity I'ollcge

NORTH CENTRAL COLLEGE naperville.il.

mm
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SPORTS

Condon looking to achieve goals
by Elias ai.bf.wt

Sporli Editor

Now entering his second

and final uraum at JJC, Wolves

catcher It ( ntuUm it looking to

have another productive season

dial leads to cherislicd gold in

May for himself and hi* team

I ant season, Condon posted

nn impressive 4I8A660/.47I

slash line with 3 HR and 44 KOI.

along with seven triples, which

was good for third in the country

< ondon also collected 64 hits and

crossed home plate 40 times for

JJC’s higJi-oclanc offense All

this while striking out just 17

limes.

flehind the plate, Condon
laced 1 74 total chances and

managed to pul together 136

put-outs, posting un impressive

‘>M‘> fielding percentage with 36

assists and just two errors.

Condon ulso impressed with

his skills inking potential runs off

the base paths, throwing out 1

1

would-be base stealers; good for

II Ith in the country.

Condon was also useful on the

mound for the Wolves last season,

making seven appeamnees out of
the pen, managing two saves for

his troubles.

With all of this productivity

out of Condon, things can oniy

get better for him.

“I try to become a better player

every day," said Condon. "We're

holding practice over at the Bo
J&cluon Dome and getting back

to season form."

Condon has his goals placed

out in front ofhim loo.

"1 want to win another gold

glove." said Condon. “That’s

my overall personal goal. If I

went into the season hitting .200,

but managed to do really well

behind the plate, that would be

awesome."

“I just don’t want there to be

anyone that works harder than

me." said Condon. "Defensively,

I want to be as effective as I

possibly can be. not only for

myself, but my team."

"With that too. I’ve been

working harder in the classroom."

said Condon "I’ve grown a ton

since I started attending JJC."

In order to attain his goals,

Condon pointed out dial there is

motivation on his side.

"My parents are prohobly my
biggest supporters." said Condon

"My mom is always checking

my grades and contacting my
teachers and coaches to make
sure that I’m working hard."

"Coach Wayne King is

another." said Condon. "On the

field, hardesi coach you'll ever

get. He's a very strict guy ;
pushes

you to gel better, he wants you to

be the best player you can be."

"Off the field though, he's like

a life coach," said Condon. “He
wants you to be the best person

that you possibly can be. He’s

always there for help."

With all of these supporters.

Condon is on tap to have

himself a season to remember.

Unfortunately, he and his

teammates can’t get a hot streak

going until the weather does.

“I'm really starting to hate

winter," said Condon. “We already

had u couple games cancelled, so

I just w ant all of this snow to melt

and spring to get here."

Condon also has expectations

for his team.

"We’re always going for the

hardware." said Condon. "Thai's

always our goal. It’s our leading

motivation."

"We try to get each other going

at practice," said Condon. “We
have to take it slow though. We
can’t look ahead too far. Just take

it one game ut a time for now."

For Condon, there is no doubt

that he’ll be able make good

things happen this season. The

only question that remains is if.

If he can remain consistently

good, and healthy, he should

do just fine. Inhere can be those

greats moments, but as long as

there are no difficult stretches,

Condon will be a fine contender

for awarding.

"I think I’ll do alright this

season." said Condon. “I’ve got

my goals set and I'm ready to get

things going."

If the Wolves end up having

a great season, it will more than

likely also mean that Condon
himself hud a great one.

If he can manage to produce

a consistent batting average

and continue to be effective on

defense, there is no reason why

he won't have a successful final

season.

Also, that golden glove will be

in reach as well.

Realistically, whether Condon
has more personal hardware this

season, or not. the Wolves will

need him all season long. He’s

crucial to not only the catcher's

position, but in the lineup os well.
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Sports
Wolves fall in N4C tournament
by Elias albert

Spurtj Editor

Following an 84-73 loss to

College of DuPage in the first

round of the N4C' tournament,

the Wolves saw the 2014-15

season come to an end. They end

their campaign, which stoned a

promising 14-2, with an overall

record of 20-1 1 (6-9 in N4C).

It was definitely a let-down of

a year, especially considering the

team's high level of talent and

potential.

The hype surrounding the

Wolves and their chances of

being a notional contender feels

like it was just yesterday. They

were actually amongst the “other

schools receiving votes” in the

NJCAA Division III back in early

December, as the season tipped-

off.

The Wolves broke the National

lop 10 later that month and. by

early January, were actually

ranked sixth in the country .

The Wolves were looking like

a definite contender and appeared

to be on-lap for something

special. Players like forward

Darious Randolph. guard

Daymeann Stewart and guard

Darius Wells were each playing

at high level, thus giving the

Wolves a reinforced backbone of

sorts.

Additionally, the Wolves

were particularly good at home
Besides the fact that their only

losses to this point had been on
the road to tough l ake Michigan

and North Central teams, they

were absolutely dominating

opponents on their home floor

rhe Wolves averaged a nine-

point margin-o I-victory against

their "pre-debacle" opponents

when play ing at home
Overall, at home and on the

road, the Wolves held their

opponents to 60 points or less

on six different occasions

during their 14-2 start

The true story of the season

begins on Jan. 7. when the

Wolves traveled to Triton

College. They 'd lose 88-78, in

a tough overtime loss Besides

just falling to 14-3, the Wolves

would begin a steep drop into

a hole they just couldn't avoid

falling into.

The Wolves lost seven oftheir

next 1 3 games, which consisted

entirely of conference match-

ups. This may not seem like a

complete meltdown, however,

no other words can describe it

any more perfectly.

Though the Wolves were

competitive, even in losing

efforts, so was the rest of the

N4C. The Wolves ended up in

just 5* place in the conference,

at 6-8

Worth noting is the fact that

the Wolves 14-2 record to begin

the season, was the exact same,

if not better, than the records

held by each of their conference

foes who finished ahead of

them

Along with all of the numerous

negativity, there were some

positives that emerged dunng the

season

Stewart, in particular, was

a promising standout for the

Wolves lie averaged 16 2 points

per game and shot 40.7 pervcnl

from the floor. He also shot 83 2

percent at the frec-lhntwn line

and averaged over 30 minutev

per game, amongst tl»e most in

the nation.

Freshman forward Matt llund

will be oradher key piece for the

Wolves next season, and he used

this season to develop game -by

-

gome lie averaged VO points

and 9.2 rebounds per game
dunng the season Hit long trante

and high amounts of energy were

very valuable to live Wolves this

season, and will likely still be-

come next season

WclU was also very effective

throughout the season, averaging

8.1 points per gome os lie

supplied the Wolves with lots of

passion and intensity

Randolph, who will he seeing

his departure, averaged 1 7 point*

and 6 t rebound* per game He
was a versatile piece who could

perform all over the floor

The Wolves are losing four

players to eligibility, Randolph,

forward Kylee llrhclrr, guard

Curtis llomngton and guard

lorry Moore However. live

future i* still very bright

FAST
ON OUR

SERIOUS DELIVERY!
TO FIND THE LOCATION NEAREST YOU

VISITJIMMYJOHNS.COM

Lady Wolves show vast

improvement, but can't

hurdle Rock Valley

Bv It IAN At mm
Spurtt hdttur

After a regular season cllort

that earned them a 20-10

record, the Indy Wolves fell.

86-77. in the second round of
the N4l ’ tournament to seventh

ranked Rock Valley

Hie loss followed a 68-54

victory over Harper College

in die Aral round of the

tournament

I sen though ihe lady

Wolves can't associate this

season with a cltaitipnmdup. It

wo* still a very productive and

entertaining anr

llw I - i W.U» in -i

carried a lop IU ranking in

mid-December and jumped as

high as ninth In the national

poll I heir time in the national

spotlight was accelerated by a

12- 1 midscason run

Ihe aspect of the season dial

is usually the most difficult,

conference play. faired

relatively well for die l ady

Wolves I hey put togrthcr a

9-5 record against conference

opponents, which placed dial

fourth overall in the N4<

Rebounding was definitely

a strength all season long as

they averagrd 47 4 rvhounds

per game, which was actually

among ihe most m the country

Play ers like freshman forward

fhavon flanks, freshman

center Hillary Dietahm and

sophomore forward llntanny

McWainr were dominant on

tl»c hoards, averaging 8. 7 8 and

7 7. respectively

When it came to scoring,

sophomoie guard l.c'myin

t Oinphrll was the only player to

average in double figures Her II

points per game came with a 44 2

llcld-goal percentage

Sophomore guard llcmana

Fax was a valuable weapon lor

llw I odv Wolves, averaging 7 4

point* pei game and was always a

dural to knot k down a big three

Freshman guard Jaulcce

Me Near was also an cltcvlivr

player un die offensive end.

averaging ft o point* per game

However, despite all of the

encouraging slats, there were

filings dial the I ady Wolves

needed to do. hut simply couldn't

lor one. they couldn't l*eal

Rock Valley

It ntay just mi liapprn to he

this way. hut JJt ' basketMl, both

men's and women's, caiuiot seem

to defral the t ioldrn Tagirs Rock

Valley Is ranked in the lop Id

in both the men's and women's

national poll, once again lavoird

to compete for a national title

Ihe lady Wolves fell to

Rock Valley all dure times they

faced each oilier this season, the

tost of which In live conference

tournament Had die lady

Wolves been able to find a way

toxonquer the obstacle of Ruck

Valley, they definitely would

Ilave hoi] a better finish.

Nest season, this Is going In

be key If die lady Wolves, led

by head coach Shaun Sanderson,

hope to reach die ncsl level and

become an imdcmahlr contender,

they'll need to heal Mock Valley

Not only to Improve tlieir record,

Iml to prove dial they can

It'll take players like guard

C'uriesha Hailey, McNcai and

Naomi Mayr* They'll need to

lake things ime step at a lime If

lhr> can set their priorities ami

w*nk hard rrmugh. llierc is no

rcasirn why they can't get over

dir hump and make next season a

championship campaign

xhammer



SPORTS
Baseball

Wolves off to rocky start in Tennessee
By Ai»am Tumino

Sports Writer

Die sun it finally shining. the

snow it receding, and baseball it

tack again.

After a one -day weather delay,

ihc 2015 edition of the Wolvct

began their tcaton on Mon.,

March 9 down in lenncttec

lhc> ployed a double-header

agoimt Volunteer Stale, and a

March II triple-header against

Columbia Stale

Unfortunately, neither of the

Wo I vc*’ Icnncsscc-based foct

willing to thow any southern

hospitality

After barely loting both

garnet to Volunteer State, the

Wolves loot all three garnet of a

triple -header to Columbia Stale

on March 1

1

Obviously, five garnet in

three days is an unfortunate

circumstance Hut losing all five

garnet i» pretty disappointing

One of the biggest concerns

coming into the season was the

inexperienced pitching, this

concern was well placed

Aside from a few exceptions,

the pitching stalf has struggled

though sophomore Thomas

(ioodyear and tmhmcn Nick

McKinney and Paul Uuddc are

ofl to relatively strong starts,

the rest of the stall has been lets

impressive liven including the

few standouts, live team P.RA sits

at a staggering 8.57

Ihc olTcnsc lias been

underwhelming at best and

anemic at wont A team average

of .2 1 (V.288' 280 is nothing to

write home about

The Wolves axe also averaging

3.4 runs u game, which needs to

improve in order to be successful.

It does raK take a baseball expert

to realize that when you give up

more rum than you score, you are

not going to win a whole kit of

games

TJ. Condon, the reigning first

team All-Amencan catcher, is

ofT to a solid start both at und

behind (lie plate lie holds a

286/ 375/ 57 1 average

On the other hand. 2014

All-District Dll to Iten Irogcr

( .OOQ/.231/.0OO) has yet to hit

his stride lie has zero hits and

two walks in his lint 12 plate

appearances

Despite some of the problems

with the Wolves’ slow start, there

is no need to panic It is way loo

early in the season to read too

much into these issues

"There's some new life on the

side of freshman pitching. *> we

want them to get the chance to get

out there und get there feet wet,”

said licad coach Wayne King.

"We'd like them to get a few

games under their belt in order to

get comfortable
"

Mum of the playen are

freshmen who need time to

udjust to collegiate baseball It is

irrational to expect them to jump

right in and start playing at a high

level. It is a long season, after all.

Ihc Wolves have plenty of time

to work out any chinks in their

armor Hopefully, as the weather

keeps getting wanner, the Wolves

will start to licat up.

Upcoming home games

Fri., March 20 Kishwaukee 3 p.m.

Sal., March 21, McHenry noon

Sun., March 22 Carl Sandburg noon

i in’s Marc i' 2

1

South Suburgan 3 p.m.

ThurSv March 26 Waubonsee 3 p.m.

Fri., March 27 Century College noon

Lefthander Josh Jimenez pitching during the 2014 season. Jimenez, the ace of the 2014 staff, has

since moved on to Illinois Wesleyan University.

The 2015 Wohres baseball team.
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By Olivia Bergagna

Copy Editor

Across (he United States,

four out of every five students

at community colleges intend

to transfer to • four-year

university in order to obtain •

higher degree Pus statistic --

taken from on article in the New
York Tunes - illustrates the main

purpose of community /junior

colleges to build a foundation

and move up

Moat students go to

counselors when they plan to

transfer because of the difficulty

and precise nature of the process

transferring from a communlt)

college to a university is a huge

decision dial takes time to grt

absolutely perfect Messing up a

key detail along the way could

lead to massive headaches down

the road

limchnrss is everything.

Iransferring to a four-year

university requires lumping

through different Is sips for

dlflerenl schools to get to wtierc

you want to be, wtien you want

to he there

Angle Kaysen I u/hrlak.

See Transfer page 8

Ifyou pick up a Rotting Stone

magazine today, chances are

Nikki Minaj’s well-endowed

chest would be staring you in

the face

For decades. Rotting Stone

has been personifying the

phrase “sex sells", which is

often used in association with

placing a beautiful model in an

ad to make the product more

appealing. This could be due

to the (act that a half-naked

woman would draw in plenty of

new. faithful male consumers,

but w hat about the females?

In today's society, a lot of

emphasis seems to be placed

on appearance It's seen as the

way to catch someone's eye. to

make them look twice, and to

make them dunk long after the

tangible dung is out of sight

However, while Miss Minaj

See Body page 4

JJC's night crews have intriguing

view of campus life after hours

BY SIIANIHlf FUITON

t 'ufty Editor

An unsung hero Is defined

at being a person who makes

a substantial yet-unracognl/ed

contribution, or in othrr words,

a person whose bravery is

unknown or unacknowledged

Many of JJC‘a unsung

hrrurs are tucked away into

the delicate nightfall of the

midnight hours The term given

u> these nocturnal bring* are the

nighuhift workers of the school

For these employees, their

shifts usually start tomrwherr

between 10-12 pm and go on

until 7 am
Dispatcher Timi Paul had

nothing but good dungs to say

when asked how the fell about

working the nighuhift Along

with Just enjoying the job, Paul

alao finds it to he distinctive

"It* kind .if | I. Mr, .Ml

world." Mid Paul

A different world indeed One
typical nighuhift. not much goes

on. but when it does, it it almost

always a serious occurrence

During the course of one

particular night shift, there was

a bust and an arrest after two

individuals were caught stealing

gas from the JJC fuel pumps as

well as being in posscMion of

tools to aid in the theft

Ironically, another group of

individuals were later arrested

See Night page 5

Lady Wolves in search of confidence
By Elias albert

Sports Editor

Midway through the 201

5

icaaon. (he Lady Wolves have

finally found themselves on the

winning tide of things, packing

up back-to-back blowout

s»mt over wmlesa Ooklon

Comanaufy CoJiegr

cn

Blazer investigates:

softball pitcher

usage

Page 13

Al J-19. as of April 6. the

Lady Wolves have been faced

with numerous chalkngrs

from a conference whose front

-

runner. Rock Valley, is ranked

number one in the nation

The 1-ady Wolves are just

l-t within the N4C conference

thus far. something (hot needs to

change, according to head coach

Emily Marino

“With conference play, we

expect to play a brt better," said

See Softball page 15

Stop the presses!
The Blazer is now Online!

jjcblazer.com



Opinion

Overuse not something to ignore

BY JAMI SHAWMEKER

StaffWiler

Softball - u game where

everyone knows that diamonds

are a girl’s best friend.

Softball was originally

invented in 1887 during a Yale

vs Harvard football game and

quickly become a well-recognized

pustime to its male-dominated

counterpart.

At first, people called the game

everything but whut we know it

ns today. They colled it names

like “indoor baseball," "kitten

baseball," "diamond ball," "mush

ball," and "pumpkin ball."

It wasn’t until 1926, when

Walter Ilakanson gave us the

name we all know and love, that

softball was officially bom,

There are a couple types of bull

players out there. You huve the

lifers and the dedicated players. I

was u lifer. The game ultimately

consumes you. You live to play

and everyone knows it. You

become the game and that's the

only identity you need or want.

You would wukc up at the crack

of dawn just to practice your

swing.

The dedicated nre just us hell-

bent on practicing ns much as the

lifer, but they have an identity

QUUidc ot the name . t like to call

it a social life.

The biggest problem with being

u lifer, or n truly dedicated player,

is you nre willing to play through

anything. Like the Postal Service,

wind, rain, or snow won’t stop

us. Unfortunately, neither will

injuries.

According to a study done by

UC Denver in the 2012-13 school

year, the injury rate (per 1,000

athlete exposures) was 1.15%

for high school students and the

nationally estimated number

of injuries total in competition

and in practice was 58,124 total

injuries. The injuries counted

only included the injuries that

caused the athlete to miss more

than I day.

Overall, 3.5% of injuries

during competition and practices

are attributed to pitching. These

injuries typically include strain/

sprain, contusion, or what

they consider "other" injuries

occurring.

The statistic, provided by

Stop Soflbull Injuries, says that

the most common injuries for a

pitcher include overuse injuries,

meaning shoulder tendinitis, back

or neck pain, and elbow, forearm,

and wrist tendinitis.

As a pitcher myself, I can tell

you that is 100% true.

I have had tendinitis in both

shoulders, both wrists, and

had my Cl, the atlas in the

vertebrate that supports the head,

completely dislocated. I’ve also

hud Achilles tendonitis, patellur

tendonitis, and a problem in one

knee causing it to build up excess

fluid and lock on occasion. 1 also

experienced problems with my
hips due to overuse by my own
poor decision-making, as well as

poor coaching decisions.

1 played college ball my
freshman year at the University

of Benedictine. I was a very

proud Eagle and was eagerly

recruited by their head coach.

However, had 1 known that her

poor decision-making would

essentially ruin any chance for

me to continue my career. I would

huve politely declined.

I was used as a work-horse,

pitching during batting practice

every day, sometimes for two

or three hours a day. or until

every batter has the chance to go

through a "game situation at-bat"

against me.

Although I ended my season

with a 0.00 ERA, I would never

have the ability to pitch like I

used to because of being over-

used and over-worked.

We were affiliated with an

ATI athletic trainer and we had

top-notch medical opportunities

through them. Were they utilized?

No. the trainer basically patched

you up just so you could be used

and abused again the next day at

practice.

It wasn’t how bad the player

hurt or was hurt, their concern

was getting you “fixed up” to the

coaches’ liking so they could use

you again the next day.

At this point, maybe my
opinion here sounds a little biased

against coaches and injuries, but

let me tell you this - I have had

two types of coaches in my 17

years’ experience: the type that

cares and keeps their players

healthy, and the type who are

only out for the win and would do

anything to get it, no matter the

cost of their players’ health.

My arm was so badly overused

by the coach at Benedictine that

it wasn't even strong enough

to hold n softball come end of

season. When I was evaluated by

someone not on the payroll of the

school, I was told 1 had supra and

infraspinatus tendonitis.

In no medical jargon, the

tendons that ran above and

below my shoulder blade were

badly inflamed and was causing

weakness throughout my entire

arm as well as pinching the ulnar

nerve, causing constant tingling

from the back of my arm to my
pinkie.

Overuse injuries are not always

minor cuts and scrapes. I was in

physical therapy for months trying

to decrease the inflammation and

build up strength in my arm.

The reason I’m sharing my
story is that I believe it relates to

JJC’s softball team. We currently

only have two pitchers. For me,

this sends up red flags.

Overuse injuries are extremely

common in pitchers. While the

natural motion of the underarm

pitching style is less stress on

the shoulder then the overhand

baseball style, it means there is no

regulation on how many innings

can be pitched by a single player.

This means a coach can pitch

the same pitcher five games in a

row, for all seven innings and are

never penalized for over working

said pitcher’s shoulder.

There are roughly 30 games

for our Lady Wolves this season.

That equals 210 innings and 630

outs. Even if our pitchers pitched

7 innings of three-up, three-down

ball, that still leaves 105 innings

per pitcher in a time span of

February to May.

In four months, these two

pitchers are expected to pitch 210

innings with no backup relief of a

couple more pitchers? To me, that

screams negligence.

It is just plain dangerous to

have two pitchers working that

hard when there is still time to

recruit more players, specifically

more pitchers.

Jaml Shawmeker delivers a pitch while with Benedictine University. Shawmeker winds up for the pitch.
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Letter Policy

The Blazer encour-

ages participa-

tion from readers

through letters.

Please sign and
provide a phone
number for all

letters so we can

verify the authenc-

ity of the letter and

sender. All letters

should be kept to

300 words or less.

We reserve the

right to edit letters

for space and con-

tent. You may send

letters through in-

teroffice or regular

mail, email, or by
dropping them off

at the Blazer office

at F-1009.

Contact information:

Blazer

1215 Houbolt Road
Joliet, Illinois 60431

Phone number:

815-280-2313



Commentary

'Record Store Day' celebrates music, artistry

By Joel Roza

Editor-in-Chief

There is nothing like walking

into an independent record store.

Whether it’s nostalgia or

curiosity that brings one into a

place like that, it is nonetheless a

transcendent experience.

“That musty smell from the

old vinyl and those old cardboard

sleeves. It’s that smell and the

music playing when you walk

in,” said Steve Jacobson, an

adjunct professor in the fine arts

department.

From the manager’s choice

of music playing throughout

the store to the rows of vinyl in

need of a good home and a little

TLC, each brick-and-mortar

establishment offers a throwback

to a time when music was only

part of the experience.

That other part was something

called the human experience. You

know, that thing that happens

when strangers drawn to the

same object could strike up a

conversation, admire the same

12” disc and delve further into

their casual musical journeys?

Most people around these parts

probably don’t know that feeling.

Long gone is Joliet’s last indie

record store, and the millennial

generation has no time for such

slow-moving trappings. It’s all

iTunes, Spotify, Pandora and

illegal pirating.

Convenience takes precedence

over getting into one’s car, or

using those two limbs below the

waist, and making the pilgrimage

to the local music mart for the

latest Melallica release, or the

newest craze.

Much in the way people line-

up today for the new iPhone,

that’s how we once treated our

music. You couldn’t wait for a

normal human hour. If it’s out at

midnight, you’re there at 1 1 :59.

But mankind has a way

of circling back to things; of

correcting itself and not allowing

itself to go too far in any one

direction. That’s why, in 2007,

with the help of Melallica at

a Rasputin Music store in San

Francisco, Record Store Day was

bom.

It’s a global holiday celebrating

the timelcssness of not just great

music and special releases, but

of people convening in one place

for a single, unified purpose. As

each year has passed, the amount

of special releases by major and

minor acts has swollen to an

almost innumerable amount.

For instance, this year,

Melallica will re-release their

1982 demo cassette tape. No
Life ‘Til Leather. Featuring

rough demo versions of songs

that would eventually uppear on

their 1983 debut LP Kill ’Em

All, the set will feature the lineup

of James Hctficld, Lars Ulrich,

the late Cliff Burton and cunent

Mcgadcth mainmuin Duvc

Mustaine.

Other notable artists putting

special releases on April 18 are

Foo Fighters, Johnny Cash, Miles

Davis. Deep Purple, Gov’t Mule.

Florence + The Machine. Joun

Jett, Mastodon. Mum ford & Sons,

Bob Marley, Paul McCartney,

Rise Against, Robert Plant,

Phish, The Black Keys, Wu-Tang

Clan, Islander, Rival Sons, Public

Enemy, Bruce Springsteen und

many, many others.

All special releases arc limited

in quantity, from the not-so-rare

(10,000) to the ultra-rare (300).

Those numbers urc global figures

and items will not be re-produced

once they sell out.

As a way of compelling music

lovers to stores, things such as

pre-orders and call-ins are strictly

forbidden.

How it works is that

participating stores all write a

check to the distributor for us

many items as they can. Every

store pays the some amount I hc

inventory arrives April 17, giving

stores only enough time to sort

through and put on displuy what

they have.

Every participating store will

receive u wide vuricty of releases,

but super-rare releases, much

like u golden ticket, urc a dime-

a-dozen. You might find it. und

you might not. But you can’t win

ifyou don’t try.

One ncut aspect of the day is

that, as Jucobson pointed out,

once a hot item sells out on

Record Store Day, it becomes

instantly more coveted. "It sort

of creates some value. Once those

limited edition items are gone,

the price goes up. So it’s kind

of cool becuuse it creates instant

collector’s items."

Chicago is u hot-bed for

popular record stores and the

crowds urc expected be lurge as

the holiday grows in commercial

popularity und huge lubcls.

Still, it makes one wonder

where the future of vinyl and

indie record stores lie as this

vinyl renaissance moves closer

to completion of its decade-long

growth.

Jacobson noted ihnt it’s

encouraging to see vinyl on

the upswing in popularity, the

future is still a mystery. "I think

for people of my generation, it’s

a great thing because we can

still go out and purchase some

vinyl again and we’ve got the

equipment to piny it on.

"It’s hard to know (how

long-lasting the popularity will

be). Are there enough younger

generation people who didn't

even know what a record was

because they've only been bom
since and will they grab on to that

and keep going?"

There’s something about vinyl

that pulls you in. It's not just

the music. Ultimately, the music

is what matters most, but the

inluy and the liner notes, and the

special additions artists make to

their product are what make the

experience all the more rich.

So get out and discover the

magic, the power and the pull of

music’s purest format. Don't just

hear the sounds. Feel them. Smell

them. Go out and give them u

loving home.

Auror^W-
University

Advance your career
with a Doctor of Education,

Leadership in Adult and Higher

Education degree from Aurora

University. Prepare for roles in

higher education administration,

teaching at the community college

or university level, or as leaders

in corporate, nonprofit and

governmental organizations.

AURORA UNIVERSITY
Doctor of Education Breakfast and Information Session
Wednesday, June 17, 2015 I 9:00 a.m.

Perry Theatre Atrium in the Center for Cultural Enrichment

EdD PROGRAM STRANDS:
Adult and Higher Education

|
Curriculum and Instruction I

Educational Administration

» Now accepting applications for the fall 2015 start.

Register today at aurora.edu/EdDlnfo

Center for Adult and Graduate Studies

630-844-5294 1 AUadmissiorVg.aurora.edu I
aurora.edu



NEWS

Body from page 1

might be on everyone’s minds

light years after the magazine is

put away, her appearance docs

not provide everyone a beneficial

experience.

The effect of the media

on body images of women -

including children - has made

its presence known in several

scholarly journals and statistics.

For example, according to

hcallhrescarchfunding.org, 80

percent of women say that the

imuges of women on TV, in

movies, fashion magazines, and

advertising makes them feel

insecure.

Insecurity is a small feeling

that can lead to dangerous

complications. Being insecure

• which is a product of low self-

esteem - cun often guide a person

to nitpick every single feature

about themselves. Notoriously,

for many women, weight seems

to be the ultimate kryptonite.

When Victoria’s Secret hosted

their annual fashion show lust

year, they drew in their biggest

audience of over 10 million

viewers. The show had several

models including Karlie Kloss,

Joan Smalls and Sara Sampuid.

Theso models are absolutely

stunning, with faces flawlessly

done and bodies thought to be

crafted to perfection.

Karlie Kloss weighs in at just

126 lbs and stands nt 6T\ Joun

Smalls weighs in at 112 lbs und

stands at 5’ 10". Sara Sampaid

weighs in at 119 lbs and stands at

5*7”.

The average American woman
stands at 5'4" and weighs 140

lbs. That doesn’t make a models’

body bad per say. but it shouldn’t

be used as the standard of what

everyone else should look like.

Victoria’s Secret models

are sadly being used ns a

metaphorical mold for what every

young woman should aspire to

look like. Unfortunately, many

statistics reflect that a majority of

young females, teens and children

arc suffering from not “fitting in”

the metaphorical mold.

According to the National

Eating Disorder Association,

there arc 20 million women

und 10 million men currently

suffering from eating disorders in

the i S

Also, according to research

conducted by the same

association, 40-60 percent of

udolescent girls huve expressed

concern about their weight

and this appears to carry into

adulthood, seeing as how another

study states that the effect of

media on women’s body image

issues appears to be stronger

among young adults than children

because of long-term exposure.

It’s a very disturbing fact to

say the least, especially when the

thought of how the world will

rely on those same young adults

runs across your mind.

Those same women could be

the next big congresswoman, the

next professor or muybe even the

next big athlete.

“You have to have, like, that

athletic body." Allison Zigman,

softball player for the Lady

Wolves said when asked about

the pressure to look well. "I feel

like there’s a lot of stereotypes

when it comes to female athlete’s

bodies. Especially softball

players, you’re supposed to be in

shape not 5000 pounds."

There have been plenty of

stereotypes placed on the women
of the sporting community. In

many ways, they mirror the ones

placed on average girls: be pretty

and be skinny. However, skinny

does not always mean healthy

and that's something that muny
athletes huve to consider.

"During our off season, we

condition every day,” said Allison

Corcly, a fellow softball player

for the Lady Wolves. As far as

putting effort in to stay healthy.

Corely added, “I always try to

give 100 percent effort."

For many college athletes,

mainly females, their bodies are

their biggest concern - but more

so for function instead of looks.

At least at Joliet Junior College.

However, in a startling statistic

published by Dove, 60 percent

of fcmule athletes have quit a

sport because of their looks. The

hygiene company questioned 10

girls (aged 10-17) and found that

six of them had quit a sport due to

their issues with body image.

In response to that. Dove

launched a campaign to promote

positive body image, in the

similar way that Always launched

their ‘Like A Girl’ campaign.

The ‘Like A Girl’ campaign is

being used in a way to hopefully

change the world and rewrite the

statistics: to get young women to

believe in themselves and not try

to fit into any tight molds that,

quite simply, are just not made

for them.

As Geneen Roth once

eloquently put it, “you are not a

mistake. You are not a problem to

be solved. But you won’t discover

this until you are willing to stop

banging your head against the

wall of shaming and caging and

fearing yourself.”

Have a nose for news?
Write for the Blazer!

Send your stories to

jjc.blazermail.edu

.THE

Benedictine
PROMISE

affordable and attainable

undergraduate and graduate

education that creates

successful values-based leaders.

Thinking about teaching

math or science?

You may qualify for Si 0,000 scholarships

your junior and senior years! Contact

admissions@ben.edu to learn more.

dr° Benedictine University-
5700 College Rd. • Lisle. IL 60532

Apply Today!

Fall 20 1 5 class registration

now open.



News
Night from page 1

for the same crime.

“Here at JJC there’s a lot less

(illegal) activity," said Paul. “But

a different type of activity and the

night shift means you have to be

more proactive than reactive."

Being proactive is a key

component to working the night

shift along with being a very

experienced individual. Timi Paul

has been in law enforcement for

23 years and began her career in

Houston, TX, where she found

working as a 9-1-1 dispatcher

exciting.

“It was a job that not a lot

of people were into.” Paul

continued. “I liked coming to

work and everyday was different.

You must be able to handle stress

and be a people person because

that’s who you’re dealing with -

the public.”

While dispatchers deal with

the public, there is another line of

workers in law enforcement who
also deal with the public - in a

more direct way of course.

Officer Stim is one of the

officers that work the nightshiff

at JJC and just happens to love

every minute of it.

“For me, it was one of my
childhood thing." Stim said,

when asked about what made him

want to join law enforcement. "I

grew up watching Starksy and

Hutch.”

Starsky and Hutch was a cop

drama back in the 1970s centered

around two police officers that

took down criminals. The show

inspired several law enforcement

officials during its run and Stim

was no exception.

Officer Stim’s 17-year career

began when he was 32 years

old. Since he put on the uniform,

Stim has been working on the

nightshiff. stating convenience os

the main reason for it.

“I’m actually quite

uncomfortable on other shifts,"

Stim said.

During his long tenure at

JJC, Stim has been enjoying his

nightly shifts and has compiled

great stories from it. In addition

to being present for the gas bust.

Stim was also right in the middle

of a fight that ensued in the

Centennial Commons apartments

some years ago.

"They hud a really big brawl -

back when we had a football teum

- und it was between a lineman

and a linebacker.” said Stim. “It

was one of the things when your

adrenaline is rushing. I thought I

was going to lose some teeth thut

night. True coppers kind ofenjoy

the adrenaline rash."

Adrenaline seems to plague

any law enforcement official's

life, no mutter the shift that they

work.

However, working on the night

shift has pawed to be rewarding

in the eyes of many • even with

very little recognition.

Castodiun Douglas I-'ugun is

one of the people who is tasked

with keeping the college clean

when nearly everyone is gone.

Being a custodian is a hard job

that is depended upon to make the

school hygienic and appeusing to

walk into.

"I started off working nights

when 1 was like twenty one."

Fagan said, "Did that for about

ten years and really enjoyed it."

Walking thanigh the halls with

his cart in tow, Fagan has his

radio blasting with tunes to help

out the process, lie stated that he

ulso feels safe working as long as

the law enforeement is present.

I think we all do and for

that, we all thunk the officers

and dispatchers for their brave

service.

Photos by Slitinicl/c /'niton

Dispatcher Tlml Paul relishes the opportunity to keep order at JJC. Officer Speckman patrols tho deserted halls of JJC.

Are you a current student or recent grad interested

in local career or internship opportunities? Attend

the Joliet Regional Job Fair and meet with dozens of

companies seeking candidates for full- and part-time

employment, internships and volunteer positions.

• Come prepared for on-the-spot interviews

• Dress professionally

• Resume is required for admittance

(come prepared with several copies)

Atlend the 12:30 pm presentation in the

IIC Main Campus Theilre to leant Itnr In successfully

navigate > ion lair and mate n great first impression.

For a list of participating

employers or to register,

visit www.JJc.edu/jobfair

or call (815) 280-1562.
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FBI notice

Check
scam
reminder:

predators

lurking

BY ANDREW HANTON

Staff Writer

Students need to always

remain vigilant against the

predatory practices of others.

The unique position of huving

high-stress weeks, coupled with

low-wage jobs, lends itself well

to being taken advantage ofby an

"easy-out."

Ihis past March, an e-mail was

sent out by the FBI informing

campus police of check scums

targeting students.

The format of this particular

scum is thut you will be a middle-

man to the scammer. You will be

asked to cash a check for a large

sum of money. You only have to

send them a portion of the funds

and in return you get to keep

a large heap of the money for

yourself.

litis sum that you are

supposed to keep can range into

the thousands of dollars. The

problem is that the check will

undoubtedly bounce and you

will be the one responsible for

repayment to the bank.

These scams have been

propagated through e-mails, texts

and snail-mail with an alarming

level of success.

With all this information in

mind, the best thing to remember

is the golden rule of avoiding

crime and fraud; there is no such

thing as a free lunch. Busy money
usually comes with a catch.

I low to guard against fraud:

- Be cautious, even if you

"know the person" through many
entails or calls.

- Insist on a cashier’s check

from a local finuneiul institution,

and cash it there.

- For Internet purchases, use

reputable payment services when

possible.

- Order a copy of your

credit report annually

(annualcrcditreport.com).
Look for entries that you don’t

recognize.

Visit us

online!

WWW.
jjcblazer.

com

Criminal Trespass to

Residence

Dijon A. Hawthorne was issued

one JJC Student Code, as well as

one JJC Regulation Ticket for

entering a Centennial Commons
apartment through a window and

staying there since December,

Hawthorne had been evicted

from his Centennial Commons
apartment in December. He was

ulso issued a Notice of Trespass

for Centennial Commons.

Criminal T respass to

Land

Daryl C. Grison was arrested for

Criminal Trespass to Land after

he was found to be staying with

his girlfriend, Keanna Campbell,

a Centennial Commons’ resident.

Grison had been trespassed

from Centennial Commons the

previous day. Campbell was

issued a JJC Regulation ticket for

Failure to Comply.

Three cited for

disturbance

Franklin D. Waters, Bryant M.

Smith, and David C. Obichere

were issued JJC Student

Code Referrals for causing

a disturbance at Centennial

Commons. Smith was also issued

a notice of trespass for Centennial

Commons due to the fact that he

was a non-registered guest.

Assault and trespass

William H. Lee was arrested

and charged with one count

of aggravated battery and two

counts of disorderly conduct after

he pushed f/b subject up against

a wall at the Campus Center and

sexually harassed her. He had

also sexually harassed another

f/b subject while she walked from

the Campus Center to her vehicle.

Lee was trespassed from all JJC

properties and was transported to

WCADF

Car vandalized

Linda E. Soto was issued one

JJC Student Code Referral as

well as one JJC Regulation Ticket

after she keyed another m/b’s car

due to a failed relationship with

him.

The Coolest Job Around!

NOW HIRING!!!!
Route Delivery Drivers - Loaders - Production

$9-$15 p/hr

NEED A JOB TO PAY FOR SCHOOL?

Home City Ice offers an ideal sistuation for your employment needs and you can

earn money to apply toward your furutre tution costs

Our positions include route delivery, loading, and production.

We highly encourage those seeking employment to join us now and get an early

jump on your training. Weekend training will be made available while attending

school. Paid training for all positions!

Benefits include:

-Part time during school and full time during school breaks.

-Flexable hours to work around your school schedule.

-Job security for 4+ years while in school and beyond.

-Great pay: $9-$15+

-Minutes from JJC

If you're a movtivated individual, do not hesitate to join our team!

All Postions are filling fast!!

Apply online: www.homecitvice.com

Callus: (630) 783-9081
Stop by: 1125 Internationale pkwy, Woodridge, IL 60517



NEWS
A helping hand:

Professor leads students to success
BY ANDREW HANTON

Staff Writer

Math is a subject with an

unfortunately distinct reputation.

“Math is scary, math is hard,

math is stupid”; these are things

many have undoubtedly heard

time and again. For some, these

thoughts are a stark reality

that is as inescapable as it is

embarrassing.

If you have ever grappled

with math you most likely know
the feeling that you’re alone

in your struggle. If you don’t

know an answer and you’re too

afraid to ask questions, it is easy

to fall behind quickly. If your

professor is unclear and you

can’t understand them, it can

seem impossible to keep up.

There is good news for those

of you dealing with a deficiency

in math. One professor at JJC

has devoted her life to helping

students who struggle with this

subject.

Rebecca Bonk is a math

professor and the math

coordinator for the learning

center at JJC. The classes she

teaches runs the gamut from Math

094 to Statistics, with a focus on

classes for future teachers.

When you first meet Bonk, you

can tell right away that she has a

zeal for life and her profession.

Her effervescent personality is

infectious as she paints a picture

of her love of math and helping

student’s succeed.

Bonk’s work with the

math tutoring center has been

exhaustive and diligent. She

has been recognized by peers,

coworkers and students alike as

a major asset to the center itself.

“She just works so hard for

the center and the center is so

successful," said Patricia Shue,

the math department secretary.

“She is continually bringing

standards up and making things

more accessible [to students].’’

Her presence in the center,

or lack thereof, is definitely

noticeable. Shue said that she

hears feedback on Bonk all of the

time. “The tutors just depend on

her so much. [I constantly hear]

‘is Rebecca around?’, ‘Can I talk

to Rebecca?’, ‘When is Rebecca

going to be back?’ you know, that

sort of thing.”

Shue isn’t the only one to

notice Bonk’s contributions.

Kathy Weishaar, a math tutor,

laid out all of the things that Bonk
does around the center.

“She helps with schedules, she

gets us new textbooks, she helps to

get us new tutors, she advertises;

she docs a lot of managerial type

things. She keeps us organized.

She is an asset.”

Bonk’s work has led her to

become the liuison between the

tutoring center and the muth

department itself. Not many
professors get the time to stop into

the center so they are unaware of

the daily minutiae.

She brings updates to the

faculty at department meetings

to keep members up to speed

on how the center is helping

their students and how the two

divisions can coordinate.

The reasons for Bonk’s

enthusiasm detail an interesting

history which highlights a

talented and determined womun.

She actually got her start at

JJC as an adjunct professor und

a tutor. She stopped tutoring for

a while when she became a full-

time professor, but picked the

habit back up when the old math

coordinator stepped down and

she took his place.

The main motivation to pick

up the coordinator torch was that

she knew she would be able to

work with students one-on-one.

“I remember hearing someone

say [that when you teach one-on-

one] the student can't hide," said

Bonk. "It also keeps my skills

fresh."

When she is in the learning

center, students that are currently

in her classes get first priority

when they go to the center to sec

her. Otherwise she is there to help

anyone that needs it.

Bonk may enjoy the puzzle of

math und cun empathize with the

struggle that students have to face

with math. She udmits that math

never cume easy to her.

"It’s not easy. 1 struggle with it

ull of the time. I always felt like I

was spending ull this time doing

my undergraduate and gnuluute

work on things that I felt cume

so easy to everybody [else],” said

Bonk.

“Everybody struggles with

[math]. I don't cure what grade

you ure in. it's difficult for

everybody." Bonk continued,

“[but] when you get it, that

moment when you’re like,

‘that’s what I need to do,’ it's un

enjoyuble feeling."

Perseverance is not the only

theme of Bonk’s personal

philosophy. She wants to impress

upon every student the importance

of usking questions. “I expect

every student to have questions.

It worries me when they don’t oak

them. You're not learning if you

don't huve questions."

A lot of students muy feci that

when they huve a problem, they

can just figure it out on their

own; then they get help when it’s

too lute. By the time they come
in they are behind full chapters

instead ofhuving a few problems

thut cun be easily solved.

Bonk said that she “would

nithcr answer an e-mail every

single day with one question [that

a student has] than wait until the

end of the week and get inundated

with 20 questions." She may be

able to answer them, but it will

not help you us effectively.

Through her tenacity and

kindness, there has been an

indelible mark lefi with Bonk's

students.

JJC ulumni Kim Freeman

commented on how Bonk

uffectcd her.

"During my time at JJC, I was

reully involved and made a lot of

connections, [but] my connection

with Rebecca will last a lifetime."

Frcemun continued, "I do not

uttend JJC anymore, hut I feel like

a piece of JJC is alwuys with me
because [of what

|
I luivc learned

from Professor Bonk. Exemplary

docs not even begin to explain

what a wonderful person and

tcuchcr she is, I am so honored

that I was able to have her as a

professor, and I know she will be

a person 1 can look to for many
years."

Experience the

DeVry University
difference

Everything we do is focused on preparing our students for today's careers.

Our quality, real-world degrees and lifetime of career assistance can lead

to excellent employment results.' For us. that's what it's all about -

an education that helps prepare you for a lifetime of success.

*IN 2013,

90
of DeVry University

(1DAHQ ac,ive|v seeking

employment

OBTAINED CAREERS
In their field within six months of graduation, or were
already employed in their field when they graduated’

*

Join the 90

Visit devry.edu or call 708.342.3100

% DeVry University

J I/' 1 1 „ Graduate School
IxCllCr of Management

DeVry Ur»

Tlnley Park Campus
18624 W. Creek Dr.

|
Tmley Park



Transfer from page 1

the director of General Student

Development at JJC, encourages

students to start applying at

possible four-year universities

Don os one year before they

intend to enroll for class.

Transferring includes all of

the same steps of the process us

when someone applies to a four-

year university as u freshmun.

However, unlike straight-to-

university students, transfer

itudcnts must dcul with two

schools trying to complete their

ation in a way that allows for

u seamless transfer.

For Jessica Waliczck,

transferring from JJC has not

been as smooth us she would huve

liked

Starting in 2013 when she

switched her mujor to nursing,

Wulicxck had been looking

at universities to transfer to

after she's finished ut JJC.

Unfortunately, since applying at

ultiplc schools throughout the

slute, she has yet to be accepted

to any of them.

As with any student, this

troubled Waliczck and she spoke

with more thun four different

counselors at JJC in order to find

out what the problems was. She

heard a variety of answers, from

she just needed to "keep applying

to places," to she had “too many
iCredlt hours” in order to be

cepfed.

Wailozek finally got the

answer she needed recently when
she spoke to a counselor who
personally colled the schools she

hud applied to and asked them.

The real answer was that they

were waiting for her to finish her

assoc iatc-of-urts degree in order

to accept her. which means that

she would have to re-apply to

them when she finishes.

This is only one of the issues

Waliczek faced while trying to

get into the nursing school of her

drcums.

Mnny of these problems can

be fixed with a simple visit to

the counseling office, fhere nre

n number of advisors, counselors,

and transfer specialists working

in the counseling department in

A-Building.

However. Luzbetok mokes
clear the importance of meeting

with the right people in order

to make transferring as easy as

possible.

"Students need to work with

counselors and advisors to talk

ubout their classes and develop

an educational plan to keep them

track," said Luzbetok.

"Connect with a counselor,

advisor or faculty member at the

community college or the senior

college so you have a trusted

mentor to lean on when doubt

sets in.”

Students will face many
questions on the way to their

goals, for example: -"Am I taking

the right classes for where 1 wont
to transfer?" "Does my junior

college have the classes I need to

take to get into said university?”

“Will my credits even transfer?”

Besides the technical aspect

of getting accepted at other

universities, more personal

decisions and preferences may

come into play.

Everyone is looking for

something different in the

university they wish to transfer to.

For some, it's all about location.

For others it’s the education or

reputation. The list goes on.

Trying to find the perfect

college that meets all of your

criteria is frustrating enough,

but even your dream school can

sometimes mukes it incredibly

challenging to get a straight

answer ubout the road to their

front door. There may even be

extra hoops you have to jump

through in order to get your

unswer. That kind of experience

can definitely sour prospective

students on even their dream

school.

Unfortunately, there isn't much

the counseling department can

do about nnothcr school being

especially demanding with their

policies and procedures, but it

can be a major deciding point for

muny students who have to deal

with it.

For the 80 percent of

community college students

who arc looking to transfer to a

four-year university, these can

be incredibly difficult situations

to huve to overcome, especially

when you huve to jump through

a seemingly endless number of

hoops.

Making connections with

counselors und advisors con

help diminish the frustration und

case students' worry. The hassle

is unavoidable, but doing your

due diligence will lead to less

headaches and a happier outcome.
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Masquerade Ball

AWEN, a JJC spiritual club dedicated

to seeking a better understanding of

the universe, hosted its third-annual

masquerade ball in the old cafeterial

on March 20. This year the ball had a

Roaring 20s theme, as demonstrated by

the outfits worn by the revelers.

4k--

SSiS&r FINISH WHAT YOU STARTED.

It’s not too late to enroll for summer.
» Complete your bachelor's degree

» Receive one-on-one academic advising

» Benefit from flexible evening, weekend and online class options

Adult Degree Completion programs offered In:

Accounting | Business Administration*

Communication* I Criminal Justice* I Marketing

Psychology I RN to BSN* | Social Work*
'Also available online

Q Learn more at aurora.edu/adc

Center for Adult and Graduate Studies

630*844-5294 I AUadmr$sion>&aurora edu



Entertainment

Chris Cagle: Country Cowboy or Darling Diva?
By Jamif. Shawmfker

Staff Writer

On Thursday, March 19, 2015,

Chris Cagle played a show at

Skootcrs Roudhousc.

After opener Nick Lynch lit

the bum on fire and got the crowd

going for Cagle, the country train

pretty much derailed before he

even hit the stage.

Everything was about the

money for Cagle. His fans hnd to

pay $20 just to get “buckstngc"

for his mect-und-grcct where

he would take pictures and sign

autographs.

After giving the munngement

of Skootcrs the run-around -

several times leaving stuffers

scrambling to get die room set-

up for him to accept to do the

meet-nnd-grects inside - he then

chnngcd his mind three or four

times before giving staff a final

answer on doing them outside by
his bus.

It was bitterly cold and

drizzling and lie made his fans

stand outside in this type of

weather for close to an hour

before actually taking three steps

off his bus to do his meet-and-

grcets.

After standing out in the

freezing cold for an hour, one

might figure Cagle would at least

be gracious and give his fans the

time ofday they deserved. Wrong
uguin. He rushed them through

the meet-und-greet and barely

spent any time actually greeting

them, which is the entire point.

I have been u huge Cagle

fun since he first came onto the

country scene in 2000 and have

been chomping ut the bit to finally

see him live somewhere.

After releasing his last album
in 2008, Cugle came back in

2012 with his Back in the Saddle

album. His last single. "Let there

be Cowgirls", wus released in

2012. Since then, Cagle has been

on a three-year hiatus.

Don't let my cynical tone fool

you, I still will forever love his

music, for songs like "Chicks Dig

it" and "What a Beautiful Day".

But I really feel like Cagle just

mailed-in his performance.

Cagle’s entire set list was one

printed page with at least 28

point bolded font and went off

on a lot of tangents during his

show, taking away from his actual

musical performance.

Cagle didn’t sound bad, but

he sounded just like his CDs and

that was also a disappointment

because if I wanted to listen to the

CD. I would have just stayed at

home and done so.

Cagle never played his newest

song "Dance Baby Dance” and

even had to have one of his band

members tell him that he was out

of key on one of his most famous

songs, "Chicks Dig It".

His overall performance was
riddled with political comments
and long-winded speeches of
which the only one I agreed with

was talking about loving and

supporting our troops and men
and women overseas fighting for

our freedom back home.

The music was mediocre

at best and certainly nothing

to write home about, and the

performer has put on close to 50

pounds and was rather boring to

watch on stage.

I felt rather gipped to be

perfectly honestly because the

Chris Cagle that I swooned
over as a teenager was not the

man that stepped off that bus. I

actually didn’t even recognize

him at first sight.

After the show, he announced

he would be doing a signing

back stage again by his bus.

Remember how it cost his fans

$20 bucks just to get back stage

the first time? Well those passes

were no longer valid and the only

way you could get back stage

was to buy something from his

merchandise booth, with items

ranging in cost from $5-$25

dollars.

He got off stage around 10:30-

11pm and made his fans wait

again for close to, if not longer

than, an hour to do the second

meet-and-greet. By midnight,

the temperature had dropped

even further and it had started to

drizzle just a little bit harder.

Cagle sat on his nice warm bus

for at least a half hour, smoking

a cigarette while his adoring fans

froze their butts off waiting for

him in the rain.

Then, when he finally decided

he was ready for the meet-and-

greet, the lazy cowboy wouldn’t

even come off his bus. He sat on
his bus steps and took maybe five

seconds to sign the item you had

and absolutely refused to take any

pictures this time.

Overall I was rather

disappointed with his

performance and not quite sure

whether he is genuine in his love

for his fans or if his actions spoke

louder than his words.

Photos by /antic Shawmeker
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Transfer Thursdays. A big
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or 708.534.4490



ENTERTAINMENT
Album review

Forget your utensil, all you need is Huetensil
By Elias albert

Staff Writer

Huetnsil, led by front-man

Hugh Wygmans, brings listeners

an undeniable ballad-style with

Black & White. While the album

has undeniable 80s roots, it also

adds an element of pure rock

with some solid vocals and

guitar playing.

To best analyze this 12-song

set, we*ll take a look at each

track and see what makes the

song what it is.

The album begins with the

song “Want Too Much.” This

song is a pretty good way to

begin the album, as it applies a

catchy instrumental sound with

powerful and emotional lyrics.

It’ll take you back to the 1980s

though, so don’t have any sort of

flashback, ifyou can help it

"Last Night” takes a bit of a

turn though. It docs have good

song work, but does sort of lose

the consistency that the first song

provides. Can’t say that this is the

song of the album.

“Tonight," which conveniently

enough comes right after "Last

Night,” returns to the 80s rock

sound that the album mainly

consists of. You may catch

yourself head banging during this

song a few times too.

“Executioner’s song” spins you

in a bit of a sound circle. You’re

drawn into thinking that you’re

listing to a soft, sort of upbeat

track, but are quickly blasted with

some powerful guitar.

“Fear & Longing” was quite

possibly one my favorite tracks

from the album. It was very

catchy and, quite honestly,

something that I could see myself

listening to.

’’Nothin’" sort of threw me
off at first. In the end though, it

turned out to be a very interesting

song. I like how it begins with a

bit of a trumpet sound and then

returns to the typical rock song

you'd expect from this album.

"Mr. Curry’s Troubles.” which

ties into u bit of the Edward

Snowden story, was a bit different

to say the very least. The album

would have been perfectly

alright without this track, to be

completely honest.

“Simple” was also a bit

different, but I generally enjoyed

it. Wygmans adds a bit of

onomatopoeia to the track, with

his nicely sung “ba-da-ba-ba-ba"

lines.

"Maybe It’s Time” makes it

obvious that the further thut this

album goes, the more of a lighter

turn that it seems to be taking. It

hardly even seems like it belongs

on the same album us some of the

earlier trucks.

"Wake Me lip" revamped

the sound that 1 was longing for

throughout. At the time, I actually

felt the need to listen to it twice.

It has that catchy, head banging

sound and what seem to be good

vocals out of Wygmans.
“Let’s Pretend" is a track thut

once again sounds like something

out of the 1980s. It has u mix of

uggressive choruses and steady

jam sequences. This is amongst

the top tracks of the album

I lie final track, “King.” is quite

possibly the heaviest song on the

ulbum. It sounds like something

you'd hear on a distunt radio in u

suburban garage.

When annly/.ing the album

as a whole, I must suy that it

was not what I was expecting

to hear. I quite honestly felt a

bit of skepticism, but overall I

was impressed, especially when
considering my expectations.

Ihc album took me on a bit of

a rollercoaster ride with style, It

started off with a bit of a ballad-

style, then took a turn toward a

soft-rock sound, but in the end

returned to the 1 980s style I

enjoyed in the beginning

For the most part, this

lluctensil'x Black & White was

like something you'd find in a

time capsule created by a die-hard

Nikki Sixx commeasure. Overall,

it wus enjoyable to listen to.

Hugh Wygmans has collected

yearn of experience and it’s

evident with this album that he,

and his band, have more than

utilized all of that experience.

For beating expectations,

lluctensil'x Black & White cams

my upprovul.

Chappie: Was Die Antwoord
Really 'The Answer'? Well?

BY CHRIS Vll-LARRFAI

Staff Writer

I would like to believe in

justice, and I would like to

believe we live in u world of

causality. I would like to believe

that things happen for u reason,

and that karmu, at least in terms

of social justice, is enforced. But

I cannot believe these things in u

world where Neill Blomkump is

allowed to make movies.

Where arc you. Blomkump,

and how do you expect to repay

me for the time thut I have so

carelessly thrown away wutching

your train wreck of a movie?

We are talking about a movie

set in 2016 (Thanks for thut.

Anderson Cooper), with an

index finger-sniffing odull-buby

robot thut understands the nature

of consciousness but not the

nature of a ninja-star neck stab.

This a movie where a South

African hip-hop group vimehow

falls SIO million in debt with

a weightlifting chain-smoker

because they spilled half a bag of

what looks like Bayer low-dose

on the floor of their van. after

what will probably go down in

movie history as the worst car

chase since I forgot to apply my
parking brake on a hill.

Arc there decent points in

this movie? Sure. If you hate

Die Antwoord, this is your

opportunity to watch Yolandi

Visser get blown away by what

looks like the Enforcement

Droid Series 209 (Piloted by

Wolverine!) in slow motion; and

ifyou like Die Antwoord, you can

watch Ninja’s unexplained pelvic

gesticulations as he pretends to

undcrxtnnd human language.

So if that sounds like u tumble

down the rabbit hole you'd like

to tnke. be my guest. However,

persons scorching for a plot

beyond the incoherent rumblings

of a barely sentient robot (I'm

rclcrring to Blomkump of

course), will be disappointed, Tile

structure is predictable, unoriginal

and unappealing, much like the

ideas presented in Ihc film. Ihc

plot is not so much full of holes,

as it is made of holes.

Blomkump knows how to use a

camera, knows how to direct, und

knows how to fund a production,

lie has all the skills he needs

to mukc a great movie, but the

unexpected success of the off

the wall, nonsensical, but good

District 9 has yet to be replicated.

Blomkump hus no idea how to tell

a story.

As you watch, you end up

feeling lost in the whirlwind of

Blomkump's sophomoric camera-

thrashing. pseudo-art, Popaiclc-

stick production. Great directors,

like great illusionists, know how

to control and direct focus and

attention. This instills a sense of

wonder and awe in the audience.

The audience for Chappie is more

likely to be instilled with a sense

of indigestion and regret at having

purchased a ticket.

Chappie manages to take all

of the greatest questions of man,

life, death, consciousness, money,

love, what it means to be human,

the great herculean primordial

whirlwind of existence, and

presents them with all the

shimmering, vibrant luster, the

incredible vivacious gut rending

intensity. . . of watching paint dry.



Rival Sons birth a classic with Great Western Valkyrie
by Joel Roza

Edltor-ln-Chlef

Much in the way tlmt Led

Zeppelin announced their

dominuncc with their eponymous

IV album, the Rival Sons have

finally, after four previous

releases, cnifted an album that

can stand umong the titans of

rock history.

With no disrespect rendered to

their previous awesome offerings,

Great Western Valkyrie is their

tightest, most complete album.

It blends everything that makes

Rival Sons and by extension,

rock music great.

Kicking off with the bombastic

“Electric Man", the album blows

the doors off with some rowdy

rock V roll that emanates

throughout the ulbum, even on

softer tracks like "Where I’ve

Been" or "Good Things".

What mukes albums like Zep’s

\V. or ACADC’s Back in Black,

or Metallica's Black Album, or

even Pink Floyd’s Dark Side of

the Moon stand a cut ubove the

rest is the consistency from song

to song. Same thing here. It just

constantly slaps you in the face

with undeniable excellence and

prevents you from skipping to

another track. Rival Sons makes

you want to listen to every song

in sequence.

You're not just listening to

music; you're experiencing

something profound.

Frontmun Jay Buchanan is

beyond compare in today’s rock

world. Need some convincing?

Check out “Belle Star” or

’‘Secret". Buchanan’s voice soars

above, below and beyond with

his use of folk, blues and soul

stylings.

It’s tough to listen to Buchanan
and not compure him to other

great rock vocal gods from the

past; equally us challenging is

resisting the urge to compure

Buchunun and guitarist Scott

Holiday to other great rock duos.

Holiday is an eclectic mix of

past, present und future in his

style of pluy, harkening back to

old Zeppelin sounds and echoes

of Cream while fixing his gaze

on modernizing those styles. On
Valkyrie, Holiday gives perhaps

his greatest single performance.

One listen to "Open My
Eyes", the ulbum’s lead single,

and you can't help but become

immersed in the fut riff that

borders on ridiculously simple,

but nevertheless is remurkubly

effective und unrelentingly

rocking.

Holiday bangs out a number

of memorable solos, which is a

revelution in toduy’s rock climate.

The solos bleed and speak and

mean something to the song.

They serve it. They’re not just a

flushy "hey-look-what-l-cnn-do”

waste of valuable time.

On the drums, Michuel Miley is

acriminully underrated sticksmnn.

His ability to never waste space,

to hit hunt and deliver the goods

in an unrelenting fashion is going

to make him a star before long.

Rivul Sons huve always

featured a tight rhythm section

and the production on drums has

always been phenomenul with

rising star producer Dave Cobb
giving Miley’s drums a bigger,

room-filling sound.

Miley cun also feel the vibe,

like on “Good Things", which is

a song with the same committed

groove throughout as Buchunun

and Holiday purticiputc in classic

call-und-responsc.

Duve Beste, the Sons’ new
bassist, is a remarkable uddition,

giving the band a low end that,

merged with Miley’s drums,

builds the perfect foundation for

this classic.

Photo courtesy ofxmmo.rivalsons.com

What I love most about Great

Western Valkyrie though is how
it gets to the root of rock ‘n’ roll.

You hear the blues, you heur folk,

and you hear elements of other

music that really are essential to

the genesis of rock music.

As a culture, we’re so used to

bashing the music that comes out

ofAmerica as alternative garbage

or pop noise. While mainstream

radio still pushes that area of the

spectrum. Rival Sons are among
a dozen or so bands that have

formed and been creating great

music for years.

As Rival Sons edge closer to

breaking through, albums like

Great Western Valkyrie will no

doubt find a place in the hearts of

rock fans everywhere.

In Europe and other faraway

lands. Rival Sons are becoming

headlining megastars. This record

is only turning the heat up.

It behooves me to tell you

that the bandwagon, as full as it

continues to get, still has seats

available. This is a no-frills, no-

BS rock ‘n’ roll band that will

force you to shake what your

mama gave ya, sing until your

vocal chords split, and move until

your legs and hips scream for an

ice bath.

Good things come to those

that wait, and if you’re one of the

many who have yearned for a true

rock 'n* roll band to emerge, your

wait is over. That great band, and

their great album have arrived.

Dig in.

Blazer March Madness Staff Bracket results revealed!

This semester, the staff here at The Blazer decided that we would put our NCAA expertise (which
is close to none) on the line, put our money where our mouths were and battle each other in an intense
bracket challenge.

Ihe results were embarrassingly awful and, of course, the guy who knew the least came out on top.

Without further ado, the results of the first annual Blazer Madness Bracket Challenge:

Andrew Hanton (staff writer); 82.3% with 1040 points

Olivia Bergagna (copy editor): 65.1% with 910 points

las Albert (sports editor): 39.5% with 760 points

Joel Roza (editor-in-chief): 12.9% with 600 points

Yikcs.

All tour of us picked Kentucky to land the perfect season and win it all in Indianapolis on April 6. As
some of you may know, that didn't happen. So let’s just agree that this didn’t happen.

Transfer to Northeastern for Fall 2015
Northeastern Illinois University welcomes transfer students by
providing all the support you need throughout the transfer process.

Apply now to Northeastern! Fall classes begin on August 22.

Leverage the coursework you have earned at Joliet Junior College by transferring into a bachelor’s
degree program at Northeastern Illinois University.

To find out more, join us for a Transfer Tuesday event or call (773) 442-4076.

Northeastern offers all students:

• More than 40 uxtergraduate majors to focus ther

studes.

Support n the STEM felds through or Student

Center for Science Engagement

Dexiite day. evenog and weekend classes tor busy
schedules.

A competitive and valuable educator that wi toad

to tostng correctors and career opportioties-

F2J Northeastern www.neiu.edu/transferjoliet
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All-out WAR
Can advanced statistics lend a helping hand in the NJCAA?

By )oel Roza

Columnist

Can advanced statistics help a

team like the JJC Wolves achieve

higher levels of success?

Some 1 2 years after the release

of Moneyball by Michael Lewis,

the baseball establishment is only

now settling into a slightly-less

uncomfortable marriage between

traditional baseball thinking and

the analytical wave that took the

sport by storm at the dawn of the

century.

While Major League front

offices now employ advanced

statistical analysis and boast

a mind-numbing number of

economics and mathematics

majors, the movement has been

limited to MLB.
Minor League Baseball,

with its emphasis on player

development rather than wins,

employs little to no traces of it.

NCAA-level baseball? Not a

trace.

So what could fancy stats do

for a program that boasts three

national championships and

numerous top five finishes?

First, we have to settle on a

statistic to measure. The most

popular advanced slat in baseball

is WAR, wins above replacement.

Basically, WAR is the metrics

community trying to summarize

a player’s total contributions to

their team in one, convenient

number.

By no means is it a perfect

statistic, but it is a heck of

a starting point to measure

a player’s true value rather

than simply relying on batting

average, home runs. RBIs and

on-base percentage for position

players, or ERA. wins and losses

for pitchers.

The statistic is trying to narrow

down a player’s value to a single

number that includes not just

traditional statistics, but other

stuff that gives players value

- defense, base-running, balls

put into play, etc. It gives fans a

method of comparing a slugging

first baseman to a supremely

talented defensive shortstop,

taking all variables into account.

So how do you calculate

WAR? Here’s a basic formula:

WAR = (Batting Runs + Base

Running Runs + Fielding Runs +

Positional Adjustment + League

Adjustment + Replacement

Runs)/(Runs Per Win)

A lot of addition and a little

division.

For this, we'll use one player

- sophomore catcher TJ Condon

- as our case study to measure

the effectiveness of the stat at

this level. Condon, through 26

games, is destroying everything

he secs, producing a disgusting

.488/.563/.930 slash line that

borders on insane. Condon is

clearly JJC’s most prolific hitter,

but if we had to attach a single

number to him. what would it

be?

To use the basic formula above.

one would need a slew of statistics

that just are not collected at this

level. But thanks to Sl.com und

their “Simple WAR Calculator’’,

we can plug in statistics we do

have, which would give Condon

a Major Lcaguc-likc rating, while

also projecting his financial

worth if he replicated these exact

numbers in the Bigs.

To do it. we take Condon’s

strikeouts (12), stolen bases (1).

batting average (.488), plate

appearances (86). gumes played

(26), position (catcher), defensive

rating (6 out of 7, based on

fielding percentage), und base-

running rating (3 out of 4).

The verdict? Condon has

accrued a WAR value of 1.7,

which means he’s ulrcudy been

worth almost 2 wins in just 26

games all by himself. Condon’s

projected value for this type of

production at the big league level

over the same period of time?

$7.4 million annually.

If you stretched out Condon's

performance to 500 at-buts in 1 62

games, his WAR value would be

a phenomenal 5.9 with u financial

value of $26.6 million annuully.

If his production holds over the

course of JJC’s games, Condon

will own u WAR vulue between

2.6-29.

By comparison, sophomore

inficldcr Jeff Duschcnc, who

owns a 221/.294/.260 slash line,

holds a WAR value of 0.5, which

illustrates what looks like a small

difference to the naked eye, but

actually represents a wide gulf.

Duschcnc is just productive

enough to be u plus player, but

is nowhere near Condon's well-

rounded number.

You could take JJC’s entire

position player pool, create a

simple WAR value for each

player and craft un optimal

lineup from there using a one

number. Sume can be said for

the pitching staff as simple

WAR also has a ’plug-n-chug'

formula for pitchers.

Can udvunced statistics help

a team like the Wolves win

games? Maybe. It can't hurt

them, and it certainly wouldn’t

hurt to try it out and sec if

acceptance of basic metrics

cun eventually lead to deep

and involved stats such as WAR.

RA A, WAA and onwards.

Billy Beane, the

groundbreaking general manager

of the Oakland Athletics and the

face of the metrics movement

within baseball front offices,

understood that you cither adapt

or die. Joliet Junior College has

a rich tradition in baseball but is

at a constant disadvantage being

a Division 111 school.

How do you muximi/c the

talent you do bring in? How do

you craft simple numbers that cut

through deceptive surlnce stats

such us batting average, home

runs, runs batted in and on-base

percentage?

By adapting.

Graphic h
\/ Brittney Andersen

SAIC School of the Art Institute

of Chicago

AMERICA'S MOST INFLUENTIAL
ART AND DESIGN SCHOOL
SAIC encourages investigation that is interdisciplinarg,

collaborative, and experimental.

APPLICATION DEADLINE: |UNE 1

CLASSES BEGIN FALL 2015

MERIT SCHOLARSHIPS ARE AVAILABLE.

APPLY NOW:
saic.edu/ugmerit

saic.edu/ugapp

ADMISSIONS
312.629.6100

|
800.232.7242

ugadmiss@saic.edu
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Softball

Overuse injuries common with pitchers
BY 1:1 IAS ALBF.RT

Sports Editor

In our modem era, sports

have become a very influential

und ultimately transcending

aspect in our lives. Whether

one participates in athletics or

spectates them, they understand

the importance that sports truly

hold.

However, with this importance

comes a high umount of attention

and analysis. There is a lot more

to sports than what you see on

'IV, whether it be relations,

practice or business.

One thing that is too commonly

overlooked, and its probability

ignored, is the aspect of injury

and overall player health.

When hiking a look at the

JJC softball program, health

definitely comes into question.

Worth noting is the fuel that

the team has just 12 players on

its active roster, two of whom
are designated as pitchers. In

comparison, rival program

Rock Valley’s softball team

is composed of 23 players,

including five pitchers.

Tuking the mound for the Lady

Wolves in 201 5 are Brianna Atteo

and Jasmine Frenzel. As ofMarch

23. through a total of 14 games,

the two pitchers combined for a

total of 1 11 innings pitched.

Due to accommodations, a

number of the games that the

Lady Wolves have played in have

been a part of double-headers,

in particular, against Moraine

Valley, both Atteo and Frenzel

saw time on the mound in both

games.

Whut this leads to is on

accelcnited number of pitches,

which according to the belief of

some within JJC’s stnlT, is not

something to be concerned about

in softball.

"Usually pitching in softball

isn’t something highly associated

with injury," said Brian Oustcyn,

a trainer at ATI Physical Therapy.

"Unlike baseball, pitching

in softball involves a natural

shoulder movement. That’s why

it’s usually safer. However, it’s

the number of pitches that come

into play."

‘Tendinitis is probably the

injury that’s most common
with pitching in softball," said

Oustcyn. “For the most part, it

generally is a result of overuse."

According to IwinBoro.com,

overuse of a softball pitcher's

arm can result in numerous forms

of tendinitis. If severe enough,

tendinitis can lead to temporary

paralysis, in uddition to pain.

“Recovery time can vary,

mainly dependent on the person,"

said Oustcyn. “For some, it can

take just a few duys of rest. For

others, it can take n few months.”

Oustcyn also feels that

complications with elbow,

particularly condylitis, are also a

potential risk.

“Some people know it as tennis

elbow," said Ousteyn. “It’s a

result of overuse in flicking the

wrist. This one is generally not as

common as tendinitis though."

According to WebMD, tennis

elbow cun easily be treated with

rest und some icing.

Whether or not the risk

seems to be high in the mind

of a professional, statistics can

tell an important story. The

Blazer’s own Jnmi Shawmakcr,

a former pitcher for Benedictine

University, supports this claim.

In her editorial on her softball

experience, she mentions a stat

done during a study administered

by UC Denver from a few years

ago.

"The injury rate (per 1,000

athlete exposures) wus 1.15%

for high school students and the

nationally estimated number

of injuries totul in competition

and in practice was 58,124 total

injuries,” said Shawmakcr.

This shows that even with a

“safer” method of pitching and

a play style that is considered to

be a bit less violent, there are still

plenty of injuries in softball.

More important are the

potential for long-term injuries.

To summarize what

Shawmeker said, she dealt with

numerous injuries from what she

called “poor coaching decisions."

She also put emphasis on the

fact that she had suffered from

complications in her shoulders,

elbows and wrists, but also, and

even more surprisingly, to her

Achilles tendon, patellar tendon

and even her hips.

Relating to tendons once again,

according to WebMD, “tendon

injuries may seem to happen

suddenly, but usually it is the

result of many tiny tears to the

tendon that have happened over

time.”

WebMD also mentions that an

injury to any tendon may continue

to deteriorate if proper rest and

treatment aren’t taken.

This means that if a pitcher

suffers an injury to a tendon and

doesn’t know it because it may
be difficult to notice, due to its

progressive aggravation, then

the injury may begin to grow in

severity.

According to medicineonline.

com, if left untreated, tendons can

rupture over a long period of time.

In the ease of the Lady Wolves’

pitching staff, major injuries

haven’t been a part of their story,

so far.

“It’s been tough on them so

far." said Lady Wolves head

coach Emily Marino. “They’ve

had to see a lot of action on the

mound, but they’ve worked

through it.”

To Atteo and Frenzd’s credit,

they aren’t daring to complain

about their high usage.

“It’s really no different for me
than it was last year," said Atteo.

“I saw a lot of time last season.

This is just a bit more than that.”

“I had to play a decent amount

in high school," said Frenzel.

"This isn’t too new to me."

In a climate where pitching

injuries are more and more

common, these are troubling

testimonies from student-athletes

who may not be able to see

trouble ahead.

Nonetheless, outside of the

debate of health, it is better for

a team and its pitchers to have

more options on the mound.

This is evident for the Lady

Wolves, whose team ERA
is above 10. As of Atteo and

Frenzel have each put together

a 9.26 ERA and 11.15 ERA,
respectively.

In comparison, the Lady

Wolves are only scoring 5.95

runs per game.

When you are struggling to

score and having difficulty with

runs allowed, wins can be hard to

come by. as evidence of the Lady

Wolves 3-19 record.

Where things are even further

alliterated is shown in a situation

that occurred on April 10, against

McHenry County College.

The Lady Wolves were leading

3-1 entering the third inning.

With no outs, Frenzel allowed

two straight hits and a walk to

load the bases.

In similar situations, on teams

with more options on the mound,

a coach may make the decision to

pull their pitcher and put a fresh

one in their place to get out of the

ugly situation.

However, the Lady Wolves

were sort of “dead to rights" and

were forced to stick with Freznel.

As a result, McHenry County

scored four runs and took a 5-3

lead, and they’d eventually defeat

the Lady Wolves by a final score

of 9-6.

Essentially, this shows that by

carrying only two pitchers, you

are not only compromising the

health of pitchers, but also your

chances of winning.

Worth noting is the Blazer’s

inquiry to speak with an NJCAA
representative on the matter was

met with no response.

For the Lady Wolves and their

2015 season, there are many
challenges, including pitcher

usage. The hope was and remains

that both pitchers can stay healthy.

It will be interesting to see both

the health of the pitchers, long

and short term, and the state of

the team come season’s end.

Joliet Junior College Wolves Baseball Schedule

Thurs., April 16 Sauk Valiev 2 p.m.

Sat., April 18 Rock Valley noon

Sun., April 19 Milwaukee noon

Tue., April 21 Oakton 3 p.m.

Thurs., April 23 South Suburban 3 p.m.

Sat., April 25 Du Page noon

Sun., April 26 Madison noon

Tiles., April 28 Triton 2 p.m.

Wed., April 29 Olive-Ha rvey 3 p.m.

Joliet Junior College Wolves Softball Schedule

Thurs., April 16 Kankakee 3 p.m.

Tue., April 21 Triton 3 p.m.

Fri.. April 24 Black Hawk 3 p.m.

Sat., April 25 Prairie State 3 p.m.

TRADITION INNOVATION
V THIS IS WHERE THEY MEET
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Softball from page 1

Marino. “We're playing against

opponents that we’re more

familiar with. We know these

opponents a lot better, which

should lead to more competitive

games."

Lately, that has begun to be the

case.

Outside of late-March losses

to Rock Valley, the Lady Wolves

split their double-header against

College of Dupage. Even in the

game they lost to Dupage, the

Lady Wolves were more than

competitive.

“The key is just to keep

improving," said Marino. "As

long as we keep getting better,

we’ll continue to win more games

and feel better about ourselves."

One thing that is undeniably in

need of improvement during the

conference stretch is pitching and

defense.

The Lady Wolves are allowing

10.78 runs per game thus far this

season. In contrast, they’re only

crossing the plate themselves

5.95 times per game.

In a less stacked division, 5.95

runs per game wouldn’t look so

bleak. Unfortunately, it’s not

nearly enough to be a consistent

winner when you allow so

many runs against such tough

competition.

The solution may lie in the

demeanor of the Lady Wolves

and their perspective in relation

to the game.

“1 think we definitely need

to be more confident,” said

Marino. “We need to believe in

ourselves a bit more and just gel

back to the basics of the game.

Just try to make things simple

again."

The defensive woes are not

only due to fielding. The mound

has had a tough time thus far

this year, being that the team is

working with just two pitchers.

“They’ve had their work cut-

out for them," said Marino.

The two pitchers. Brianna

Attco and Jasmine Frenzcl.

have combined fora 10.16 ERA
and have just about split 124.2

innings of play.

Both Atteo and Frenzel also

see that the team’s solutions may

be reliant on their confidence.

“Confidence is something

that everyone here needs," said

Atteo. “We’re a talented team

and I don’t think we’ve shown

everything that we’re made of

just yet. Believing in each other

is something that our coach

preaches."

For the Lady Wolves, it will

take quite a bit of effort and

commitment. But if they’ve

shown anything, it’s that they are

a resilient bunch and they can

take punches.

It’s beyond impressive that the

Lady Wolves have been able to

put together victories with just a

1 2-player roster. There are teams

that would likely forfeit with just

12 players.

l"he biggest key for the Lady

Wolves is going to be. as the

coaches and players alluded to,

their confidence

If the Lady Wolves can

continue to believe in their

selves and each other, they're

capable of some great things

llirce wins in four gomes and

back-to-back shutouts is evidence

o! tills

It will be more than interesting

to watch exactly how things

piny out. You can’t help but

root for them and calling

them hard workers is a major

understatement.

Photo by Jen* Schonitvr

Jasmine Frenzel stares down the opposition In Friday's game against McHenry.

NORTH CENTRAL COLLEGE naperville, il

HERE’S WHAT WE HAVE PLANNED FOR YOU
Presentation topics include ^

» Transfer Admission J
» Financial Aid J
» Student Life

You will also have the opportunity to meet our faculty and

student life staff and take a walking tour of our beautiful

65-acre campus in Naperville's Historic District.

JOIN US FOR OUR

Transfer Visit Day
Saturday, April 18, 2015

North (i ntkai.BCoiii c.i

To learn more about North Central College's Visit Day program and to register, visit northcentralcollege.edu/transfer-visit or call 630-637-5800
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Wolves hitting their stride at the right time

BY ADAM TUMINO

Staff Writer

After stumbling out of the

gates, the Wolves seem to have

hit their stride and arc beginning

to sprint with it.

The first 1 5 games this season

were not kind to the hometown

nine, with JJC dropping 12 of

those contests while their offense

sputtered to the tune of just over

four runs per game.

Since then, the Wolves have

munaged to flip the switch over

their last 1 1
,
posting u 9-2 record

in that span. During this stretch,

they’ve averaged 9.6 runs per

game.

Worth noting were the 20 runs

they scored ugninst N4C rival

Rock Vullcy on March 3 1 and the

22 they put together the very next

day ugninst South Suburban.

However, heud couch Wayne

King docs not see the recent

victories us u definitive statement

out of his ballclub.

‘‘We’re pluying some teams

right now thut we arc supposed

to beat," suid King. “We’ll take

the victories."

With a more predictable and

stublc schedule, we should

expect to see a high-powered

ofl'ense for the rest of the season.

77icy probably won’t score 20

runs in back-to-back guincs very

often, but we should sec a lot of

wolf prints being mude in the dirt

on home plutc.

After un outstanding freshinun

seuson, All-American catcher

TJ. Condon has somehow

ntunuged to improve.

His split line sits at u

remarkable .506/.579.975.

TJ. has already surpassed last

senson’s home run total, having

belted four long bulls this season,

lie is ulso on pnee for over SO

RBI, with 32 thus far, after

driving in 44 Inst year.

Sophomore outfielder David

Hill is ulso having u very solid

year. He is second on the teum in

batting average and RDI, and tied

for the team lead in steals with

sophomore infieldcr Cameron

Bass.

Both players have swiped

six bags a piece. Last season’s

standout Colten Trager has put

an early slump behind him and is

now sitting with a .290/.476./419

average.

Hie real concern now is the

inexperienced pitching staff,

which is surrendering nearly six

runs a game.

"We’ve still got a long way to

go,” said King in regards to his

inexperienced staff

“We’re struggling. We’re

putting a lot of guys on base via

walks," udded assistant coach

Gregg Braun.

While both men arc correct in

their assessment, it is important

to point out that there have been

several pitchers dealing with

injuries this season. There is a lot

of pressure on the healthy players

to produce.

Thomas Goodyear, the only

sophomore on the pitching staff,

has just returned from an early-

senson injury. He hus been very

successful in his limited time,

posting un ERA under one in 10.

1

innings pitched.

Freshmen Nick McKinney and

Trevor Maly have impressed so

far. Their ERAs stand at 3.43 and

3.55, respectively.

A plcusant surprise has been

the rise of freshman Thomas

Jeffries. He leads the team in

wins und innings pitched, and is

tied for the team lead in starts and

complete games.

"As u freshman. Tom is filling

in and becoming one of our

leuders on the rotation,” said

Braun.

The highlight of Jeffries’

seuson was the no-hitter he threw

on April 3. He was in control from

the first pitch to the final out, only

allowing one base runner off of a

walk.

With a performance like this

out of one of their pitchers, the

Wolves need to provide support

on defense, which has to be point

of emphasis.

While Condon and Trager

have both been solid at the

catching position and are

gunning down about one third

of attempted base stealers,

mistakes are being made on the

field.

Sophomore outfielder Ron

Sessler is the only everyday

pluyer who has not committed

an error. The team fielding

average is a disappointing .926

fielding percentage, which isn’t

sitting well with King.

"The defense still needs to

shore up." King said.

As of April 8, the Wolves own

a good-not-great 12-14 record.

They have bounced-back nicely

from their early struggles and

are in a decent position heading

into the final month of the regular

season.

“It’s never going to be perfect,

but it’s at least getting better,”

said coach King.

We will soon find out which

team the Wolves are: the team

that struggled early or the team

that seems to have figured it out.
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Police work:

Perception not

always reality Joe Kuhn has been JJC's head coach since the 1997 season and has 408 career wins.

n
The recent headlines mirror

traits of times gone by where

bigotry, discrimination and

demonstrated hate plagued the

nation.

In a span of three years,

there have been riots, plenty of

speeches from NAACP leaders,

and fatal encounters between

unarmed black men and lethally

armed white men whom, more

often than not, are police

officers.

Beginning in 2012 with the

case of Trayvon Martin, racial

tension resurfaced in the country

in a way that many people did

not expect. This was due to two

things: the debate of whether

George Zimmerman - a civilian

- was right to pursue and fatally

shoot an unarmed Martin, and

President Obama’s words just

six days after Zimmerman was

found not guilty.

"Trayvon Martin could've

been me 35 years ago." Obama
said, during his now-famous 1

7

minute speech in 2013.

See Police page 3

by Elias albert

Sports Editor

Wolves head basketball coach

Joe Kuhn is set to be inducted

into the Illinois Busketball

Coaches Association Hall of

Fame as part of the 2015 class.

The induction will inkc nlucc at

Illinois State on May 2.

"It is a great honor to be

selected to the IBCA,” said

Kuhn. "There ure u lot of great

coaches in that group und I am
humbled to be joining them."

Some of those great coaches

include legendary names like

Michuel Bailey, a 21 -time

championship winner lor three

Students experience top-fllte $ee Eating Dage 4
food at Chefs Table to go.

°

Chicago high schools, and Bill

Shay, who was historically good

during his time at Loyola.

Kuhn, who hus been the

Wolves heud couch since 1997,

has posted a 408- 1 84 record

since tuking the position at

JJC. More importantly, he’s

led the Wolves to six nntionul

Out of those appearances,

Kuhn’s Wolves advanced to the

Nulionul Championship game

three limes and won it in 2010.

"My favorite memories are

of course winning the 2010

National Championship," said

See Kuhn page 12
unimnment uppenmneev

Sin takes the cake

with superb production

and incredible acting
BY SlIANIELLF FULTON

Staff Writer

For those of us that arc of the

human persuusion. sinning is

just part of the gig of living life.

It's utmost unavoidable unless

you urc surrounded by people

who urc sunshine und rainbows

und never provoke wrath from

you.

Or you never ask for seconds

at the dinner table or grab a bug

of Cheetos post-desert to get

your gluttony going.

Or you've never gone to

Target and checked out the

lovely cashier behind the counter

to get lust boiling in your mind

Point is, at the end of the day,

we’re ull sinners here.

So. when a play at JJC debuts

with a unique concept of every

character being the embodiment

of one of the seven deadly sins

you'd be doing yourself a great

injustice if you didn't even think

about going.

From someone who hus seen

every play in the 2014-2015

the JJC Theatre has put on, this

easily gels my vote as the best

one yet.

See Sin page 10

Wolves up and down all season
BY ADAM TUMINO

Staff Writer

The Wolves’ 2015 season

has been a confusing and

unpredictable one. They started

slow, caught up, slowed down

again, and then got hot.

They finally cracked the

.500 mark for the first time this

xartn with a win u\a .Sauk

Valley on Thursday. April 16.

With the season winding down,

this would be the perfect time to

start winning.

With so many games in a

baseball season, getting hot

at the right lime can allow a

struggling team to do some

damage.

See Softball page 16

Correction: ATI
In o column in our last issue, our

columnist incorrectly identified

All Physical Therapy as the

contracted trainer fat Benedictine

Univenily in 2012. We opologi/e

for this error. All. according to our

athletic staff, provides excellent

care for JJC
-

student-athletes and

maintains a strong reputation as

one of the leaders in ita field.



Opinion

Editors bid farewell to Blazer
by Joel Roza

Editor-In-Chief

Two years fly by fasi. Thai

seems to be the case with any

endeavor spread out over time.

The time flics, the work gels

done, and then you move on. But

the memories made between the

stories, deadlines, and countless

office arguments arc what will

keep this place in our hearts long

ufler we have departed.

For many of us here at The

Blazer, this was the first exposure

to the field of journalism. For

others, it’s a continuation in the

learning process,

Though I had been here as

sports editor for over a year, this

was by far and wide the biggest,

most challenging and most

rewording semester ofthem all.

It seems only fitting then that

two of my most trusted allies on

the editorial side of the house

would ulso be leaving with me.

I plucc a lot of personal pride

in the development of Eli Albert

and Olivia Bcrgagna. That's not

to say I'm solely or even largely

responsible for their growth,

nilher it’s un acknowledgement

ofjust how far both of them hnvc

come in such a short amount of

time.

Eli has been with me since the

beginning and his service to this

paper has been invaluable to us

all. No one truly knows the scope

of how hard Eli has worked, and

just how much he wants this

career.

He’s been stuck on dead-end

bcuts, conducted interviews

with walls, hud to write difficult

pieces, learned the hard way and

did it nil with an ease and a grace

that is rare in this industry.

I le’s tnken all ofmy advice, all

ofmy counseling, all ofmy abuse,
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all of my assignments and he's

put his mark on it. At the end of

the day. Eli’s voice is what shines

through and he's not far at all

from really cultivating that voice

into a marketable, attractive-lo-

an-cmployer asset.

As Eli continues on next

semester to Eastern Illinois

University (“Home of Tony

Romo’s first interceptions") and

the prestigious Daily Eastern

News, I have no doubt that Eli

will make the transition to daily

news and provide the same top-

notch service and loyalty there

that he exhibited here at JJC.

Olivia was my enigma coming

into this semester. A staff writer

last year with limited exposure to

our office dynamics and, least of

all, my lofty expectations, she was

promoted to copy editor and was

given a rough first assignment.

Thut first assignment did not

go well and ut our meeting to

discuss her work, I urged her to

stay on and give it another go. She

went one step further, showing up

bright-eyed and bushy-tailed the

next morning, ready to help us

set-up whut would become a very

successful Main Street table.

In the very next issue, Olivia

would write up one of the best all-

around features this publication

hud nin in years, investigating the

reasons why the Red Cross turns

away homosexual donors.

The story, with its iconic

imugcry und eye-popping

heudlinc, would be snatched

off of racks in a way that I had

previously never seen with The

Blazer. It started a string of

successful issues that culminates,

at least for our tenure, with the

issue you’re holding now.

It may seem trivial to laud

someone for simply coming back

after a bad moment, but make no

mistuke, this wus u crashing blow.

She still managed to summon the

strength of character to come

back with the right attitude and

become one of my most reliable

figures in the office.

That character will lead her to

good things in this business.

Next semester, Olivia will

head down 1-55 to Bloomington-

Normal and Illinois State

University where she will

continue her journalism career

with VidetteOnline, the school’s

online news source.

I wish both ofmy comrades the

absolute best in their futures and

I hope we all cross paths years

from now in this industry.

As for yours truly. I’m eternally

grateful to so many people for

the opportunity here. I’ve been

writing professionally since 2009

and, though I’ve seen and been

through a lot in that time, nothing

compares to this.

The relationships forged, the

personalities, the arguments, the

jokes, the pizza, the music, the

stories, the flashes of brilliance

and even the failures.

Earlier this semester, in a box

of old editions of The Blazer from

the 1970s and 80s, we uncovered

what is believed to be the oldest

living copy of The Blazer,

published March 23, 1955.

Looking through it, one gets

a humbling sense of perspective

we’re not just here, writing

for here and now and that’s all.

We're a part of something bigger,

something deeper. Our stories arc

the tales of our times, the proofof

our existence, and the evidence

thut events truly did happen.

In a few decades, someone

will find this semester’s copies of

The Blazer. In it, they’ll find an

unprecedented amount of social

commentary on subjects such as

Islamaphobia, police brutality,

the rise of ISIS, and concepts

such as free community college

for all.

They’ll also find in-depth

stories on RateMyProfessors.

com, the aforementioned Red

Cross story, and the dangers of

overuse in softball.

We have tackled tough issues

this semester with the kind of

journalistic integrity that only

comes through hard work,

research, and good, old fashioned

pounding of the pavement.

These arc our times and our

accounts of them. It has been an

honor serving as editor-in-chief

this semester, and 1 am excited

about The Blazer s future.

This paper is being left in great

hands with Andrew Hanton and

Shanielle Fulton assuming the

roles of co-editor in the fall.

Andrew just recently began

an exciting freelance career with

the Joliet Herald-News, so if you

want to get a taste of what he’ll

be bringing as the next fearless

leader of JJC’s student-run scribe,

check out his first feature on May
4.

Saying ‘goodbye’ is never easy,

but it’s time for me and my fellow

editors to move aside for the next

generation of writers, editors and

critical thinkers.

My utmost gratitude to past

editors Richard Maska, Alex

Forgue, photographers Lindsey

Cantrell and Jami Shawmeker,

and to all of our current staffers

this semester. It’s been wild.

Finally, to our adviser and

professor emiritus - Bob Marcink.

Thank you. Bob for your patience

and guidance. Also thanks for

giving me one more impression in

my growing arsenal of imitations.

As you know, imitation is the

most sincere form of flattery.

Fair winds and following seas,

my dear comrades. See you down

the road.

r — — — — — — »
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Letter Policy

The Blazer encour-

ages participa-

tion from readers

through letters.

Please sign and

provide a phone

number for all

letters so we can

verify the authenc-

ity of the letter and

sender. All letters

should be kept to

300 words or less.

We reserve the

right to edit letters

for space and con-

tent. You may send

letters through in-

teroffice or regular

mail, email, or by

dropping them off

at the Blazer office

at F-1009.

Contact information:

Blazer

1215 Houbolt Road

Joliet, Illinois 60431

Phone number:

815-280-2313
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Commentary
Police from page 1

This speech was a shock lo

some. Many could argue that

it was needed given the public

outcry. Other people looked at

the speech as a way of furthering

racial tension that should’ve been

put to rest.

However, there was not much
rest given. Over two years later,

similar cases are flooding the

news. All are ofequal importance,

but none have stood out like the

one that surfaced in Ferguson,

MO and incited riots.

Ferguson’s case focused on

Darren Wilson, a police oflicer,

who shot and killed Michael

Brown, a suspect in a robbery, yet

unarmed. The day after Brown’s

death, the citizens protested, the

cops donned their riot gear and

the media brought their cameras.

Albert White. an instructor

that teaches Cultural Diversity in

America and Intro to Corrections

at JJC, believes that they were

just standing for what they

believed in.

“I feel they were protesting

what is unjustified. The shootings

- well killings - of African-

American men.” White said.

“There always has been a lack

of faith in criminal justice and

the judicial system and both

have proven to be unfair and

unbalanced."

The riots had the same call for

justice as seen in the 1960s - the

physical tactics, the smoke, the

fire and just about every other

similarity. Yet. it all yielded the

same results: little to no change

and more problems.

"The public needs to

understand that whether they

agree (or not) with an officer’s

approach or attitude, the time to

debate it is not on the street which

can escalate the situation.” JJC

Police Chief Pete Comanda said.

“There are complaint processes

in all agencies that can address

these concerns after the fact. But

officers also have to understand

that the public has a perception of

them which is formed based on

their prior experiences with law

enforcement.”

Some of the public’s perception

can also be shaped by what they

v icw on TV. With all of the cases

being shown in the news, many
people can form their perceptions

because of headlines and facts

that are difficult to ignore

For example, the Pamir Rice

case in November 2014.

Rice was a young boy who
was fatally shot by cops while in

possession of a toy gun. While a

cop’s decision to use deadly force

can be debated, the uftermath is

difficult to debate.

On footage played by several

news sites, millions watched

the officers tackle and handcuff

Rice’s older sister when she tried

to run to his side. When Rice’s

mother came, the officers also

threatened to handcuff her if she

did not “calm down”.

“I think that police officers

today have no communication -

not only with African-Americans

but with the community at large."

White said. “Now we’re starting

to sec it come out on video. This

isn’t a new thing happening. 1

think police need more training

and interpersonal skills."

Police training has come
up as a key reason for why the

recent incidents have took place.

Comments such as “he’s trained

to do this" and “he’s trained to

do that” have been brought up on

numerous occasions. Including in

the case of Rice.

Those officers are in the center

of a lawsuit that Rice’s family

filed agaiast Cleveland for their

failure to properly train the

officers - the one that fatally shot

Rice was a rookie - and also for

their failure to gather information

about the other.

“Personally, I feel that unless

a person has a true desire to help

and protect people; and they want

to make the town, or in our case,

the college a safer and better

place, they do not belong in Law
Enforcement." Comanda said.

“People who arc just looking for

a job or for "power" do not muke
good cops.”

While the backlash over recent

cases always begets the questions

of on officer’s training, it also

brings forth the question: "to

shoot or not to shoot?"

The answer to that question

is probably one of the toughest

decisions a police officer has to

muke in their day-to-day lives.

Most of the high-prefile cases

took place in a matter of seconds.

(Rice’s took two.)

As Comunda put it. these

events occur without the benefit

of hindsight, video reviews and

witness statements.

"In a perfect world, one would

start with the least powerful

option and graduate through them

to the most lethal." Comanda
stated. “Unfortunately, violent

encounters do not always allow

an officer that option and they

must muke split-second decisions

as to where they need to be on
the use of force continuum. But

having these optioas is always

better thnn not."

For people not in low

enforcement, it muy be hard to

grasp the difficulties of shoot

or don’t shoot und thut's where

FATS comes into play.

FATS is an acronym for

FircArms Training Simulator,

which is u simulated police

shooting scenarios machine. The
machine projects real-life

scenarios on a screen and gives

the person going through it a laser

equipped simulation gun. As the

“police officer”, one gets taken

through the events as they unfold

und the person lias to muke the

decision of when to fire or not

fire.

The muchinc is interesting,

used in training officers, and

is an eye opener to non-law

enforcement who can’t seem to

put themselves on the other side

of the gun.

Even without u gun, officers

still muke life-changing decisions

that arc not easy to understand,

especially the ones that arc

painfully questionable.

“I can't breathe.”

These were Eric Gamer’s

repeated words on July 17. 2014.

a month before Ferguson took

place.

Fhe incident began when two
officers approached Garner und

the fatal pari of the encounter

was cuught on video. Officer

Pantaleo used a chokehold a

maneuver banned by the NYPD
- to take Gamer down. Pantaleo

and multiple officers preceeded

to pin Gamer down while he

notified them that he was unable

to breathe.

Afterwards, an autopsy

confirmed that Gamer’s cause

of death was "compression of

neck (chokehold), compression

of chest und prone positioning

during physical restraint by

police." In the end, his death was
ruled a homicide.

“No one wants to be judged

by the actions of others, nor

should they (be)." said Comanda.

‘Where are very few. if any, who
go to work with the mindset that

they urc going to abuse or kill

people Thai is not to say that

ubuse und bud decisions do not

occur, but the vust majority of

police do not plan those."

In the cases of Gamer, Rice,

und Brown, it is difficult to decide

wluit the driving fnctors for the

deaths were.

In ull coses though, each of the

men were in question of some

illegal activity - a dangerous

stereotype for most African-

Americans.

"I think A fricun-Americans

hnve proven to commit crime,

statistically.” White said "Js

it because we’re committing

more crimes? We are. I think

it’s because of a poor economy.

I think the role of the family and

the role of the community has

diminished.”

According to the NAACP,
African-Americans constitute

nearly one million of the total

two million people currently

incarcerated, which is six times the

rate of incarcerated Caucasians.

The Africun-Amcrican youth

represent 26 percent of those

arrested and 58 percent of youth

that are admitted to state prisons

"No one wants to be judged bv

the actions of others, nor should

they."

Statistics should not act as

a guideline for all African-

Americans, Not all African-

Americans arc in prison and not

all ofthem are a negative statistic

Also. the popular tag

tfBluckl ivesMatter docs not have

the word "only" in it.

People have been debating

whether or not there is a case of

exaggeration going on with the

cases due to the difference in

race. However, just because this

does not just happen to African-

Americans. does not minimi/e the

significance these events hnve

We’re barely 50 years removed

from n time when African-

Americans were being beaten,

fatally shot and killed by

officers and civilians alike with

regularity.

Docs that mean the officers of

today should be associated with

those of yesterday? Not at all. It

does mean that this country still

has a very murky reflection and

has to do its best to prevent it

from showing.

( omanda ollcrcd this solution,

"I think there needs to he more

awareness by the public of the job

law enforcement has to perform

and the stresses, dangers and last

paced decision-making an officer

has to make l-ach of the recent

scries of police shootings or

deaths need to lx- examined based

on the totality of live fuels that

were present during that specific

event
”

Not all police officers should

not be subject to the scrutiny

that others have actually drawn

Hie same, however, goes for the

victims.

Not every African-American

mnn will harm someone.

Stereotypes ore troubling, as

they always have been I lie best

thing to do is to be educated, Ik

aware and remember the quote

from J.K Rowling:

"We arc only us strong ns we

are united, as wcuk as we are

divided.”

Two Degrees, One Program
DDP kept me on track. Now I’m ready for big things.

From Associate Degree to Bachelor’s in one seamless program,
DDP students can:

Start at any of our 1 7 partner

community colleges

Get guaranteed admission to GSU

Lock in tuition rates for four years

Be eligibile for full tuition scholarships from GSU.

And you'll have your very

own academic plan from

day one of your Associate

program to graduation day

with a Bachelor's Degree

(7\\ Governors State
UNIVERSITY

Big Ideas Live Herew

For dates and information,

www.govst.edu/DDP

or 708.534.4490



News
Chef's Table to Go:

An artful display of culinary excellence

BYANDREW HANTON

Staff Writer

The fight between college

student’s taste buds and

checking uccounts has become

increasingly scrambled, but help

is on the way.

There is a little known treasure

operating under the feet of the

hundreds of people who pass

through J-Building every day.

The JJC culinary program has

been mnning a deli-like kiosk

called The Chefs Table To-Go

at the ground floor of J-Building

since 2011.

“This sturted when they built

A-Building...whcn they moved

the cafetcriu and food service

[from J-Building] to [the new

cafeteria]," said Chef Michael

McGrcnl, Department Chuir

for C’ulinury Arts. “[Originally]

food service would buy all of the

food and our students would be

in [the classroom] learning all of

the menu items and food service

would sell it."

When asked why the culinary

department started the kiosk,

McGrcnl continued, “when [food

service] moved, we still made all

of the food but then there wus

nothing to do with it."

"To transport [the food] all

the way ucross the bridge would

be a long haul, so we decided to

start [the kiosk] and that way we

could reimburse the costs [of our

program]."

Ihe kiosk is also n way to

use the food that the culinary

students make in the clussroom.

“The students are learning [many

skills] in the kitchen and ut the

end of the day we would have

all of that food prepared," said

McGrcnl.

"So, if wc used 30 lbs of beef

today for beef stew, instead of

just bas ing a bunch of product

left over that we have nothing to

do with it. we’ll turn it out there

and try to sell it back for cost and

that way we cun pay for all the

beefwe used that day."

McGrenl continued, “[we

can] keep money going into

the progrum so that we can buy

equipment and tools and more

supplies,
[
litis] way we can keep

the cost of our progrum down
too."

The culinary student workers

that run the kiosk are the

lifeblood of the operation. It is

an intensive program but the

rewards arc numerous.

Two main components that

keep the program naming

smoothly are JoJo Longton.

Kiosk Manager Intern and

Amanda McKee, Purchasing l ab

Assistant.

"This [experience] has been

amazing. It’s a new adventure

every day in culinary,” said

Longton. “This program is not

for the casual cooker, everything

is alw ay s ev olv ing and changing.

[like] the students different skill

levels.”

Longton continued, “It’s

always a challenge for us to work

with [the students] and meet

their different levels [and needs].

Some of these kids come into the

program never having cooked,

period.”

“It’s really fun to watch [the

students] from day one until the

end of the semester to evolve and

grow and learn that they really do

love [the program] and are not

just here because they couldn’t

pick anything else,” said McKee.

Hie kiosk workers “arc

typically culinary students in a

work-study program that have

taken sanitation and safety

classes,” suid McGreal. The

program gives them a great

addition to their resumes.

“I love it down there, said

culinury student Eric Haskell.

“The chefs are all really

personable. We’re getting really

good general experience.”

Haskell continued, "The

chefs are really interested in you

udvuncing. They will come in and

get hands on. They will ulso put

in the time to help you find a job."

Michuclu Mech, another

culinury student, added, “the

experience is fantastic for sure.

The only experience I had with

food service before this was

Wendy’s, so this is a big help."

Tustc and Cost

The students who run the kiosk

arc mostly freshman. During

the first half of the semester

there are only soups, salads

and sandwiches. The rcul treat

comes after mid-terms, when

the students have learned the

fundamental skills necessary' to

start producing hot entrees.

The most popular item is the

turkey bacon avocado sandwiches

according to McKee. “No matter

how many we make, wc sell out.”

she said.

flic sandwiches ure not the

only desired dish however.

"Hie people love and look

forward to the time when the

freshman are producing the hot

entries. People line-up for it.

They e-mail us to find when the

hot entries will be out,” said

Longton.

Another well-loved staple of

the kiosk are the lemon shake-

ups. These delectable drinks

arc made with your choice of a

freshly squeezed lemon, lime or

orange—or all threc--mixed with

a sizeable portion of sugar and

water, then shaken to perfection.

The environmentally conscious

among the population might

notice that Styrofoam cups are

still being used for the shake-ups.

There arc some logistical reasons

for this.

"We’ve tried using EarthChoice

cups before," said McKee. “They

were getting soggy before we

even got them out to people.”

"They melt too. Everything

melts. At least the Styrofoam

keeps them nice and insulated for

the people. When they’re getting

[shake-ups] they want them

cold,” said McGreal.

Amanda added, “I’ve tried to

order the [EarthChoice] cups that

the cufeteria uses for iced drinks

before, but they don’t come in a

comparable size. They’re either

bigger or smaller than what we
currently use and then wc would

have to adjust pricing."

The kiosk does use a

fairly noticeable amount of

environmentally conscious

containers. "Wc do use

[sustuinable] containers for [hot

entries], soup cups and soup

bowls. Any avenue that we could

get it in, wc did," said Longton.

McGreal added, “we could

sell the [cups] that are actually

an insulutcd, heavy plastic, but...

then we would have to upcharge

for the cup."

According to McGreal. hav ing

to adjust pricing and order more

expensive containers would put

them in the territory of becoming

a business.

"Our goal with this program

is to not lose money. We’re not

try ing to be a business. We don’t

want this to grow and start doing

1,000 people a day down here,”

said McGreal. “Our goal is to just

be able to sell the stuff that we

already make down here.”

A Savory Substitute

So students who are sick

of spending what little money

they have on the same mundane

burgers, fries and pizza at the JJC

cafetcria-the Wolves Den—are in

for a savory treat with the kiosk.

For the few who know of its

existence, this JJC gem is almost

a dietary necessity.

Kyle Killacky, a student at JJC,

visits the kiosk every Tuesday

and Thursday for his requisite

soup and sandwich. “I’m in J

[building] all week, so the location

and freshly-cooked quality of the

food keeps me coming back.”

Another student, Leo

Hernandez, gets his fix at least

once a week. “I prefer this [over

the Wolves Den]. The variety

is better and I feel that I get my
money’s worth. I also like to

know that [the culinary] students

are making the food.”

Students are not the only ones

with an appetite for quality. Ben

Roohani, Director of Technology

Support Services at JJC, stops

by the kiosk two to three times

a week. “The [location] is

convenient and the food is great. I

enjoy encouraging and supporting

the culinary students as well.”

Another little known secret of

the culinary department is that the

advanced level students run an

actual restaurant near the kiosk,

called the Saveur Restaurant. This

is where advanced level students

can make several different kinds

of dishes and get some real life

hands-on kitchen experience.

The Saveur Restaurant is open

to the public, not just students. It

is usually open Monday through

Thursday, 11am to 12:45pm.

However, it is preferred that

anyone interested in attending

make a reservation instead of

popping in since there are days

when it is out of operation.

To make a reservation, the

phone number can be found

on the JJC website within the

culinary department’s webpage.

The Chefs Table To-Go

kiosk is located at the ground

floor of J-Building, diagonally

across from the elevators. It is

open Monday through Thursday,

10:30am to 1pm.

Students need not give up their

right to a cheap and delicious

meal. Stop by the kiosk today so

you can have your lunch and eat

it too!

Photo by /ami Shmcmeker

A transaction Is completed at Chefs Table To-Go.
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Annual celebration brings awareness to JJC
By Jami Shawmeker

StaffWriter

The tumultuous times of the

1970s included a raging war

in Vietnam that most openly

opposed the last Beatles record,

the death of the great Jimi

Hendrix, and environmental

problems oblivious to the public

eye.

The hippie flower child

movement was at its height and

Rachel Carson set in motion

for change with her book Silent

Spring, hoping to bring forth

a different type of movement;

one that involved protecting our

home.

Carson capitalized on the

anti-war movement to help put

environmental concerns at the

head of the pack.

Earth Day founder Gaylord

Nelson, a U.S. Senator from

Wisconsin, witnessed the

devastating effects of the 1969

Santa Barbra oil spill and it

inspired him, along with the

anti- war movement, to "infuse

that energy with an emerging

public consciousness about air

and water pollution." It would

inevitably force environmental

protection to be front and center

on the public agenda.

On April 22. 1970, the first

official Earth Day. 20 million

Americans took to the streets to

raise awareness and promote a

healthy, sustainable environment

in massive coost-to-coast rallies.

In the 1990s. Earth Day
went global, consisting of 200

million people in 141 countries

organizing rallies and continuing

Carson’s work. The day. as well

os the movement, has continued

to grow.

Since the original movement,

the concept of Earth Day has

sky rocketed into the spotlight

worldwide.

This year there are events

happening all over the globe in

honor of Earth Day. Events like

the carnival, flash mob. and beach

cleanups going on in Madagascar,

or the activities provided by

GEER 2015 in Coral Springs

Florida, which includes a forum

for scientists to showcase the

latest scientific developments in

environmental technology.

There are events listed for

Earth Day from all over the

world including Africa, Asia, the

United States, the Middle East,

the Caribbean, Europe, and Latin

America on the Earthday.org

2015 webpage.

These events are not limited

to worldwide phenomena.

Local events take place, too

like Geneva’s “Clean the Park

and Green Fair” or, if one were

looking for something closer,

they could try the center bridge

at JJC.

JJC hosted its own Earth Day

event on April 22. The event

included poetry readings, booths

set up for students to learn

more about the importance of

protecting our Earth, and the Art

Show, which provided students

a way to not only use recycled

material, but to create und express

themselves through n variety of

ways.

Students submitted everything

from mixed mediu ponraits, 3-D

paintings, full on sculptures, and

abstract collaborations.

At the end of the day, winners

were declared.

Kaitlyn Harris took first place

for her helicopter and truck

made completely out of soda

cans. Shoshana McClurence took

second plucc for her 3-D canvas

portrayul of a "Toxic Seu". In

third place was Suzctte und

Caidcn Hinkle for their candle

sticks made out of re-purposed

material.

JJC did its due diligence to help

promote Earth Day to its students

but the truth is it is up to every

one ofus to further the cause. We
have to be the ones to pick up that

litter next to the garbage can or

make sure we pul the bottle in the

right reclining bin It is up to us.

And as the amazing Dr. SoU33

once eloquently wrote in the

Lomx, "unless someone like you

cares a whole awful lot. nothing

is going to gel better It’s not."

Photo by him i Shnwmekcr

One of the student-submitted Earth Day ontrtes for tho art show

held on Aprlll 22 on the brldgo at JJC.
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any accredited institution, so the

courses you’ve already taken will
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News
Chief Comanda facing non-renewal

at May 5 school board meeting
BY Ol.lVIA BFRGAGNA

Copy Editor

On Tuesday, May 5, the JJC

Hoard of Trustees will be holding

a special meeting open to

the public at 6 p.m.-to decide

whether or not Police Chief Pete

Comanda will have his contract

renewed for the next fiscal year

JJC President Debra Daniels

has recommended to the board

that Comanda's contract not be

renewed, according to a college

spokesperson.

Since coming on us JJC’s chief

of police more than 12 years ago,

Comanda has instituted many

changes to the school’s police

department.

In the beginning, Comanda

says that one major thing that he

remembers is that no officer

was allowed to carry a gun.

"I think that this

department has come a long

way, and we’ve done u lot

to improve," said Comanda.

"What we managed to do

was professionalize the

department and, in August

2003, we became an armed

department."

Me ulso listed the many
other progressions JJC police

have made in tlial time,

including the expansion

of the field training

program lor potential

officers and improvements

in the responses and

the effectiveness of the

department.

Comanda said he hus

always tried to muintain

a positive relationship

between the deportment and

the people of the community

Early on in his career

here, he realized that it

would be advantageous to

keep an open door policy.

"I love the fact that

anyone can walk in here at

any time." says Comanda.

"If you don’t keep that

personal contact with

people, then you become

aloof and you’re giving the

impression that they’re not

important to you.

"That's the part I enjoy

the most - the interaction

with people here and out on
the campus."

JJC Communications

Media Specialist Kelly

Rohder, confirmed that

Daniels has recommended

non-renewal for Comanda,

but she would not comment

otherwise.Specifics on how

the renewal process works

were also not disclosed.

Comanda, who also

opted to remain quiet on

the details concerning

his impending departure,

seeming to want to just get

on with the job rather than

get into speculation on

recommendation.

"1 think it’s important to the

department, to the students, and

the community that we serve

that wc not gel into the woods,

so to speak.” Comanda said.

"Ultimately, we're here to serve,

and that’s what wc have to

concentrate on."

Even with the recommendation

against him. and the looming

possibility of his 12-year career

ut JJC soon coming to a close,

Comanda still remains on the

positive side of things.

"Whatever docs or doesn't

happen to me. this is a good

department and they're

professional and they'll continue

to do that whether I’m here or

not," Comanda said. Police Chief Peter Comanda Courtesy ofjjc.edu
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The Coolest Job Around!

NOW HIRING!!!!
Route Delivery Drivers - Loaders - Production

$9-$15 p/hr

NEED A JOB TO PAY FOR SCHOOL?
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Benefits include:
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-Flexable hours to work around your school schedule.

-Job security for 4+ years while in school and beyond.
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-Minutes from JJC

If you're a movtivated individual, do not hesitate to join our team!
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Callus: (630) 783-9081
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NEWS
Food guilt has no place in a consumer's world
BY MOLLY NOVOTNEY

Staff Writer

I have a confession to make:

I love eating Chipotle. If I had

the money, I would probably eat

there three times a week.

Now, if you just read this, you

will probably have one of two

reactions.

If you’re an agriculture major,

you’re probably completely

shocked that I would even admit

to patronizing a business that

markets against conventional

agriculture.

If you're not, you’re probably

thinking. "Why is this even a

confession? Doesn’t everyone

enjoy Chipotle now and then?”

For those of you that had the

second reaction, allow me to give

you some information.

Chipotle is a Mexican fast

food chain that serves what they

refer to as “food with integrity."

According to Chipotle's website,

their founder Steve Ells learned

about the meals, dairy products,

and vegetables that they use to

make their products during in

1999, and did not agree with the

humaneness ofhow the food was

produced.

Since then, they have started

a marketing campaign against

modem agriculture and their

practices. The biggest backlash I

can remember was their "Back to

the Start” video campaign, which

was uploaded to YouTube on

August 25. 2011.

Since then, most people that

have any slight connection

to agriculture have boycotted

Chipotle in order to take a

stand against their marketing

campaigns.

I was in high school in Seneca

when this occurred, and I had no

idea what Chipotle really was, let

alone ever tried it. I was just an

agriculture student, so I thought.

"Okay, there’s no Chipotle

restaurants near me so it should

be easy to boycott."

It was not until the spring

of my junior year when 1 was

visiting my sister in Davenport.

IA. that I had tried Chipotle for

the first time. My sister was an

agriculture teacher at the time

and was outraged by Chipotle’s

marketing campaign.

However, good food is good

food, and she suggested we get it

for lunch. I decided to "not knock

it until I tried it." and instantly

found out what everyone was

raving about.

My item of choice is the three

flour tortillas with steak, mild

salsa, lettuce, sour cream, and

cheese, and oh my goodness

that was some of the best food

I’d ever had. It was the closest

thing to authentic Mexican food

1 had e\cr tasted under the guise

of “fast food” Mexican, and l was

instantly hooked. My sister and

her friend had deemed it "the best

guilty food you’ll ever eat."

Fast forward to a few weeks

ago.

I now attend school here at JJC,

where Chipotle is a mere 15 to 20

minute drive away. I had decided

that during my break. I was going

to go get some lunch and I was

feeling some Chipotle

I asked a couple of my
agriculture teachers ifthey wanted

me to grab them something while

I was out. When I told them I

was going to Chipotle. I might ns

well have been telling them I was

going to kill someone.

I was instantly told that I

should have more respect than

that lor the agriculture industry,

and that I should be patronizing

businesses other than Chipotle,

und the list goes on.

My argument has always

been that my dollar is my vote,

and my vote goes toward good-

tasting food, no matter what the

marketing campaign.

While I don't necessarily agree

with their marketing, Chipotle

has some flat-out good Mexican

fast food, and until Taco Bell can

come up with a better tasting steak

taco. I’m still going to purchusc

steak tucos from Chipotle when

1 cun afford to do so.

This was the first time I had

ever experienced food guilt from

this side of the table. Food guilt is

pretty much what it says - people

making others feel guilty about

their choices in food.

I had really only witnessed

food guilt from those who choose

to eat organic. They usually tried

to tell others that their food was

giving them diseases, that organic

was the only way to avoid things

like cancer and autism und those

God-forsaken GMOs.
Never had I felt people from

what I thought was "my side" tell

me that I was doing things wrong

And right then und there. I

realized that I was wrong in

believing that there were sides to

this argument

I had the opportunity to attend

the AgChat National Collegiate

Conference ut the beginning of

this semester. At this conference,

we learned about how to

communicate effectively with

others about agriculture, and

how we should avoid try ing to

"educate" consumers und instead

focus on finding common ground

and communicating with them.

One of the speukerx we had

the honor of listening to was the

author of the book No More Food

Fights!, Michele Payn-Knopcr.

She had said that so much of

the time, we on the agriculture

side end up talking down to

consumers and attempting to

"educate" them because "we are

agriculture andwe know so much”
and the "consumer is uneducated

and needs to be taught," instead

of try ing to find common ground

and actvuilly talking about food.

Pnvn-knopcr also said that

there are no real sides, because

in the end. whether we purchase

organic or conventional food, we

are both consumers looking to

feed ourselves and our families

the healthiest food that we can

get. and that there is absolutely

no room for food guilt in the

marketplace

It was only when I hod

experienced it firsthand (lutl I

really realized that it was such an

Food guilt truly has no place at

the dinner table or at the grocery

store No blogger should Ik

telling you that you are feeding

yourself and loved ones poison

unless you’re feeding your family

lethal dosages of cyanide, which

would Ik messed up.

No person should be telling

you that you shouldn't eat at

ccrtnin restaurants unless

you're going to eat at a restaurant

that Ims recently fuiled their

health inspection, which would

be a bad idea.

TWO MEN
AND A
TRUCK
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10 ENTERTAINMENT
Sin from page 1

Kingsman: Secret Service
Star-studded spy film helps to bring new life to the genre

Compiled with my favorite

actors from all the previous

productions, Sin takes home

the gold. Ihc cast is led by two

amazing actors in Rebecca Sadler,

participating in her first acting

role in the 2014-2015 season, and

the returning Bobby Smith.

Sudler gives great life to

Avery, a 30-somcthing-ycar old

control freak who is surrounded

by sinners, and Smith gives a

sympathetic, yet humorous, feel

to Michael, un alcoholic doctor

whose marriage with Avery is on

the rocks,

Set in 1989. the pluy follows

Avery on u journey of self-

discovery before, during und after

the Sun Francisco earthquake.

She is a 30-somcthing-ycur-

old woman, who is surrounded

by sinners. Her job is doing

helicopter trullic reports while

being overseen by an angry boss

that makes Donald Sterling look

like the Pope.

Throughout the play, many

characters are introduced and

muny characters break the glass

ceiling. It’s not very often that I’ve

seen productions where everyone

is equal in terms of performance

and importance. Usually there's

one actor who's not that good or

holds little to no significance. Not

this time.

Every character that

surrounded Avery played their

part to perfection and made you

want to give them a genuine

round of uppluuse at the end of

each scene.

To mention as many as I

possibly cun. I'd like to give a

shout-out to the uctors who made

me nearly collapse with laughter.

Melanie Morris as glutton

ridden best friend, Austin Wayne,

who played the greedy date, and

Ted Agbernaple as the lust-filled

creeper at the bar.

Also a quick shout-out to Juan

Munoz who is great in any role

he’s in, especially when it’s for

comedy.

I’d also like to tip my hat to

Zach Bloomfield for capturing

this pluy and muking it not only-

funny, good and genuine, but also

relatuble.

The ensemble cost was

tremendous, the script was great

und the stuging was fantastic. If

we’re rating this play out of five

sturs, I give it four and a half.

So, my fellow sinners, on

behalf of you all that sinned by

not unending, I forgive you for

missing the greatest production

of this school ycur.

BY JENS SCHOMMER

Staff Writer

Whether it’s 007, Black

Widow, or Cody Banks,

everybody is familiar with the

special sub-genre of cinema we

all like to call ‘The Spy Film.’

It’s an area filled with gadgets,

evil masterminds, and gorgeous

rival agents who you know you

probably shouldn’t trust, but are

going to anyway.

Kingsman: Secret Service, the

newest entry into the genre, was

recently released and I decided

to sec how well it added to the

collection.

The movie’s cast featured quite

a few big name actors including,

Samuel L. Jackson, Mark Hamill.

Mark Strong. Michael Caine, and

Colin Firth, all of whom put up

an entertaining performance

throughout the entirety of the

film.

The biggest surprise for me
while watching the film was the

casting ofTaron Egerton, a young

actor just beginning to make

it into the more popular major

motion pictures (Previous works

include Testament of Youth).

Egcrton’s performance

as the film’s street-smurt,

smooth-talking. pug-loving

main protagonist. Egerton was

enjoyable to watch and brought a

fresh feeling to the movie.

It’s always nice to see new

talent entering the big screen. He

also managed to avoid having

his performance be outshined by

his veteran co-stars, which given

how big their names are. is no

small feat.

If you ask a filmmaker what

the most important part ofmaking

a movie is. he’ll more than likely

tell you that all of the aspects are

equal. This may be true, but if

there is one thing that I think is

ignored by Hollywood today, it is

the effort of creating an original

story and avoiding relying on

cliche’s, sequels, and adaptions.

Mark Millar and Dave

Gibbons have done a fantastic

job of breaking away from these

patterns and bringing something

fresh to the table.

Just like any movie though, the

film does have its shortcomings.

Namely, the effects department.

While the action, story, and

acting are exceptional throughout

the film, the special effects and

CGI often look cheap and poorly

done.

As a society, I feel that we’ve

become somewhat desensitized

to most of the traits of the action

genre: fight scenes, car chases,

explosions. Kingsman has

definitely earned its R rating and

in the best kind of way.

What it lacks in good CGI

it more than makes up for in

interesting, tense, and incredibly

entertaining fight scenes.

All in all. Kingsman was

definitely worth the price

of admission. It brought

a lot of originality to the

table that I challenge other

directors, screenwriters, and

cinematographers to match.

Courtesy ofimpawards.com
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Joe Bonamassa breaks through to Daylight

630.682.6000 www.iit.edu/sat

BY JOEL ROZA

Edilor-in-Chicf

Here we arc. The last edition of

Deep Cuts that I’ll ever write for

this publication. Pardon me while

I sop up my tears.

After two years of nuggets

from the likes of Black Sabbath,

Buckingham Nicks. Dio, Deep

Purple. Rival Sons, Tame Impala,

Blues Pills and others, my final

contribution to your hearing

health is the head-on crash of

awesome that is Joe Bonamassa’s

2012 release Driving Towards

The Daylight.

It’s no secret that every album

I’ve presented in this space has

been an album I love. Obvi.

But let’s not get lost in

hyperbole - they’re all uniformly

awesome and this record is no

different.

The beauty of the blues is

that it feeds into nearly every

other genre of music. Rock,

metal. R&B. rap, pop. jazz, folk,

country. You name it, the blues

have touched it.

Bonamassa is likely our

generation’s most mainstream

blues player. He takes that role

seriously, filling his records with

enough musical history, tasty

licks und hooky lines to make you

think that feeling in your chest is

heart palpitutions.

It might be. so get it checked

out just in case. But 1 digress.

The album kicks oil' with the

heavy blues chunker ‘‘Dislocated

Boy", which has one of the most

infectious choruses in my recent

memory. If you’re a devotee of

Bonamassa’s work, you likely

know of his seemingly magical

ability to craft choruses that stick

in your head like they were glued

in.

"Stones In My Passway’’ is a

cover of an old Robert Johnson

song that really takes an already

killer rilT und electrifies it.

For those not in-the-know.

Robert Johnson is where the

conversation of the blues begins

- a somewhat mythical legend

whose music is consistently

mined. Riffs, passages, lyrics

and style are often lifted and

back and forth listening to this

hard hitting cover.

Bonamassa crosses other

stylistic planes throughout the

record, giving triumphant nods

to lorn Waits (“New ( out of

Paint”), Willie Dixon (“I (jot All

You Need”), and Benue Manden
(“A Place in My Heart”).

Perhaps the coup dc grace

of the piece however is

Bonamassa's own original

efforts the aforementioned

"Dislocated Boy", the album's

title track, and “Heuvcnly Soul”

All three give the album a feel

und direction that perfectly align

with the arsenal of covers Joe B
uncorks for this one.

The album wraps with

Bonamassa's cover of a Jimmy
Barnes tunc. “Too Much Ain’t

hnough Love", which features

Barnes himself on vocals.

Bonamassa's records have

always run the gamut of classic

blues and old R&B coven mixed

with original compositions, but

this effort is especially pleasing.

The job Bonamassa docs is

always top-notch, but his stable

of playen on this record is

enviable Brad Whitford. rhythm

guitarist for Aerosmith, handles

Courtesy oflwntwtasu.com

duties on ull but three tracks,

lidding a little veteran spice to

the proceedings I he ulwuys tight

rhythm section ofdrummer Anton

Fig and bassists Carmine Rojas

and Michael Rhodes keeps things

humming along throughout.

Arlan Schierbuiiin kills it on

organ, and Kevin "Caveman"

Shirley continues his beastly

production work, giving this

album a pristine, utmost divine

sound Boruimussa's guitar

sound and the drums stand out

throughout the record, so for all

you drummers out there grab

this and go to school.

This was Bonamassa's 13*

studio outing in 12 years, which

coupled with his near-constant

touring and endless side projects,

stands as por- for-the-course for

the former childhood prodigy

who once opened for BB King at

1 2-yeorvold, and played in bands

with the vms of Miles Davis,

Berry Oakley and Robby Kricgcr

before the age of 1 8.

The man ia nothing short of

brilliant, so if you’re into that

blues vjund but arc unsure as to

who to turn to get you into it, give

this record a spin and let Joe B
give you a little history lesson.
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covered by artists, old and new.

and Bonamuxsa is no exception

os this is just his latest tribute to

Johnson.

“Who’s Been Talking" is

Bonamassa’s cover of Howlin’

Wolf, with the added twist of

having Wolf himself introducing

the song from an old studio

session recording in which Wolf

is instructing his musicians how
to play the song.

“Sec one thing I like to try

to show people and tell cm. that

I don’t mean to bossy.” Wolf

says to his musicians before he

mouths the main riff which leads

to Bonamassa and his troops

thundering into their own forceful

rendition.

Bonamassa also takes on

recent Rock & Roll Hall of Fame
inductee Bill Withers, covering

one of Withers' deeper cuts (get

it!?). “Lonely Town Ixmely

Street".

It's amazing how effortless

it sometimes Mem) it is for

Bonamassa hr capture the

magic of on original track while

interjecting with his own brand of

raucous blues. With this Withers

track. I have a hard time believing

Billy himselfwouldn’t be rocking
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King lands historic

1,000
th career win

Courtesy of nicaa.org
Wayne King (left) after his 900th win.

BY JOF.I. ROZA

Editor-In-Chief

Winning n baseball game is

nol easy. Winning 1 .000 is seems

almost too herculean for Hercules

himself.

Hut on April 19, in the first

game of a double-header against

Milwaukee Tech, JJC head

baseball coach Wayne King

did just that, notching historic

win number 1,000 with an 11-3

blowout. The Wolves went right

back at it in the second half and

notched 1,001 for good measure

with u 7-2 victory.

King, u 2004 Region IV Mall

of Famcr, has now added yet

another crowning achievement

to his distinguished list of

moments in u career that has

spanned 29 seasons and included

three national championships,

II total NJC’AA World Scries

appearances, 15 Region IV

tournament championships and

seven N4C championships.

"The milestone means a lot

and shows the caliber of good

baseball players we have here and

the great assistant coaches I've

been able to work with," King

told I ini O'Brien of the Chicago

Tribune. "I feel very fortunate,

very humble, and it might just

mean I’m getting old."

Asked the timeless cliche

question of ifhe could sum up his

tenure in one word. King dead-

panned a cliche1 answer of his

own: “no."

“Good players and couches"

was King’s four-word response,

deferring credit to the legions

of student-uthletcs and assistant

coaches who have crossed his

path in his 29 seasons at JJC’. “Wc

teach, but the players still huve to

come to play and it speaks to the

level of players we’ve had."

King has always been at u

perceived disadvantage when

it comes to recruiting ut JJC.

As a Division III school, JJC is

unable to provide student-athletes

with scholarships. “I think our

program speaks for itself," King

said. "Wc built this thing up to

where people want to be here and

know we’re going to have success

on the field.”

King, who has been voted N4C
Couch of the Year seven times,

ulso serves as the school’s athletic

director. In 2009, JJC officially

renamed its field after King, who
has become un institution in his

three decades of sterling work.

On Saturday, the Wolves

scheduled a pre-game ceremony

for King, honoring his

achievements and illustrious

career.

“I'm looking forward to (the

ceremony)," King said prior to

Saturday’s game. “It is a milestone

to be proud of. something I’ve

worked hard for, and it is one of

those side rewards of coaching.”

"I've had a lot of people calling

- alumni, friends, and stuff like

that. It’s very nice hearing from

people who pluyed for 18 years

ago. Baseball took them as far

as it could and now they’re now
murried, (have) kids and I like to

see people succeed."

King’s 29 years huve spawned

countless teaching, coaching and

learning opportunities, but did

he ever consider leaving JJC for

greener fields?

“Early, because that was kind

of the game plan was to come
here and get a head coach title

behind my name for n few years.

I tried to get some jobs, and was

offered some jobs, but the next

thing you know. I’m the athletic

director. It’s a nice situation."

King doesn’t regret passing up

past offers und sticking with JJC,

using the benefit of perspective

und his nutural love of the game.

"Who else working here today

is sitting out here in the sun,

wuiting for a baseball game to

start and gets puid for it?"

King’s accomplishment comes

in the midst ofa resurgence by the

Wolves as they have managed to

dig themselves out ofa gruesome

3-12 start to post u 24- 1 8 record.

Kuhn from page 1

Kuhn. "But it was much more

than that one game. It was the

entire season with that group as

well as watching their personal

success in life continue.”

This induction won't be the

first time that Kuhn has brought

home some sort of honor. In fact,

he has won the District Coach of

the Year award six times.

Not only does Kuhn have a

knack for winning, but he also

projects successful attitudes upon

his players.

During his time at JJC, Kuhn

has coached 14 All-American

players and seven N4C “Players

of the Year."

With all of his awards and

accomplishments, and his

impending induction, Kuhn
relates it back to his tenure.

“It is an accomplishment that

is gained through longevity and

success.” said Kuhn. "In this

business, the only way you can

lust is to be successful."

For Kuhn, JJC wasn’t his first

time he’d assumed a coaching

position.

He held assistant positions

at Thomwood High School. St.

Francis and would later take a

head coaching job at Rich East

High School.

To Kuhn, there are more

important things than just winning

or losing a game.

“Even more important than

any one team or game is the

friendships and relationships that

have been made in the course of

this journey," said Kuhn.

Kuhn says he will be

celebrating his latest achievement

with his former assistant and

mentor John Jones during the

banquet and ceremony at Illinois

State.

In sports, there is almost a sort

of pressure at times to receive

honors such as a Hall of Fame
induction. But to Kuhn, pressure

from this has never applied.

“There is no pressure that is

associated with reaching this

milestone," said Kuhn. "I think

the pressure that I put upon

myself is to continue to develop

as a coach.

"I just want to be successful

on a yearly basis and help our

players become better people and

reach their goals."

Being successful on a yearly

basis is something that can be

associated with the Kuhn-led

Wolves.

The Wolves have averaged 21

wins per-season each of the lost

four years.

This past season, the Wolves

finished with a final record

of 20-11, in a season that was

actually considered to be a bit

of a disappointment with their

first round ouster at the hands of

College of DuPage.

Kuhn’s high frequency of

winning has not only become a

delicacy for those who follow

the JJC program, but it has also

become an expectation.

It may be a bit too soon, but

Kuhn has already begun preparing

for the next season of his journey.

“It is a little early to tell,”

said Kuhn. "But we have some

returning players that will help

and have signed a couple of good

local players."

Some of these signees include

Robbie Brooks of Plainfield

Central, Justin Williams, a Triton

transfer, and Jerry Gillespie, of

Joliet Central.

Of course, he has returning

talent that definitely sparked last

season.

Players like Daymeann
Stewart, Matt Hund and Alex

Parks, among others, will be key

pieces for the Wolves next season.

One thing is for sure, the team

will be led by Kuhn, who has a

proven resume and now a Hall of

Fame induction to further validate

the expectation for success.
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Campbell leaves behind great memories

as she signs with Limestone College
BY ELIAS ALBERT

Sports Editor

Lady Wolves guard Lc’Royia

Campbell has officially signed to

Limestone College with a full-

scholarship offer. She has spent

the last two seasons as a starter

at JJC after graduating from

Oswego East.

“I'm really excited to be going

there.” said Campbell. “These

last few days have been fun."

Limestone College is a four-

year, private college located in

suburban Gaffney. S.C.. Last

season, the Limestone Saints

went 34-2, which included

an undefeated record at home

and a Division II Final Four

appearance.

“It’s beautiful down there,"

said Campbell. "The weather is

always nice, which will be a lot

different than what I’m used to."

At Limestone, Campbell will

be studying physical education

as a continuation from her

Associates Degree at JJC.

Campbell. along with

numerous family members,

friends and coaches, enjoyed a

ceremony to commemorate her

signing on Sunday, April 19.

“It was awesome." said

Campbell. “A lot ofpeople came

A few of my coaches said a lot

of nice stuff before 1 signed my
papers. But after that, we just

ate."

Her coach at JJC. Shaun

Sanderson, is proud to have

coached Campbell.

“Le’Royia is one of the most

talented players to play here

at JJC." said Sanderson. “We

arc blessed to have her and the

Campbell family here in the

program."

During her last season ut JJC.

Campbell recorded II points,

4.6 boards and a 44.2 field goal

percentage. She also munaged to

play 28.2 minutes per game and

add 32 three pointers during the

season.

One thing that was definitive

with Campbell's play was

her leadership and ability to

seemingly take over games.

There arc numerous occasions

where Campbell would hit

back-to-back threes or muke a

signature assist to give her Lady

Wolves a vital edge.

Back in February of this year,

in a game against Rock Valley,

Campbell went 5-6 from the

three-point line in a 22-poinl

performance. At one point, she

scored eight straight to give the

Lady Wolves a lead for a brief

time.

Looking back to February of

2014. against Triton College, she

put together a strong 17 points

and shot 66 percent from the

floor, The Lady Wolves would go

on to pick up a dominant 78-48

victory.

Campbell thinks that her effort

from the last two seasons is what

propelled her to the next level.

“I think my confidence had u

lot to do with it." said Campbell.

“I pluyed all season with the belief

that I could be u great player and

thunks to that 1 got recruited
"

One thing that was cmphusi/cd

in Campbell's mind were the

interests of her family.

"The only downside is going

to be that I’ll be so far away,"

suid Campbell. “I'm really close

to my mom. But she said that

she’s going to come out there

once u month. I'm really looking

forward to that.”

Though she’ll be headed south

to continue her career. Campbell

will still remember her time at

JJC with great fondness

“I’m rcully going to miss my
teammates." said Campbell. “It

was fun here with them. Wc got

to hangout a lot, whether or not it

was basketball season."

Numerous people involved

with the progrant here at JJC

arc going to miss Campbell

fhis is especially the case with

Sanderson.

“Limestone College is not

only getting a skilled basketball

player," said Sanderson. "But

they are also getting an incredible

human being with a big heart."

"Stay tuned to Lo’Royln’s

future endeavors," added

Sanderson. "She will make JJC

proud."rw
HSKfW'

Photos courtesy of Campbell family

From loft: Shaun Sandorson, Lo'Royla Campbell, Rex Shnnyfolt.
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Condon racking up monster
numbers in other-worldly season
BY )OEL ROZA

Editor-in-Chief

If NFL running back

Marshawn Lynch has the market

cornered on ‘Beast Mode’, JJC

sophomore catcher T.J. Condon

might as well go ahead and place

a claim on ‘Mythical Killer Beast

Mode’, because he’s been in that

mode since day one.

While the Wolves (23-18,

14-4 N4C) are finally finding

their footing after a rough start,

currently riding the wave of a

five-game winning streak which

features wins by margins of ten,

nine, and six (twice), Condon has

been blasting the cover off the

baseball since before the snow

was fully eviscerated in and

around Wayne L. King Jr. Field.

.455/.525/.868 with nine

homers and 56 RBIs.

That’s Condon’s slash line

through 37 games, and 126 at-

bats. He’s got a K/BB ratio of 2:3

(16/18). He’s got 18 doubles and

seven triples, 41 runs scored and

60 hits. He’s reached base well

over half the time he’s come to

the plate.

“I give him (stuff) all the time

because I tell him he could have

had 1 0 more RBIs today ifwe got

enough runners on base,” head

coach Wayne King jokingly said.

“You just think he’s going to get

a hit every time up.”

According to King, Condon
hasn’t really changed anything

coming into this season with

his approach. “He’s probably

obviously a little smarter and

he’s thinking a little bit more

about stuff.”

For Condon himself, relaxing

has been key.

“After my first year, going into

(this season), 1 was a lot more

relaxed. 1 felt like I knew what I

had to do on plays without even

thinking.”

After a year in which Condon
won a Gold Glove for his work

behind the dish, he still felt there

was room for improvement

defensively.

“My main focus was to just

work my hardest defensively and

never be out worked,” Condon

said.

Condon feels his defense-first

approach has taken pressure off

ofhim at the plate.

“I guess that just relaxed me
more at the plate and I (use) cages

in Morris and I use those facilities

all the time, so that kept me in

shape and ready.

I was in the gym every day,

pushing myself harder each day.”

Nationally, Condon is ranked

first in triples, second in doubles

and total bases (105), third in

RBIs, fourth in runs, fifth in hits,

and sixth in homers.

A 2012 Minooka graduate,

Condon is every pitcher’s worst

nightmare. An OBP machine with

a penchant for crafting a big game
when his team needs one.

Condon’s most recent dominant

performance - April 23 at South

Suburban - saw Condon tune

Bulldogs pitchers up with a 5-5

day that included three homers

and eight RBIs, including a grand

slam.

With 1 2 games remaining

in the regular season, Condon

is on pace to place his 2015

season into the top 5 in numerous

school single-season offensive

categories.

Looking forward to the 2016

season, Condon is currently

committed to FaulknerUni versity,

a private Christian institution

located in Montgomery, Ala.

Though pro scouts have been

spotted at JJC games, Condon

says he hasn’t been contacted by

anyone, though he would be all

ears if the time came.

“I haven’t been contacted by

any pro scouts, but if the option

did come up, I would definitely

have to consider it,” Condon said.

“That’s what we work for

every day is going to the next

level. It’s always been a dream of

mine.”

While Condon holds Major

League dreams, his current goal

is getting JJC back to the Division

III World Series.

Photos by Jami Shawmeker

T.J. Condon takes a mighty hack dorlng regular season action. Condon Is currently the team leader In virtually every
major Individual offensive category and has been the catalyst for JJC's high-powered offense for two years.
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Resiliency and confidence still the story

By Elias Albert

Sports Editor

Just a handful of games and

practices separate the Lady

Wolves and the end of the

regular season. Through April

20, their 4-29 record (1-10 within

conference play) is good for sixth

in the N4C.

The Lady Wolves have

averaged four runs per game,

along with 6 hits per game.

They’re ranked in the top-25

nationally in both of those of

categories.

Throughout the year, the

Lady Wolves have put together

a .327/.419/.454 team slash at

the plate, which puts them at

26th, 24th and 26th in the nation,

respectively.

Also worth noting is the

fact that the Lady Wolves have

recorded three homers, two of

which came in conference play,

and 62 extra-base hits.

On the mound, the Lady

Wolves have had a challenging

time, but have been more than

up for the challenge. Head coach

Emily Marino highlighted this

earlier in the season.

“They’ve had their work cut

out for them,’’ said Marino.

Pitchers Brianna Atteo

and Jasmine Frenzel have

collectively put together a 10.24

ERA, good for 67 ,h
in the

country, and allowed a batting

average of .421, good for 26"1

in

the country.

Atteo has racked up 20

strikeouts and a 9.64 ERA while

Frenzel has accumulated 27

strikeouts and a 10.88 ERA.
Along with all of the

numbers, the Lady Wolves have

done things worth highlighting

this season.

Between April 4 and 10, the

Lady Wolves went 4-2, which

included two shutout victories.

They also put together 15 and

22-point in back-to-back games

against Oakton during that

stretch.

Catcher/outfielder Taylor

Bolyard has been sensational

thus far in her freshman

season. She has recorded a

.446/.506./770 average and

leads the team with 24 runs and

33 hits. She also leads the team

with 25 RBls.

The team has also seen some

production out of infielder

Tiffany Beckman. She has

recorded a .367/4 12/.456

average, with 18 runs, 29 hits

and 1 1 RBIs.

Marino has pin-pointed

specific things she expects from

her team. More than anything,

she has expected confidence

and simplicity.

“I think we definitely need to

be more confident," said Marino.

“We need to believe in ourselves

a bit more and just get back to

the basics of the game. Just try to

make things simple again."

To her pitchers, specifically

Atteo, confidence is a more than

important factor.

“Confidence is something

that everyone here needs,” said

Atteo. “We’re a talented team

and 1 don’t think we’ve shown

everything that we’re made of

just yet. Believing in each other

is something that our coach

preaches.”

Confidence, as always, will be

a key.

If the Lady Wolves can

manage to get things under

control defensively and find

more positivity with their hitting,

then there is no reason why the

Lady Wolves can’t be a threat

come playoff time.

They’ll need Atteo and

Frenzel to string together a

strong sequence of games to

gather momentum. The work of

the fielders may be just as, if not

more important in their defensive

strategy.

Offensively, the hits need to

start coming off of the bats.

The Lady Wolves are being

outhit 351-202. In turn, they’re

being outscored 317-1 34.

The opponents of the Lady

Wolves’ opponents arc showing

more efficiency with their mn-
to-hit conversion rate, which

stands at .903 in comparison to

their own .663 conversion rate.

For tilings to improve, the

Lady Wolves need to bring

down their opponent efficiency

and improve their own. With

improvement of offensive and

defensive efficiency, the Lady

Wolves can definitely improve

their chances.

What may result is a lower

score from their opponents

and more points on their side. If

their pitchers' ERA can drop to

around 7. and their own scoring

production can heighten to

somewhere around that, there is

no reason why the Lady Wolves

can’t start to see some new

success.

Resiliency is going to be key,

along with confidence, both of

which the Lady Wolves possess

and are capable of showing.

It won’t be easy, but it is more

than possible.

TRADITION/INNOVATION
s. THIS IS WHERE THEY MEET

It's the fusion of scholarly tradition and
innovative spirit fostering a community of

academic inquiry, discussion and debate

8™ SaintXavier
UNIVERSITY

Photos by lami Shawmckcr

LHP Jazmlne Frenzel winds up during JJC’s loss to Rock Valley.

C/INF Samantha Deal takes a swing versus Rock Valley.
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Baseball from page 1

Photo by Jami Shawmeker

Wayne King’s squad looks
to be that kind of team. After

an up-and-down-and-up-again

stretch that saw the Wolves go
from 3-12 to 12-14 to 12-16,

the team currently sits at 23-17

thanks in large part to a nine-

game winning streak that saw
King capture his historic 1,000th

career win.

“It was nice," said King. “The
kids wanted to get it for me as

soon as the season started. I

thanked them, but asked them to

focus on the remaining season
now."

Tlie 1,000-win mark
might have been just a minor
distraction, but getting it out of
the way allows the Wolves to

focus fully on the postseason.

“We still have improvements

that need to be made before the

playoffs start,” said King.

It is safe to say that this is more
than a hot streak for the Wolves.
This is a team finally running

on all cylinders. The offense has

been producing all year and the

pitching seems to be finally doing
their part.

The team’s combined ERA is

currently at 4.44, which is over a

full run lower than it was in the

first month of the season.

Most observers knew that the

pitching staffwould improve after

gaining more experience, it just

took a little longer than expected.

If the Wolves can remain a

consistent club, they could be in

good shape during the Region IV
tournaments next month.

King is pleased with the team’s

success within their conference,

pointing out. that “it is how you
pick up points for seeding.”

After their abysmal start, this

team has a decent chance to

make a run in the tournament.

It seemed impossible as recently

as last month, but the Wolves
might even have a shot at the

national tournament.

Let’s flash forward to next

season, when there will be a very

different baseball team playing

at Wayne L. King Jr. Field. This

year’s team was very reliant on
their offense, while the pitching

was relatively inconsistent.

Of the nine sophomore
position players that will be

moving on, five ofthem have hit

over .300 so far.

T.J. Condon, David Hill, and

Ron Sessler are all leaving at

season’s end. In that order, they

are the top three on the team in

batting average, hits, and RBI.
They are also three of the most
reliable defenders on the team.

Condon’s departure, in

particular, will leave a huge void

to fill.

“There is no doubt a player

like TJ will be missed,” said

King, “He has come a long way,
grown and matured as a person.”

Since day one, the

inexperienced pitching staff was
the main concern for King and
the Wolves. Though they have
settled in nicely, the freshmen
pitchers did struggle mightily for

much of the season.

The biggest benefit ofhaving a

ffeshmen-heavy staff one season

is having a sophomore-heavy
staff the next. Lack of pitching

experience should not be an issue

next year.

“These guys are getting great

experience to carry with them
into next season. Some are

growing right now and doing
very well,” said King.

Next season will have its

challenges, just as this season

did. Expect the offense to slow
down. It will certainly be difficult

for the Wolves to make up for

the lost production of so many
capable hitters.

The pitching staff should be
at least reliable, and hopefully

dominant. If their Iate-season

success is any indication, they

should carve up opposing

offenses next season.

Players to watch
Ron Sessler

Sophomore outfielder Ron Sessler

has been wildly productive

throughout the 2015 campaign.
In an April 19 matchup against

Milwaukee Tech, he posted four

RBIs off three hits, one of which
was a home run. For the season,

he has a .363/.460/.602 slash line

and is second on the team with 1

8

extra-base hits and is sinless in

the field.

Samantha Deal
Freshman catcher/infielder

Samantha Deal is definitely

a bright spot on the Lady
Wolves roster. In particular,

during an April 21 game
against Triton, she hit a triple

and even homered to keep
her team competitive. During
the season she has posted a

.310/.494/.483 average with

13 runs, 18 hits and 13 RBIs.
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Welcome Week festivities a hit

JiC students enjoying Inflatable obstacle course. Photo by Jens Schomincr

Criminal

Justice club

returns

by Shanielle Fulton

Co-Editor

Law enforcement is a

vital part of society. Without

officers to uphold the rules and

regulations, chaos would ensue.

In order to ensure that field

stays well intact, the future must

be crafted and able to measure

up to be the best they possibly

can. This is where Joliet Junior

College’s newest group, the

Criminal Justice Club, plays a

part.

Forming again after it was

down for a year, the club is led

by President Leonardo Mireles,

a student at JJC.

“I wanted the public to have a

method of connection to gaining

more knowledge on the criminal

See Club page 5

BY ANDREW HANTON another successful exhibition up and the events were able to be refreshments which included

' of fun activities on Wednesday held outside on both days. There hamburgers, hotdogs Hnd tacos;

Co-Editor Aug. 26 and Thursday Aug. 27. were plenty of attractions to see musiciun John Rush -

Welcome Week at the JJC The sky may have been and activities to participate in.

main campus was back for overcast, but the weather held The attractions included: free $e0 Festivities page 8

Check the Blazer website for the 9/11

memorial event story!

Web only content www.)|cblazer.com

New semester at JJC brings new season of fall sports

By Adam Tumino

Sports Editor

A new fall semester at JJC

sends ripples of excitement

and wonder through the air. Ok, in their education. They are

maybe that is a bit exaggerative, moving to a new building, taking

but it is an exciting time of year, new classes, and meeting new
For the freshmen, it signals people. For the upperclassmen

the beginning of the next step on campus, they are moving a

step closer to a degree.

But before book hits desk and

pen hits paper, some students are

already hard at work. For every

fall, a new wave of JJC student-

athletes hit the field.

Long before under-fed college

students can be seen scarfing

See Fall page 11

Mens soccer

kicks off to a

great start.

Stop the presses!
The Blazer is now Online!

jjcblazer.com
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Obligations of an American citizen
B

lazer
STAFF

Andrew Hanton
Co-Editor

By Emma Carter

Staff Writer

Americans have always

been known to fight for

their beliefs. Our country

was founded on the notion

that people should be able to

have their own core values

and a say in what happens

within the government.

Americans felt so

strongly about this that it

became the basis of our

Constitution. This is why

we as Americans have the

ability to vote and the ability

to get involved with issues

throughout the nation.

According to the PEW
Research Center, 20% of

Americans believe that they

can trust the government

with just about every issue.

However, society seems

to have no focus on the

government or political

issues in this country.

The younger generation is

focused on things like when
the new iPhone comes out,

or checking their Instagram

to see ifthey got yet another

like on a selfie.

How has society gone

from people such as Jane

Addams, Thomas Paine

and James Madison to the

Kardashians? If society

is this unhappy with the

choices that are being made
within the government,

why not voice their opinion

for a change?

Has the government

taken too much power for

the average American to be

able to raise their voice and

hope humanity will still be

morally decent enough to

support their opinion? Is

this mistrust of government

our own fault?

According to the Center

for Information and

Research on Civic Learning

and Engagement (CIRCLE),

in 2004, 47 percent of

people ages 18-24 voted.

That number decreased

during 2014 to 21.5 percent

of people aged 1 8-29.

The only way to make

a change in society, or a

difference, is to start by

getting involved. Many

people believe that not

getting involved is the

answer.

I challenge these people

to educate themselves on

what is happening in the

govemment.challenge these

people to look at different

issues that are arising that

they would like to see

changed and start thinking

about ways they would like

to see them acted upon.

For example, one

Presidential candidate for

2016 is Donald Trump. Yes,

he owns his own towers

and is a very successful

businessman; ruthless, yet

successful. However, when

you look at the issues he

wants to address when
he becomes President, it

becomes clear that he is

not someone who George

Washington would be proud

to see serving his country.

A few of Trumps claims

are that he wants to deport al 1

undocumented immigrants

and lower the minimum

wage. In terms of authority,

the President cannot deport

all immigrants. This issue

would have to get through a

chain of command in order

to be approved and no, he

will not raise the minimum

wage; he would like to see

it reduced.

While the younger

generation might think it

would be “cool” to have

Trump in power, our nation

would be in for one heck of

a ride, one that I personally

would rather avoid all

together.

If society wants a change

in how they perceive the

government, then they

should start addressing

issues, thinking about them

on a serious scale and doing

something about it. Even

watching the news for a

few minutes every day, or

picking up a newspaper

will help. One thing is for

certain, we can start by

voting!

Conrtesy ofcommonsivikimedia.cog
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News M3
JJC Multipurpose Facility breaks ground
By Andrew hanton

Co-Editor

Joliet Junior College held a

groundbreaking ceremony for

the new Multipurpose Facility

on Tuesday, Aug. 25 at the main

campus. The facility is slated to

open in 2017.

Those attending the ceremony

included some of JJC’s student

athletes, coaches, board

members, faculty and local and

state politicians.

Several speeches were given

by individuals involved in the

project at varying levels. The

ceremony was concluded with

the traditional breaking ground

with golden shovels by the key

speakers in attendance.

During the speeches. JJC

President Debra Daniels informed

the audience of the history

and goals of the Multipurpose

Facility while also introducing

the other speakers. Daniels later

commented that the current

"athletic facilities are 40 years

old, it’s time for an upgrade."

The facility will be available for

use by the community as a whole

for things such as “volleyball and

basketball tournaments as well as

volleyball camps that local high

schools utilize," Daniels said.

Tom Jefferies, JJC student

and member of the JJC baseball

team, expressed his personal

satisfaction with the promises of

the new facility. Jefferies spoke

about the support that student

athletes will receive when the

facility opens.

“This will change the game

for the school," Jefferies said.

"We have a great team and this

will only make everyone better."

Jefferies said that during winters

the baseball team has to practice

at the Bo Jackson Elite Sports

dome in Lockport and that he

believes the new facility will

eliminate some costs to the team

for travel expenses.

During the speeches, JJC trustee

Mike O'Connell spoke about

the history of the multipurpose

facility from his own perspective.

O’Connell remarked about the

length of time thut the facility

has been planned. O’Connell said

that the Multipurpose Facility

has been discussed for over thirty

years that he hus been involved

with the school. The facility is

“long overdue at JJC," O’Connell

said.

Architect Dominick Dcmonicu

gave his opinion on the many uses

of the new facility. Dcmonicu

said thut the multipurpose facility

will be a “venue for graduation. A
new competition venue. A venue

for major college events like

curcer fairs." Demonien went on

to explain some of the technical

feutures of lire building.

“There will be a 40,000 square

foot field house," Dcmonicu

said. The field house will

have bleachers with seating to

accommodate 1 000 spectators.

4,700 students and their families

will be able to fit in for graduation

accommodations, Also, about 140

colleges will be able to be set up

for college fairs, Dcmonicu said.

Dcmonicu confirmed that the

facility will have a commitment

to sustainability through several

feutures. such as low-flow toilets

and skylights in the field house.

As a special guest. Illinois

congressman Bill Foster spoke

briefly at the ceremony to

commemorate the hard work

those involved have put into

the project tints fur. “The

Multipurpose Facility will be

a welcome addition to the JJC

campus, not only for students and

athletes but for the community as

whole," Foster suid.

JJC recently broke ground for its Multipurpose Facility, which Is under construction on the old soccer practice field adjacent to the baseball field on the Main Campus. Taking

part in the ceremony are, from Left, Tom Jeffries JJC baseball player; Andy Mlhellch member of the JJC Board of Trustees; Congressman Bill Foster D-llth; JJC President Debra

S. (Deb) Daniels; and Dominick Demonlca of Demonlca Kemper Architects of Chicago.
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Newsm
The Human iPod entertains JJC
John Rush wows during Welcome Week

By Shanielle Fulton

Co-Editor

The beginning of a new school

year can mean many things for

students. It can bring forth the

notion that your summer is over,

the arrival of the annual time to

spend an absurd amount on books

and - in JJC’s case - it brings

back Welcome Week, which also

brings back The Human iPod,

John Rush.

Rush, for those of you that are

unfamiliar with him, is a traveling

musician that has the trademark

feature of being able to perform

over 70 hours’ worth of songs;

Hence being the Human iPod.

During the festivities of

Welcome Week, he took to the

stage and showcased his talents,

singing a variety of tunes for

the students in attendance. It’s

something that he is definitely

used to as he's played at over 600

colleges, with 200 to 175 shows

a year.

Rush’s talent takes him to

plenty of states, cities and

campuses across the nation all

year round. Quoted from his

website as being “the entertainer

of the year", “the musician of the

year" and “the coffeehouse act of

the year”, he has certainly earned

those titles.

“I’m from Grand Rapids, I

grew up in Alabama," Said Rush

of his past. “I went to school in

Georgia.”

He attended the University of

Georgia on a scholarship to study

Classical Guitar, which is another

talent of his besides singing.

Shortly after he turned 12, Rush

received his first guitar from his

brother - it would become his

guitar for the next 10 years.

For a long time, he has been

performing as a solo artist, and

he’s a good one, however what

made him better was the shtick of

the Human iPod.

“I was talking to a guy, and he

said you’re kind of like a Human

Jukebox, and so I said yeah and

then I was originally Human
Jukebox and then the iPod came

out, and then I’m like I’m taking

that.”

The name stuck and goes

greatly well with his act of

singing a wide range of songs. An
act that he himself came up with

in an unconventional way.

“I was playing bars 6 nights a

week in Nashville. 1 had a deal if

you came to see me this week and

I didn’t know the song the next

week, I had to buy you a beer.”

He said. “What that did was it

got me a huge following

because if I leam the song,

it’s kind of like ‘hey this

guy learned the song just

for me’ and so they’re a

fan. If I didn’t leam the

song, it’s like ‘this guy

bought me a beer so I’m a

fan’ and the cool thing is I

never had to buy the beer.”

His bet with the patrons

brought him the talent

to be able to know about

three consecutive days’

worth of songs. A talent

that has in turn, allowed

him to be able to travel

and share this with the

country.

He makes visits to JJC

every year, along with

several other colleges.

At this year’s Welcome

Week, Rush appeared to

have a lot of fun and even

was able to perform a duet

with a student; their track

list included “Rolling

In The Deep” by Adele

and “Sugar, We’re Goin’

Down” by Fall Out Boy.

Rush continues to tour

all across the nation and if

you’re looking to get in on

the action, be sure to look

up the tour dates on www.
JohnRush.com.

Photo by Andrew Hanlon

John Rush plays a song from his long playlist, reputed to be over 70 hours.
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Haunted Run at JJC
By Andrew Hanton

Co-Editor

The JJC main campus will be

hosting a 5K. run and walk with

a Halloween inspired theme on

Sunday, Oct. 25. Registration is

now open for the event.

The day’s activities will

consist of a 1 mile kid’s race at

8:30am for children 12 and under,

followed by the 5k run and walk

at 9:00am. Registration fees will

be $10 for the children’s Monster

Dash and $30 for the 5K run and

walk ($35 after Oct. 18). The 5K
course will follow a pre-set paved

path around the JJC main campus.

The top overall male and

female athlete in the 5K will

receive a tombstone award and

a $100 cash prize. A plaque will

be given to the top winner in each

age group/gender category.

A medal will be given to the

2nd and 3rd place in each age

group/gender category. Every

participant will receive a medal.

The first 300 registrants to

sign-up for the race will receive

a Haunted 5K winter hat.

Participants are encouraged to

stay for the post-race part)' for

candy, snacks and awards.

More information and photos

of the planned course can be

found at http://www.active.

com/joliet-il/running/distance-

running-races/joliet-junior-

co!lege-haunted-5k-run-and-

walk-2015



News
Club from page 1

justice field,” Mireles said. “I

wanted the public to gain the

ability to familiarize themselves

with the field ofCriminal Justice.”

The club has certainly been

interacting with the public. They

participated in several activities

such as the fundraising of the

Special Olympics through the

Spaghetti Dinner and Cop on Top,

both of which were hosted by the

JJC Police Department. The club

has even brainstormed their ideas

for the fall semesters to fundraise

including, but not limited to, a car

show fundraiser.

Fundraising is one of the

numerous goals for the group,

along with improving the

moralities of everyone around

them; mainly its members.

"[The goal is] To teach the

members of the club rules and

regulations that not only the CJ

field follows but that the public is

expected to follow.” Mireles said.

“Trying to get them to know
how the rules are applied and

where you can find them, also a

big thing would be community

service, volunteer work, using the

club as a field to show awareness

of sensitive topics such as car

accidents, suicide rates, bullying,

we’re trying to do fundraising for

special causes.

“Getting to familiarize

JJC smoking ban in effect
themselves with the expectations

and regulations of CJ such as

the court system and the law

enforcement aspect. Getting to

do physical activities such as

POWER tests. To help the club

members build connections

with future employers in the

field by working with the Police

Department(s) around the

community.”

The club clearly is building

a solid foundation for their

members in the future. They also

seem adamant about fundraising

as they look to hopefully open new

doors for interactions between

society and law enforcement.

“We’re trying to promote the

club to not only the members but

the public,” Mireles went on. “So

that they can view the CJ field

in their own eyes and their own
perspective. They can view the

CJ field as being apart of that

field, gaining experience in that

field and looking to work with

other police departments: such

as the Joliet Police department,

Frankfort police department,

Channahon Village police

department.”

It is very important to invest in

our future law enforcement, and

it looks like the Criminal Justice

club is one investment that will

certainly pay off.

By Craig brown

Staff Writer

The students of Joliet Junior

College are aware that school

officially starts on Aug. 24, but

some students might not be aware

of the new tobacco ban that went

into effect on July 1,2015.

This law was passed in August

of last year by former governor

Pat Quinn. The law indicates that

both smoking and all tobacco

products are completely banned

from all school campuses

statewide.

The law does, however,

exempt smoking in cars by the

owners. Anyone caught smoking

or using any tobacco on school

grounds, while not in their cars,

will receive a $250 fine for their

transgression.

Since the law has been in

effect, a majority of the students

have either not noticed any

difference or seem to be satisfied

by it, because of the reputation of

smoking has.

“Smoking has a bad elTect

on people," said a JJC Student,

who occasionally smokes.

“People who do smoke shouldn’t

encourage others to smoke.”

Other students of course, feel

differently. One such student,

Cassie Malkowski, who is a

former smoker herself, feels

that “they should have kept the

designated smoking areas for

people who smoke and have a

hard time quitting.”

Former JJC and current

University of Illinois student,

Abbie Claycomb, feels that the

ban is n bit extreme.

"It kind of gets rid of the free

will of it all," she said. “The

designated smoking areas did not

have a high traffic of people and

colleges getting rid of smoking

should not be a big issue to focus

Professor Thomas Feldman, a

science teacher at JJC, feels that it

is u great idea to huve this ban in

place and feels that the bun is not

extreme at nil. Feldman went on

to say, “If it is extreme for those

that do smoke, how about those

that don’t smoke.”

“People do have a right to

smoke, but when you’re addicted

don’t tell me that you do it to

relax. You do it because you

are addicted to the nicotine,"

Feldman added.

The Smoking ban, as of

right now, does not seem to be

a huge issue to the majority of

the students at JJC. As the full

semester continues, people will

still have an urge to smoke, and

with that urge things muy begin to

unravel about the ban.
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The US Bank's money grab machine drew

large crowds and was a hit for JJC students.

Students playing a friendly game of bags.

Festivities
of Student Activities through

Pam Dilday at pdilday@jjc.

edu.

the end of the semester.

The Student Passports can

be acquired from the Office

the Human iPod - utiliz-

ing his trademark talent of

playing covers, of which he

knows over 72 hours; a cash

cube the JJC US Bank branch

brought out to garner inter-

est from students; an inflat-

able obstacle course; a pie

eating contest; and a few

games of bean bags.

The events were held in

the picnic grove location-

outside of the new cafeteria-

which has been going on for

about A years. Before the

picnic grove was used, the

D-Building was the welcome
week destination, according

to Pam Dilday, Director of

Student Activities and Cam-
pus Student Life at JJC.

Dilday said that the stu-

dents really seem to enjoy

the Welcome Week entertain-

ment and it seems to be a big

boost to student moral. “You

peripherally hear all of these

students say that they are Rush the human iPod - were

having a good time," Dilday her favorite things about this

said. year’s event.

Many of the students “I’d definitely say there’s

seemed to be enjoying a lot more people here." She

themselves. Some were more said,

interested in certain aspects There were several people

than others. Jake Dunnet, in attendance, both familiar

a JJC student, said that he and unfamiliar to JJC. Eric

had never been to a Welcome Winky, a first year student,

Week event before due to attended the festivities for

mostly taking night classes, the first time,

but that he would definitely “I like it. I enjoy it.” He

go again. said. "I got to meet a bunch

“I like the free food. I'll go of new people, sign up for

again if I’m here for it, but some clubs. Pretty interest-

mostly for the food ,

" Dunnet ing.
’’

said. A cool, new feature at the

Food seemed to be the event was the OSA Student

popular attraction to many Passport. The passport is a

students, including Jaelyn booklet of events and activi-

Bouie - another JJC student. ties throughout the semester.

Bouie had been to Welcome Students with a passport

Week before and said that need to get a signature of a

she found the time to drop by staff member in charge of

again between classes. She the corresponding function to

stated the free food and John be able to redeem prizes at Students partake in food, courtesy of Office of Student Activities.



Entertainment
MOVIE REVIEW

HAVE YOU WITNESSED MAD MAX?
BY JENS SCHOMMER

Staff Writer

Modem day action movies

are an interesting thing. We live

in an age where it is possible to

put just about anything you can

imagine on the silver screen.

And it’s no secret that we’ve

seen a lot ofamazing movies as

a result.

But every now and then we

get a film that really takes the

cake and makes us pick our jaws

up off the theatre floor. In the

Summer of201 5, that movie

was Mad Max Fury Road.

My first impression of the

movie, after seeing the trailer,

was that it would be another

mediocre sequel that Hollywood

(Was pumping out to fill up

theatre screens. About a week

after its release though I began

to hear people’s reactions and

get their response towards it.

I was surprised by how

positive the feedback was.

Finally, out of curiosity, 1 headed

out to the theatre with a couple

of friends to see it for myself.

One of the films main

performances was given by Tom

Hardy (Max) who despite having

very few lines, managed to bring

a lot to the character. Giving

an excellent portrayal of the

tortured, wasteland wandering

road warrior, Hardy, whose

performance often involved

action speaking louder than

words, fits in well with the more

visual style of storytelling that

Miller uses throughout the film.

Even though most of his

lines are simple grunts or brief

sentences, Hardy successtiilly

creates a main character that you

can’t help but want to see more

of. Charlize Theron (Furiosa),

who might better be considered

the movie’s actual protagonist, is

much the same.

Theron manages to create

a strong, independent female

lead, acting as a great figurehead

for some of the movies

feminist themes. And while the

character is usually serious and

collected, when she does show

emotions such as loss or regret,

it is definitely a memorable

performance.

Perhaps what might have

ended up being one of the most

fun roles to play in the film

though was played by Nicholas

Hoult, who plays Nux, one of the

henchmen to the movies main

villain.

With some of the greatest lines

in the movie and also a few of

the saddest scenes, Hoult brings

a lot of humor, energy, and silver

spray paint to his performance.

One cast member also

worth noting is Hugh

Keahs-Byme (Immorton

Joe) who not only was the

main villain in Fury Road,

but also the main villain

—

Toecutter—in the first Mad

Max movie as well.

The special effects

department also played

a big role in what

made this movie so

memorable. In

today’s age of

realistic CGI,

it’s rare to see

practical effects

being used on a

large scale.

While there certainly is some Courtesy ofdestructoid.com

CGI in Fury Road, it definitely

takes a back seat to all of the

incredible, practical effects used

in the film. The flamethrower

guitar? Real. The Polecats? Real.

The War Rig full of mother’s

milk? Real (Minus the mother’s

milk... probably).

When it comes to story.

Fury Road is written more

conservatively. Although, it is

also done very

well. Miller manages to create

exciting action in almost every

scene, but at the same time

mixes some interesting character

development and unexpected

turns alongside it.

I can honestly say that I’ve

never been so happy to have

been wrong about a movie. I

think a lot of other critics would

say the same. With an interesting

story, crazy effects, and a

bunch of awesome one-liners.

Mad Max Fury Road has

definitely been one of the

best films of 2015.

While there are still

some interesting titles

to come, George Miller

has definitely given us a

highlight for the year.

tradition/innovation
THIS IS WHERE THEY MEET
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It's the fusion of scholarly tradition and
innovative spirit fostering a community of

academic inquiry, discussion and debate.
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Entertainment

CONCERT REVIEW v
. .

•

SLIPKNOT BRINGS THE METAL
by brandy Andersen

StaffWriter

did you do this summer?

Did yougo to any crazy concerts

or events? Well there were plenty

going? on! "One concert that I

was able to attend,, which was a

total must, see, was the known

metal band. Slipknot, performing

live at the First Midwest Bank

Amphitheatre on. Aug. 15, rain

or shine! In fact, it did rain when

they opened the gates. It was a

short - yet heavy - pour butjt did

not ruin the day for fans.

A front and center stage

view was probably the best

spot, to experience the amazing

show. Fire! band up to bat was

ohe of my personal favorites,

Motionless in White, who came

on stage dressed as ghouls and

vampires. They performed a few

hit favorites such as, “If it’s dead,

we’ll kill it,” •

Their set list was not-as long

as some fans would have hoped

for. That does not mean- they did

hot put on an awesome show to

geaj up the crowd for the bands

to come.

Next was - a® huge 'crowd

favorite, Buttet for My Valentine.

Having 'released their ifcw CD.

Venom, just the 'day before, they

graced us with a few new songs

that are featured in the new CD
as well as some.of their older, but

.stilljiopular, hits.

They closed with the song,

“Tears Don’t Fall” and lead

singer, ' Mftthew Tuck, came

down into the front of the crowd

andgave one lucky girl a hug. She

was so ecstatic she started crying

in shock. Tuck, her idol, also

noticed her tribute tattoo on her

side, which she had previously

tweeted them. It seemed to truly

be an amazing ’day for her. %
The crowd was going crazy as

the next band prepared to take the

stage. Lamb ofGod brought forth"'

more mayhem of metal! They

showcased large digital screens

on stagev showing images and

shqrt clips to emphasize the songs

that they performed. Lead singer,

' Randy Blythe, wdfc so energetic -

that he was runrting around and.-

jumping from one’ side of the

stage to the other. He was so

» hyper he caused a massive circle

ptt, sending a bulk of fans crowd
' surfing to the front. •

After all those amazing

bands passed and did their job

of riling up the crowd for the

band that everyone came to

see, a big moment finally came.

Huge 'moving stage parts sent

a • keytjpardist, a tumtablist

and large instrumental custom

drummers spinning into the ain»

A large damon skull hovered over

the entire stage as will as smaller

goat heads mounted on the drum

set, and that was .just the stage

setup!_

The crowd became a massive

circle pit mixed with a wall

death, while some people just

thew themselves at others to

catise more moshing mayhem.

It was so crazy with people just

flying everywhere.

Slipknot was the band to

see that night. The crowd

participation was huge. Lead

singer Corey Taylor influenced

the crowd to sing along to their

very popular song "Peoplc=S-,"

.

which they failed and forgot a

verse! Thankfully Taylor quickly

recovered the song as- well as

extended the' ending so that the

crowd could redeem themselves.

All Slipknot members were

lively and, performed great

show that night. Tumtablist, Sid

Wilson^ also known as Ratboy

or DJ Starscream, was dancing

around, hanging off his platform

'over the fires and1 jumping xilT

his platform as weH as climbing

overhis bandrhatcs platforms. He
was clearly having a lot of fun

performing with all ofhircrew.

. Overall, the Slipknot concert

was an event to remember!

Next time they come into the

Chicagoland- area, I highly

rycommend going to see them

live. It iswiot enough to just hear

them on the radio, you need to see

them live to experience the metal

they have to offer.

wtioto courtesy oj vnpstcititwag.com

Slipknot lead singer Corey Taylor excites fans In tho pit as his band

rocks out during an Aug. 15 concert.
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Sports
Zach Petrick

JJC alumnus

shows promise

in Minor Leagues
By Adam tumino

Sports Editor

Former JJC Baseball standout

Zach Petrick was highlighted in

a recent piece posted on Minor

League Baseball’s official

website, MiLB.com. The story,

written by Chris Jackson,

focuses on Petrick’s rise through

the St. Louis Cardinals’ farm

system.

Petrick, a Morris, Illinois

native, was a key member of the

Wolves’ pitching staff in 2009

and 2010. The 09 campaign saw

Petrick lead the team in wins

with nine. He also led the club

in strikeouts with an impressive

96 in only 85.1 innings pitched.

2010 was more of the same for

Petrick. Not only did he lead the

team in wins and strikeouts once

again, but he also posted team

highs in innings pitched and

ERA. He ranks third in school

history in wins (16), innings

pitched (168.1) and strikeouts

082).

Petrick was scooped up by the

Cardinals after his final season

at the University of Northwest

Ohio, and has wasted little time

ascending to the top of the farm

system. He has been a member

of the Cardinals' AAA team the

Memphis Redbirds for the last

two seasons.

As noted by Jackson, this

came after a very successful

2013 season in which Petrick

was the Cardinals’ Minor

League Pitcher of the Year. With

a mixture of starts and relief

appearances across three levels.

Petrick posted a 7-3 record with

a 1.99 ERA.
In Jackson’s piece, Petrick

also expressed how much
he appreciates being in the

Cardinals’ organization. As

most baseball fans will know,

the Cardinals have been the

model of consistency in recent

years. Petrick is well aware

of this, telling Jackson, “I’m

obviously happy to be with them

— you couldn’t ask for a better

organization to be with.”

Though it may be painful for

some Chicago-area natives to

admit, the Cardinals may be the

best organization in baseball.

Every year when the playoff

race heats up, the Cardinals are

always in the thick of it.

It is very difficult to achieve

sustained excellence in Major

League Baseball. The system

even tries to discourage it. But

the great organizations find a

way.

The obvious example is the

Yankees taking advantage of

their large market to buy high-

priced ffee-agent talent. The

Cardinals’ model is much more

improbable. They seem to have

an endless supply of young talent

in their organization. Just when
the Cardinals appear to be fading,

a fresh batch of players arrive

from the minors to keep the team

in contention for years to come.

For fans of other teams this can

be a frustrating tactic, but there is

no denying the effectiveness. It

also bodes well for Petrick, who
may become one of those new
players in the not-too-distant

future.

“I’m thinking about the next

step," Petrick told Jackson,

"getting to the big leagues."

Should Petrick accomplish this,

he would be the first JJC alum

to reach the Majors. And with an

organization like the Cardinals,

Petrick has a great chance to

succeed.

Photo courtesy ofmilb.com

Morris native and former JJC pitcher Zach Petrick has been
working his way up through the St. Louis Cardinals' farm system.
He was the Cardinals' minor league pitcher of the year in 2013 In

the pitchlng-rich Cardinals' system.

Early struggles not deterring

JJC womens soccer team
BY ADAM TUMINO

Sports Editor

The JJC Women’s Soccer

team kicked off another season

on August 20. They will look to

improve this season after Finishing

last season 0-12-1.

Unfortunately, the Lady Wolves

are off to a slow start in the 2015

campaign. As of September 8,

they had dropped their first four

games by a combined score of

25-1. In such a small sample size,

there is no need to read too much

into early season struggles.

There are many adjustments

that need to be made early in any

season. Some ofthese adjustments

take longer to make. For example,

the freshmen are learning to play

on a new team with a new coach

and new teammates.

In any sport, this can be a

difficult transition. It takes time to

build relationships within a team.

Small things, such as a teammate’s

playing style or preferences, may
make it more difficult to adjust.

It is also important to factor

in the new level of play. For

most players, this is the highest

level of competition they have

ever participated in. If they are

unprepared for the increase in

difficulty, it might take some time

before they are up to speed.

These reasons can only be

applied to early season issues.

Over an entire season, problems

with building chemistry and

making adjustments should not

be a factor. These processes

should become simpler and

faster.

Early season struggles do not

have to define a team. If every

team that started the season with

a four game losing streak lost

every remaining game, very few

teams would be in contention.

Losing streaks and rough

patches are as common an

occurrence as any in sports.

Teams lose. Teams adjust. Teams

win. Sometimes teams adjust and

still lose. Sometimes teams don’t

adjust and win anyways. There is

no way to predict these things.

A great example occurred on

this very campus last spring. The

JJC Baseball team was off to

a dreadful start, posting a 3-12

record in their first 15 games.

Fast-forward to the summer

and they finished second in the

NJCAA Division III Baseball

World Series.

I cannot stress enough that

early season struggles do not

have to define a team. Whether or

not they do is the responsibility

of the players. They will only

be a bad team if they allow it to

happen.

And once again, the win-loss

record is not the best way to

define a team's success. The only

thing they can control is their

effort and competitiveness.

Going winless can still be

a good season. Just play, and

hopefully you win a few along

the way. With a little good luck

and the right amount of vim and

vigor, the Lady Wolves can easily

turn this season around and be

proud ofwhat they accomplished.

File photo

In action from 2014, JJC

forward Paige Dlcklson dribbles

against College of Dupage.

Dickison is one of six returning

players working to turn things

around for the Lady Wolves.
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down over-priced cafeteria food

in the Wolves’ Den, a soccer ball

can be seen slicing through the

short, green grass.

Before the sound of random

singing outside your classroom

distracts you from a lecture,

the sound of a volleyball can

be heard thumping off of the

forearm of a player in the gym.

Every student-athlete has

one shared goal when a new

semester starts: set a foundation

for success both on and off the

field.

For the JJC Men’s Soccer

team, a lofty goal was set

last season when the Wolves

took home N4C Conference

Championship honors. Coach

Cris Trillo will try to lead the

2015 edition of the Wolves to

at least an equally successful

season.

The ultimate goal is obviously

an extended postseason run, and

the Wolves seem to be setting

the bar high early on. Their first

five games saw them go 3-2.

The record is a bit deceiving,

however, as they have outscored

their opponents a staggering 22-

5.

Only time will tell, but this

seems to be a sign of good things

to come. Unfortunately, early

season records can turn out to be

meaningless.

Also on the pitch, the Lady

Wolves’ soccer team is actually

hoping their early season record

will be rendered meaningless.

They lost their first four games by

a combined score of 25-1.

Last season, early struggles

seemed to send them on a course

they could not recover from,

finishing the 2014 campaign

0-12-1. Head Coach Larry

Graiber will look to right the ship

over the course of the next month

and a half.

On the bright side, it only takes

one win to snap a losing streak.

If losing streaks never ended,

it would be rather pointless to

play, wouldn’t it? As long os

the Lady Wolves take the field,

progress will be made. Whether

the progress will lead to wins is

not important.

The Women’s Soccer team is

not the only struggling squad on

campus, as the volleyball team is

also off to a poor start. The fact

that they have yet to win a set in

their first eight games is another

example of why early season

records are pointless.

Even though it is not translating

into wins, the Lady Wolves have

played very well at times. They

really seem to be growing as a

team lately. This growth would be

further along if it was not stunted

by a case of bad luck in their first

tournament.

Some paperwork issues forced

to Lady Wolves to play short-

handed and caused some players

to play out of their comfort

zones. Now that they are back

at full strength, expect to sec the

team build chemistry much more

effectively.

So soccer and volleyball are

already in session, but they will

soon be joined by basketball.

The Men’s Basketball team had a

reasonably solid season in 2014-

15. They finished the regular

season 20-10, only to suffer a

season-ending loss to DuPage in

the Region IV Quarterfinals.

The Women’s

team had an

ntical

ilarreg

record. I*

there arc more important things

than winning. As long as these

five teams compete, they will be

successful.

£
advanced
to the Region

IV Semifinals.

They would go no further,

however, as they fell to

Rock Valley to end their
,

season at 21-11.

This semester, all of

these teams will be successful,

They likely will not all win

national championships, but Pliolo by courtesy ofclipart.com

/

Mens soccer team off to fast start
BY ADAM TUM1NO

Sports Editor

The JJC Men’s Soccer team

should invest in real estate in the

back of opponents’ nets, because

they basically already live there.

Through their first five games,

the Wolves have knocked in

22 goals while posting a 3-2

record. Surprisingly, this number

includes a shut-out loss on

September 4 against Harper.

Soccer is not usually

considered a high-scoring sport,

but please don’t tell the Wolves

that. They just keep scoring like

some kind of ball-kicking robot

you see on Science Channel.

The Wolves are more than a

just a big number in the box score.

To this point, their defense has

been pretty solid, allowing only

five goals. It is very important for

a team to be multi-dimensional.

Should the offense have an off

night, the defense can keep the

team in the game.

Every successful offense is

going to have a few standouts.

This year, sophomore defenseman

Erick Perez-Aguilar has five

goals for 10 total points. He has

taken a big step forward after

scoring just one goal last season.

Freshmen forward Giovanni

Vivas has also tallied 10 points

by way of four goals and two

assists. Head Coach Cris Trillo

has been impressed by Vivas so

far. “He’s doing very well,” said

Trillo, “He’s scored a few goals

for us and he has good potential.”

There are several other

freshmen that have stood out.

including most of the starting

defense. “They’re doing a good

job,” says Trillo. It is hard to know

what to expect from freshmen, so

any production is a step in the

right direction.

After winning the N4C
Conference Championship last

year, the Wolves are hoping to

turn their early season success

into an even more successful 20 1

5

campaign. Even though they are

only 3-2, they could easily be 5-0.

They lost by one goal to Prairie

State College on August 28.

Another one goal loss occurred

on September 4. The Wolves fell

to Harper 1-0 in overtime. “We
have to be ready every game

and it seems like we lost that

focus,” said Coach Trillo of the

disappointing loss. "We couldn’t

just finish the opportunities that

we created.”

In addition to losing focus, the

Wolves may have been gouled-

out from the previous game

against Milwaukee Area Tech.

That day, the Wolves routed the

Stormcrs 1 1-0. That is way too

muny goals. Gees guys, spread

them out a little.

Coach Trillo has one simple

explanation for the offensive

outburst. “We scored early in

the game... It seems like after

we scored two quick goals,

Milwaukee kind of deflated. And

our team was just focused und

just kept playing with intensity."

“I gave minutes to everybody,”

added Trillo, "Everybody played

that game.” He believes that the

continued level of intensity was

the result of the non-starters

trying to prove themselves in a

game.

Whutcver the reason was, the

Wolves will hopefully be able to

replicate the result throughout the

season. They don't need to score

in double figures every gume, but

if they keep up the passion and

focus, they very well could out-

do themselves.

The Wolves are on pace to

absolutely obliterate last seuson's

scoring mark. They ure nearly two

thirds of the way to last year’s 34

goals, having only played about

one third of the number ofgames.

Any time you improve on

a Conference Championship

season, there is great reason to be

optimistic. If they keep it up, we

may replace that "Conference”

with the word “National" come

November.

TRANSFORM
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Sports
Lady Wolves experience growing pains

B„

Photo by Jens Schommer

The Lady Wolves are shown here In action against Moraine Valley Community College earlier this season. MVCC won 25-19, 25-16 and 25-8.

BY ADAM TUMINO

Sports Editor

A new season of JJC

Volleyball is underway. The

Lady Wolves are looking to

improve upon last season’s 14-

19 mark. Unfortunately, some

early season struggles will make

that goal more difficult to reach.

Through their first eight

matches, the 2015 Lady Wolves

are 0-8 and have yet to win a

single set. It is obviously much

too early to panic, but if these

losing ways continue, this may

become a lost season.

It isn’t all doom and gloom,

however. I mean, how often do

the first eight games of a team’s

season really affect the rest of

the year? It is not uncommon for

a team with a slow start to have

a very successful season.

The poor play can be justified

through several explanations. An

obvious reason is how early in the

season in it.

Teams don’t usually play to

their potential in the first few

weeks of a season. They have not

had the chance to build enough

team chemistry. The players have

barely played with each other.

Once they get more comfortable

with their teammates’ playing

styles, they should improve.

Another factor is that the Lady

Wolves are a fireshmen-heavy

team. Five of the eight players

on the roster are freshmen. They

have many things to adjust to.

Not only must they adjust to

collegiate competition, but they

also have to get used to college

life in general. New classes, a

new building, and a new team

cam be overwhelming if handled

all at once.

The deeper we get into the

season, the better the team

should play. The sports’ cliche

of being in “mid-season form”

is definitely applicable in this

scenario.

Another possible factor may

just be bad luck. An opponent’s

shot dropping barely inbounds

or an unexpected deflection off

the ceiling can alter the game.

This is more likely a factor in

a small sample size, but cannot

be considered as a season-long

problem.

Head Coach Kisha Cameron

mentioned a much more

unexpected issue that arose right

at the beginning of the season.

“We had some paperwork

issues before our first

tournament,” said Cameron,

“so we were short three or four

girls so it just really changed

our dynamic because we had a

couple of girls out of position.”

This set the chemistry building

back even further. Even during

this situation, the team stayed

focused. Coach Cameron was

very pleased with the freshmen.

“They’ve all made a lot of

improvements. Every day one of

them does something that’s like

‘Whoa, ok, we’re moving in the

right direction.”

The sophomores have also

impressed Cameron. “Last year

they were much more quiet.

This year, day one they walked

in the gym and making sure the

freshmen knew they needed to

run to everything and tuck their

shirts in, and that they really

need to push.”

As far as progress is

concerned. Coach Cameron

is just looking for general

improvement.

“For me, it’s not the winning

or the losing, it’s the competition.

You can play really well and lose

and you can play really bad and

The competitive nature of the

Lady Wolves’ play has been on

the upswing lately. Perhaps the

highlight was a down-to-the-wire

third set against Prairie State

College on September 4.

“I’m really looking for us to

gel as a team and just compete,”

said Cameron on her expectations

for the rest of the season.

“If we’re going to get beat,

we’re going to make the other

team sweat.”

In a perfect world, a team

will win every garrte. If that is

impossible, as it often is, it is

little things that count. Early on

in a season, the little things may

go unnoticed. But ifthey can keep

it up, the small things begin to

translate into success.

Players to watch
Meghan Gray

Women’s Cross Country

Sophomore Meghan Gray

opened up the 2015 cross

country season with a 6th

place finish at the Waubonsee

Community College

Invitational. Gray, who was

named an NJCAA Division

IK Honorable Mention All-

American her freshman season,

ran a time of 21 :50 against

both Division I and Division III

junior college athletes.

Erick Perez-Aguilar

Men’s Soccer

Sophomore Erick Perez-Aguilar

has scored 6 goals for the men’s

soccer team this season. He
had a 3-goal performance in

a 5-1 victory over Kankakee

Community College on Aug.

25. Perez-Aguilar was named

an NJCAA Division III All-

American after his freshman

season at Joliet.

H*
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Culinary

See page 8

US Bank
more
than
finances
by shanielle Fulton

Co-Editor

It is not hard, nor unheard of,

to take something for granted.

Much too often, society fails

to appreciate the simple things

that help to keep it cohesive,

such as the services that are

readily available to everyone

and, more importantly, the

people who work to make those

services available.

JJC has hundreds of these

underappreciated, hard workers-

but standing, or sitting rather,

in the middle of the hall in bold

fashion is US Bank.

Since opening just last year,

the bank managed to secure three

excellent workers in the form of

See Bank page 5

Life as a LGBTQ student at JJC

BY MARIBETH
WILSON In order to connect current

Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual,

Transgender and Questioning

(LGBTQ) students with current

Upcoming horror movies for October

See page 6

JJC allies on Wednesday, Sept.

30, the Safe Zone Ally Training

shed light on what it is like to be

a LGBTQ student at JJC.

The meeting was held in

room A- 1002 at 12 p.m. The

See LGBTQ page 4

Lady Wolves are

starting to reach

their potential.

If you, or someone you know at

JJC, has questions, concerns or

just needs someone to talk to,

look for Safe Zone logos

around campus.

Wolves have their eyes on the postseason
BYZACKMUNDAY

Staffwriter

After starting the season 3-1,

the Wolves have hit a rough

patch in their season, going

2-4-1 in their past six games.

But even with the struggles, the

expectations remain the same

for the rest of the season.

“Our goal is to be among the

top three going into the playoffs,”

Head coach Cris Trillo said “It’s

a very competitive conference

this year, there’s five teams

competing to win the region.”

Freshman Forward Giovanni

Vivas and Sophomore

defenseman Erick Perez-

Aguillar have been struggling

with nagging injuries, (Perez-

Aguillar to his ankle and knee)

forcing the team to turn to their

See Soccer page li



Editorial

Moving downtown

Culinary services to be missed
The beloved culinary program

will be leaving the main JJC

campus forever come 2016.

While the move is undoubtedly

exciting for the students and

instructors involved, the campus

itself will experience an uneasily

filled void.

Since its creation in 1969,

the culinary arts program has

been a top contender for the

most recognized program at JJC,

alongside the automotive and

nursing programs.

JJC is actually the fifth

American institution to offer a

culinary program and it went

on to become a recognizable

force in the world of culinary

education. Currently, JJC is

ranked eighth overall in Illinois

and still highly ranked in the

entire country.

Some of the staff here at the

Blazer have had family members

who have gone through the

culinary arts program; some

members will be going through

it themselves. The culinary

program has been a staple of this

community for so long that it

is difficult to picture the school

without it.

Those of us on staffwho

are old enough, and have been

coming here long enough, to

remember the old cafeteria recall

that the culinary program was

at one point the driving force

behind the school lunches.

The Wolves Den now holds

the honor of feeding the hungry

masses, but there is still the

little known secret hiding under

the floors of the J-Building; the

Chefs Table To-Go Kiosk.

The Kiosk has been making

delicious and affordable meals

available to the students and

faculty who are aware of its

existence since the cafeteria

switch to the A-Building.

The bottom ofJ-Building

has another secret, the Saveur

Restaurant. This is where the

senior students get to practice

their skills in a real, working

kitchen environment and serve

restaurant quality food.

Even though the Kiosk and

Saveur are not well known by

the larger student population,

their exit will be important to a

lot of people. Members of our

own staff have frequented both

establishments and have enjoyed

the fine cuisines they have been

expertly crafting for years.

It is never an easy task to

say goodbye and when the time

comes, we are sure that a fair

share of the school will have to

do so with a tear in their eye and

a grumbling in their stomachs.

From all of us at the Blazer,

we are sad to see you go.

Culinary. We will be sure to take

full advantage of your amenities

until you leave.

Meet the Editors

Blazer staff top favorite horror mov
Andrew Hanton Brittney Andersen Shanielle Fulton Jarek Mai

Wolfman
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Night ofthe Living Dead

Insidious 1
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Dead Alive
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Evil Dead
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Silent Hill

Carter Adam Tumino

Nightmare on Elm Street series

Final Destination series

Childs Play series
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The Hills Have Eyes
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Letter Policy

The Blazer encour-

ages participa-

tion from readers

through letters.

Please sign and
provide a phone
number for all

letters so we can

verify the authenc-

ity of the letter and
sender. All letters

should be kept to

300 words or less.

We reserve the

right to edit letters

for space and con-

tent. You may send

letters through in-

teroffice or regular

mail, email, or by
dropping them off

at the Blazer office

at F-1009.

Contact information:

Blazer

1215 Houbolt Road
Joliet, Illinois 60431

Phone number:
815-280-2313



News

Culinary program relocating

to college City Center next year
BYANDREW HANTON

Co-Editor

In a little over one year, the

entire JJC culinary program will

be moving from the main campus
to the city center campus in

downtown Joliet.

For years, the culinary program

has been too large to conduct in

one location, so it has been split

between the city center and main

campus.

Only about one quarter of the

classes are held in the city center,

because “that is all that the

facility can accommodate due to

smaller kitchens,” said Michael

McGreal, the Department Chair

for Culinary Arts at JJC.

The move to the new building

is beneficial for space reasons.

The current main campus kitchen

has room for 250 students, while

the new kitchen can house up

to 325 students, according to

McGreal,

The new facilities are designed

as teaching kitchens and will be

bigger than the current culinary

kitchens for a focus on individual

learning. This will serve as a more
attractive alternative to cramming
1 6 students around one 1 0-bumer

stove.

“We’ve outgrown it,” said

McGreal.
.

New, energy-efficient

equipment will be another perk of

the new city center campus.

Advanced exhaust hoods for

the stoves will have laser sensors

that will regulate temperature and

energy usage. McGreal said that

new dish washing machines will

use a fraction of the amount of

water that they’re using now.

According to McGreal, the

culinary students are absolutely

ecstatic about the relocation.

“They are biting, chomping
at the bit to get over there,”

McGreal said. “They just can’t

believe how the teaching kitchens

look compared to what we have

now; it’s night and day.”

Culinary student Eric Haskell

echoed the sentiments of his

peers.

“I’m very excited. The state-

of-the-art kitchen is bigger and it

allows us to have our own areas,”

Haskell said. “When you only

have two ranges (stoves) it’s hard

to cook, so more room helps. It’s

a great facility.”

The new campus is not just a

culinary arts center. The building

will also house two different

key programs, which are the

Center.

Though the facility is planned

for a 2016 grand opening, there is

no official date set for completion.

“This is a state-funded project.

Because we’re using those

dollars, we have to follow the

state’s construction timeline,”

Rohder said.

Gov. Rauner’s 2015 mandate

that froze all capital projects

across the state did not slow JJC’s

resolve to finish the new campus.

“The board did not feel that

it was appropriate to wait,”

Rohder said, “so they voted to

take $10 million of funds that

were earmarked for other critical

campus projects-classroom

renovations and technology

upgrades—and moved that money
to the city center project to

continue building it.”

Rohder indicated hope that JJC

can eventually be reimbursed by

Gov. Rauner and the state for its

current expenditures.

workforce development and adult

education programs said Kelly

Rohder, communications and

media specialist at JJC.

According to JJC’s official

website, the workforce

development program is designed

for “changing lives by developing

a dynamic workforce through

resources and programs while

connecting people to business

and community.”

The website also states that

the adult education services

“provide the tools, resources,

instruction, and

support necessary

for students in the

JJC community

to achieve their

individual, academic,

and employment

goals.”

Thenew city center

building is located at

235 N. Chicago St.

and is slated to open

in 2016, according to

Rohder.

The new campus

center was built

on land purchased

by JJC and will

be attached to the

current Renaissance . ,, . , J .
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Ashley Vanderpleg and Alex Peterson prep bread for classes.
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NEWS

LGBTQ from page 1

meeting began with “Ask Me,” a

video on the Chronical of Higher

Education website. The video

showed LGBTQ students who

were asked what they wanted and

needed on campus. One student,

in the video, said that having to

tell their professor their preferred

name was “essentially coming

out every semester.”

The lack of knowledge on the

LGBTQ community and how

JJC could improve made its way

into the discussion. Five brave

students shared their stories and

allowed the audience to know

how they felt and how JJC

could do better. Gender neutral

bathrooms and having a preferred

name section in records were a

few ofthe matters discussed.

The overall consensus of the

meeting was that most people

misuse terminology and then

don’t understand why people are

offended.

One student Mark Knapp

discussed his experience with

negative comments stating “If

someone says you hurt them, it’s

not okay to say you didn’t.”

The floor was then opened

for questions and Amy Sims, the

Coordinator of Student Activities

at JJC, asked if the students felt

safe at JJC, thankfully they all

said they did.

Ian Girard, another student,

said, “I definitely love this school.

It makes me more comfortable

with who I am.”

JJC Safe Zone
inspires thought
BY JAREK MARTINEZ

Copy Editor

In the United States, gay

marriage has been legal since late

June 2015. As change arrives in

all forms of celebration, progress

continues within JJC. Safe Zone,

a program that provides Lesbian,

Gay, Bisexual, Transgender and

Queer (LGBTQ) awareness in

the form of one hour sessions,

presented their first ally training

class on Sept. 16 in room

A- 1002.

The session included

power point presentation

presented by the facilitators

of the program, Amy Sims,

Coordinator of Student

Activities at JJC and Melvin

Whitehead, JJC Librarian.

Several fliers were handed out

for future events in the Safe Zone

sessions and information about

the Safe Zone Speakers Bureau

program.

Several basic concepts that

were talked about include the

topics of sexual identity, the

stages of identity development

and issues faced by the LGBTQ
community.

The overview allowed for

discussion between student and

staff participants. Questions and

opinions were also permitted

on basic understandings of the

LGBTQ community.

Activities during the session

were also utilized. One activity

referred to as “term time”

allowed participants to offer

offensive words or pronouns that

could be used on members of the

LGBTQ community. The origins

of these words and why they may

be considered hurtful to people

within the LGBTQ community

were then

explained.

Another activity involved

group interactions where

scenarios were given and

participants determined how to go

about solving the problem within

the scenario. Answers were then

debated by everyone as a way of

demonstrating the challenges of

helping LGBTQ students who are

coping with problems.

Whitehead said that educating

people about the LGBTQ
community has improved since

the early beginnings of Safe

Zone.

“Safe Zone only had one

session to provide at the time,”

Whitehead recalled of 2011.

During late 2013, Whitehead

specified that two more sessions

for Safe Zone were created

on “gender identities and

sexualities other than gay or

straight.”

Whitehead said the inclusion

of more Safe Zone ALLYSHIP
Trainings will help to “create a

more affirming and supportive

atmosphere on campus, but also

let students know that they have

allies on campus that they can talk

to when dealing with issues in

relation to their sexual identity.”

Safe Zone training sessions

will continue to run in room

A- 1002 between Sept, and Nov.

More information regarding the

Safe Zones can be found at http://

www.jjc.edu/about/committees/

diversity/Pages/safe-zones.aspx.

Photo courtesy ofOSA

Want extra credit? Start by
getting a free credit score.
Visit the Student Union—a free online resource from U.S. Bank built to equip you with knowledge

to help manage your money, now and in the future. Get a free credit score and use the credit

simulator to see how certain decisions can affect your score.' You can even get a chance to win

a $5,000 scholarship by completing our easy online modules,2 all at usbank.com/studentunion embank
ism hxisis No purchase necessary. 1 . Free

LENDER consumers understand Ihelr cr

dil score access and Score Simulator through TransUnlon's CredllView“ Oashboard through 12/31/2015. The credit score Is

t risk. 2. Scholarship eBgibitity restrictions apply. Refer to usbank.com/studentunlon for details. Credit products offered by U.S. Bai

not the one used by U.S. Bank when making credit decisions and Is Intended for educational purposes to help
ik National Association. Deposit products ottered by U.S. Bank National Association. Member FDIC. isoaai vis
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MaxHIIan Fueretas aad Eddte McKay

at the JJC OS Bank branch.

Branch Manager Eddie McKay,

Personal Banker Monica Vivian

and Senior Personal Banker

Maximillian Fuentes.

While they might have helped

you deposit or withdraw some

money once or twice, there

is more to this team than just

financial literacy.

“My major is Criminal

Justice, Homeland Security

and Emergency Management,”

Fuentes said when asked about

his educational track. He attends

Kaplan University part-time,

is currently on his third year of

college, and works full-time.

Since his major ventures off

a bit from his current job, one

might be curious as to how he

ended up at JJC’s bank.

“I was 19 years old,” Fuentes

said, speaking of when he started

his first bank job as a teller at

TCF. Not long after, he made the

transition to Charter One which

was bought out by US Bank.

Fuentes has been working at

JJC’s bank for a little over a year.

Joining him was also Monica

Vivian, who has an interesting

background as well.

She’s from California - Orange

County to be exact.

“I moved three years ago,

I like it just not the winter

though.” Vivian says, and laughs

afterwards.

Her financial career began

back in 2008, in California. She

then began with US Bank two

years ago and also worked with

Bank ofAmerica for a year.

She currently attends

Benedictine University part-time

where she studies management.

“My career goal is to start

working for the audit department,

they deal with regulations and

bank laws,” Vivian said.

Vivian is on the right path

to reaching that goal, and she

is similar to the very upbeat,

energetic Eddie McKay - whose

major is also management.

“I go to Benedictine University,

I’ll be done by the middle of next

year,” McKay said.

Then when asked if working at

the bank fits into his career plans,

he revealed this was not always

his plan.

“My goal was to be a police

officer, I trained for it,” McKay
said. Complications of his asthma

held him back but did not waver

his key interests. “I always wanted

to do something fun, exciting

and energetic. I definitely enjoy

interacting with people.”

McKay began working

with financial institutions and

developed a long resume.

“I worked at TCF Bank,

LaSalle Bank - which is being

converted to Bank of America,”

McKay said.

With TCF Bank, McKay
has been moved to numerous

locations, ranging from North

Riverside to Naperville.

McKay started as a part time

sales associate, then became

full time, then supervisor,

then assistant manager, branch

manager, then Vice president, and

now he is a branch manager level

two.

With the three employees

having different positions and

experience, tasks vary from crew

member to crew member, and so

does the perception of what the

average day is like.

“Its alot of strategizing,”

McKay said. “I have to strategize

every single day.”

The crew comes together as a

branch upon arrival and usually

have breakfast together in order

to talk about the plans for the day

of what they have to get done.

“We always catch curveballs,”

McKay said. “There’ll be

something that happens, that’s an

issue, something we have to take

care of and those fall in line.”

Vivian’s position in operations

means that she has to make sure

that they are compliant with the

rules and laws of the Bank.

“I help them out,” Vivian

said. “You know open accounts,

set up business accounts, taking

transactions, try making sure

accounts are correct, and fill out

papers correctly.”

A majority of the time, McKay
says that they are trying to make

sure they get their name out into

the school.

“I think the bank is very,

very important,” Fuentes said.

“But I don’t think students take

advantage of it. We also do little

seminars and stuff like that, about

finances.”

These seminars include

tutorials on things like teaching

people how to write checks and

deposit slips. They’re held once

or twice per semester, yet student

involvement is meager.

US Bank has a ton of benefits

that are hard to beat. Two things

that were stressed by McKay
were the bank’s no minimum-

balance and no monthly-service-

fee options.

Vivian said the bank also helps

students learn how to manage

their money. The employees even

take the time to teach them how

to write a check and view their

transaction history.

“If students will actually take

the time to be here with us, they

can learn all that,” Vivian said.

Fuentes pointed out that the

bank also had added benefits

specifically for students who

reside in Centennial Commons.

Residents of “The Commons”

can receive free money orders

and checks to pay tier bills.

Convenience is one thing that

especially makes the bank stand

out above the competition, as it

was a key advantage brought up

by all of the employees.

“Students go to school at least

once a week,” McKay says, “To

be able to come in here and make

a deposit, or make a withdrawal

or whatever you need, it’s more

beneficial than driving down the

street.”

With three talented, attentive,

and experienced employees

who are willing to help out,

the incredible convenience and

endless benefits - US Bank of

JJC certainly stands tall.

AOfSPlft-
University

EXPLORE -
traditional undergraduate and adult degree

completion programs.

DISCOVER -
easy transfer of credit and courses that build

upon your previous studies.

CONNECT -
with faculty, admission representatives, financial

aid counselors and current students.

AURORA UNIVERSITY
TRANSFER AND ADULT FALL
DROP-IN EVENT
Thursday, November 5, 2015

|
4:30-6:00 p.m.

University Banquet Hall

1410 Marseillaise PI.
I
Aurora, IL

Office of Admission and Financial Aid

630-844-5533 or 800-742-5281
I
admission@aurora.edu

aurora.edu

Register at

aurora.edu/falltransfer
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grifolsplasma.com GRIFOLS
Pride for Donors. Passion for Patients.

Upcoming horror movies for October 2015
BY BRANDY ANDERSEN AND BRITTNEY ANDERSEN

Crimson Peak
2015 - Fantasy/Mystery -

1h 59m

Release date October 16,

2015

Knock, Knock
2015 - Thriller/Horror - 1h 39m

Release date: October 9 2015

The Wicked Within
2015- Horror -1h 31m

Release date: October 16, 2015

THE GHOST DIMENSION

Scouts Guide

to the Zombie
Apocalypse

2015 - Horror/Comed/ - 1h

33m
Pelease date October 30

2015

The Final Girls
2015 - HG'ror/Co rn&dy - 1h 23m

Release date: October 9 2015
f'JSA,

Paranormal

Activity: The Ghost
Dimension

2015 - Horror - 1h 35m

Release date October 23 2015 (USA/

lj|
My one reason?

To pay for books

:

and tuition.

ie:reason to donate plasma.

Find out how becoming a plasma donor can make a difference for

patients and help you earn extra money.

Earn up to $100 in one week.

PlasmaCare / 815-740-1554
128 Collins St, Joliet, IL 60432



Haunted houses you should lqpk for this October
MR vH •'

Rob Zombie American
Nightmare - Villa Park

$25

SEPTEMB? DATES

BY>'BRANDY rNEY ANDERS1 Basement of the Dead
Aurora

$25

OCTOBER ATES

HlAUNTED HOUfcfc INFORMATION

; Parking lotfcpens at 6pm
Doors open at 6:30pm
Haunts start at 7:00pm

Thursdays & Sundays- Close at 10pm
Fridays & Saturdays - Close at 12am

B
ITED HOUSE INFORMATION

ROB ZOMBIE CONCERT
INFORMATION

October 2nd and 4th

Parking lot opens at 4:00pm

Doors open at 5:00pm
Concert begins at 8:00pm

General admission day of concert S45

Visitors in lot by closing will be

admitted that evening CLOSED

TRANSFER TO LOYOLA. TRANSFORM YOUR LIFE.

ATTEND AN OPEN HOUSE

Saturday, October 17, or Saturday, November 7

8:30a.m.-l:30 p.m. • Sullivan Center, 6339 N. Sheridan Road, Chicago

To learn more, visit LUC.edu/transfer.

LOYOLA
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Movie reviews

The Visit' was one to forget
by jarek Martinez

Copy Editor

“The Visit” is yet another

horror outing by director M. Night

Shyamalan shot in the repetitively

popular found-footage style.

The plot revolves around

Rebecca and Tyler, two siblings

visiting their grandparents for the

week while their mother goes on

a cruise with her new boyfriend.

The children begin to feel uneasy

as their elders exhibit strange

behaviors throughout each day.

Rebeca and Tyler are

played by Olivia DeJonge

and Ed Oxenbould, while the

grandparents are played by Peter

McRobbie and Deanna Dunagan.

All of them played their roles

surprisingly well and flourish

with personality.

As far as found footage films

go, the narrative suffers from how
dull, cheap and formulaic the film

style is.

Techniques like cuts

from scene-to-scene, shaky
camerawork and marking each

new day with text on the screen

made the movie way too similar

to the “Paranormal Activity” film

series.

The set up was promising,

but the tension on whether

something was mentally wrong

with the grandparents or a more

supernatural cause never felt fully

invested.

Nearly halfway through the

movie, the plot decided to revolve

around the children and family

issues.

Marketing and trailers for the

film suggested a large emphasis

on horror, but almost no horror

or scares felt realistic. During the

viewing, only three jump scares

were attempted and nothing more

but minor gore.

Perhaps the tonal shifts may
have made the film much more
of a comedy than anything else.

The movie would switch from

attempting thematic elements of

family and divorce to another

scene that would create out of

place gross-out humor.

Unintentional laughs,

unsettling, and possibly offensive

to the elderly made the film

difficult to watch or enjoy.

Unfortunately, by the time

things began intensifying, the

movie ends abruptly with no

engaging conflicts.

For a short film, the first half

droned on only to reach a second

act that feels rushed.

The Visit lacks everything

a horror film represents, even

with an engaging cast and an

interesting concept of killer

grandparents.

The film failed to engage

tension and thrills and only

provided found footage cliches.

This is one horror movie to skip

this Halloween season.

The Green Inferno
message is quite clear
by Jarek Martinez

Copy Editor

“The Green Inferno”, directed

by Eli Roth, is a dark comedy and

horror gore fest that leaves a mark
about society and activist trends.

A social activism group of

college students crash land in the

Amazonian rainforest only to be

captured by an untouched tribe of

cannibals whom they were trying

to protect in the first place.

Roth’s film paid homage to the

early 1980’s exploitation cannibal

sub-genre films made popular by

“Cannibal Holocaust.”

From the large jungle

landscapes to real life tribes, the

film called back to the original

film-making styles in all the right

ways.

The roles of the college

students were filled very well by

up and coming actors; they had

plenty of lines that allowed them

to satirize their one-dimensional

characters.

One issue with the film was that

the set up leading to the events of

the crash, as much of the acting

and dialogue, felt forced and very

dramatic. Other times the acting

just felt completely generic.

As the second act began, the

cannibal portion of the film

took over with mutilation and

unsettling tension as each activist

member is killed one by one.

Even with plenty of extreme

gore-equal to that of the “Saw”

film series-several scenes were

very tame. This came as a

surprise since Eli Roth’s films are

notorious for their graphic scenes

and extreme gore.

The film as a whole takes the

subject matter seriously, but

allows for the consistent and

clever uses of dark humor that

feel refreshing for the predictable

sub-genre of cannibal movies.

With a budget of a mere $6

million, some effects and camera

work did appear a bit cheap.

Some use of Computer-generated

imagery (CGI) in one particular

scene was also very poorly done.

The horrifying scenes may not

be for the faint of heart, but under

all the gore there appeared to

some very bold commentary on

the issues of social activism and

bandwagon trends.

With the group never

understanding the dangers they

would face for attempting to

protect the tribe, they also failed

to see the underlying truth oftheir

cause.

They believed that serving a

cause without fully understanding

why they are supporting the

cause will make them better

people, even when they are

characterized as unlikable, selfish

and misguided.

Cannibalism, horror, and wit

prove a great combination for

this film with a message that will

likely create debate, discussion

and screams of horror.
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Top three horror anime series

Higurashi No Naku Koro Ni Corpse Party: Tortured Souls Another

Anothe)*

After moving into the quiet town of Hinamizawa,
Maebara Keiichi spends his days in school often playing
games with his local friends. However, appearance can
be deceiving. One fateful day, Keiichi stumbles upon
news of a murder that had occurred in Hinamizawa.
Horrific events start to unfold as he learns his close
friends may not be all that they seem.

The story is set in Heavenly Host Elementary School, an
elementary school that was torn down following the murders
and disappearances of several of its staff and students By
the start of the story, another school called Kisaragi Academy
has been built over the elementary school site. One night, a
group of students from Kisaragi are telling ghost stories when
a sudden earthquake transports them to another dimension
where Heavenly Host Elementary still exists and is haunted
by the ghosts of the school's murdered children. The students
of Kisaragi Academy students try to find their way home and
survive the other mysterious forces that haunt the school.

In 1972, a popular honor student named Misaki died
partway thorough the school year in Yomiyama North

Middle School's class 3-3. The rest of the students,

devastated by the unexpected loss, decided to carry

on as if their classmate were still alive, going so far

as to keep the desk in place and bringing it to the

graduation ceremony. Yet no one could explain why
their classmate, already dead and buried, was present
in the graduation photo Then, in the spring of 1998,
a boy named Kouichi Sakaklbara transfers to the
class, and begins to grow suspicious of the fearful

atmosphere permeating the class. In particular, he
becomes fascinated with a mysterious, aloof girl with

an eye patch who always sits alone. A girl the rest of

the class refuses to acknowledge. A girl named Misaki
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Sports

Wins don't always equal success
By Adam tumino

Sports Editor

We live in a society that

is obsessed with winning.

Everywhere you go, you see

things that stress the importance

of winning.

There are billboards for sports

teams that display inspirational

quotes about winning. Turn on

the TV, and you will likely be

able to find a commercial that

tells you what you need to do in

order to become a winner.

These types of messages are

appealing. Who doesn’t want to

be a winner? After all, winners

are treated like gods.

I’m not trying to say that wins

are not important, because they

most certainly are. But there are

many situations where winning

is considered more important

than it should be. JJC is one of

those places where winning is

not the most important result.

We are all guilty ofjudging a

team by its win-loss record. It is

such a simple way to decide if a

team is good or bad. However, it

isn’t always the most effective

measurement ofa team’s success.

Professional sports teams are

an obvious exception. They are

built to win
, and generate a lot of

money when they do win.

Professional sports are a lot

like capitalism. They are driven

by competition. Competition

generates vast amounts of

money. Whoever comes out

victorious gets their fair share of

the spoils.

Because of this, win-loss

records should be used to gauge

the success of a pro team. There

are extenuating circumstances,

of course. The idea of “tanking”

has become very popular in

recent years.

This is basically the process

of losing on purpose in order

to get higher draft picks, which

improves the team in the future.

Teams exhibiting this tactic are

not expected to win, and should

not be judged by their record.

Another group that should not

be judged by their records are

developmental sports leagues.

The MLB has the minor leagues.

The NBA has the D-League. The

NHL has the AHL.
These professional leagues

have major colleges to serve

as their source of talent. Major

college sports departments need

to rely on developmental leagues,

as well. In this case, junior

colleges can serve the role of the

minor leagues.

In general, isn’t a junior

college mostly a developmental

institution? Most of us attend

junior college to develop as

students before moving on to a

four-year university.

We get the base classes out of

the way, figure out what we want

to do with our lives, and get a grip

on the whole college experience.

If junior college is considered

developmental, so should junior

college sports.

When I first arrived on campus,

I went on the JJC website to check

out the records for the various

teams. I used these records to

judge the teams’ success. I just

recently realized that the record

is not the most important thing at

JJC.

It is all about the players.

If junior colleges are truly

developmental, every player

should leave being better at their

sport than they were when they

arrived. Hopefully, they will also

develop as people and students.

So far this season, the JJC

volleyball team and women’s

soccer team have poor win-loss

records. This has a negative

connotation, but it really

shouldn’t. Winning is not the

main goal.

“We’re not looking at national

titles,” said women’s soccer coach

Larry Graiber, “Our success, at

least to myself, would be to get

players playing at the next level.”

“We’re not here for our records

or our resume, we’re here for the

kids and we want to see them

develop.”

Women’s volleyball coach

Kisha Cameron echoed a similar

sentiment.

“I think the development is

more important, ifyou’re thinking

long term for that player,” said

Cameron. “If they’re ultimately

looking to go somewhere else,

which most of them are, you

need to see that development.”

I’m not saying that winning

doesn’t matter in junior college

sports. That would be like saying

that grades don’t matter in junior

college don’t matter. They

obviously do.

It is important to have a

mixture of success and failure

while developing. It allows us

to leam the absolute most from

a situation. If a person rarely

experiences failure, they will be

unable to handle it when they do

fail at something.

On the other hand, too much

failure can cause a person to

become discouraged. This is

why both winning and losing are

important. There are valuable

lessons to be learned from each.

When dealing with

development, there is not one

ideal result. As long as a variety

of experiences are involved,

progress will likely be made.

So while a team’s record may

be the easiest way to assume

success, keep in mind what the

main goal is.

It is said that the worst way

to judge a minor league baseball

team’s success is to look at their

record. The same theory applies

to junior college sports. It is all

about development.
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Soccer from page 1

Emmanuel Sanchez, right, attacks against Rock Valley.

bench to fill the void. Coach per game and are scoring

Trillo has been impressed with

the way his players have filled in

for the starters.

“Everybody’s stepped into the

responsibility that I have given

them,” Trillo said.

Perez-Aguillar was an All-

American last year, and leads the

team with 18 points and eight

goals, with only fourteen shots

on goal. Vivas has twelve points

and has scored four goals. Their

absence might be contributing

to the Wolves’ slippage in play

recently. They hold a 3-2-1

record in their conference.

“We have a deep bench

and everybody who’s come in

is giving us good minutes,”

Trillo said, “It’s keeping us

competitive.”

The Wolves are ranked in the

top ten in a number of offensive

categories, including goals

scored, shots, shots on goal, and

shots per game. Those numbers

might be a little inflated though,

because 20 of their 40 goals have

come against Milwaukee Area

Tech, while only giving up one

goal in those contests. Against

all other teams, they have given

up the same amount of goals they

have scored.

They are averaging 16 shots

22% clip. Their defense has

played well too, allowing only

1 .6 goals per game. During their

recent slump, scoring has been

more of the issue. The defense

has been able to hold teams to

within striking distance.

“So far I’m optimistic on

the outcome [for the rest of the

season],” Trillo said, “I just want

to make sure we get fully healthy

for the playoffs.”

With five games remaining

before the postseason, three of
the games come against teams

the Wolves could not beat earlier

in the season. They lost 1-0 to

Harper, tied 1-1 with Madison,

and lost 4-3 to Triton. The games
were all close, and with more
focus and preparation, the results

could easily switch.

All three of those games will

be on the road, and so will four

of their last five, with the only

home game coming in the last

week against Rock Valley. The
team will be looking to gain

momentum, which they could

carry into the postseason.

“We want to place as high as

possible,” Trillo said, “Our goal

is to be among the top three going

into the playoffs, and to make
sure we play our best soccer.”

Sportsm
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Sports Editor

It has been a season and a half

since the women’s soccer team

was reestablished here at JJC.

As expected, the new program

is having trouble getting off the

ground. After a winless 2014
campaign, the Lady Wolves are

off to an 0-8 start in 2015.

These results are typical of a

new program. It is hard to put a

team together from scratch. The

Lady Wolves were forced to work
with an extremely small roster

last year, sometimes having one

or even zero alternates to come
off the bench.

The roster is slightly larger this

season, but depth is still an issue.

The lack of players is also largely

the result of having a newer

program.

“There are students here on our

team this year that did not know
we had a soccer team last year,”

said head coach Larry Graiber.

“We could’ve used those students

last year.”

Unfortunately, this situation

seems to have repeated itself.

There likely many people on

campus who are interested in

playing soccer, but are unaware
that the program has returned.

“The biggest thing is awareness

of our program,” stressed Graiber.

He believes that awareness is

spreading, even if it is spreading

slowly. The team has picked up

five players who were on campus

last year, but did not know about

the team.

“We hope that continues. We
hope we grab more and more

current students.”

Now in his second season,

Graiber is working to improve

the awareness the community.

With students at JJC starting to

take notice of the program, the

next step is to spread the word

throughout local high schools

and begin recruiting players

Until this occurs, there are

problems on the field that need

to be fixed. The Lady Wolves

have given up a total of 56 goals

so far, while tallying only two of

their own. Some of the scores are

inflated to look worse than they

are.

A 13-1 loss to Harper College

really jumps off the page, but

there is a good reason for this

lopsided result. “When we were

down 5-0 at the half, we decided

to test other people in the net,"

explained Coach Graiber.

This purpose of this

experimentation was to see if

goalie Sam Gewalt could make

an impact at mid-field, where she

played last season. So the scores,

though very rough to look at,

don’t tell the whole story.

As the rebuilding process

continues, the Lady Wolves are

improving as much as they can.

Graiber has a few specific things

he wants to shore up before

season’s end.

“The first thing we’ve got to do

is start scoring,” he said. “We’ve
solidified our defense, and now
we’re moving on to the attack

inside."

Small improvements are the

immediate goal for the Lady
Wolves. As the awareness of the

program increases, so should the

level of play.

Photo courtesy of//C Athletic Dept.

Leticia Hernandez dribbles the ball in a recent match.
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Sports
The Lady Wolves learning and improving

by Adam Tumino

Sports Editor

The 2015 volleyball season is

churning along, with the Lady

Wolves having played 21 of their

35 regular season games. They
own a 3-18 record so far and are

looking to gain some valuable

experience over the rest of the

season.

After losing their first 10

contests, the Lady Wolves have

picked it up recently. They have

added three wins to their record

in the last three weeks.

"What we’ve been struggling

with right now isjust confidence,”

said head coach Kisha Cameron.

“We’re hesitating when we
shouldn’t.”

Another factor is the presence

of lineup shuffling that is taking

place.

“We picked up a couple of new
girls,” Cameron added, “So it’s

just letting them get comfortable

with the new lineup.” After

playing only a few games with

this lineup, improvement is

coming slowly.

Early on in the season, the

team was having trouble playing

together and gaining chemistry on
the court. As the season continued,

the team began to bond. There are

still improvements to be made.

“It’s going,” said Cameron of
the building of chemistry, “Not at

the speed I would prefer, but it’s

going."

As for the actual playing

of the game, the Lady Wolves

are playing better than their

record shows. A tough schedule

has resulted in some lopsided

losses, but the team always is

competitive.

“We have a lot of losses but

we also have played a lot of

Division I and Division II four

year schools," said Cameron. A
recent game against the Olivet

Nazarene University JV squad

was particularly tough. “They
had four seniors on their roster.”

That is an obvious

disadvantage for the Lady

Wolves. While they are trying

to figure out who they are, their

opponents are an established and

proven team. So the number of

losses look bad, but they are the

result of very tough games.

The level of play is what to

watch for the rest of the season.

If they continue to compete at

a high level, they will certainly

improve over the next month of

play. Cameron is not concerned

about the record in the final 14

games.

“You can win games and play

really bad, and there’s times you
can lose games and play really

well.” If they show up and play,

the results will take care of

themselves.

There are several

improvements to be made, most

of which are mental. Adjusting

to a changing lineup is purely

a mental issue. The faster they

can get used to a new position,

the faster they will improve as a

team.

They must also sustain energy

for the entire game. It is easy to

feel sorry for yourselves when
losing late in a game. The level

of competition should remain

constant. It is hard to judge how
good a team is they have varying

levels of effort.

The Lady Wolves may not be

in a position to compete for a

national title, but have their sights

set on improving until the final

game ends.

Players to watch
Jesus Gutierrez

Men's Soccer

Freshman Jesus Gutierrez

scored 2 goals in a key 4-3

victory over Rock Valley

College on Sept. 18. Gutierrez

scored the lone goal in a 1 -2

loss against Kennedy-King

College on Sept. 21 and posted

a goal in the 9-1 victory over

Milwaukee Area Technical

College on Sept. 23.

Sophomore Andie Zadorozny

led the Lady Wolves volleyball

team to victory against Triton

College on Sept. 22 with a

score of 25-22, 25-16, 25-13.

She had 1 1 kills, 26 digs, and 5

aces in the contest. Zadorozny

has a team-high 120 kills this

season and is second with 207

digs
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LGBTQ
students

fighting

for a

change

atJJC
By Marj beth Wilson

Staff Writer

Some students at JJC are

fighting for their rights as

individuals to be recognized by

the names that they have chosen.

Transgender students say

they are often unable to use

basic amenities like their

preferred bathroom and have

even had problems using their

student IDs.

The reason for that is that

there is not a preferred name

section in school records, and

gender-neutral bathrooms are

limited on campus. The topic

was discussed during a Safe

Zone Ally meeting held on

Wednesday Sept. 30.

The meeting brought old

See Rights on page 6

Editors weigh in

on racism and

domestic violence.

See Views, page 4

Interested in

the history of

Halloween?

See Entertainment, page 9

Safety remains a priority at JJC

BY SHAN1ELLE FULTON

Co-Editor

On Oct. 1, 2015, students

routinely attended class at

Umpqua Community College;

unbeknownst to them, 10 would

not walk out alive.

A hail of gunfire rang through

the school as a gunman, who was

enrolled in the school, fatally

shot his fellow classmates and

instructors before turning the

gun on himself. The tragedy is

the 264th U.S. mass shooting

this year and is the deadliest in

Oregon’s modem history.

Deadly incidents like these

always bring forth debate; about

gun control, predictably of the

occurrence and safety measures.

While the country is both coping

and trying to prevent something

like this from happening again -

JJC is focused on being prepared

for the unexpected.

“If you have a plan for

anything,” said Chief Comanda,

as he sat forward in the chair of

his decorated office.

“You’re better off than having

no plan.”

After 38 years in law

enforcement, the Chief has

See Shooting on page 5

Are MAP Grants disappearing?
BY MIKE KALAS

StaffWriter

Students ofJJC may be forced

into a tough situation before

they even know it.

Students eligible for the

Illinois Monetary Award

Program (MAP) grant may be

obliviously walking the campus

halls, not knowing that their

Financial Aid funding may be

frozen, or worse, seized.

On Thursday, Sep. 24,

2015, JJC held the first of four

conference hearings for the

Senate of Higher Education to

discuss the impact the current

Illinois budget impasse is having

on higher education in Illinois,

specifically pertaining to MAP
grants.

As of September, Illinois

entered its fourth month of not

having a budget plan in place.

This is a significant issue

because the budget plan was due

to go into full effect on July 1,

2015.

Due to constant lobbying in

Springfield, the Illinois budget

is only 90 percent accounted

for, and Republicans and

Democrats are having a difficult

time figuring out an appropriate

way to spend the remaining 10

percent.

Now, this is where the real

issue comes to the surface.

A lot of government funded

programs around Illinois cannot

all be accounted for with the

remaining 1 0 percent of the state

budget and social services like

MAP grant funding could be

taken out of the budget because

of it.

That would require the House

of Representatives and the

See Grants on page 7

Blazer Exclusive!

Interview with

Metallica cover band

member, Kevin M. Buck

Page 12

Wolves have solid 2015 season, but fall just short
BYZACKMUNDAY Championship game. (See

1 5 for game story).

Just a few weeks ago, it did

not seem like the Wolves would

Staff Writer

The Wolves’ 2015 season

:ame to a sudden end on make it this far. They had an

Saturday, Oct. 24, with a 2-0 overall record of 5-7-1, at that

oss to Harper in the Region IV time. It looked as if they would

have to settle for the fifth seed.

Then they got hot and won three

straight, climbing the bracket.

“We won the last two

conference games," said

Head Coach Cristobal Trillo,

“and those wins put us at the

number three seed, which is a

comfortable position.”

The Wolves ended the regular

season with a 5-4-1 conference

record, tied for second place

in their conference with Rock

Valley and Madison. They

owned the tiebreaker against

Rock Valley due to a 2-0 record

against them during the regular

season, winning the games 4-3

See Soccer on page 15



OPINION;

Don't be afraid, be aware
Attending school is not

easy. There is a long list of

hardships that come with

higher education; we must pay

hundreds of dollars for one

class, study hard, and maintain

a good grade point average

and a solid job.

Between worrying if we
can pay for school, feeling

half dead because of losing

so much sleep, and dealing

with anxiety about our next

paycheck, there is no room for

other stressors.

With our already

troublesome experiences and

worries weighing us down, it

is incredibly unfortunate that

we have to add mass shootings

to our list.

Ever since the Umpqua
Community College shootings

took place, it has not been too

difficult to find a news outlet

that does not sell the story as

something that no one saw

coming.

There is always talk of how
the incident was a shock to

the country, and completely

unexpected.

Which belies the idea that

all tragedies are pretty much
unpredictable.

The startling fact that this is

not the first mass shooting to

happen this year, it’s also not

the second, it is the 264th.

That’s right. The 264th mass
shooting that was committed

on the 275th day of 2015.

Obviously there is a

problem. So, the main thing

Photo courtesy ofJJC.edu

JJC officers conduct an active-shooter drill In 2013.

we need to focus on, besides

gun debate, is definitely

human beings as a focal point

of the entire epidemic.

There needs to be much
more attention paid to the

people that commit these

tragedies because they are the

reason it happens.

They are the ones who get

the thought, plan it out, and act

on it.

Even though gun control

plays a big part, it will always

be humans that plan to do

harm to others by any means.

Concerning behavior of

students needs to be observed

and interpreted properly by the

people in said student’s life.

The behavior then needs to be

addressed.

These behaviors can be
easily recognized within the

sphere of social media, where

it seems a lot ofthese disturbed

individuals are comfortable

posting their increasingly

disturbing thoughts.

Much too often news outlets

mention that the culprit made

either of their intentions or

posted very cryptic and erratic

things on sites like Facebook,

Twitter or YouTube.

It must be said that there are

programs out there that wish

to educate school staff, family

members and bystanders on

worrisome behavior of the

people in their lives, such as

wishing harm on themselves

and other.

Too often do we hear people

brush off social media posts as

that of a young person venting

or lashing out at their particular

microcosm of society.

It is these upsetting rants

that people need to pay stricter

attention too. A student may
very well just be Setting out

frustrations in a poorly thought
out manner, or there may be

something more sinister going

on.

Regardless ofwhether or not

a student is really considering

a rampage, it is good to check

in on those we care about when

they seem to be exhibiting odd

behavior.

More importantly though,

it needs to be said that this is

not a family problem and this

is not a school problem, no,

this is a community problem.

We as a community need to

coalesce on this issue and

work together.

There are always things that

will go unnoticed by some

people in a person’s life. If a

family misses something, a

friend could be there to say

something. If a friend misses

something, a school official

could be there and so forth.

It’s always scary and

angering to see the aftermath

ofa school shooting, especially

if it seems as if it could have

been addressed earlier and the

whole tragedy itselfseems that

is could have been avoided.

Everyone wants answers in

the aftermath of a tragedy, yet

sometimes there are no easy

ones.

These issues are always

gray, multi-faceted messes. If

we want practical solutions to

practical problems then most

of us can only start from the

bottom up and do our part in

tragedy prevention.

Along with early detection,

teaching seif-awareness to

students will always be a huge

building block because it’s

important to educate everyone

on recognizing people in our

lives who are at risk.

Question of the issue:

In light of recent school shootings, do you feel

safe at JJC? Why or why not?

Janae Dunn

“I’m in the middle; you do
see them [the JJC officers] a

lot on campus,

always walking around and

paying attention, so I’d say

yeah, I feel protected.”

Nancy Rios

“I don’t feel super safe

because I have a friend that

doesn’t go here

and he just comes in and

chills. Anybody can walk in.”

Preston Kyles

“I feel pretty safe.

I wouldn’t suspect anything

to happen in Joliet.”

Ray Munoz

“Pretty safe, [there is a]

decent amount of campus
police that’s always

patrolling.”
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Advance your career with

a Bachelor of Science

in Nursing degree from

Aurora University.
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|
Building U Main Entrance
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|
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|
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7:00-10:00 a.m.

Stop by to learn how you can earn your BSN through
the AU program at JJC. Bring your transcripts for an
evaluation of prior college credit.

by Emma Carter

Copy Editor

What doss it mean to be a

Republican? What does it mean
to be a Democrat? Do I have to

pick one?

These are some questions that I

have been hearing lately.

Republicans and Democrats

have different views on many
issues, some of which I am going

to address and hopefully help

more people understand what it

means to belong to one of these

parties, as well as get a better idea

of candidates that you agree with

for the next presidential election.

Republicans are mostly

viewed as people who are more
conservative and hold traditional

values for government. They
believe that an individual is

responsible for their own life.

Democrats are mostly seen as

more liberal. They believe in a

society that gives everyone an

equal opportunity and that we
need to all look out for each other.

The Republican Party believes

in having immigration restrictions

and Donald Trump is notorious

for this.

Trump says that the U.S. needs

to stop immigrants from coming
into America. The Republican

Party also believes in free trade

(government is not involved in

trade) and limited gun control

laws.

Ben Carson, another

Republican candidate, says that

citizens who obey the law have

a right to own guns without

registering them. Carson even

suggests that if Germans had

been armed, then history would

have been changed for the Jews

during the Holocaust.

Republicans also tend to be

against giving workers unions too

much power. They also oppose

the Affordable Health Care Act.

The Democratic Party

believes in searching for better

environmental solutions.

Bemie Sanders (a Democratic

candidate) thinks that the

United States should search for

alternative solutions to energy for

future generations.

Democrats also believe in more
government control in trade, also

known as regulated trade, and

stricter gun laws.

Hillary Clinton’s view on this

subject is that the government

needs to keep stricter gun laws

in order to keep guns out of the

hands of the wrong people.

The Democrats want to build

onto the Affordable Health Care

Act. They see that the middle

class is disappearing and the

government needs to find ways to

help solve the gap between rich

and poor. Democrats also agree

with having unions.

There are always exceptions

for each party. The majority

of the time Democrats can

be seen as liberals, however,

some democrats can be quite

conservative on certain issues.

Some Republicans can skew
more liberal than conservative as

well. Of course, there are always

people that fall along the middle

too.

The thing that is the most
confusing is when people go
against what their party believes

because of their own beliefs on

issues.

It is always very important

to know where a candidate or

government official stands on
certain points of interest.



4 VIEWS
Internalized Racism

By Shanielle Fulton

Co-Editor

Let’s cut straight to the point;

Raven Symone is not my favorite

person at the moment but she

used to be.

I was the biggest fan of That’s

So Raven. Not only was it

entertaining but it also addressed

important societal issues.

The phrase, “The truth is, I

don’t hire black people,” still

bums in my head to this day

from an episode that tackled

discrimination in the workplace.

So, imagine my disappointment

when 10 years later, Raven-

Symont* is on The View admitting

she would discriminate against

someone.

Her words were, “I am very

discriminatory against words like

they said in those names, (she

was referring to the video shown

- titled Top 60 Ghetto Names) I’m

is still racism, Raven-Symone
not about to hire you ifyour name

is Watermelondrea.”

Basically, she would deny an

individual a job because of their

“ghetto” name. Not because they

had an unimpressive interview, or

do not meet the qualifications for

the position; but because of their

given name, something they had

no control over.

What both entertained and

infuriated me is that she’s

forgotten that she is similar to the

person she would discriminate

against.

Raven-Symone is a non-

traditional name, and that’s

her entire first name equipped

with two parts, a hyphen and an

accent mark that is not enunciated

(otherwise, her name would

be pronounced as Symonay).

Therefore, I hope she does not

end up on the other side of the

employment process, especially

with an employer that shares her

simpleminded policy.

Openly promoting her belief

to refuse someone a chance due

to the nature of their name does

more harm than if she would have

just kept this opinion to herself.

Institutional discrimination

- and racism - is bad enough

without having someone on TV

to appropriate it to millions of

viewers.

It’s unfair that someone

can work hard for years and it

absolutely would not matter

if their name did not appear

readable on a business card.

To Raven-Symone Christine

Pearman, I say: you are idiotic,

and not only that - you are racist

and idiotic. But then again,

what do I expect from someone

who claimed to be from every

continent in Africa?

Clean up your act, and clean it

up fast.

More education could prevent domestic violence

As many students may or may

not know, October is Domestic

Violence Awareness month.

This means that students

should be seeing a lot more

advertisements on the school

televisions for the No More

campaign to end domestic

violence and sexual assaults.

There are also several events

that have been held at the main

campus. These events, such as the

Walk A Mile In Her Shoes rally,

have hopefully given students

some much needed information

and perspective on the epidemic

of domestic violence.

JJC works closely with

Guardian Angel Community

Services (GACS) of Joliet to

maintain knowledge on these

upsetting subjects. GACS
actually is responsible for the

Walk A Mile In Her Shoes events

around the greater Joliet area.

JJC has been an instrumental

player in the fight to end domestic

abuse. In 2012, JJC was actually

the first, and only, community

college in Illinois to receive

a state grant to help prevent

domestic violence.

The Office ofStudent Activities

also hosts several Bystander

Intervention Training sessions a

semester. These meetings cover

all forms of intervention, but the

skills you could pick up would

help with recognizing and dealing

with a domestic abuse situation.

It is fortunate that we have

these resources and events in and

around JJC. Especially since it

seems as if most people do not

understand that there are several

types of domestic abuse that can

go on in a relationship.

Most people are probably

aware that one partner hitting

another partner is not ok. Physical

violence is always easy to catch

and deal with.

However, there are more

subtle forms of domestic abuse

that individuals need to be made

aware of.

Someone could be experiencing

emotional abuse, verbal abuse,

spiritual abuse or even just

subject to controlling behaviors

by a friend, family member or

partner.

The most unfortunate thing is

that both perpetrators and victims

may not be aware that certain

behaviors are considered abusive.

The best way that we as people

can progress into the future is

through education.

Thankfully JJC is helping, but

we all need to make a commitment

to year-round mindfulness and

education on our behaviors to

become better people.

Some helpful information on

different forms of abuse can be

found at domesticviolence.com.

au.

tradition/innovation
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plenty of experience and wisdom

on almost everything.

“It’s usually a person who
feels rightfully or wrongfully

disconnected from the rest of

society,” Comanda began, when

asked about the mass shooting.

“They consider themselves

‘injustice collectors.’ They seem

to think that everything that is

happening is happening to them

and they often decide that the way

to address it is to put on a show

and go out in a blaze of glory,"

Comanda indicated that the

college and the department are

taking precautions to prevent

such an incident on campus.

Also, backing this are two of

JJC’s Officers - Chris Luttrell and

Randall Graves.

Combined, Graves and Luttrell

have over half a decade of

experience in Law Enforcement.

Each of them have special

interests that help the department;

Luttrell is into technology, and

Graves deals with potential future

law enforcement members by

advising the Criminal Justice

Club.

“You can never 100% prepare,

it’s impossible.” Luttrell shakes

his head, but then ensures that

there are precautions that can be

taken. He has a vast knowledge

of the campus and says that there

are, “over 500 cameras and about

a 1 80 panic buttons."

He also added that the

technology does help to increase

the response time and goes

on to mention the Behavioral

Intervention

Team (BIT).

The purpose of BIT, as listed

on their JJC Page, is to create

interdisciplinary alliance of

college departments with

the focus on a caring,

preventative, early intervention

with students whose behavior is

either disruptive or concerning.

However, in the event that

something does happen, the

department is trained to handle

the situation.

Comanda said that JJC does

their own training and use

scenarios, and have a rapid

response plan in order to move

toward the offender and not wait

for SWAT - as the usual response

used to be.

"The idea is to eliminate the

threat." Luttrell said, concerning

an attack on the college.

"Whatever it is that we have to do

to get that person off the playing

field."

The JJC Police Department

consists of 15 patrol officers

and 19 Campus Safety Officers

(CSOs). One of their newest

additions is Officer Rose.

Rose is currently on his

first year and describes law

enforcement as a "constantly

changing field.”

The officers go through a lot to

get their position. According to

Comanda, they must also be able

to pass the POWER Test which

involves a timed 1 Zi mile run,

sit ups, weightlifting and a sit &
reach test, before they can enter

the academy.

Once hired and after they

complete the academy, they

start a one year probation during

which they undergo an 8-12 week

department Field Training

Program. During this time,

they ride with a certified

training officer and they must

show proficiency in not only

this department’s policies and

procedures, but also in state laws.

The Officers also experience

active shooter drills, which are

updated and sometimes open to

the public.

“Everyone can always be

more prepared,” Graves said. He
describes the drills, saying how
Chief will draw up scenario-

based plans and they use

roleplayers.“We huve a good turn

out usually."

In addition to attending drills

to get more information, the

officers and Chief all had their

own advice for students.

“Students should leum self-

defense," Luttrell said and also

later added, “(Learn) more self-

awareness.” (Luttrell) actually

serves as the lead officer for JJC

Female Self-Defense class.)

Comanda had very specific

recommendations in the event

of an active shooter inside the

school.

"Lock yourself down, secure

yourself, and take action if

nothing else works.” He then said

that it is important to not ignore

any warning signs, because they

usually are there. Also, he udded,

“Don’t stand by and become a

victim.”

Officer Graves’ final comment

was simple; “It affects all of us.”

It's a simple transfer to ...

Concordia University Chicago

Why transfer to Concordia-Chicago?
Affordable cost. Every full-time transfer student receives a
scholarship upon admission to CUC.

Personal attention. You'll make one-on-one connections

with professors who advise and mentor you.

Ideal location. Just 1 0 miles west of downtown Chicago,
great opportunities for internships and jobs are nearby.

A simple transfer. Your personal admission counselor will

guide you through every step of the transfer process.

CAMPUS VISIT DAY

Saturday, Nov. 14

PLAN AN INDIVIDUAL VISIT

Tailor your individual visit to meet your

specific interests and availability.

IIII

LEARN MORE at CUChicago.edu/transfer

CONCfRDIA
UNIVERSITY 7400 Augusta Street

|
River Forest. IL 60305-1 499

|
877-CUChicago (877-282-4422)

|
Admissron@CUChicago.edu
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allies and new students together

through the Safe Zone Ally

Project. The group’s purpose,

according to the JJC website, is to

make Joliet Junior College a safer

environment for all members

of the campus community -

regardless of sexual orientation,

gender identity, or gender

expression - through training

allies.

The Safe Zone allies work to

end injustice through support and

advocacy for oppressed members

of the population. At this time the

program has trained more than

170 Safe Zone allies.

During the Sept. 30 meeting

Mark Knapp, a current JJC

student, brought up how difficult

it was for him when people called

him by his birth name rather than

Mark.

“It’s so anxiety inducing and

dysphoric,” Knapp said.

Pam Dilday, the Director of

Student Activities at JJC, said,

“I think JJC needs to be more

cognizant of the preferred

pronoun on the application and to

develop a procedure that students

would follow to change their

Photo by Maribeth Wilson

Members of GLAM, the JJC Gay Lesbian And More organization, formerly known

as GLOW, Gay Lesbian or Whatever club, are shown here.

name, and we need to provide

more gender neutral bathrooms

on campus.”

“We've done some great things

but we still have a ways to go,”

Dilday added.

Currently, if students wish to

be called by a preferred name,

they have the option to talk to each

of their instructors individually

or go to the I-Campus office on

the fourth floor of J-building and

have it changed by employee

JeffNuckles.

“Having a name changed on

I-Campus does not resolve the

current problem,”

said Knapp, “I lost

my glasses and had

to present my ID at

lost and found to

get them back. It

is very stressful to

have to present my
ID because it has my
birth name on it.”

This problem does

not only affect JJC

students.

Greyson Goode,

1 8, of Morris

IL, acknowledged his

own struggle, noting

that the importance of

the name lies within

the name itself.

“It holds an identity

that I had to fight to

have," said Goode.
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“It’s a reminder of the 17-some

odd years that I lived someone

else’s life, so 1 7 wasted years in

my opinion.”

Fighting to keep ones identity

is not all these students have to

do.

“Our culture is so focused on

gender; it is consistently thrown

in your face,” Knapp said.

Knapp continued, “It is difficult

for people to understand, but you

don’t have to understand in order

to respect my identity. I have to

advocate for myself constantly,

and it’s tiring when people don’t

care or want to try.”

Dean of Students Cynthia

Vasquez-Barrios stated, “With

legal institutions, we have to

use your legal name. This is not

something that can be easily

changed or easily fixed.

“Even a preferred name

section, right now our data system

doesn’t have that. It’s going to

have to be a policy issue, so we

have that service to those students

who generally need it,” Vasquez-

Barrios continued.

Gender-Neutral Bathrooms
Determining the importance

of one’s identity is troublesome

when having to identify with a

gender-specific bathroom.

Acknowledging that

construction takes time and

money, Knapp proposed to have

a sign that signifies current

bathrooms as a transgender

environment where students can

use whichever pronouns they

identify with.

“Not all the bathrooms need

to be changed, maybe just one-

third. One-third would be great,”

Knapp stated.

Professor Doreen Vieitez of the

Social and Behavioral Sciences

Department, also suggested the

bathrooms be clearly labeled. She

suggested “accessible bathrooms”

as an option.

Goode explained his feelings

on the importance of gender-

neutral bathrooms.

“It’s hard when you’re mid-

transition or you don’t identify

with either gender, you don’t

know where to go,” Goode said.

Students may be willing to wait

for the gender-neutral bathrooms,

but the consensus is that the

preferred-name section change

needs to happen now.

“I’m hoping that we can

move forward by next fall.

I’m researching what other

institutions are doing in regards

to their own students,” Vasquez-

Barrios stated in answer to how

long students may have to wait to

have this service

Any student who is having

difficulties adjusting or just needs

to talk with someone can look

for the Safe Zone Ally stickers in

windows or doors around campus

or contact Amy Sims at asims@

jjc.edu or Melvin Whitehead at

mwhitehe@jjc.edu.

The next Safe Zone meeting

will be held on Gender Identity in

room A-l 002 on Wednesday Nov.

18 from 12 p.m. to 1 p.m.

Be Well Prepared.

FULL- AND PART-TIME
TRANSFER PROGRAMS IN:

INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY & MANAGEMENT

WHEATON • CHICAGO • ONLINE

HT School of TEv
Applied Technology v appliedtech.iit.edu
ILLINOIS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY 630.682.6000
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Find out how becoming a plasma donor can make a difference for
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Senate to find common ground

on which government programs

should continue to be funded and

which ones should be subsidized.

The purpose ofMAP grants are

to provide students with financial

aid that does not have to be repaid.

It is used by Illinois residents who
attend approved Illinois colleges

and demonstrate financial need.

The MAP grants are the only

funding that some students

have, and losing that could be

detrimental to their lives.

To be considered eligible to

receive a grant, there are several

requirements students must meet.

They must be an Illinois

resident; they must be enrolled

into a minimum of three credit

hours per term; they must

maintain good academic progress;

they cannot be in debt with

student loans; and they must have

completed a Free Application for

Free Student Aid (FAFSA).

Fighting for the Future

The Sept. 24 panel was chaired

by different Senators from around

the state, with representation from

local colleges and universities

around Illinois, as well as the

Illinois Committee College

Board and the Illinois Student

Assistance Committee.

Leading the discussion was

Sen. Pat McGuire (D-Crest Hill).

By his side were colleagues Sen.

Andy Manar (D-Bunker Hill),

Sen. Jennifer Bertino-Tarrant

(D-Shorewood), and Sen. Sue

Rezin (R-Peru).

Some programs up for debate

besides the MAP grants were

The Grow Your Own Teacher

Program and programs that help

single parents with children that

need care.

Colleges and universities

around the state traditionally

receive $2 billion from the state

budget, but as of now a good

portion of that state funding for

the financial programs has to be

subsidized by the state.

As the conference went on

into the hour, each representative

walked to the podium to state

their school’s case for what

would occur ifthey lost their state

funding, and how dramatic the

consequences would be for their

students and the faculty that work

there.

Another issue the

representatives brought to the

board’s attention was that the

colleges do not know what to tell

their students when regarding the

application process ofobtaining a

MAP grant.

This is leaving students in a

complete stump, because not

knowing the deadline, or just

being told a fixed deadline, does

not give the average student

much time to fill out one of these

applications.

The most intriguing part of

the whole conference was that

students of each represented

school had a chance to speak at

the podium and give a brief story

on how they were eligible for

their MAP Grant and how losing

funding would impact everything

in their lives.

JJC student Andrea Louthian

gave an outstanding speech that

really touched everyone in the

room that morning.

Louthian was an elementary

education major at JJC, and

confidently walked to the podium

to share glimpses of her personal

life.

Emotional while she was

speaking, Louthian discussed

how she was about to enter her last

semester before she graduated,

and by losing her funding she

could not afford to finish out the

year.

Louthian said that she works

when she is not at school while

also putting her two children

through school.

The magnitude of the situation

went beyond her words. Other

students negatively affected by

the budget impasse put in their

input on the mess in Springfield.

Another student from JJC,

Jewels Gomez, also gave a few

words on her own struggle with

the MAP grant circumstances.

Gomez explained how she

would be wrecked by the MAP
grants disappearance and how her

part time job could not cover her

tuition.

Gomez said, “the state should

help pay for student’s tuition.”

MAP grant enrollment

imbalance was not lost on the

representatives at JJC.

“This year there are more who
qualify for MAP grants and didn’t

receive it then students who were

equally qualified and did receive

it,” said McGuire.

Could the MAP grants be the

only grant to go? Only time will

tell.

JJC students who receive

financial aid are encouraged to

be aware and stay alert for any

updates.

‘Make and Take’ fund-raiser

PlasmaCare / 815-740-1554
128 Collins St, Joliet, IL 60432

By Hannah Hall

Staff Writer

The Student Horticulture

Association is hosting a fund

raiser where participants can put

their decorative talents to use and

learn new techniques in creative

floral arrangements.

At this event, called a “Make
and Take," participants will

pay a small fee and be provided

with a hands-on demonstration

and the materials to create their

own Thanksgiving-themed floral

centerpiece.

The fund-raiser will take place

on Nov. 1 9 at the JJC greenhouse

between 4 p.m. and 6 p.m.

This season’s Make and Take is

just one example of some of the

fund raising the horticulture club

organizes.

They have also hosted

Christmas-themed “Make and

Takes” in the past, and they

harvest grapes at the JJC vineyard

to sell to the Fox Valley Winery.

The horticulture club requires

fund raising so its students can

participate in field trips, such

as visiting arboretums and

greenhouses for educational

experiences.

Students in the club will be

participating in the Louisville

Green Industry Conference from

Oct. 21 to Oct. 23.

“The conference gives them

opportunities to network in the

industry,” said David Bartz,

second year adviser of the club.

“There’s a big trade show.

They get to see new products, and

they get to actually try out new

products in the field."

After the competition, students

can attend a job fair where they

can, as Bartz says, “explore the

industry outside of just the Joliet

area and see how big it really is.”

The horticulture club also goes

to the Career Days competition

every spring. This year it’s at

Mississippi State University.

Students compete against

other two-year and four-

year colleges in competitions

such as plant identification,

irrigation installation, landscape

construction and landscape

design.

After those competitions,

students have the opportunity

to participate in another large

job-fair with “lots of companies

looking to hire prospective

students.”

“It’s a great platform to

springboard into the industry,”

Bartz said.

The horticulture club is also

very active in community service.

Most recently, students harvested

vegetables and donated them

to the Morning Star Mission in

Joliet, where they will be given to

those in need.

In the past they have also

participated in a house clean-up

for the Morning Star Mission.

Students can easily become

members of the horticulture club

by coming to one of their twice-

monthly meetings where they can

leam about upcoming field trips,

community service and fund-

raising events.

For more information, the

Agriculture and Horticulture

Department is located in the S

building at the JJC main campus.

Photo courtesy ofHC.edu
Student Horticulture Association gathers for a photo at a recent competition.
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Entertainment
What do you know about Halloween tradition?

By Craig brown

Staff Writer

When someone is asked to

describe Halloween, most people

in the modern day would say

candy, costumes, horror, and the

colors orange and black as their

answers.

Will a majority of them say a

ritual, a day of worshiping the

dead, or paganism? Possibly not,

as each generation for many years

has changed or rewritten what

Halloween actually means.

Now it is no secret that

Halloween isconsidered one ofthe

nation’s most popular holidays,

right behind Christmas, with it

being a culture and commercial

success with children.

The holiday’s representation

is something most people do not

often pay attention to, considering

that Oct. 31 in ancient European

colonies was celebrated as a

festival for the end ofthe summer.

Originally called Samhain, the

day was supposed to represent the

beginning of the dark half of the

Celtic year; the colder half of the

year.

The day would consist of

feasting, bonfires and rituals. The

day would last from sunset Oct.

3 1 to Nov 1

.

As the years passed, the idea

of Samhain began to change as it

was a day when the dead would

revisit the world of the living as

ghosts and both dimensions would

intertwine one that particular day.

Though the Celtic originally

set the day of what we call

Halloween, many other cultures

had their own way of worshiping

the dead. In order to convert more

pagans into the Christian faith,

they made a day called Lemuria.

Lemuria was similar to

Samhain; it was at first on May
1 3 and held the tradition that the

dead would haunt people if a

proper ritual were not held at their

graves. This then changed to All

Saints Day to honor the Christian

faith.

Once it became very popular

among Christians, the day was

moved to Nov. 1 and changed

to All Hallows day. The Celtic

people then changed Samhain

to All Hallows Eve, then finally

Halloween.

Others cultures, like Mexico,

celebrate these traditions, but call

it Dia De Los Muertos (Day Dead

of the Dead) and celebrate it from

Oct. 31 to Nov. 2, following the

Christian All Souls Day.

The idea of trick or treating

also came from Christians as a

way to help the poor on All Souls

Day. The poor would go door-

to-door and ask people for food;

once the food was given the poor

would pray for the souls lost in

purgatory so that way they would

get into heaven.

As for the trick, the idea

became more popular in the early

20th century as youth would

cause vandalism to people’s

property for the sake of their own
enjoyment.

Thus, the idea of giving

children candy to stop them from

vandalizing took shape and made

the term trick or treat a catchy

thing to say around Halloween.

To the majority of people who

celebrate Halloween, it is only

done to have a good time.

JJC sophomore student, Kelly

Schick, gave her opinion on

Halloween.

“It’s a great time to dress up

and be a character that you want

to be. It’s a nice way for kids

to explore their surroundings,

and it’s also a nice way to get

the community involve on a

day where a neighbor’s child

is getting something from you

without causing any problems,”

Schick said.

Schick continued, “I do not

know much about the holidays

origin, but I think that it’s nice

to tum something what is seen as

bad into something that is good.”

Though the holiday itself can

be fun, there are those who find

that it might be getting a little

bit out of control with its horror

theme.

English Professor Teresa

Carrillo and her family have been

celebrating the holiday for many
years and love the ideas behind it.

yet she feels Halloween is being

ruined by others who have fun by

their own means.

“When 1 was trick-or-treating

with my family, there was a house

that had a lot of scary decorations

on them, and at another house

a person was jumping out and

scaring my six year old. It

bothered her so much that she ran

all the way down the sidewalk to

me,” Carillo said.

“We believe that the gore is

getting out of hand," Carillo

continued. “We like seeing the

people in their costumes and see

them having a good time, but

the horror, blood, and gore is

something we do not tolerate.”

Though the ideas of Halloween

will continue to change and

influence people, it will still

remain the same in future

generations.

People would prefer to stick

with something that not only they

enjoy, but something that they can

enjoy with the rest of their family.

Halloween brings people

together, it can show their

creativity and imagination and

as one JJC student, Ryan Ramey,

would put it “it’s a day about

dressing up, getting free candy,

and having blast.”
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‘Crimson Peak’ struggles with
fright but was a visual delight
BY JAREK MARTINEZ

Copy Editor

Director Guillermo del Toro

is familiar with making visuals

disturbing, chilling and beautiful.

His latest film. Crimson Peak,

proves that blending these

gorgeous visuals with an excellent

cast and a simple storyline can

still make an admirably good

film.

The premise revolves around

Edith Cushing, played by Mia

Wasikowska, a woman who has

the gift of seeing ghosts and

becomes increasingly alarmed

when spirits within the home of

her husband unravel dark secrets.

Although supernatural themes

are present, the film only evoked

bursts of horror beneath the more

mystery driven intentions. The

second and third act bring less

ghosts and more drama.

The star studded cast may have

saved the predictable plot of the

film. Tom Hiddleston plays the

heart-throb husband and carried

the movie with great enthusiasm.

Alongside Hiddleston was

Jessica Chastain as the sister

of Hiddleston’s character. Both

Chastain and Wasikowska

provided a great example of

how female characters can be

interesting and less chained to

feminine cliches.

As much of a mystery as the

film tries to be, more character

driven performance was

necessary to keep everything

from feeling bland.

Even the so-called twists and

revelations of the plot felt weak

and may have disjointed the film

thematically.

What never looked bland

throughout the film were the

visuals. The classical early

1800 ’s gothic style felt refreshing

and great effort went in the

architectural design of the stories

eponymous mansion.

Costumes and terrific lighting

provided great color contrasts

while just enough special effects

on the ghosts looked incredible.

Even with a constant pace, great

visuals, and good performances,

the film felt a dip below quality

compared with del Toro’s other

works.

With beautiful visuals and

tense and complicated plot

lines coming together, del Toro

was able to create a fantasy

masterpiece like Pan’s Labyrinth.

Unfortunately, Crimson Peak was

not this kind of film.

The more dramatic moments

were on point, but no sense of

impact ever resonated. With less

complicated story-lines, these

scenes never left much of a mark.

Under another director, the

film would have likely been

less eye-catching visually and

even a bit boring. Most of the

movie does well because of the

experience and creative talent of

del Toro combined with a cast of

dedicated actors.

Crimson Peak brings a return

to classical mystery mixed

with ghosts and murder and

decides to play it safe with great

performances, cinematography,

and visuals.
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Kevin M. Buck story: living the dream
By Brandy Andersen

Staff Writer

Kevin M. Buck, a Lions, 111.

native, ventured into music at the

age of six with the violin, then

he switched to guitar at the age

of 1 1 . He was interested in rock

bands such as Iron Maiden and

Meta/lica, which he says helped

him through some difficult times.

Buck was kicked out of high

school in his junior year and

started attending College of

DuPage to earn his high school

credits as well as obtain dual

college credits. While taking a

music course, the school board

asked him to teach the class,

which, of course, Buck found

cool yet weird being a student

himself.

“They knew I was kind of

advanced as far as a guitar player,

so did the teacher, I just looked

at the book and started playing

things in a funny type of way, this

was super easy,” Buck said.

Buck took lessons at a music

shop called Sound Post, where

his instructor, Harry, left the shop

as well as the job Buck eventually

took over.

“A lot of times I wish I had

a real job because it’s a lot of

craziness and stress and there’s

never any certainty, but ever since

that point it’s pretty' much all I’ve

done is play concerts and taught

music,” Buck said.

Around 18, Buck performed at

famous spots such as The Thirsty

Wale, The Vic Theater, and The

Riviera Theatre. He was also

talking to a few record labels,

but they did not want to sign him

because he was not what they

were looking for; they wanted

grungy, angry music.

Buck decided to form the metal

band Blizzard of Ozz - an Ozzy

Osborne/Black Sabbath tribute

band.

Between the ages of 19 and 20,

Buck was still doing concerts but

did not get a lot of support from

his family.

“My mom didn’t make a lot

of money and my dad kicked me
out of the house, so it was always

tough trying to teach guitar,

playing concerts and pay the bills.

It was a struggle being in a tribute

band,” Buck said.

In 2002, Buck entered a contest

called ‘Guitar Idol’ hosted by The

Loop. Buck won out over 125

contestants.

His win gave him a chance to

go to New York City and play

with famous musicians such as

Ace Frehley from Kiss, Roger

Daltrey from The Who, The

Ramones, and Deep Purple.

Buck was interviewed by VH

1

Classics, and was on the History

Channel. Around this time he was

able to play alongside The Who,

The Mountain, and Billy Joel.

He was also able to find wisdom

from the record companies they

worked for.

Around the age of 24, Buck
released his first album -

Initiation. He also created his

own record company-Os/ra

Records. Due to marketing issues,

Buck took the initiative to drive to

each record store and present his

albums. He released his second

album, Euphoric Darkness, in

2007.

Around this time, Uli Jon Roth,

the lead guitarist of Scorpions,

gave Buck a scholarship to attend

Sky Academy at UCLA. Buck
studied under Roth for five days

straight and received a lot of
advice and feedback.

Roth taught Buck a lot ofhidden

wisdom from the days when he

was dating Jimi Hendrix’s ex-

girlfriend, Monika Dannemann,

who educated Roth on Hendrix’s

tricks of the trade. In 2006, Buck

was in another metal band called

Battery, a Meta!liea tribute

band.

Battery opened for Metallica

in their Garage Incorporated

Tour, which was an all cover’s for

an album. Batteiy also opened for

bands such as Megadeth, and Rob

Zombie. Buck ended up leaving

Battery after four years.

Between 2008 and 2011,

Buck was able to buy a house

for himself and his wife. She

was very supportive of his

music and helped

him endure rough

times. He also

released his book.

Guitar Theory and

Practice, around

this time.

The book was

designed to give

guitar players a

method to become

better musicians

by taking the

most important

ideas of music and

presenting them in

a simplistic way.

This book

includes the only

proven method to

learning how to

play and memorize

seventh arpeggios

with fingerings and

examples. Guitar

in Theory and

Practice teaches

students how to

create their own Photo courtesy ofKevin M. Buck

music, and howto
Kev!n Busk shredding for his fans atone of his Blackened concerts. Buck is the lead

use these various
gultarist for the MstaEI!ca tribute band. He has been playing In cover bands since 1996.

scales and chords.

“It also provides insights to

gain a greater understanding of

music and life (as music and art

are a reflection of life),” Buck

said of his book.

Also, Guitar in Theory

and Practice is the first book

containing a poster that relates

astrological signs, pitches, colors,

planets, gods, elements of life,

masculine and feminine dualities,

time, intervals, numbers, modes

and chakras.

In 2012, Buck released his

third album, Musick, for the New
Aeon. He also created a music

studio in the basement of his

house.

In 2013, Buck’s mother was

diagnosed with cancer. He
dropped everything in his musical

life to spend more time with her

and she, unfortunately, lost her

battle a few years ago.

Currently, Buck is the lead

guitarist of Blackened, a

Metallica tribute band, and he

still has Blizzard of Ozz. He

also carries out teaching guitar

lessons.

“It’s ironic too, though, that

when 1 was 11 or 12, Metallica

was my favorite band in the world

and now I’m in a Metallica tribute

band,” Buck said.

Buck is taking classes at JJC to

enhance his knowledge of music

technology and production.
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Greatest playoff round ever?
Good case can be made for 2015

By Adam Tumino

Sports Editor

Baseball, more than any

other sport, has the ability to be

completely and totally bonkers.

This unique power was never

showcased more than during this

season’s Divisional Round series.

There were four series

featuring eight teams that played

19 games total. Each series

brought something unique to the

table.

One American League series

featured an upstart Houston

Astros team facing the reigning

AL champion Kansas City

Royals. Fast forward to game
four, where the Astros needed

one more win to advance.

They had the game in the

bag. With a four run lead in the

eighth inning, the Astros seemed

destined to clinch. A minor

Royals rally planted a small

seed of doubt, but a tailor made
double-play ball was sure to

snuff the rally out.

This is when baseball decided

to crank up the drama. The ball

skipped right over the glove

of Astros star shortstop Carlos

Correa. This error opened the

flood gates, and the Royals

scored five runs in the inning to

steal game four to the tune of a

9-6 score.

This set up a winner-take-

all game five in Kansas City,

where the Royals took advantage

of their unexpected chance.

They won the game 7-2 to

advance to the American League

Championship Series for the

second straight year.

Believe it or not, that was

the least ridiculous series of

the round. The other American

League series was the setting

for one of the craziest and most

confusing plays in sports history.

The Texas Rangers were

playing against the Toronto Blue

Jays in a decisive game five, with

the series tied 2-2. Then the top

of the seventh inning was when
all hell broke loose.

Blue Jays catcher Russell was

behind the plate and the Rangers’

left fielder Shin-Soo Choo was

batting.

Martin went to lob the ball back

to the pitcher, which is about as

automatic as anything in sports,

but this time the ball ricocheted

off of Choos’ bat and rolled into

play.

No one on or off the field

seemed to know that this was

a live ball, except for Rougned

Odor of the Rangers. He was

on third base at the time and

scampered home to score the go-

ahead run. The umpires allowed

the run, which turned out to be the

correct call.

The Blue Jays were upset and

confused, as were the fans. They
began throwing garbage on the

field, which delayed the game.

The garbage even hit a few small

children that were sitting below.

A quick cleanup and a few

arrests later, the game was

back on. The Blue Jays were

determined to pull ahead and

make the fluke play obsolete.

They tied the game in the

bottom of the inning, with a little

help from a single-inning record

four errors committed by the

Rangers.

That was when Blue Jays

slugger Jose Bautista stepped in.

He launched a three-run home
run to left-center field that

gave them a 6-3 lead. Bautista

punctuated his home run with

an emphatic and aggressive bat

flip, which rubbed the Rangers

the wrong way.

The benches cleared and the

players went through the typical

pointing and yelling nonsense,

but the outcome had already

been decided by a 53 minute

seventh inning that was likely

the craziest inning ever played.

It featured a once-in-a-

lifetime bizarre play, a shower

of garbage, a huge home run,

and the bat flip heard ‘round

the world.

In the National League, one

series featured the LA Dodgers

and the New York Mets. This

was a more typical series,

except for one moment in

game two. The Dodgers second

baseman Chase Utley slid

unnecessarily hard into second

base to attempt to break up a

double play.

The dirty slide resulted

in a collision with Mets

shortstop Ruben Tejada that

broke Tejada’s right leg.

Utley was largely shunned

around baseball, smudging his

reputation as a well-respected

player

This would not affect the series

though, as the Mets won in five

games. The other was the first

ever playoff matchup between

the Chicago Cubs and rival St.

Louis Cardinals.

The young Cubs powered

through the Cardinals to win the

series in four games, making it

the shortest series of the round.

The Cubs clobbered a single-

game playoff record six home
runs in a game three win. The

most famous home run of the

series came in the final game.

The Cubs’ rookie slugger Kyle

Schwarber hit a towering home
run that landed perfectly atop the

large video board in right field.

The now famous “Schwar-board”

homer was encased in Plexiglas

at its landing spot to serve as a

symbol of the Cub’s prodigious

power.

This series win was only the

second postseason series that

Cubs had won since their World

Series season of 1908. It was the

first series ever clinched by the

Cubs in historic Wrigley Field.

It is not often that drama,

conflict, and history all combine

in one playoff round. When they

do, we are /eft with a week and a

half of stellar baseball.
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Volleyball

Lady Wolves
still struggling

to maintain
consistency

Kick in the right direction

Womens soccer finishes

on high note with 2 wins

by Adam Tumino

Sports Editor

It’s been a strange year for the

JJC Womens volleyball team. For

some reason, things never quite

came together as expected. Early

on, the team was struggling to

build chemistry on the court.

There were some issues with

building the roster that occurred

before the season had even started

that forced some players out

of their comfortable positions.

More roster and lineup shuffling

occurred mid-season and also

stunted the growth of the team.

Along the way, there were

periods where the team would

play cohesively. Head coach

Kisha Cameron has been stressing

the importance of the team

coming together. Unfortunately,

the process is coming along more

slowly than anticipated.

“We’re struggling with

consistency still,” said Cameron.

She said that the chemistry

was good at times, but never

quite lasted. She believes that

another factor also contributed to

their struggles.

“We play a really tough

schedule,” said Cameron, “so

it’s really hard to get momentum
when you start off so slow. You
kind of become complacent.”

The difficult schedule

definitely played a role early in

the season and early in individual

matches. It is difficult to make
progress when you are trying to

catch up to a team from the very

beginning.

Once a team falls behind, they

may focus on trying to get back

into the game. It is important

to do this, but can become

counterproductive if it gets in the

way ofmaking improvements.

There were some aspects of

the team this year that really

impressed Coach Cameron.

“Flexibility,” Cameron gave as

an example, “we’ve changed the

lineup quite a bit, moved people

around. Everyone does it. They

try to do best.”

Their schedule, though hard,

has produced a few wins. Through

the first 33 of their 35 scheduled

games, the Lady Wolves owned

a 4-29 record overall, with a 3-7

conference record.

The inconsistence is apparent

when you look over the schedule.

The wins are scattered, with only

two of the wins occurring within

one week of each other.

There are other factors,

besides chemistry, that lead to

the inconsistent level of play.

The team is freshman-heavy, for

one, with six of the nine players

being in their first year and the

inexperience of the roster may

explain the last factor; over-

aggressiveness.

The Lady Wolves are 20th in

the nation in total attacks. This

aggressive approach resulted in

the team being third in the nation

in errors. Yet, this mindset can

actually be used as an advantage

in the future.

Once they can control better

and choose the appropriate times

to attack, they will likely score

more. This can only be realized

by practicing and gaining

experience.

There is an advantage to having

an inexperienced team, which is

having an experienced team the

next season.

In 2016, the Lady Wolves will

have a roster full of players that

have already been through the

trials and tribulations of a full

season.

It is impossible to predict which

players will take the biggest step

forward in their second year, but

it is likely that most ofthem will.

“It will be interesting to see

who rises up,” said Cameron.

It certainly looks like next

year will be an improvement.

The players already have the

willingness to attack, and the

results will hopefully follow.

By Adam Tumino

Sports Editor

The rebuilding process of the

JJC Womens soccer program is in

full swing, and there is noticeable

progress being made.

After going winless in their

first 12 games, they actually

posted back-to-back wins at the

end of the regular season with a

record of 2-11-1. However, they

lost to Madison in the Region

IV Quarterfinal to finish with an

overall record of 2- 12-1.

The two back-to-back victories

were a nice way to end the second

season since the program was

reinstated. They are actually the

first two wins since the 2012

season. They are also a sign that

the rebuilding is starting to work.

The process of rebuilding a

program that was defunct as

recently as two years ago can be

a tedious one. It is difficult to get

people excited about a team that is

brand new and not winning.

Having a few wins on the record

may help to spark an interest in

the team. For players that are

considering joining the team, it

is more intriguing if the team is

showing some momentum.

It is hard to tell why it took

the Lady Wolves to the very

end of the season to post their

first wins. It usually takes some

time for a team, especially an

inexperienced one, to reach their

potential, so it might be as simple

as the team coming together.

It is evident that they did

improve as the season went on.

They were outscored 52-2 in

their first seven games. In their

final eight games, they were only

outscored 15-9.

That is a remarkable second

half turnaround that featured

one tie and their two wins. Eight

games is a large enough sample

size to assume that sustainable

improvements have been made.

If this stretch was shorter, it

could still possibly be considered

a fluke.

Head Coach Larry Graiber

still has his eye on building for

the future.

“Awareness in the students,

awareness in the neighborhoods,

and awareness in the other

schools,” said Graiber, “that will

help us continue to improve.”

Ideally, the visible progress

of the program will draw more

players to JJC.

Earlier in the season, Graiber

stressed the importance of the

team improving their defense

and starting to score. This was

actually said right before the

team’s second-half resurgence.

The team was obviously

willing to continue playing and

improving, despite their early

season troubles. They are still

a long way from winning a

national championship, but they

are headed in the right direction.

The first step was getting the

program put together. The second

step was to start improving as a

team. Now they can move on to

step three, recruiting players. If

this all comes together, this could

be a very solid program in the

not-too-distant future.

Courtesy ofgocollege.com

Photo by Adam Tumino

Leticia Hernandez, 7, tries to get around Rock Valley defender during Sept. 25 home game.
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Wolves fall to Harper
in region championship

Sports
Soccer from page 1

15

BY ADAM TUMINO

Sports Editor

The 2015 season for the JJC

Mens Soccer team came down to

one game.

On Saturday, Oct. 24, the

Wolves fell to Harper College

in Palatine in the 2015 NJCAA
Region IV Championship game.

The Wolves fought hard, but lost

2-0 and ended their season.

Harper dominated the

conference in the regular season,

posting a conference record of

8-1-1. They were the number

one seed in the tournament.

The Wolves were 5-4-1 in the

conference and were awarded the

number three seed.

Both teams were red hot

coming into the matchup. The

Wolves had won five straight

games, including beating

Milwaukee Area Tech in the

Region IV quarterfinals and

Madison College in the semis.

Harper came in having won
three straight games, the third

being their semifinals win against

Rock Valley. Unfortunately, one

team would have to lose. This

team turned out to be the Wolves.

This does not mean that they

did not play well. The Wolves’

defense was very strong,

especially early on. They also

had plenty of scoring chances.

Harper’s defense was not as

good, but the Wolves could not

capitalize.

“We took 20 shots, 12 of

which were on goal,” said Head

Coach Cristobal Trillo. “We
played a very good game and

dominated most of the time."

Unfortunately, the

domination did not result in

any goals. It was not for lack

of trying, as they had plenty of

shots on goal. The problem was

that they ran into a goal keeper

that was playing very well.

Harper’s Jacob Goldstein

is fourth in the nation in save

percentage (.891) and second

in shutouts with seven. He also

had not allowed a goal since

surrendering one to Rock Valley

all the way back on Oct. 2. He
was given game MVP honors.

JJC goal keeper Cesar

Marquez also played well. He
held Harper scoreless until

the 61st minute. Harper also

squeaked in an insurance tally

in the 85th minute. Two goals

is usually a small enough

differential for the Wolves

to overcome. They only lost

three games this season while

surrendering two or fewer goals.

The Wolves averaged

about three goals per game
in the regular season, but in

the postseason, one subpar

game can end your season. It is

disappointing that an uncommon
result for the Wolves was their

undoing.

The Wolves played hard

against Harper, as they always

do. They did not give up, even

after Harper added their second

goal with only five minutes left.

They went on the attack instead

and nearly scored less than a

minute later.

This obviously caught Harper

off guard, but it was too little too

late for the Wolves. While the

loss was disappointing, coach

Trillo was very proud ofhis team.

“This loss puts an end to a

good season,” he said. “The team

worked very hard to finish strong

in the playoffs and we almost

did.”

After all. Harper did have the

edge in the head to head against

the Wolves this season, winning

both games by a combined

score of 5-0. So when all three

games are combined, the Wolves

offense just could not score

against Harper.

The normally solid Wolves

offense never figured out Harper

in the regular season or the

playoffs.

It was, as expected, a hard

fought game. Both teams were

worthy ofearning the victory, but

only one could.

Joliet lost 2-0 and tied 1-1

with Madison, placing them

as the third seed and set up a

matchup with Milwaukee Area

Tech in the first round of the

playoffs.

During the regular season,

Milwaukee did not win a single

game. The Wolves won the

head-to-head by a combined

score of 20-1. Their postseason

game was no different; the

Wolves smashed them 7-0.

"Milwaukee was a bit sloppy,

I think that they knew we were

superior to them,” Trillo said.

The Wolves played Madison

next. After 3-0 win, the Wolves

advanced to the Region IV

Championship game. The

Wolves were in for a tough test

against Harper, who dominated

the conference this year, with

an 8-1-1 conference record.

The Wolves played a close

one in the first game, losing

1-0. They had more problems

in the second game, losing 4-0.

The Wolves did have a reason

to believe that they could beat

Harper.

The only conference team to

beat Harper was Rock Valley,

who the Wolves played well

against in the regular season.

Harper blew out Rock Valley

5-0 in the semis. This served as

a sign of things to come.

The Wolves knew they were in

for a challenge when they played

Harper in the Championship

game. Harper was hot coming in,

having won three straight. They

also had not given up a goal since

Oct. 2.

This trend continued, as the

Wolves were shut out. Harper

goal keeper Jacob Goldstein

earned game MVP honors, as his

stellar play progressed.

Even though the Wolves

entered the game riding a longer

winning streak than Harper,

Harper seemed to be the hotter

team.

“The team worked very hard to

finish strong in the playoffs and

we almost did," suid Trillo. "1 am
lucky to have worked with such a

good group of players."

The Wolves did experience

a silver lining in the loss; two

players were named to the All-

Conference Team. Sophomore

Nestor Rodriguez and freshman

Giovanni Vivas earned the

honors. T\vo players also made

the All-Region team: sophomores

Erick Perez-Aguilar and

Emmanuel Sanchez.

The Wolves ended up falling

just short of where they ended

last season, but hopefully they

can build off of this season and

improve next year.
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SPORTS
Goalie stars

Gewalt leads Lady Wolves from the net
By Adam Tumino

Sports Editor

On the surface, the 2015

season for the Women’s soccer

team hasn’t looked like much,

but there was a lot going on

underneath. The program has

been rebuilt from the ground up

and front and center during this

process was goalkeeper Sam
Gewalt.

With the team trying to find its

way, Gewalt controlled the net

and allowed her teammates to

improve. She kept many of the

games close, especially in the

second half of the season when

the defense shored up.

When the 2015 campaign

came to an end, Gewalt owned

some impressive statistics. She

led the nation with 231 saves and

was 29th in the nation in save

percentage, stopping nearly 80

percent of the opponent’s shots.

She also was in the top 10

in the nation’s games played,

games started, and minutes

played among goalkeepers.

Gewalt obviously wasn’t

focusing on the individual

accolades. She was actually

unaware that she led the nation in

saves, but she had a feeling that

she was stopping a lot of shots

early in the season.

"We played really great and

talented teams,” Gewalt said,

“so I knew going in that I would

have quite a bit of shots on me.”

The Lady Wolves were

outscored rather substantially

early on in the season. This was
when the team was still trying

to find their way, especially on
defense.

Gewalt’s presence in the net

was vital during this period.

However, she is not exclusively

a goalie. This is very surprising

given her high level of play.

“I’ve been playing any

position throughout my whole
life,” said Gewalt, “this year, the

team needed me the most in the

Photo by Mike DiNovo

Sam Gewalt controls a shot and gets ready to start the offense.

net, so that’s where I’ve been.”

Her versatility and willingness

to help the team have been

important during the rebuilding

process. Gewalt was very familiar

with the process, having been on

the team for the first two seasons

since the program was cut for the

2013 season.

In those two seasons, the team

had to endure a few disadvantages,

including a small roster and a lack

of recruiting. These issues likely

stemmed from a larger issue;

there was a lack of awareness of

the program.

“It’s hard on us,” said Gewalt

of the shorthanded team, “but

that’s what we’re given. It is hard

to come to a two year college

and have a team formed.”

“You don’t have those four

years with everybody like a

university. You don’t have that

time to really

bond with

everybody,”

Gewalt added.

That
disadvantage,

sadly, is here

to stay. There

is nothing they

can do about

it.

It is difficult

to compete

with a team

that may have

been playing

together for

three or four

years when

you have only

been together

a couple of

months.

“We’ll
manage,”
said Gewalt.

“We’ve done

it last season

and we’re

managing this

season.”

Early on in

2015, it was

more difficult

to manage
than it is now.

Their early

struggles seem

to be a result of

inexperience,

but it actually

wasn’t

that simple.

“It’s not that we were lost. We
had a different rotation out on the

field, and we finally ended up

changing that rotation,” Gewalt

said.

“I think once we changed that

rotation, we were a lot better

off,” Gewalt added.

This improvement was
noticeable, as the Lady Wolves

were much more competitive

in the second half. Luckily,

the rough first half did not

demoralize the team.

“It was hard on us, but that was

when we had to come together,”

said Gewalt.

They definitely did come
together. They even managed to

win back-to-back games to close

out the regular season, the first

wins for the program since the

2012 season.

“It felt good,” said Gewalt of

the wins. “We were all happy

about it.”

However, she wasn’t

completely satisfied.

“We wish the season did go a

little bit differently. Nobody likes

losing,” said Gewalt.

She is hopeful that a majority

of the losing is behind her, but

won’t forget about the low points.

“I think the losing part makes

you a better soccer player,”

Gewalt said. “That’s where you

learn from your mistakes. It’s just

one of those things you need to

build off of and improve on.”

As Gewalt moves on from JJC,

she plans to take with her the

lessons she learned while playing

here. The trying couple ofseasons

have helped her prepare for her

future, whatever it may bring.

“You’ve got to start

somewhere,” Gewalt said. “If

that’s starting at the bottom and

working your way up like most
people do, then that is where you
have to go.”

“I’d take that with me and

improve on that and see how the

next step (will) be. I won’t know
until I’m there.” Gewalt added.

“My goal is to play at a

university,” said Gewalt. “I really

hope I do and I really hope I can.”

She definitely learned plenty

during the last two seasons to

apply to her playing career,

wherever it takes her.

“I’ve been at the bottom and

I’ve been at the top in previous

years,” Gewalt said. “It’s just one

of those things that you have to

build off, improve on, and learn

from.”

Players to watch
Nestor Rodriguez

Mens Soccer

Nestor Rodriguez has helped the

Wolves win their last five games in

a row and advance to the Region IV
Championship game. He scored one
goal in a 5-1 win at Malcolm X Col-

lege and one goal at home in a 2-0

victory over Rock Valley College. In

the Region IV quarterfinal playoffs,

he scored two goals in a 7-0 win vs.

Milwaukee Tech and one goal in the

3-0 shutout of Madison College in

the semifinals.

Haley McNamara
Womens Cross Country

Sophomore Haley McNamara ran

a strong race last weekend, lead-

ing the Lady Wolves at the Brad-

ley University Pink Classic. She
finished 83rd out of 165 with a time

of 25:31. She led the Lady Wolves
in this race averaging 6:51 per mile

against some very tough NCAA



Veterans

sign up
for state

program
BY DON BOLGER

Staff Writer

JJC has joined the state effort

to ensure that veterans receive

the benefits that they have

earned.

In response to the state effort,

JJC held an event on Thursday,

Oct. 9, in conjunction with the

Illinois Department of Veteran’s

Affairs, designed to helps

students and members of the

surrounding communities to

receive a veterans designation

on their driver’s license.

Illinois Secretary of State

Jesse White announced that

beginning July 1, 2015, veterans

of U.S. military service will be

Awareness
Week

Suicide

of different emotions and vibes

running through the bridge. At

first you could cut the tension

and awkwardness in halfbecause

no students were coming up und

enguging in conversation with

the event staff.

Many students seemed

uncomfortable talking about the

situation and some did not even

bother to look at the posters

hanging from the tables. As the

event went on more event staff

members started to go out of

the boundaries to try recruiting

people info the event.

Through the efforts of the

event staff, more and more

students started flocking towards

the tables. There was still a

lingering awkwardness, but as

each student started to engage a

See Suicide page 4

By Mike kalas

Staff Writer

Students in the Active

Minds Club and Phi Theta

Kappa wanted to stand up to

his stigma and spread suicide

and mental health awareness

by coming together at the

JJC Main Campus Bridge

on Nov. 5, for the Suicide

Awareness Project.

The JJC counseling

department
, JJC Holistic

Wellness, Guided Light

counseling, Crisis Line of

Will County, and NAMI
(National Alliance on

Mental Illness) also

helped with the cause.

During the whole event

you felt a rollercoaster

See Veterans, page 6

The Gamers Club of JJC Is

looking for new faces!

pages

Read what Emma’s Issues

are now!

page 3

Meet JJC’s ‘Dancing Guy’
By Shanielle Fulton

Two students, immersed in

conversation, walk down the

long, monotonous hall that is

labeled Main Street. They’re

laughing, occasionally waving

to others they recognize when

suddenly one taps the other on

a shoulder. Both come to a halt

as their attention turns to the

window.

A few students are already

there watching, amazed, and

calling others to witness the

spectacle that is unfolding

outside. Eventually, a small

crowd forms - for a moment they

are all turned off of whatever

duties preoccupied them, be it

class, work or going home.

Their main focus at the

moment is the man who is

focused, with two feet rapidly

moving beneath him in a

formidable rhythm. The one

dubbed as, “The Dancing Kid.”

It would be hard to find one

person who is not familiar with

him. Every time I try to ask

people about the guy - by way

of flimsily moving my arms to

illustrate ‘dancing’ - students

arc quick to say, “oh the dancing

kid?”

Turns out this uncrowned

See Dancing Guy page 8

Lady Wolves playing well early in the season
By Adam Tumino Wolves have won three of against Oakton Community These back-to-back themselves battling with Prairie

their first four games, while College while only allowing 39. dominating performances were State College for the entire 4C
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2 opinion —
Editorial

Empathy needed for mental health issues
As young adults, we are

exposed to life’s obstacles and

tribulations on a daily basis.

Stressors loom around every

comer, which can attack even

when we are at our strongest.

The combination of work,

school and personal life issues

seem to make these stressors

impact our lives more starkly

than others.

We understand early

the implicit messages of

becoming tough, self-reliant

and stem in modem America.

The act of expressing any

strong emotions-especially for

males-is considered showing

weakness. Any sign of an

actual mental health problem

and you are all but shunned in

some circles.

The ignorance in this kind

of thinking leads to a culture

where people cannot, will

not seek help for an actual

disorder. With enough time

and enough pain, the only

thing these people feel they

can do is to end their lives.

See, in polite society, we

are expected to keep our

problems to ourselves. Most

people want others to keep up

a fafade; don’t be a downer,

fake it till you make it. There

is a prevailing attitude in

America to simplify complex

problems.

We’re told regularly that all

you have to do is work hard

with a can-do attitude, and

you can pull out of anything.

What is not implicitly

understood with mental

illness is that those who suffer

do not have the same genetic,

biological, psychological or

environmental advantages that

others have.

So, how can you pull

yourself up by your bootstraps

if you do not have shoes?

Many who discuss their

mental illnesses face stigma

daily. They are judged and

scrutinized for bringing to

light a disorder over which

they have no control.

Many people think you

should be able to bounce back

from a depression and act

Photo by Jens Schommer
like nothing happened, while

others think that people who
are considered suicidal are

cowardly or weak. Society

tends to isolate these people

because of the stereotypes

surrounding them.

These people do not feel

like they have a voice, yet

they feel the weight of the

world on their shoulders every

day. We tend to forget that it

never knows what that other

person is going through unless

we walk a mile in their shoes.

It is time that we remove

the mask that covers this issue

for so many people because

platitudes and statistics are

not enough to quantify the

tragedies that families of

mental illness have had to

live through, especially when

those family members have

committed suicide.

We need to be able to talk

to one another without hate

tinged on every word and

start encouraging more people

instead of bringing them

down.

Once we all are more

accepting towards one another

then we can actually have the

important conversations that

are necessary to help people

with mental illness and those

who have felt like they have

not had have a voice will start

to share their own.

Question of the issue:

What do you feel can be done to increase

suicide prevention awareness?

Josh Mathew

“Social networking

could be a good method to

use, like making posts on

the Facebook pages of the

school, because everyone

uses social networks.

So anybody who uses

Facebook or Twitter, or

whatever other network,

would see and post about

it.”

Larry Mays

“Develop some

programs that are target

prevention. Probably put

up some posters that would

enlighten the students that

it is a serious problem...

to make people aware that

it is a problem and to be

empathetic towards people

that they see or might

suspect of heading down
that road.”

Jess Kautz

“Well what I think we
can do is make it so that

people are comfortable to

talk about what they are

going through,

and then they wouldn’t

feel like ‘oh what I’m

going through isn’t

important. I’m the only one

feeling it.’

They would be able

to talk about it more, I

know that talking about

it isn’t something that is

good for everyone but it is

something that can help.

Ahmad Hamoudeh

“A face to face approach.

If someone has suicidal

thoughts and they see a

sign on a wall that says

come to this seminar,

they’d be like ‘oh I’m not

coming to that’, but if you
have people around the

school, you know, asking

questions and getting to

personally know some of

them [it would be better].”
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Opinion 3

Emma’s Issues

Why are health food prices so ridiculous?

By Emma Carter

Copy Editor

Is it necessary for healthy,

organic, non-genetically

modified organism (GMO)
food to be more expensive

than foods that are terrible for

you? It does not make sense

to me that it costs less to go to

McDonald's and buy a meal

than to go to the grocery store

and buy an organic meal.

Am 1 being punished for my
healthy eating choices? Do I

have to be rich in order to eat

healthier?

When I walk into Whole
Foods and look at the prices 1

am baffled.

It is absolutely ridiculous

that I have to take out a loan

in order to feed my body the

nutrients that it needs

I often think about those

people that need healthier

diets; those people who have

diabetes, heart problems, high

blood pressure or any disease

in general. Even those who are

just trying to stay healthy or

feed their kids with the right

foods that they need, they are

being forced to pay outrageous

prices for better quality food.

Those with medical issues

are in a particularly tight spot.

They already need to pay for

medical expenses on top of

getting medications. Then

they are told that they need

to eat healthier to reduce the

risk of gaining more medical

problems.

The necessary healthy eating

would not be a huge dilemma if

it were not for the price factor.

So, what happens when
it becomes necessary to eat

well but you cannot afford it?

Should prices be reduced for

those who have special needs

regarding the foods they need

to have?

Food is the key to living. If

we do not eat there is no way to

survive, but for some it depends

on the kind of food they eat.

Maybe it is not necessarily

about surviving, but eating the

right kind of food to feel good,

or even to not have an allergic

reaction.

Allergies are a growing

problem in this country. So

many people are becoming

allergic to gluten, dairy or nuts.

These people need to pay extra

because the produce they need

to eat in order to not have an

outbreak is considered special.

The obesity rate in America

is also a growing problem that

does not seem to be changing

any time soon. Is this because

it costs less to buy the GMO
foods sprayed with pesticides

than it does to buy those that

are actually the original product

that we pay for?

It is so much easier to go

through any drive-thru and

buy food that someone else

makes for us than to go home
and make a decent meal. The

problem with doing this is we
have no idea where this food

is coming from.lt certainly

is more convenient for the

customer, but obviously adds to

the reason why the obesity rate

in America is not decreasing.

There are people out there

that say they do not care

what is in their food, where it

comes from or how it is being

made. However, when some
of these facts are found out

it is ridiculous to not to be

curious about it. It is even more

ridiculous, in my opinion, to

know the facts about how some
foods arc made and then not

make any dietary changes.

Consumers want to be more

aware of what they are eating

and they have fought for the

right to be informed. Over

time more actions have been

taken and more government

regulation has been put in

place.

The government is aware of

the issues with labeling in our

country and a lot has been done

to educate consumers on the

products they are purchasing.

Words such as “organic”

or “natural” are being placed

on labels now. The Safe and

Accurate Food Labeling Act

of 2015 is something that was

already passed in the House of

Representatives and is currently

being discussed in the Senate.

This act would allow

consumers to know when there

are GMO’s in products. It

would also require the FDA to

accurately provide a “GMO”
label on the products.

This would add to a number

of regulations placed on the

FDA regarding food labeling.

Of course everyone wants to

buy that organic chicken that

is sitting next to the one that is

filled with hormones, but the

price difference often makes

the choice for them.

So we buy the cheaper one,

even though it may actually be

doing us more harm than good.

Sometimes, people are

aware of the severity of the

consequences of eating non-

organic produce amongst other

food items. If people are not

aware, then that is a whole

different topic. However, it is

usually the price that causes

us to consume these foods that

are possibly hazardous to our

health.

But hey, it’s either buy the

organic product and be broke

for the next week, or go to

Taco Bell and have most of our

paycheck left over.

Want extra credit? Start by
getting a free credit score.
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1 You can even get a chance to win

a $5,000 scholarship by completing our easy online modules; all at usbank.com/studentunion [T^bank
No purchase necessary 1 Free cceon score access and Score Simulator through TransUnion s CredrtVrew-* Dashboard through 12/31/2015. The credit score is not the one used by U S Bank when making credit decisions and Is Intended lor educational purposes lo help
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Suicide from page 1

November brings Day of

the Dead celebrations

little more the feeling permeated

the crowd.

Eventually a positive vibe

rippled through the event as

students actually started asking

questions and wanting to be

informed and advocate. When

everything wrapped up a sense of

accomplishment of the event staff

could be sensed.

Bianca Haro, a member of

Phi Theta Kappa, started off

the event with a little power

point presentation on stats about

suicide and mental health rates in

America.

An eye opening number is that

one out ofevery four person deals

with some sort of mental illness.

That could easily be the person

sitting next to you in class or your

long-time friend who has kept it a

secret for years because he or she

felt ashamed.

Another jarring statistic

described was that there is one

suicide in the United States every

13 minutes. As a matter of fact,

suicide is the tenth leading cause

of death in the United States for

all ages.

The Active Minds Club has

tried to instill a philosophy of

positive expression into their

members to help them inform

the student body of the facts of

suicide.

In (he days leading up to this

event, the club wanted to really

grab the attention of students, so

Their members posted silhouettes

up and down the Main Street

concourse and Bridge windows

where everyone could see them.

Written on each silhouette was a

fact on mental illness or a positive

quote from some individual; what

was really sentimental about these

silhouettes was the cut out of a

semicolon in the middle of them.

The suicide awareness movement

uses the semicolon as a symbol

for a person choosing life.

The semicolon, much like its

grammatical counterpart, is a

symbol used to mark the point

where a person’s sentence could

end; however, the person decided

to continue on.

The symbolism of the

semicolon may not be subtle but

it is a powerful reminder to those

that carry the weight of suicide

attempts with them.

Both Active Minds and Phi

Theta Kappa came up with the

idea to approach students and get

them to sign and write a positive

message on' a colored leaf. Each

individual leaf will be hung on an

empty tree that they call the ‘tree

of life’ with the hope of filling the

tree.

The tree will show anyone

dealing with mental illness that

they are not alone and that there

are students there for support. A
lot of students engaged with this

activity and the tree was almost

filled by the end of the event.

Claire Wren, a first year

student at JJC, had a few words to

say about depression.

“Since the fifth grade I have

had a personal struggle with it,

now 1 want to help others because

I’ve had personal experience that

1 can reflect on,” Wren said.

When asked what change

would she like to see come about

after this event, Wren said she

Wanted people to know that they

are not alone and should not be

afraid to turn to others for help.

Amy Sims, coordinator for

Student Activities and Holistic

Wellness, shared some thoughts

on the event as well. Sims

described the importance of

the student led event as how it

illustrates the fact that students

have peer support in the school.

“Hopefully, students will

feel comfortable talking about

mental health and suicide more,

and students will not be scared

anymore to come receive help

either on campus or off,” Sims

said.

This wonderful event provided

excellent knowledge on suicide

and mental health issues for

all JJC students. Hopefully

the student body is now more

equipped to be more supportive

of one another, no matter whom
they are.

By jarek Martinez

Copy Editor

The beginning of November

marks a time where many Latin

Americans celebrate Day of

the Dead. The popularity of

the celebration has brought

many of the traditions into

Latin American culture as

well as interest at the JJC main

campus.

Martha Villegas Miranda,

club advisor of Latinos Unidos,

described how the celebration

originated from Mexico based

on several Aztec traditions

and rituals. In many parts of

Mexico, traditional beliefs

mark Nov. 1 as ‘El Dia de

Todos Santos’ or All

Day.

All Saints Day celebrates

the belief that the spirits

of deceased children have

returned to the living world.

The graves of these children

would be cleaned, decorated with

toys and food, and pictures as a

way to welcome the spirits of the

children.

Nov. 2 follows with the arrival

of adult spirits returning to the

living world. Families then gather

food and memorabilia from loved

ones for the deceased family

of saints, crosses, and even

foods favored by those

who had passed away.

The altars also represent a

metaphorical doorway for

spirits to visit their homes as

traditions have told.

Depending on tradition

and location, late November

brings a sort of final

goodbye for spirits to leave

the living world. Family and

friends visit the graves of

loved ones to celebrate and

eat alongside them until the

next celebration.

Many of these Mexican

traditions are still recognized

by many other Latin

countries who celebrate

with their own festivals full

of crafting decorations or

ornaments of colorful skulls.

Miranda believes the

importance of Day of the

Dead comes as a kind of

memorial for those who

have passed away and a

more festive perspective on the

reality of death.

Miranda also described how

she celebrates by having her own

altar in remembrance ofher loved

ones at home as well as seeing

the popularity of the holiday

becoming more prevalent in the

United States.

Photo by Jarek Martinez

A Day of the Dead aiiar.

members that are then exchanged

via altars.

An altar is an area dedicated

to loved ones that is usually

decorated with religious statues
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Club spotlight

JJC Gamers Club looking for new recruits

Photo by Jens Schommer

Members of the Gamers Club senior leadership. Rear, from left, areAbasI Kelley, vice president; Jefferson Cherrington, president; Mitchell
Batis, PR representative; and Victor Morales, competitive manager. Front, from left, are Alicia Clesielczyk, secretary and Paul Schroeder,
adviser.

BY ANDREV/ HANTON

Co-Editor

The JJC Gamers Club is

coming back from a short hiatus

and is looking for people to

actively get involved.

The club is currently in the

process of renewing its club

charter with the Office of Student

Activities (OSA). Once the

charter is accepted, the club will

embark on a quest to fill JJC with

gaming events that will satisfy

everyone from casual to hardcore

gamers.

One past event that the club

has organized, and will attempt

to hold in the future, is the

Cardboard Social.

The Cardboard Social is an

event comprised of easy-to-leam

board games that anyone can

enjoy. The club will offer free

popcorn as well to entice students

in and keep them playing.

The club also hopes to host

some competitive gaming events

in which students can challenge

each other over titles like Mortal

Kombat and Street Fighter.

The senior leadership of the

Gamers Club-the members
who organize the events-want

JJC students to be aware that

the club is an open and inviting

environment, free from the

traditional cliches of gaming.

“We don’t want to be seen

as stereotypical gamers, just

there to play video games,” said

Abasi Kelley, Gamers Club vice

president. “We want make it open

toward everyone so we can have

a friendly environment where

everyone can come in and have

fun.”

Gamers Club president

Jefferson Cherrington stressed

the importance of the club to JJC.

He said the clubs significance

stems from the need of students

to relax in positive ways.

“There’s various ways to

relax; some people sleep, some
people eat, which is sometimes

unhealthy, and some people can

game," Cherrington said. “A lot

of people can connect through

games.”

Paul Schroeder, club adviser.

expanded on the clubs impact on

JJC.

“We used to have lock-ins for

students. The importance of those

events to the community is that it

gave kids a safe and secure, drug

and alcohol free, place to go on a

Saturday night,” Schroeder said.

“The games were the hook,

but it was about giving the

students somewhere safe to be. I

had students stay in school just so

they could come to our events,”

Schroeder continued.

The club members emphasized

that the Gamers Club events are

open to anyone who wants to

participate; the club is not only

for a specific set of people.

“If you are a student, you are a

member,” Schroeder said. “There

isn’t a secret handshake. If you

want to be involved you can be

involved.”

The biggest theme with the

Gamers Club is strong ties

between the students and the

school.

“The reason for the club’s

existence is community. We want

to build a stronger community at

JJC,” Cherrington said. “We want

students to come in, have fun,

enjoy and relax; to allow people

to come in and connect, that’s our

purpose.”
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Military records verified at JJC
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offered an update on their driver’s

license or ID card with the word

“VETERAN” displayed under

the signature on the front of the

card.

“I am pleased to offer this

service to our military veterans

who have given so much of

themselves for the greater good of

this nation,” White said, in a news

release announcing the program.

White served in the U.S.

Army’s 101st Airborne Division

and as a member of the Illinois

National Guard and Army

Reserve.

“There is no greater honor than

serving your country, and our

veterans can now proudly display

their service on their driver’s

license or ID card, which will

help them receive the services

and benefits they richly deserve,”

White continued.

Veterans, including students

and non-students, lined up at the

JJC Veteran’s Resource Center to

accomplish the first phase of the

simple process—verification of

military service.

Two representatives of the

IDVA were on hand to confirm

the military documentation of

service—a form known as a

‘DD-214.’ Veterans must take

lY\c certified form to a Secretary

of State Driver Services facility

to apply for a renewal or updated

driver’s license or ID card.

There is no cost for the

designation for a first-time

driver’s license applicant and

driver’s license renewal. If a

veteran adds the designation

before their renewal date, the

cost is $5 for an updated driver’s

license and $10 to update an ID

The service records of area veterans are verified by Department of Veterans Affairs officials at the JJC Veteran's Resource Center, located

on the C-Concourse of the Main Campus. The event, designed to help area veterans quickly receive updated drivers licenses to ensure they

can receive the benefits they have earned, was held on on Oct. 9.

card. There is no cost for veterans

over the age of 65 to obtain an

updated ID card.

JJC student Allan Cortina,

a Marine Corps infantry truck

driver from 2010-2014, who nice little acknowledgement from

served in Afghanistan, was one of Illinois saying that I’m a veteran,

the first in line. You now have proof of service.”

Cortina described the new Cortina is working toward a

driver’s license designation as “a degree in environmental science

PlasmaCare / 815-740-1554
128 Collins St, Joliet, IL 60432

grifolsplasma.com
GRIFOLS

Pride for Donors. Passion for Patients.

with a concentration in geology

and hopes to transfer to the

University of Washington.

Channahon resident John

Morris is a Vietnam War veteran

who served with the Army from

1965-1967. Although not a

student, he has completed adult

education courses at JJC.

Morris said the new driver’s

license title could be helpful.

“The way I look at it, having

that on your driver’s license is

beneficial to things in your life,”

Morris said.

Scott Couser, a clerk in the

JJC Financial Aid/Veterans

Office said the driver’s license

verification event was held as part

of JJC’s ongoing commitment

to those who have served in the

military.

“We are constantly searching

for ways to enhance the services

we offer to military veterans,”

Couser said.

Students who served in the

military are encouraged to visit

the Veteran’s Resource Center on

Main Campus, C-1Q39, or the JJC

Veterans Office which is located

within the Financial Aid/Veterans

Office on the Main Campus

Center in room A- 1020.

For more information on

the Illinois driver’s license

“VETERAN” designation visit

www.cyberdriveillinois.com

or go to any Secretary of State

Driver Services facility.
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Great dishes for

By brandy Andersen

StaffWriter

Praline Sweet

Potato Casserole

Ingredients:

• 1 can (40oz) sweet potatoes,

drained

• 1/3 cup sugar

• 2 Tbsp. margarine, melted

• 1 tsp. vanilla extract

• / tsp. ground cinnamon

• V* tsp. salt

• 2 eggs

Topping:

• V* cup brown sugar

• V* cup pecans, chopped

• 3 Tbsp. flour

• 2 Tbsp. margarine, melted

Instructions:
• Preheat oven to 350

• Grease shallow 1 Zi- quart

casserole dish

• In a bowl, mash sweet

potatoes; stir in sugar,

margarine, vanilla,

cinnamon, salt, and eggs

• Spoon into prepared

casserole dish

• Mix topping ingredients;

sprinkle onto of potato

mixture

• Bake for 30mins

Lemon Ricotta

Cheesecake

Ingredients:

• 1 cup cream cheese

the upcoming holidays
• 2 cups sugar

• 2 cups strained ricotta

cheese

• 1 lemon

• 5 eggs

• 1-1/2 cups graham cracker

crumbs

• 1/4 cup butter, melted

Instructions:

• Preheat oven to 350°

• Mix 1 cup of cream cheese,

2 cups of sugar, 2 cups of

strained ricotta cheese and

5 eggs

• Zest the lemon into mixture,

make sure the mix is not

lumpy

• Combine graham crumbs

and butter; press onto

bottom of spring formed pan

• Pour mixture into pan

• Bake in oven for 1 hr and

lOmins

• Take out and let cool in the

refrigerator to firm by Brandy Andersen
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6 years later, the man’s still dancin’
hero has a name - Robert Jones -

and a purpose.

“I personally dance every

single day for exercise and to

get rid of the stress in my head,”

Jones said, “and to also inspire

others to do things they might not

see as something they would do

on a regular basis.”

Dancing alone out in public is

not something that most people

would do. Jones has been told that

what he does takes “balls”, or in

other words, a lot of confidence.

Ironically, the start of his hobby

was bom from a lack thereof.

“I have a little bit of

depression,” Jones disclosed.

“I was trying to find out why I

was created to be in this world,

so I just kept thinking of new

opportunities."

Jones says that his dancing

began in high school. He added

that it was a way for him to

distinguish himself from others

and to discover how many talents

he possessed.

“Once I started to listen to

music more thoroughly, there was

a dance 1 saw called The Shuffle,

from that point on I just practiced

through YouTube videos,” Jones

said. “I self-taught myself, I never

stopped.”

Practice truly makes perfect.

Even others have noted that

Jones’ persistence in improving

his skills is certainly paying off.

“Since I’ve been here, from

what I’ve seen, he’s definitely

gotten better at it, that’s for sure,”

said JJC Student Javon Hill.

Jones has been on a great

deal of radars since bringing his

talents to the college; not just

students, but professors, janitors,

and employees alike.

“When I’m walking past,”

Eddie McKay, Branch Manager

of US Bank, began, “students

they’re like ‘aye, Eddie you see

that guy out there dancing?’ and

I’m like ‘yeah’ and they’re like

‘man, he’s getting it!”’

Many students have always

wondered exactly what is - or

was - Jones listening to while he

dances.

“I listen to mostly EDM,” he

said. He added that he feels that

not too many people would know

what that is. “I like Brennan

Heart and Basshunter, I have a

few idols (dancing wise), one’s

name is Bulldog... Socko.. .one’s

name is Tim,”

According to Jones, the dancing

he does originated in Melbourne,

Australia, and it started in the

1980s as an underground dance

routine. Then in the 2000s

everyone started doing it more in

the rave scene and it escalated to

across the world from there.

With a fluid taste in music,

Jones is aiming for a career in

DJing. His current educational

goal is to pursue a music tech

degree. He remarked that he’d

already taken some music classes

and ventured into music itself.

He also has already become an

assistant to a DJ.

“Me and him are actually

creating my first song,” Jones

said.

In addition to dabbling in

almost everything related to

music, Jones has reaped the
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benefits of his notoriety. While

being well known for something

as unconventional as being the

“dancing kid outside” can be seen

as odd, it has proven to be a very

humbling experience for him.

“I’ve had tons of people come

up to me, tell me that I’m an

inspiration to them,” he said with

a shake of his head, “they say

that it’s not easy to put yourself

out there in front of people and

get these random remarks from

people."

Though people may say what

they want, negativity will not

prevail against Jones.

“With me going out there

the six years I have been,

my confidence has built up

tremendously to where I can

dance and have no pressure

with people recording me and

coming up to me," he said,

“it’s just awe inspiring.”

Many students are giving

credit where credit is due to

JJC’s dance man.

“I think it’s great,” Cindy

Phan, a JJC Student, said. “I

mean I wouldn’t personally

go out and do that, that’s for

Jones does possess a level

of bravery that few people

have and a knack for talent

that just keeps on giving.

“That’s a beautiful thing

to have confidence,” McKay
said, “and to be able to influence

people.”

Jones said that he hopes to

continue to be an inspiration

and that he loves to see students

getting something out ofwatching

him.

“Once they get used to it they

start to express themselves more,

when they put their time and effort

into it,” he said. “I just love seeing

people’s talents being brought out

into the world. When they’re not

afraid of the consequences that

might happen in the future.”

So there it is, kids; follow your

dreams, and dance like nobody’s

watching.

Photo by Jens Schommer
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Twenty One Pilots give great show in St. Louis
BY LUCY HANNA

Staff Writer

On Oct. 31, 2015, Twenty One

Pilots performed their final show

of the “Blurry Face” tour at the

Chaifetz Arena in St. Louis.

Twenty One Pilots originated

in Ohio and consists of only

two members, Tyler Joseph and

Joshua Dun. Joseph is the lead

singer and also plays keyboard,

ukulele, guitar and bass, while

Dun is the drummer and provides

background vocals.

The band created three albums:

“Regional At Best,” Vessel,” and

“Blurry Face,” all of which were

featured in the concert.

Since it was Halloween, the

crowd consisted of many oddly

dressed characters, but the

majority ofpeople dressed up like

the musicians themselves.

Joseph and Dun wear stage

makeup, which was replicated by

many fans including myself.

After the opening bands

performed the crowd began to get

rowdy. I could feel the excitement

in the air, filling the room like

smoke.

Suddenly the room went black

and the crowd erupted into some

of the loudest screams I’ve heard

in my life.

The band captured the room’s

attention with force, opening with

the song “Heavydirtysoul” off of

the album “Blurry Face.”

The crowd sang along with the

song, Joseph barely had to do any

vocal work.

They kept up a wonderful

rotation of old and new songs

while varying between slow and

fast which kept the crowd on

edge. The song variation was

emphasized when the band would

turn all the lights off between

songs.

Even though there was only

two ofthem, it was one of the best

stage performances I’ve seen.

Dun ran around the stage whilst

jumping over the piano, the amps,

Joseph

And of course. Dun did his

signature backflip.

While performing the song

“Holding Onto You," Joseph

stood on the crowd and sang as

fans held him up. Dun followed

Joseph by placing his entire drum-

set into the crowd and playing.

I think what brought it

together was the sound of every

fan singing in unison.

The fan base of Twenty One

Pilots is a dedicated one, which

knows every word of every song

they have ever written. No matter

how fast Tyler rapped, everyone

tried to keep up.

During the show, Joseph would

hold out the microphone and grin,

because his music was filling the

room without him having to make

a single sound.

The last song before the encore

was “Car Radio" from the album

“Vessel.”

It is customary for Joseph

to climb on something when

preforming this song, but since

this arena did not have any beams

or scaffolding to scale, they set

one up for him in the back, near

the DJ.

As Joseph rapped the song,

he ran through the crowd and

climbed it, completing his

performance on the top of a small

platform. It drove the crowd wild.

After the band finished playing,

the room went pitch black and the

crowd started to chant encore as

loud as they could.

A mass drum roll was started in

the stands by everyone slapping

the backs of the seats in front of

them; the sound rumbled through

the stadium like thunder.

Joseph wandered over to the

piano and began to play "Goner."

also off of “Blurry Face.”

The very lust song they played

was “Trees,” which is featured

on both “Regional at Best" and

“Vessel."

When the song began, Joseph

and Dun were hidden off to the

side with their shadows projected

onto stage. When the song’s

tninsition to the upbeat chorus

came, they ran out onto the stage

with huge bass drums.

They took the drums into the

crowd, and began to have one of

their signature “drum battles”.

At the end of “Trees," us they

hit the drums one filial time,

confetti exploded into the air.

They then jumped back on stage,

bowed, and disappeared. We were

left breathless as adrenaline kept

an energy flowing through the air.

It was one of the most

memorable nights of my life.

If after reading this article

you are inclined to see these two

boys in concert, you can see them

on their upcoming tour “The

Emotional Roadshow.”
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Troubling details lead to U of I firing AD

By Adam Tumino

Sports Editor

There was a major shakeup in

the University of Illinois’ athletic

department recently. On Monday,

Nov. 9, U of I Athletic Director

Mike Thomas was fired by the

school. This was a result of an

investigation into behaviors of

former head football coach Tim

Beckman.

Beckman was fired right

before the beginning of the

season after preliminary results of

the investigation were released.

After the full report came out, the

only course of action was to fire

Thomas as well.

The report details a negative

environment created by Beckman

during his.time as head coach. The

investigation started after Simon

Cvijanovic, who played under

Beckman, voiced his concerns

over the way things were being

handled.

Cvijanovic accused Beckman

of mistreating players’ injuries.

The overall idea of football

coaches overlooking injuries is

not surprising, but the details in

this case are disturbing.

According to the findings

of the investigation, Beckman

frequently insisted that players

come back from injuries sooner

than necessary. He also would

demean and belittle players who

sought out medical treatment.

In a particularly disturbing

case, Beckman even interfered

with the treatment of a player

who was being examined for a

potentially catastrophic spine

injury. Trainers were insisting

that the player remain as still as

possible during examination.

Beckman demanded that the

player tum his head and look at

him. Not only was this behavior

reckless and inconsiderate, but it

was potentially very dangerous

to the player’s health. It is

incredible that Beckman would

have the audacity to disregard the

advice of medical professionals

when dealing with something as

sensitive as the spine.

Other players were often

misinformed as to what their

injuries were. This increased the

risk of them aggravating their

injuries.

Beckman reportedly did not

believe in hamstring injuries,

which may be among the most

common injuries in sports. Again,

he belittled players who sought

treatment for hamstring injuries.

How a person as clueless

and reckless as Beckman could

become a head coach at a major

college is troubling. This terrible

hire is ultimately why Thomas

was fired. But surprisingly, it

has been reported by numerous

sources that Thomas was aware

of Beckman’s reputation before

hiring him. How he made the hire

knowing this is beyond belief.

Thomas is supposed to protect

his student-athletes, not let them

be subject to cruel and dangerous

treatment. Although he did

not actually participate in this

behavior, his negligence makes

him just as culpable as Beckman.

Beckman’s behavior is

unacceptable at any level of

football, but especially at the

amateur level. College football

players are not provided with

medical care after leaving their

school. So the fact that Beckman

risked their future health for his

own gain is despicable.

Let’s revisit the situation with

the spinal injury. If Beckman's

behavior had led to a permanent

condition for this player, the

player’s life would have been

ruined. Jeopardizing a student’s

future health to try to win a

football game is antiquated and

disappointing thinking.

Very few of these players will

go on to play professionally. As

few as two percent of college

football players will go to

the NFL. Causing the players

who will never play football

again to suffer unnecessary

health problems is a selfish and

shortsighted decision. Colleges

are learning institutions. All

professors at colleges are

required to give their students

the best chance at success after

graduation.

What makes coaches and

athletics different than professors

and academics? College athletic

departments too often allow bad

behavior to continue. Hopefully,

Thomas’ firing will serve as

an example to other athletic

departments across the college

landscape.

Mistreatment of players should

never be acceptable. We can only

hope that Beckman and Thomas

never work in college athletics

again. But if I know anything

about sports, they probably will

be hired again soon. Apparently,

player health is less important

than winning games.

It is understandable that the

public and the media could be

unaware of what was going on.

Shockingly, the University of

Illinois administration seemed

equally clueless. The press

conference that announced

Thomas’ firing may be the most

ridiculous part of this whole story.

During the conference, the

university’s interim chancellor,

Barbara Wilson, made some

questionable comments. She

stated that the report found

no wrongdoing on the side of

Thomas. She also complimented

his leadership during his time at

the school.

How can a person who
allowed his student-athletes to be

mistreated be considered a leader?

Luckily, his so-called leadership

will no longer be needed. Good

riddance Tim Beckman and Mike

Thomas.
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Basketball from page 1

with only seconds remaining,

and turned out to be the game
winner in a 59-56 victory. That

was the first real test for the Lady
Wolves, and head coach Shaun

Sanderson was satisfied with

how they responded.

“What really helped us is the

fact that we have sophomores,”

said Sanderson after the game.

“They’ve been through this

before and they had to play a

lot of minutes tonight. In some
games it’s going to be like that.”

Two of these sophomores,

Naomi Mayes and Chavon

Banks, have performed very well

in the early going. Banks leads

the team with 17.3 points per

game. Mayes is not far behind,

averaging 1 3 points per contest.

Also in their second season,

Juatece McNear and Hillary

Dietahin have played solidly,

each averaging nine point per

game. Freshman Treanna Perry

is contributing 10.3 points per

game, while leading the team

with a stellar shooting percentage

of 57.1.

Defensively, Dietahin is

leading the team in rebounds per

game (11.7) and blocks per game
(1.3). Overall, the team is very

balanced, and that balance has

translated into early success.

There are still improvements to

be made, of course. As Sanderson

points out, most of them are

mental, like “understanding

what’s a good shot, and what’s

not a good shot.”

This sometimes results in

players hesitating with the ball.

They are unsure if they should

shoot the ball or look for another

opportunity elsewhere on the

floor. Sanderson also wants his

players to not settle for the outside

shot, especially with some new
rules in place.

“With these new rule changes,

if you [take] five fouls, you go to

the line for two. We want to be

put in a position where we get to

the ffee-throw line.”

Other improvements are also

on Sanderson’s radar.

“Our free-throw shooting

definitely has to get better,” he

said. The Lady Wolves are only

shooting 54.3 percent from the

charity stripe this season, which

has to improve, especially if they

are making a point to get to the

line more often.

“But mentally,” Sanderson

added, “our focus has to get

better, knowing that every time

we take the floor that we can

beat the opponent. I think a lot

of times we beat ourselves just

with our mental lapses. Having

four sophomores is huge and

tremendous, but sometimes, they

act like freshmen as well."

Luckily, these lapses have not

influenced their record so far, but

they will ifthey continue. Overall,

the Lady Wolves look like a team

that is capable of winning every

night. They probably won’t win

every remaining game, but look

poised to make a decent run.

If the sophomores continue to

play consistently, and the team

matures around them, the Lady

Wolves should have a successful

season.

Photo by Adorn Titmino

Sophmore guard Naomi Mayes defends a Prairie State player In a recent game. Mayes, one of the Lady
Wolves’ top scorers, posted 15 points In the 59-56 win.

High-flying Wolves off to stellar start
BYADAM Tumino

Sports Editor

The women’s basketball team

is not the only good basketball

team on campus. They men’s

team has won their first five

games, all in convincing fashion.

They are scoring 82.2 points per

game, while only allowing 56.6

points.

It is a small sample size so far.

but the Wolves have shown vast

improvements from last season.

They are averaging about nine

points a game more than last year,

and are allowing nearly 10 fewer

points.

Their early success can be

boiled down to two things:

shooting and defense. They are

shooting a solid 42.9 percent from

the field, and an impressive 39.1

percent from three point range.

On the defensive end, they

are averaging 8.8 steals a game,

and blocking more than seven

shots. Their opponents have been

held to a meager 29.8 percent

shooting, including 21.8 percent

from beyond the three point arc.

Head coach Joe Kuhn believes the

defense starts in the backcourt.

“I just like the defensive effort

that our guards are putting on. It

starts with [Darius] Wells and

Kiwane Crowder. Those two

guys really get after it and dictate

defense.” The defense is also

strong inside, where big men
Matt Hund and Patrick Kenny
provide plenty of shot blocking

prowess.

The full power of the Wolves

defense was on display against

Prairie State College on Nov.

10. The Wolves never allowed

Prairie State to get into a rhythm.

The score was 51-17 at halftime.

Only three players scored for

Prairie State in the half.

The Wolves didn’t let up much
in the second half, winning by

a final of 80-37. That game
featured a remarkable shooting

performance from the team’s

leading scorer Daymeann
Stewart. He scored 29 points

and shot 7-10 from three point

range. The team as a whole was a

staggering 16-34 from three.

The shooting has been

impressive so far, but Kuhn
knows that shooting is not

something to rely on.

“Effort is sustainable,” he

said. “Defensive pressure is

sustainable. Shooting is going to

come and go.” Luckily, defense

and effort are good things to

rely on when they have a poor

shooting night.

“We’ve been shooting well

from three as a team so far,”

Kuhn added. “We do have that

capability, and it’s from a number

of guys.”

The offensive versatility is

much improved after last season.

Points are coming from a number

of players. Scoring is more spread

out and consistent. Basketball is

a sport where one good player

can win a game, but only a strong

team can win championships.

Obviously, the lights out

shooting and suffocating defense

are likely not sustainable. They

won’t win every game by 30 or

40 points. There will be plenty of

close games, which is where the

small things will matter.

“Our offensive flow is a lot

better this year than it could ever

get to last year," said Kuhn. “We
really move the ball well. Part of

the hot shooting is just the open

shots. That is because of ball

movement."

For the rest of the season, the

Wolves will likely continue to

succeed if they continue doing

the important things. The ball

movement and defensive pressure

are as important as the shooting.

Returning players such as

Daymeann Stewart, Matt Hund,

Darius Wells, and Kiwane
Crowder will need to continue

to contribute leadership and

on-court production. Freshmen

Patrick Kenny and Robert Brooks

have also been impressive, and

are turning into important pieces

on this team.

A 5-0 start is nice, but it is only

the start. The Wolves have greater

goals and possibly a bright future.
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Womens Cross Country finishes historic season

The JJC Women’s Cross Country team poses at nationals In Westfield, Mass

Knowles, Meghan Gray, Elena Samanlego, Haley McNamara
where they finished fifth. From left: Guadalupe Diaz, Kristin Flsch, Alex Casserly, Melissa

BY ADAM TUMINO

Sports Editor

The Joliet Junior College

women’s cross country team

ended a fantastic season on

Saturday, Nov. 7. They finished

in fifth place at the 2015

NJCAA Division III National

Championship at Holyoke

Community College in Westfield,

Mass.

“We should have done better,’’

said head coach Dr. Richard

McCarthy. “We had a chance

to get in the top three. We
accomplished almost everything.

That’s one of the things where we

should have done a little better.”

All things considered, a fifth

place finish is excellent. “That’s

the highest we’ve ever finished

as a team," said McCarthy. They

were on the verge of finishing

higher, which is what stung.

“We missed out of third by

twelve points, which sounds like

a lot, but is literally 12 to 15

seconds.”

For those unfamiliar with

cross country scoring, points are

assigned by the place the top five

runners on a team finish in. For

example, if a team has runners

finish in first, 15th, 21st, 40th,

and 45th, they would be worth

122 points. The team with the

lowest score wins.

The Lady Wolves scored

143. They had a very solid

performance as a team, but were

hurt in the scoring by not having

a runner finish near the top.

“There was no team of seven

that was better than our team,”

said McCarthy. “We didn’t have

the one kid that could get in the

top ten.”

One or two higher finishes

could have seen the Lady Wolves

place in the top three, or maybe

even in first place. As things are,

they had a historic season.

“This was the fastest team

we’ve ever had,” said McCarthy.

This was the tenth season for JJC

Cross Country, so this is no small

feat. McCarthy was optimistic of

the team’s potential going into the

season.

“I knew that this would be

an exceptional team,” he said.

Through the recruiting process,

McCarthy knew the team would

be good.

“When you start looking at

the high school times, you know

that you have a chance to be very,

very competitive.”

Looking forward to next

season, McCarthy is optimistic

that the team will reach, and

possibly raise, the bar that was set

this year.

“We have four ofour top seven

coming back next year,” he said.

They will hopefully serve as an

example for the new runners next

season.

Reaching nationals is a solid

achievement. Finishing in the

top five is even more impressive.

Now, the Lady Wolves will aim

for a top three finish.

Aside from the team’s

accomplishments, a couple of

individual runners were honored

for JJC. Melissa Knowles and

Meghan Gray, who finished

20th and 22nd respectively,

were awarded all region honors

for the 2015 season. Knowles,

a freshman, will be a part of the

returning core next season.

Hopefully, the Lady Wolves

will eclipse this season’s finish

and set new school records next

season.

PLAYERS TO WATCH
Mens Basketball

Robert Brooks

Freshman Robert Brooks has

helped guide the men’s basketball

team to a 3-0 start this season.

Against Daley College, Brooks had

a team-high 20 points including

3-of-4 from three-point range.

The 6’3” guard had 17 points in a

94-59 victory against the College

of Lake County.

Womens Basketball

Chavon Banks

Sophomore forward Chavon

Banks helped lead the women’s
basketball team to two recent

victories. The Lady Wolves

defeated Oakton Community
College by a score of 96-39.

Banks produced 13 points and

21 rebounds. In the 82-23

win over the College of Lake

County, Chavon finished with

16 points, 13 rebounds, 5

steals, 3 blocks, and 3 assists.
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GLAM honors fallen

Photo by Jens Schommer
The Gay, Lesbian And More dub hosted Transgender Rembrance Day, paying tribute to victims of anti-transgender violence. Above Is

a shot of the flowers used by students to honor the fallen.

Criminal

Justice

Club
hosts

fund
raiser
BY JAREK MARTINEZ

Copy Editor

JJC students and staff geared

up on Nov. 19 at the school’s

gymnasium for a dodgeball

tournament. The event was

sponsored by the Criminal

Justice Club.

Randall Graves, Criminal

Justice Club advisor, was a

participant and coordinated the

tournament as a fundraiser for

the club.

Graves said the tournament

was a way for students, staff

and clubs to interact with one

another while raising funds for

the club.

The majority of the funds

collected will go towards field

trips, catering for events, and

hands-on experiences with

locals in the criminal justice

BY JAREK MARTINEZ

Copy Editor

White and purple carnations

were placed on rows of chairs

on the bridge ofJJC as members

of the Gay, Lesbian And More
(GLAM) club and the JJC Safe

Zone Project prepared for the

fourth annual Transgender Day
of Remembrance held on Nov.

18.

A catering table of food and

refreshments were provided

as members of GLAM and

Melvin Whitehead, GLAM
advisor, welcomed individuals

participating in the event.

The event started with a

slideshow that displayed pictures

and names of transgender

individuals who lost their lives

as a result of transphobia or anti-

transgender prejudice.

Opening remarks, given

by Whitehead, supplied a

rundown on scheduled events

while providing insight on the

significance ofTransgender Day

ofRcmenibmnee.

Whitehead remarked on how
many of the transgender victims

involved in hate crimes were

cither never fully investigated

by law enforcement or under-

reported by the media, even

See GLAM page 5

See Fundraiser, page 4

Read a fan's review on the

epic ending to the Hunger

Games series!

page 8

Read what Emma’s Issues

are now!

page 3

Pell Grant funding at risk
By Craig brown

Staff Writer

Although financial aid is

something a majority of college

students cannot live without,

there is a real possibility that

the Pell Grants budget will be

cut significantly within the next

The main problem is that the

Pell Grant is receiving more

funding from the government

than other departments.

Several federal agencies have

to fight with each other for

funding, so there has been much
debate over this matter with

Congress.

Congress was forced to give

more money to the Pell Grant

program due to an increase in

enrollment in higher education

institutions.

This caused tension with

the subcommittees of other

departments because many have

to share a federal dollar amount

allocation. For example, the U.S.

Department of Labor, the U.S.

Department of Education and

the U.S. Department of Health

and Human Services all share

the same dcsignation-302(b).

As long as people are willing

to continue going to school, this

tension will live on.

A budget cap is already being

planned for next year and if cuts

See Financial on page 6

Wolves’ hot start earns them national ranking
By Adam Tumino

Sports Editor

After a scorching start, the

IJC Men’s Basketball team

ihows no signs of cooling off.

The Wolves won their first six

games this year. Following an |„ the Dec. I poll, the Wolves
overtime loss to McHenty, they were ranked ninth in the

won three of four. At 9-2, they Division III Men's Basketball

are very much in control of this Rankings, This ranking has been
season. clearly earned by the Wolves,

Their good start even earned who boast some impressive

them a Top 10 national ranking, numbers this season.

They are averaging 86.3

points per game, while only

surrendering 68.5. An average

margin of victory of 17.8 points

is a solid number. The Wolves

even won by 43 points in a game
against Prairie State on Nov. 10.

It is curious that they are

allowing as many points per

game as they arc. Many of thcii

defensive statistics rank near the

top of the nation.

See Basketball on page 11

See Christmas decor

from around JJC! Stop the presses!
The Blazer is now Online!

jjcblazer.com
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OPINION 1

Editorial

Hey, it's just a cup
If you’ve dropped by

Starbucks in the past few

weeks, you’ve probably noticed

something a little different

about the cups.

This year, the famous

franchise decided to change

the design from their beloved,

holiday theme to a solid red

color.

Why did they make the

switch?

Starbucks’ vice president of

Design & Content Jeffrey Fields

said, “This year we wanted to

usher in the holidays with a

purity of design that welcomes

all of our stories.”

In other words, the company

chose to embrace cultural

diversity, and-ofcourse-his

decision did not come without

scrutiny.

Pastor and self-proclaimed

social media personality Joshua

Feuerstein took to the internet

to voice his disapproval in a

loud and proud manner. In a

video, that was shared over

16 million times, he went on

a tirade aimed at the coffee

empire.

“Starbucks REMOVED
CHRISTMAS from their cups

because they hate Jesus,”

Feuerstein wrote in a caption

to the video. “SO \ PRANKED
THEM ... and they HATE
IT!!!!"

The “prank” here was

Feuerstein going into Starbucks,

ordering a coffee, telling

Kiran Arza
“I think people are

overreacting. Not

everybody believes

in Christmas. I don't

think it’s fair for

everyone to make it

a big deal because

Starbucks wants to

be more respectful to

other religions."

the barista his name is Merry

Christmas, and as a result they

had to write that on his cup.

Now, we should take a

moment to break down the

stupidity here: first, protesting

a company should probably

start with not purchasing their

merchandise. In his crusade to

put the joke on Starbucks, he put

the joke on himself by giving

them his money. Way to stick it

to them, Feuerstein.

Second, let’s look at the

“they hate Jesus” argument

and Starbucks’ explanation for

the new cups as being a way to

welcome all stories. Starbucks’

reasoning includes Christianity!

The entire point is to embrace

everyone’s traditions and beliefs.

Also, for those of you

unaware, Starbucks has never

actually had the phrase “Merry

Christmas” on their cups. Never.

Third, let’s look at the

credibility of the guy that people

are sadly, blindly following.

In his tenure with being in

the public eye: Feuerstein has

attempted to wage a war on

homosexuals with firearms,

made threats towards abortion

doctors and accused President

Obama of pretending to be a

Christian to get elected.

Feuerstein is clearly not the

brightest light on the Christmas

tree.

With well over 1 million

followers on social media, there

are clearly some other broken

Ryan Lasky

"It’s just a cup, it's

not a big deal. If I

wanted a red cup,

I’d go to a store.”

lights. People actually listen to

this guy; hundreds of those under

Feuerstein’s guidance have gone

to Starbucks to play the “My
name is Merry Christmas” prank.

Obviously, Starbucks comes

out the winner here (what’s 500

times $4.65?).

Besides the utter stupidity

here that is honestly

pretty scary, this whole

#MerryChristmasStarbucks

movement just gives bigots an

excuse to let their pure ignorance

shine.

Before asking Starbucks

why they would change their

cups, people should really ask

themselves, “Why do I take it

so personally in the first place?”

After all, they’re just cups.

If someone’s love of

Christmas and Christianity is so

delicate that the appearance of a

disposable piece of paper fiber

and low-density polyethylene

plastic can bring forth a blizzard

ofemotion, then perhaps it’s time

for that someone to re-evaluate

their priorities.

The symbolism behind

Starbucks’ change is the

willingness to appreciate all

cultures, not oppress.

We’ll say it again for those in

the back: appreciate, not oppress.

The oppressors in this case are

Feuerstein and his ignorant band

of loyal followers that continue

to harass the company and its

patrons. Stupid, right?

What’s even more flooring

Paige Svetlecich

‘‘I think they’re

overreacting. It’s

just a cup.”

is that CNN actually gave

Feuerstein an interview to speak

on the matter. Nothing against

CNN, but why give this guy a

bigger platform?

Feuerstein stated that a

majority ofAmericans are

Christian. Fantastic. Now what

about the other millions of

people who are not? What about

the millions ofAmerican citizens

who celebrate other religions or

don’t celebrate anything at all?

Starbucks took the time to

respond to all the madness,

stating that the cups are meant

“to create a culture of belonging,

inclusion and diversity.”

It’s sad that the company has

to even deal with such bigotry in

their honorable quest to respect

all religions.

Also, Starbucks is not

necessarily the star that

holds together America’s big

metaphorical Christmas tree; we

still have movie marathons, the

huge lights strung everywhere,

the music, the banners, the

commercials and the list goes on.

The bottom line here is that

people are getting all bent out of

shape over absolutely nothing.

It’s a cup. That is all it will

ever be, sitting in a landfill for all

eternity, a cup.

Joshua Feuerstein is an idiot,

which is all he will ever be, for

all eternity, an idiot.

Adam Janaszak

“I think so. It’s just

funny in my opinion.

Some people just

need to relax

about it.”
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Letter Policy

The Blazer encour-

ages participa-

tion from readers

through letters.

Please sign and

provide a phone
number for all

letters so we can

verify the authenc-

ity of the letter and
sender. All letters

should be kept to

300 words or less.

We reserve the

right to edit letters

for space and con-

tent. You may send

letters through in-

teroffice or regular

mail, email, or by
dropping them off

at the Blazer office

at F-1009.

Contact information:

Blazer

1215 Houbolt Road
Joliet, Illinois 60431

Phone number:
815-280-2313

Do you feel like people are overreacting to

Starbucks’ new cup design?
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Emma’s Issues

Open your doors, America

By Emma Carter

Copy Editor

Desperate, hopeless, alone and

terrified are all words that come
to mind when I think about what

is happening in Syria currently.

The people in Syria are living in

a country with so much violence

that they fear for their lives on

a daily basis. Can you imagine

that? Fearing walking outside

because you could be killed by a

member of ISIS?

President Obama pledged to

accept about 10,000 refugees

because these people are fleeing

their country. They have such a

fear of losing their own, ora loved

one’s life that they are trying to

escape their home country.

I have heard horror stories of

families so desperate that they

are doing everything possible to

escape the country. People are

leaving everything they know to

go to a strange country, in some
cases finding some way to get a

boat or any type of transportation

to get away from the violence.

However, some countries are

choosing to close their borders to

the refugees because there are so

many of them. This is making it

even more difficult for families

to find safety and are looking

to countries other than the ones

surrounding Syria for alternative

options.

This was the case for three-

year-old Aylan Kurdi's family.

This is the boy whose body was
found washed up on the shore

of a Turkish beach. His family

was attempting to seek refuge

in Greece; however, his brother,

Galip and mother Rihan both died

on their attempt along with others

who were on the boat. His father

did survive to tell this tragic story.

Families are so desperate to

get out that they pay anyone to

take them, although they may pay

significant amounts of money this

does not mean they will get good

transportation, or even any! The
boat that the Kurdi family was in

filled with water and sunk leaving

many others to die as well.

Can you imagine being that

desperate? That you would row
across dangerous waters in a boat

that could possibly sink?

If you have not yet seen

this image of Avalan Kurdi, 1

highly recommend looking it

up, although be aware that it is

extremely heartbreaking. The
photographer grabs the emotions

of the viewer at such a deep level

that it becomes disturbing.

This is just one story of the

many families that are trying to

escape the horrors of terrorism

that we do not understand here in

the United States.

In an attempt to help these

families and people who clearly

need saving. Obama pledged to

accept 10,000 Syrian refugees.

However, shortly after the

terrorist attack on Paris, several

states in America decided to close

their borders to these refugees.

Illinois was one of said states.

This panic was caused by the

myth that the attackers were

Syrian refugees, but this is not

true. Two attackers were in fact

posing as Syrian refugees using

false identification to get into the

country. But the point is, they are

not Syrian refugees.

31 states closed their borders

to the refugees, which I find

despicable! An interesting fact is

that all of the governors, except

one, who decided to close their

state borders are Republican.

I completely understand the

fear of terror. It is alarming to

know that these types of things

happen. No one ever wants a

repeat of 9/11.

1 do not understand how
closing state borders to families

who are in desperate need of help

is going to solve the terrorism

problem. I mean we are talking

about people, humans, who just

want a place to go so that they are

out of harm’s way.

Whether we acknowledge it or

not terrorism is still all around us.

Many white American people are

a part of terrorism.

For example, what about all

of the mass shooting sprees

happening within some states

recently? What about the

violence happening in Chicago.

We still have no solution to these

problems. But our Governor
does not want Syrian refugees

in our state because it will bring

terrorism?

How can states turn their backs

on people in need? This wus
America! People may respond

and say “we have to protect our

own citizens,” but think about

your family, your loved ones.

Think of the things you would do

to protect them. Put yourself in

these refugees situation, wouldn’t

you want to know that you had a

safe haven to get to?

Then imugine the relief of

finally being able to escape terror

and atrocities, finally being able

to breathe a sigh of relief, finully

able to not worry about being

killed or dying tragically by

drowning.

I thought this was the nation

that wus formed on the notion of

freedom from oppression.

I thought America was the

nation that believes in freedom

from terror.

We huve the ability to protect

people, to help them and now we
have suddenly become too good

for that, or too scared for that, one

of the two.
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Fundraiser from page 1

field.

A total of six teams competed

in the tournament with up to

five members per team. Among

others. Student Government and

the JJC branch of the Phi Theta

Kappa honor society fielded

teams.

Rules were introduced before

matches by Dakota Sheetz and

Dan Foremal, volunteer referees

from the Joliet Park District.

Boundary lines were established

with cones set up around the

gymnasium floor.

Six foam dodge balls were

placed at the center of the court.

Each of the opposing teams were

allowed to take three of the balls

at the start of each round.

Direct hits to any part of the

body, except the head, would

eliminate competitors.

A dodge ball could be deflected

with a ball, but a player was

penalized for holding it for more

than 10 seconds.

Those who were eliminated

were capable of returning to play

if another teammate was able to

catch a ball that was thrown by

the opposing team.

This, in turn, would eliminate

the participant who had thrown

the ball.

Whichever team eliminated all

members of the opposing team

won the match.

Two teams played a single

match that would determine

whether they would continue to

the final round or compete for

third place.

More than an hour of matches

were played. The final round

came down between three teams;

“Not in the Face,” “Celery Sticks”

and “One Blueberry.”

The tournament concluded

with teams “Celery Sticks” and

“One Blueberry” as first place

winners. Those teams’ members

included Jose Jaramillo, Carlos

Diaz, Mike Walsh, Nick Chapman

and Caitlin Wilson.

The second place winners were

team “Not in the Face.” consisting

ofGraves, Jake VanDuyne, Casey

Roth, Chris Luttrell and Mariella

Rodriguez.

Third place was secured by

team “Nerd,” comprised of

Mike Loftis, Ray Buchanan, Joe

Canniff, Kathleen Duong and

Bianca Haro.

All three teams were awarded

with medals, and pick-up games

were created for the remainder

of time .after the tournament’s

conclusion.

Photo by Jarek Martinez

Neither Vince Vaughn nor Ben Stiller showed up to play dodgeball (they weren’t invited), but those who did had a good time raising funds for the Criminal Justice Club.
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from page 1GLAM
with much of the transgender

community slowly integrating to

society.

The rest of the event was

spent ceremonially moving the

carnations from the chairs and

placing them into one oftwo vases

at the front of the presentation.

Participants then read from

tags that were wrapped around

each flower. The tags provided

the names of transgender victims

from around the world.

Small stones were also placed

in the vases as a way to represent

victims that were neither named
nor reported in instances of crime

against transgender individuals.

Afterwards, a moment of

silence was held in respect for

the 21 victims represented. This

was followed with guest speaker

Alexis Martinez whom spoke on

the impact of violence against the

transgender community.

Martinez is a representative of

trans-women of color on various

panels and workshops throughout

the United States. She also has a

long history of grassroots union

organizing.

Martinez said that the

time of remembrance for

transgender people was n very

personal challenge for her.

She then provided a further

list of transgender people who
had committed suicide due to

victimization.

Martinez closed her speech

on an expression of hope for

the next generation to defeut the

challenges and injustices that

transgender people face.

After Martinez’s speech,

an open mic was provided to

participants who wished to

contribute words, poetry, or music

in respect of the transgender

community.

Ian Girard, a GLAM club

member, provided n few powerful

words during the open mic

session.

"We are the generation that

cares to not invalidate children,"

Girard said. “the gender

conformity will be tom down
hopefully by this generation."

Whitehead issued his closing

statement with a word of thanks

to all GLAM members involved

with the preparations of the event

and Amy Sims, coordinator of

student activities, for providing

big support on the Safe Zone

Project over the past few years.

Several local organizations who
support the LGBTQ community

were also credited on the back of

the program pamphlets issued at

the event.

Community Alliance and

Action Network (CAAN), Youth

Outlook, and Gender Explorers

Joliet were listed along with their

contact information in support of

the cause.

Photos by jens Schommcr

At left is pictured a vase with two carnations representing the victims of transgender violence. Pictured at right Is the podium where speak-

ers addressed the attendees of the Transgender Remembrance Ceremony.
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Financial from page 1

happen there is a high possibility

that low income students will

have to pay out of pocket.

This means they will either

have to take out loans, which will

put them in debt, or stop attending

school.

Right now, nothing is set in

stone. However, some students

may feel as if it is.

Cynthia Pitchford, who has

been a student at JJC since 2013,

has already been impacted by the

cuts from her grants.

“There have been a lot of

changes since I have been going

here,” Pitchford said.

“In the first semester

everything seemed to be fine

but as the second semester came

around, me and a couple of other

students I know had to take out

loans because the grants were not

able to cover fees.”

Pitchford also mentioned that

she normally does not know

when her Pell Grant would kick

in until after finals are done and

her grades are in.

Students like Cornelia Jones,

who is not originally from

the Joliet area, could also be

adversely affected.

Jones mentioned how tuition

can be different depending on the

district one lived in. That student

could get less money due to their correlation to the education you However, progress and ideals

location. receive,” Jones said. continue to be available for public

Though students like these are As of 2015, nothing is certain viewing in the media,

able to manage their financial aid, about the future of Pell Grants. Visit: https://www.

students who need to

take developmental

courses will probably

be the most affected.

Depending
on how well the

student scores on the

placement test, they

will possibly have

to take prerequisites

in order to get their

degree, which is

costly.

Tonetta Jones,

Project Achieve

counselor, stated that

of the 200 students

that are with the

Project Achieve

program, about 51

percent of them are

using financial aid.

The Pell Grant is

essential for these

students considering

that most of them

are from low-income

homes.

“The amount

of money that you

make in this country

is typically

americanprogress.org/, click

“Federal Budget”, and then

“Capped Out” to explore the topic

further.

Photo by Jens Schommer
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holiday decorations

from around JJC!

Photos by Shanielle Fulton
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‘Creed’ goes down for the count
BY )AREK MARTINEZ

Copy Editor

“Creed" is the spin-off sequel

of the “Rocky” franchise where

Rocky Balboa has taken on the

role of trainer instead of boxer as

he brings Adonis Creed, Apollo

Creed’s son, under his wing as the

next champion in boxing history.

"Creed” is an entertaining

boxing movie for fans of the

“Rocky” films; Stallone and

Jordan’s performances were top

notch. However, the story left

much to be desired.

The film’s titular character.

Creed, was played by Michael B.

Jordan while Sylvester Stallone

reprised his iconic character of

Rocky Balboa in a supporting

role.

Jordan carried the movie just as

incredibly as Stallone had during

his tenure as Balboa. Jordan’s

off-screen training gave him

credibility and his charismatic

personality provided a great new

hero for the film franchise.

Stallone, returning as his

legendary character, helped

provide a dramatic element to

the story. His character faced

the possible conflict of interest

in training his old friend’s son

as well as the mental battle of

coming to grips with his own

mortality as an aging boxer.

Beautifully directed scenes

showing a modem-looking

Philadelphia were peppered with

familiar locations that provided

nostalgia to fans of the previous

films. The nostalgia helped set-

up “Creed” as a sort of next

generation “Rocky" film with

memorable montage training

scenes and brutal fights.

The score of the film was

just as inspiring as Bill Conti’s

original soundtrack with much

of the music serving as a sort of

homage to the earlier films.

Unfortunately, the plot played

it way too safe overall in terms

of narrative and the rest of the

supporting cast was uninteresting

or underdeveloped.

A romance subplot between

Creed and love interest Bianca,

played , by actress Tessa

Thompson, felt too predictable

and not as interesting as the rest

of the story, despite the fact that

Thompson had great chemistry

with Jordan.

Rival boxer Rick Conlan,

played by Tom Bellew, was

a throw away character that

barely had enough screen time

to provide any real tension to the

story besides being the antagonist

during the final fight. I think

he will go down as the most

uninspired boxer in the “Rocky”

franchise.

The film pushed so many

familiar plot points and nods to

the older "Rocky” movies that

the more interesting and new

elements, like Creed’s father

issues or Balboa’s declining

health, were not given as much

attention as they should have

been.

The parallel between Creed

and Balboa is obvious; they

are both underdogs who work

hard to get a shot at a title fight.

The similarities between the

characters is so strong that this

film is basically “Rocky” with a

different actor.

If this movie turns into a

trilogy. Creed might just end up

becoming the modem Balboa

instead of standing alone as his

own character.

The point of “Creed” appeared

to be more about pleasing existing

fans of the “Rocky” franchise

who wanted a taste of nostalgia

instead of breaking the mold with

an innovative new character that

has an interesting backstory and

could prop up a new franchise of

films.

“Creed" definitely fell short

of the movie it could have been.

I suggest waiting for this title to

come to DVD or Netflix before

watching it.

‘Mocking Jay: Part 2’ hits the bullseye
BY JAREK MARTINEZ

Copy Editor

“The Hunger Games:

Mockingjay Part Two” is the

conclusion of the Hunger Games
film franchise based on the young

adult book series by Suzanne

Collins. This installment of the

series provided less action and

more substance than any of the

previous films.

This film picked up where the

previous left off. Our protagonist,

Katniss Everdeen, must overcome

her brainwashed love interest

Peta Mellark and end the reign

of the capitol by completing her

mission to assassinate President

Snow.

Two problems that the past

films had was introducing too

many characters that had almost

no impact on the main story and

hamming up a bland romance

angle between characters that

was very reminiscent of the

“Twilight” franchise.

“Mockingjay: Part Two” fixed

these problems by keeping the

focus on Everdeen and Mellark

whom were wonderfully played

by Jennifer Lawrence and Josh

Hutcherson.

Lawrence’s portrayal of
Everdeen was one of the best

performances I’ve seen in a long

time. She really captured the

emotional changes and mental

conflicts of the character.

Hutcherson was given more

dialogue and different ranges to

do. This helped established more

engaging chemistry between

himself and Lawrence that felt

less forced.

Teen angst was also less

present. Lawrence portrayed an

emotionless, mentally broken

Everdeen as she goes through

war and holds the responsibility

of being the face of the rebellion.

The supporting cast served

the plot well and performed

just as impressive as the main

protagonists with Donald

Sutherland finally becoming

more unhinged as the antagonist

President Snow.

Important characters from

earlier films were almost

completely left out until the end.

Woody Harrelson and Julianne

Moore’s performances felt

unengaged as a result of such

small screen time.

The films action was well-

done, but there was less of it and

more tension.

Also, much of the film was

less keen on exploring the

post-apocalyptic world that it

established.

Escalation played a big part

as the story reached the second

half but too much exposition

and foreshadowing made the

conclusion very predictable.

Aside from the obvious twists,

the ending provided a complete

and memorable payoff.

Great performances and a more

mature plot made this film less of

a pandering spectacle to fans of

the book and more of a film for

all audiences to engage in.
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Game review

‘Battlefront’ best for those
with online connectivity
BY JAREK MARTINEZ

Copy Editor

“Star Wars Battlefront” is a

reboot of a beloved video game

franchise which spawned several

sequels.

Attention to details in visual

and sound were accomplished

almost flawlessly by video game

developer EA DICE.

EA DICE dedicated much of

the development to recreating a

majority of the film franchise’s

props, sounds, set locations and

other properties.

Every laser sound from a
*

blaster and many of the familiar

environments of the original

trilogy are instantly recognizable.

A majority of the game

revolves around multiplayer,

where teams switched between

the Imperial Storm Troopers and

the Rebel Alliance.

Nine multiplayer modes range

from team based objectives to

smaller free-for-alls.

Modes like “Walker Assault”

and “Supremacy” played well

as large scale objective based

modes,, where up to 40 players

would shoot from trenches, take

down enemy vehicles, and hold

down positions for success.

Other modes, like the standard

“Team Death Match” and

“Cargo" had more to do with

infantry combat. They had less

vehicles and less of a team based

mentality.

“Battlefront” also differed

in terms of gameplay with the

options of a third person or first

person view, nearly unlimited

ammo supply and equipment on a

rechargeable cycle.

This installment felt much

more relaxed in its gameplay

style which created a more non-

competitive experience. Most

shooter games do not accomplish

this. Instead, most force players

into quick reflexive action and

constant multi-tasking.

Players who hope to find a

strategic or fast paced run-and-

gun style similar to “Battlefront"

will likely be left disappointed.

Iconic “Star Wars” vehicles and

characters like Luke Skywalker

were scattered around the

environment in the form ofpower

ups, which was more refreshing

than acquiring points to utilize

special abilities or waiting on the

next ship from an air base.

Much of the fun wore thin after

a few matches though, since most

matches lasted nearly fifteen

minutes and the spawn system

would bring players to locations

too far from the action.

The single player experience

was also very limited and not

as engaging as the multiplayer,

even with the option of local

multiplayer.

“Survival” mode felt

uninspired and the ‘Mission’

modes seemed like filler to puss

the time between breaks from

multiplayer at best.

“Battlefront” succeeds in the

sense that it can provide true

immersion into the beloved film

franchise for a few hours at a time

in multiplayer. However, this title

will probably be poorly received

by those without the capability

for online connectivity.
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Adam’s Hot Corner

Don’t assign sports a higher purpose

By Adam Tumino

Sports Editor

In the wake of national

or international tragedy, it is

inevitable that someone famous

will say something stupid and the

recent terrorist attacks in Paris

were no exception.

To get started, washed up

actor Rob Lowe recently made

headlines when he tweeted

controversial comments

criticizing France’s decision to

allow Syrian refugees into the

country.

On Nov. 13, Lowe tweeted,

“Oh, NOW France closes its

borders. #Hollande,” implying

that France was, among other

things, at fault for the terror

attack because they didn’t close

their doors on desperate people

fleeing violence.

Now, as stupid as Lowe’s

comments are, they are par for

the course with dumb celebrities.

With sports stars, some of the

more problematic comments are

a tad more subtle.

Alex Morgan from the U.S.

Women’s National Soccer Team

made seemingly innocuous

comments last month that are

potentially pretty harmful. She

was asked by a TMZ cameraman

if terrorism made her afraid to

play international soccer.

“I don’t think soccer should

ever make anyone afraid to go out

and play,” said Morgan. “I think it

brings the world together.”

While there is some truth

to this statement, the overall

message can be misconstrued.

The international impact of

soccer does give the whole world

a platform to communicate and

interact. However, people tend to

rely too heavily on sports when

dealing with tragedy.

Sports begin to be used as

symbols of freedom and strength.

It happens all the time. New
Yorkers put their energy into

their various sports teams after

the attacks on 9/11. The Yankees

advanced all the way to the World

Series that season.

People could not help but link

their success to the attacks on the

city where they play. Fans around

the country began to see the

Yankees as the force that would

put the city of New York on its

back and carry it out of darkness.

This happened in Boston as

well. In the aftermath of the

Boston Marathon bombings,

people turned to the Red Sox to

save their spirits. The bombings

occurred during the first month

of the season, but the story line

continued all year.

The Red Sox won the World

Series that season, and many

people attributed this to the tragic

attacks six months before. The

city of Boston was filled with

people wearing Red Sox shirts

with the phrase “Boston Strong”

stretched across the chest.

The strength of the city of

Boston has absolutely nothing to

do with the success of a baseball

team. Boston would have

recovered with or without the

Red Sox. Some people just like

to latch onto other things when

something scares them.

Being scared is a completely

sensible reaction to terrorism. It

is also sensible to try to find a

distraction to avoid dealing with

the frightening truth. This can

be a healthy way to deal with

tragedy or fear, but only if it is

temporary.

If you stay focused oh the

distraction for too long, you

will stop paying attention to the

real problem. At some point, the

distraction becomes a permanent

way to ignore the thing you are

afraid of.

This being said, I completely

understand where Morgan is

coming from. I love sports. I do

not want anything to ruin them.

But this is a problem that extends

well beyond the world of sports.

Morgan’s comments are

sensible and well intentioned,

but some people are incapable

of understanding the message.

Pretending that sports are some

kind of vehicle for destroying

ISIS only enables people to

use sports to escape the real

problems.

TMZ didn’t make it any better.

They titled Morgan’s story and

accompanying video “Don’t Let

Terrorists Ruin Soccer." This is

an incredibly tone-deaf headline.

Terrorists could not care less

about the fate of soccer. They

want to ruin civilized society. If

soccer is a part of society, it too

will be ruined. Insinuating that

terrorists want to ruin soccer is

reckless thinking.

There are more important

things than sports. In the grand

scale of things, sports are

relatively meaningless. They are

just simple games. There is no

higher meaning to sports. They

serve as entertainment and as a

temporary escape from fear and

worry. That’s it.

If TMZ was actually worried

about the fate of soccer, they

should focus on the things that

are actually ruining one of the

world’s oldest sports. Soccer

has been crippled by rampant

corruption in the sport’s highest

governing bodies.

Violence involving fans is

also a real problem. Whether the

violence is fan on fan, fan on

player, or fan on referee. These

things are much bigger threats to

soccer’s future than terrorism.

Sports stand up on their own.

They don’t need to be infused

with other story lines. They are

filled with great stories to begin

with. Do not give sports a higher

meaning.

And do not use sports as your

distraction; your attention is best

placed elsewhere.
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Bryant to retire; league reacts
By Adam Tumino

Sports Editor

Kobe Bryant announced that

he will retire after this current

season via an emotional piece

he wrote for the Players Tribune.

The announcement came Sunday,

Nov. 29 and will soon mean the

end of one of the greatest careers

in NBA history.

Bryant was drafted 1 3th overall

by the Charlotte Hornets in the

1 996 NBA draft. Only 1 7 at the

time of the draft, Bryant needed

a parent to cosign his NBA
contract. On draft day, Bryant

was traded to the Los Angeles

Lakers for veteran center Vlade

Divac.

The trade has been universally

criticized, and Bleacher Report

named it the third worst NBA
trade ever in a 2008 article.

Considering that Bryant had one

of the most successful careers of

all time, the Hornets may share

this sentiment.

In his rookie season at age 1 8,

Bryant averaged only 7.6 points

per game. In his second season,

he nearly doubled this number.

After that, his career was off and

running.

Now in his 19th season, Bryant

can boast numbers that most

playors can only dream of. For

his career, including 14 games in

the 2015-16 season, Bryant has

averaged 25.3 points per game.

This is despite the fact that he

never had much of an outside

shot.

Bryant shot just 33.1 percent

from beyond the three point arc.

His exceptional mid-range game
and ability to attack earned him an

overall shooting percentage of 45

percent. He also averaged a career

high 35.4 points per game during

the 2005-06 season

Bryant won !

only NBA M'

award in the 20(

08 campaign,

averaged 28.3 poi

that season and adc

6.3 rebounds and :

assists. As good

his regular seasc

were, the playo

were where he rea

shined.

Bryant pla>

in 220 postseas

games in his care

including starting

200 of them. This

the fifth most play'

games ever play

in by a professioi

basketball play

He averaged 2‘.

points per game in !

postseason career.

His teams made 1

playoffs in 15 of

1 9 careers seaso

Bryant also won fi

championship rin;

Kobe’s Lakers won Lakers' Kobe Bryant.

three consecutive championships

in 2000, 2001, and 2002. His

other two rings came in the 2009

and 2010 NBA Finals.

Bryant is also the owner of

one of the greatest single-game

performances in NBA history.

On Jan. 2, 2006, Bryant put up

81 points against the Toronto

Raptors.

According to an article by Chris

Chase from USA Today sports

blog For the Win, Bryant was

responsible for an all-time high

66 percent of his teams scoring

that night. Bryant’s 81 is the

second highest total ever, behind

Wilt Chamberlain’s legendary

100 point performance.

Bryant has played the 19th

most games in NBA history, but

has scored the third most points.

Courtesy ofcommons,wikimidi

He also made 17 All-Star games

in his career, the second most ever

behind Karcem Abdul-Jabbar.

It is possible that he will have

two different numbers retired by

the Lakers. He wore the number

eight for his first 10 career

seasons. He has donned the

number 24 ever since.

When Bryant announced his

retirement, the NBA community

celebrated his career.

Lakers legend Earvin

"Magic" Johnson had

some high praise for

Bryant.

"He’s the closest thing

we’ve seen to Michael

Jordan," Johnson told

Yuhoo Sports on Nov. 29.

Bryant’s former

teammate, and current

Chicago Bull, Pau Gasol

also weighed in on his

friend’s announcement via

his Twitter account.

"We have lived

incredible moments

together on and oft'

the court. Thanks for

everything brother!"

This is just a small

sampling of the reaction in

the basketball community.

Everyone associated

with basketball surely

has thoughts on Bryunt’s

impending retirement.

Fans, journalists, players,

and coaches alike will all

miss his presence in the

s'ti.org game.
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Basketball from page 1

The Wolves actually lead the

nation in opponent field goal

percentage, allowing only 36

percent of their opponent’s shoLs

to fall. They also rank in the

top 15 in opponent three point

percentage (29 percent) and

blocks per game (4.7).

Sophomore guards Darius

Wells and Kiwane Crowder have

performed well defensively,

averaging 2.3 and 2.2 steals

per game respectively. These

numbers rank 23rd and 25th in

the nation.

Forwards Matt Hund and

Patrick Kenny have played

tough defense in the paint. Hund

is blocking three shots in each

contest, and his 21 total blocks

rank 13th in the country.

Kenny contributes interior

presence as well, swatting 1.4

shot per game.

The combination of interior

and perm iter defense have

allowed the Wolves to become

one of the nation’s best overall

teams.

"I still like our defensive

effort,” said head coach Joe

Kuhn. "Our press has been very

good for us."

As well as the defense has

performed, Kuhn anticipates

more consistent offensive play

moving forward in the season.

"It’s the time of year where

your offensive system starts to

take in." Kuhn added. “I think

we are running a little better as an

offense as well."

The improved offense shined

on Nov. 30 against Trinity

Christian University JV. In that

game, the Wolves put up a season

high 102 points.

"It’s been a couple of years

since we scored that much," said

Kuhn. "We used to do it on a

regular basis, but the last couple

of years we’ve not shot the ball

well. I just loved our effort.”

The offense has its share of

strong performers. Sophomore

guard Daymeann Stewart lead

the Wolves with 18.3 points per

game. He ranks 19th in the nation

in three point field goals and 39th

in total points.

Freshman guard Robert Brooks

has been one of the Wolves most

consistent scorers. Brooks is

averaging 1 1 .6 points per game

while shooting 44.9 percent from

the field, and 47.6 percent from

three point range.

Point guard Darius Wells has

also been a very steady offensive

contributor. He is third on the

team in scoring and ranks 28th in

the nation in total assists with 47.

Patrick Kenny and Kiwane

Crowder are also averaging

scoring in double figures each

game. Kenny averages 11.3 points

while shooting 50 percent from

the field. Crowder is good for 1

1

points per game, while ranking

3 1 st in the nation is assists.

As a team, the Wolves most

impressive statistic may be their

free throw percentage. It currently

sits at 74.2 percent, which is ninth

in the nation.

The Wolves have a tough

stretch of their schedule coming

up before the holidays, which will

be a good test of their abilities.

They have six road games in a

row. They split the first two, and

look to finish the calendar tear

strong.

"We are really going to have to

be sound in all facets of our game
to win on the road against some

tough teams," said Kuhn.

If the Wolves continue to play

at a consistently high level, they

likely will stay in the top ten

rankings for a good chunk of the

season.



Sports
Perseverance name of game for Lady Wolves

Photo by lens Schommer
Lady Wolves starting center Hillary Dietahin wins an opening tip off against Malcolm X College on Dec. 3.
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By Adam Tumino

Sports Editor

After a hot start, the JJC

Womens Basketball team has had

their share of adversity.

The Lady Wolves won their

first three games of the season,

and then dropped their next three.

They now own a record of 5-4

overall.

It is still very early and they

have plenty of time to respond.

However, their response may be

more difficult than it appears.

The Lady Wolves will go

the rest of the season without

sophomore point guard Naomi
Mayes, who suffered a season

ending knee injury against Lake

Michigan College.

Mayes was averaging 13 points

per game when she went down.

She also helped to stabilize the

offense. This is obviously a big

blow for the Lady Wolves, but it

doesn’t have to be the end of the

world.

“You hate to see any player

get injured but in the back of

your mind you know there is the

possibility of it,” said head coach

Shaun Sanderson. “Everyone has

to dig a little deeper to give more

and focus on the task at hand.”

Two star players in particular

will have to dig deeper than they

already have for the rest of the

season.

Sophomore forward Chavon
Banks has been a powerful force

on the court, averaging 15.7

points and 14 rebounds per game.

Center Hillary Dietahin has also

been tough in the paint so far.

She is providing 9 points per

game while pulling down 13.3

rebounds. Their presence in the

frontcourt will continue to be an

important factor throughout the

season.

Other than mental obstacles,

there are some on-court problems

that need fixing. The Lady Wolves

are shooting a decent 38.2%

from the field, but that number is

bolstered by their effectiveness in

the paint.

Their shooting percentage is

impressively high, considering

they are shooting only 24.4%

from three-point range. Their

free throw percentage is also

below average at 46.7%. If this

percentage improves even a

little bit, they will be in a better

situation at the end of each game.

How far the Lady Wolves go

this year will depend on their

ability to knock down shots and

persevere mentally. With Banks

and Dietahin anchoring the team

inside, other players are going to

have to step up and score.

If the Lady Wolves become

one dimensional, it will be easier

for opponents to game-plan

against them and shut them down.

Freshman guard jamari McAfee
joined the team after Mayes was

injured, and has shown promise

so far.

Sanderson said that he has been

impressed with her ability as an

additional scorer and ball handler.

McAfee could prove to be a vital

part of a team that desperately

needs some outside scoring.

The Lady Wolves have a great

chance to bolster their numbers

considering that we are still

early enough into the season.

If they shoot well for the next

couple of games they will be

able to improve their shooting

percentages drastically.

Having good interior scoring

can definitely be relied upon

until the Lady Wolves find their

shooting stroke, but cannot be

relied upon for too long. Once

more of their jump shots start

finding the net, their overall game

should begin to flourish.

Luckily, they don’t have a

conference game until Jan. 6. If

they strengthen their game before

then, they can still have a high

seed by the end of the season.

Sanderson is confident in his

team’s ability to power through

their struggles.

“Adversity is a part of life

and sports,” said Sanderson.

“Our response to adversity will

determine our growth.”

The Lady Wolves have a

potentially bright future, but must

be able to press on.

PLAYERS TO WATCH
Darius Wells

Men’s Basketball

Sophomore guard Darius Wells
had 15 points and 6 assists at

McHenry County College on
Nov. 19. In a 102-65 victory

over Trinity Christian JV, Wells

finished with 19 points and 5

assists. He currently is averaging

11.4 points per game and 5.2

assists per game.

Hillary Dietahin

Women’s Basketball

Sophomore center Hillary

Dietahin had 14 points and
17 rebounds against Lake

Michigan College on Nov. 14.

She grabbed 17 rebounds

against McHenry County
College on Nov. 19, and

finished with 7 points and 1

1

rebounds at Kankakee CC.

Hillary is currently averaging

9.0 points per game and 13.3

rebounds per game.


